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This dissertation is the first systematic study of Michelangelo Antonioni’s literary adaptations. From this
vantage point, it re-envisions Antonioni’s cinema in terms of adaptive authorship, stylistic plurality, and
medial impurity. While the analysis of Antonioni’s adaptations makes his cinema appear in an entirely new
light in respect to traditional readings, his work as an adapter at the same time highlights the insufficiently
explored potential – within the theory of adaptation – of adaptive practices as agents of a vivifying
authorial, cultural, and medial hybridization. In the introduction I define Antonioni’s adaptations in terms of
rites, and I illustrate their function within his filmography. Each of the five chapters in which my
dissertation is organized focuses on one of Antonioni’s films, which it relates to his work as an adapter. In
each chapter, the close analysis of the film is functional to the recognition of the elements that are
incorporated in Antonioni’s cinema through his practices of adaptation. I complement my analysis by
illustrating the specificity of each instance of adaptation, while also reconnecting them to the broader
function that adaptation practices have for Antonioni’s cinema. My dissertation illuminates the stylistic
plurality of Antonioni’s cinema and highlighting the crucial role played by adaptation in the inception and
development of the three distinct consecutive stylistic phase that characterize his cinema. Challenging
the assumptions underpinning the theories of authorship and medium specificity prevalent in the studies
on Antonioni, my dissertation spotlights the impure intermedial constitution of his cinema and suggests
rethinking his authorial identity in terms of adaptive authorship. In doing so, my dissertation theorizes
adaptation as a ritual enactment of authorial, medial, and stylistic hybridization. By looking at Antonioni
the adapter as both the agent of textual transformation and, in turn, the object of a different
transformation, my study contributes to complicate in productive ways the understanding of the agency
of the adapter within the theory of adaptation.
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ABSTRACT
MICHELANGELO ANTONIONI AND THE RITES OF ADAPTATION:
THE IMPURE CINEMA OF AN ADAPTIVE AUTEUR

Peter Lešnik
Eva Del Soldato
Timothy Corrigan

This dissertation is the first systematic study of Michelangelo Antonioni’s literary
adaptations. From this vantage point, it re-envisions Antonioni’s cinema in terms of
adaptive authorship, stylistic plurality, and medial impurity. While the analysis of
Antonioni’s adaptations makes his cinema appear in an entirely new light in respect to
traditional readings, his work as an adapter at the same time highlights the insufficiently
explored potential – within the theory of adaptation – of adaptive practices as agents of a
vivifying authorial, cultural, and medial hybridization. In the preface I define Antonioni’s
adaptations in terms of rites, and I illustrate their function within his filmography. Each
of the five chapters in which my dissertation is organized focuses on one of Antonioni’s
films, which it relates to his work as an adapter. In each chapter, the close analysis of the
film is functional to the recognition of the elements that are incorporated in Antonioni’s
cinema through his practices of adaptation. I complement my analysis by illustrating the
specificity of each instance of adaptation, while also reconnecting them to the broader
function that adaptation practices have for Antonioni’s cinema. My dissertation
illuminates the stylistic plurality of Antonioni’s cinema and highlighting the crucial role
iv

played by adaptation in the inception and development of the three distinct consecutive
stylistic phase that characterize his cinema. Challenging the assumptions underpinning
the theories of authorship and medium specificity prevalent in the studies on Antonioni,
my dissertation spotlights the impure intermedial constitution of his cinema and suggests
rethinking his authorial identity in terms of adaptive authorship. In doing so, my
dissertation theorizes adaptation as a ritual enactment of authorial, medial, and stylistic
hybridization. By looking at Antonioni the adapter as both the agent of textual
transformation and, in turn, the object of a different transformation, my study contributes
to complicate in productive ways the understanding of the agency of the adapter within
the theory of adaptation.
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PREFACE

In spite of the copious critical and scholarly work undertaken on the subject of
Michelangelo Antonioni’s cinema in the past sixty years, his practice as an adapter of
preexisting literary texts remains to this day a stubbornly neglected topic. My dissertation
not only wants to challenge the critical indifference – when not, the overt disdain –
towards Antonioni’s work as an adapter, but, more radically, and not without a certain
taste for provocation, it posits adaptation as the key instance determining the particular
constitution and transformations of Antonioni’s cinema and authorship during his sixdecade long career. The purpose of my dissertation is nothing less than to re-envision one
of the most celebrated film auteurs in the entire history of European art film as an
adaptive auteur whose cinema and authorship are grounded outside of themselves,
informed by, and transformed through, Antonioni’s engagement with literature. In the
process, this study opens important larger questions about the complexities and nuances
of auteurism in general and about stylistic plurality as an adaptive mode of expression.
The radical reevaluation of Antonioni’s work as an adapter that I am suggesting
challenges the two theoretical pillars sustaining the conventional treatment of his cinema
within the existing scholarship: the auteur theory and theories of medium specificity.
According to these theoretical premises, Antonioni’s work is conventionally understood
as the product of a singular and exceptional cinematic vision, reflected in consistent and
recognizable sets of themes and – most importantly – stylistic features. In other words,
my critical target is the authorial and medial purity that, either explicitly or implicitly, has
constantly been associated with Antonioni’s filmmaking. To the pursuit of pureness, my
vii

dissertation opposes the idea of an impure cinema and authorship, primarily shaped
through a series of literary encounters that have revivified and transformed Antonioni’s
film practice at points of aesthetic impasse.
An obvious argument to justify the generalized disinterest manifested for
Antonioni’s work as adapter consists in the numerical scarcity of the occasions in which
the filmmaker challenged himself with preexisting literary texts. Contrary to several
contemporaneous film directors that frequently resorted to literature – most notably,
Luchino Visconti, François Truffaut, Stanley Kubrick, and Jean-Marie Straub and
Danièle Huillet – during the first five decades of his career Antonioni adapts for the silver
screen only three literary sources: Cesare Pavese’s novel Tra donne sole (Among Women
Only, 1949) in the mid-1950s, Julio Cortázar’s short story “Las babas del diablo” (“The
Devil’s Drool,” 1959) a decade later, and Jean Cocteau’s stage play L’aigle á deux têtes
(The Two-Headed Eagle, 1946) in the late 1970s.1 Yet, the numerical irrelevance of
Antonioni’s adaptations is conversely matched by their incomparable significance within
his filmography. Each of them occupies a privileged position within the discontinuous
aesthetic arch traced by the chronological succession of Antonioni’s films, coinciding
with one of the three crucial moments of transformation that characterize his cinema: the
radicalization of the realist aesthetic of his early films through the impact of Pavese’s
novel; the overcoming of realism and the shift towards an imagistic cinema enabled by

1

In addition to these instances, Antonioni resorted again to literary adaptation in the latest phase of his
career (1995-2004), when he adapted a series of narrative sketches that he himself has written decades
earlier. These adaptations constitute the episodes composing the feature film Al di là delle nuvole (Beyond
the Clouds, 1995) and the short film Il filo pericoloso delle cose (The Dangerous Thread of Things, 2004),
an episode of the anthology film Eros, to which he participated together with Wong Kar-wai and Steven
Soderbergh.
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the adaptation of “The Devil’s Drool;” and the transition to a postmodern aesthetic
paradigm as the outcome of Antonioni’s appropriation of Cocteau’s text.
The analogous topological significance of Antonioni’s adaptations within his
filmography reveals the consistent function that he assigns to the engagement with
preexisting literary texts. Adaptation practices came to represent for him a catalyzer
enabling the reconfiguration of his cinematic style, through the divestment of ingrained
habits of seeing and thinking. Antonioni’s work as an adapter opens to the possibility of
understanding the process of adaptation not only as something that the adapter does, but
also as something impacting and transforming the adapter herself. In the case of
Antonioni’s cinema, the transformative potential of his adaptations is in each occasion
effectuated through a process of incorporation that involves an alien element extrapolated
from the source material, which preserves its otherness and haunts Antonioni’s film
practice from within. At every event of adaptation, the incorporated alterity determines a
change in his style that affects the subsequent phase of his career. Also, more broadly,
each one of Antonioni’s adaptations induces or accomplishes a reconfiguration of his
understanding of the role of the image-maker and of the relationship between the
cinematic image and the historical world. In transforming his literary sources, Antonioni
is in turn transformed by them.
To the traditional, static conceptual model opposing the practice of adaptation to
authorial creation, I propose substituting a dynamic model of reciprocal interdependence,
in which adaptation and authorship are set into motion by each other. That adaptation
requires an agent in order to be performed is self-evident. Without the intervention of the
adapter – who is, first of all, a reader that provides a specific interpretation of a given
ix

work – texts remain tied to the fundamental inertia of received readings within existing
hermeneutical traditions. Adaptations vivify a text by multiplying its identities and by
enlarging and diversifying its sphere of circulation. An agent is therefore always
responsible for the transformations of texts through adaptation practices. Even when the
adapter’s agency is willfully self-erased on the altar of fidelity, it is the adapter who
actively pursues the obliteration of her own intervention. Less evident is instead the idea
that authorship might need adaptation in order to survive and proliferate. Yet,
Antonioni’s adaptations suggest precisely this possibility. Each time he is caught in an
aesthetic impasse, Antonioni resorts to the practice of adaptation. In order to accomplish
the desired aesthetic regeneration at times of rupture, Antonioni turns to the
transformative potential of a medial and authorial otherness. The encounter with an
otherness is therefore the paramount condition for the vivifying modification of both the
adapted texts and Antonioni’s own film practice.
There is a ritual dimension to Antonioni’s resort to adaptation: his literary
encounters function as rites of passage, through which both the adapted text and the
adapter are qualitatively transformed. For this reason, my dissertation suggests reading
Antonioni’s adaptations as ritual enactments of authorial and medial hybridization;
performative actions that subvert the performance of authorship expected from the auteur.
Seen through the prism of literary adaptation, Antonioni’s cinema and authorship appear
in the light of a fundamental authorial and medial impurity. Contrary to the conventional
negative connotations associated to the idea of impurity, I consider the impure under the
sign of a generative interconnectedness and an expanded field of relational possibilities.
Thus, in brief, the goal of my dissertation is to bring into visibility the mesmerizing,
x

impure cinema of a filmmaker whose authorship has bloomed through recursive
processes of hybridization enabled by his promiscuous commingling with literature.

Adaptive Authorship and Impure Cinema

An isolated call to reconceive Antonioni’s cinema through the notion of the impure has
been launched in 2011 by John David Rhodes and Laura Rascaroli in their compelling
edited volume of Centenary Essays (Rhodes and Rascaroli 2011). The third section of the
book, provokingly entitled “Medium Specifics,” formulates a critique of the theories of
medium specificity that ground the majority of the scholarly contributions on Antonioni’s
cinema. By looking at individual Antonioni films, the three essays constituting this
section draw attention to the influence exerted on his cinema by the media of
photography (Nardelli 2011) and television (Casetti 2011 and Siegel 2011). 2 While
acknowledging the existence of a multiplicity of intermedial connections and influences
throughout his filmography, my dissertation prioritizes the role of literature and literary
adaptation as the prime agent of authorial and medial hybridization within Antonioni’s
cinema. Contrary to the medial proximity to the cinema of optical media such as
photography and television, the written word represents for Antonioni the quintessential
otherness. The first major aesthetic transformation of his career, ripening during the mid1950s, revolved precisely around the emancipation of the image from the primacy of the

2

Specifically, Matilde Nardelli discusses Blow-up, Francesco Casetti The Mystery of Oberwald, and
Michael Loren Siegel Identificazione di una donna (Identification of a Woman, 1982).
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script. And yet, this transition was paradoxically accomplished through Antonioni’s
engagement with a literary work.
While the reliance on literary sources is in itself the indicator of intermedial
alliances that delegitimizes the claims to medial specificity, at the same time the practice
of adaptation constitutes a challenge to notions of absolute authorial autonomy. Theories
of medium specificity ultimately represent only the peak of a more resilient iceberg that
thwarts the critical reappraisal of Antonioni’s cinema, and which is connected to the
enduring legacy of Romantic assumptions about authorship. The shared aspiration to an
ideal of purity animates both the partisans of medium specificity and the practitioners of
the cult of personality. Within the field of cinema studies, the aspiration to a simultaneous
medial and authorial purity has most notably crystallized in the construct of the auteur. A
paradoxical figure, the auteur is endowed with the cultural capital, dignity, and prestige
of the literary author, while at the same time acquiring her legitimacy through a rejection
of the “literary” in favor of the “purely cinematic.” The prolonged indifference for
Antonioni’s work as an adapter is, in this sense, an unmistakable marker of the
persistence of theoretical claims about the authorial and medial purity of his films. By
envisioning Antonioni’s cinema as the product of an adaptive authorship, my dissertation
undoes the theoretical assumption of an autonomous authorial invention, while bringing
to the fore the “irrepressible intermediality” of cinema (Gaudreault and Morion 2005, 4). 3
Before I proceed further, it might be useful to recall a few significant events in the
life and career of the filmmaker. Antonioni grew-up in the city of Ferrara, located in

3

In the past two decades historians of early cinema have been among the most persuasive proponents of the
constitutive intermediality of media. See, in particular, Gaudreault and Marion 2005, and Altman 1999b.
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North-eastern Italy, where he was born on September 29, 1912. Once a thriving economic
and cultural center, in the early twentieth-century Ferrara was a provincial town cut off
from the main axes of industrialization and modernization that have deeply impacted only
selected portions of the country at the turn of the century. The conservative provincialism
that accompanied the raise and consolidation of the fascist rule over Italy during the
1920s further worsened the cultural environment of Antonioni’s intellectual maturation.
In accordance to the middle-class background of his family, Antonioni pursued a degree
in economy and commerce at the University of Bologna, where he graduated in 1935.
During the 1930s, cinema for Antonioni came to embody the promise of a viable refuge
against a suffocating provincial culture and its social conservativism. Dissatisfied with
his employment in a trading company, Antonioni begun a part-time collaboration as film
reviewer with the local newspaper “Il Corriere Padano.” Movies filled the nights and
tickled the imagination of a discontented young intellectual, and their allure propelled his
decision to leave for Rome with the intention of pursuing a career in the film industry.
His relocation to the capital occurred at a disadvantageous moment, as it shortly
preceded the outbreak of WWII. The exceptional historical conjunction prolonged and
complicated his apprenticeship, and it would take more than a decade for Antonioni to
debut in feature filmmaking. The experience at the “Corriere Padano” helped him to
establish a collaboration with the journal Cinema, the leading Italian publication on
moving image cultures during that time. In the fall of 1940, Antonioni enrolled in the
national film school, the Centro sperimentale di cinematografia, inaugurated 5 years
prior as part of the reorganization of the national film production according to a model of
centralized, state-controlled integration. A few months later Antonioni dropped from the
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program, persuaded that he had already acquired the sufficient technical training and that
the school had little more to offer. Soon afterwards he begun a brief career as
scriptwriter, collaborating first with Roberto Rossellini on Un pilota ritorna (A Pilot
Returns, 1942), and then with Enrico Fulchignoni on I due Foscari (The Two Foscari,
1942), for which he also served as assistant director. On the set of this film, Antonioni
befriended the established cinematographer Ubaldo Arata, who would recommend him to
Michele Scalera. In the spring of 1942, the head of the Scalera film company sent
Antonioni to France, in order to work as Marcel Carné’s co-director on the French-Italian
coproduction Les visiteurs du soir (The Devil’s Envoys, 1942). Intimidated by the aura of
the filmmaker’s cinematic achievements and discouraged by his unfriendly reception on
the set, Antonioni never disclosed to Carné that the producers have appointed him codirector, and his participation remained uncredited.
Enriched by the experiences as reviewer, screenwriter, and assistant director,
upon his return from France, Antonioni was ready to debut as film director. He found an
agreement with the Istituto LUCE – the national newsreel and documentary film agency –
to finance his first film, Gente del Po (People of The Po Valley, 1943-7), a two-reel
documentary on the life of ordinary people inhabiting the impoverished region of the Po
River Delta. The shooting took place in the Winter of 1942-1943, but the opening of the
War front on the Italian soil in the fall of 1943 caused the loss of the film’s first edited
version and of the majority of the original footage. Antonioni would complete and release
the film as a one-reel short only in 1947, beginning a brief but intense career in
documentary cinema. By 1950, the year of his debut in narrative film and the featurelength format, he would have completed six additional shorts. Although Antonioni’s
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transition to narrative cinema has frequently obfuscated his commitment to nonfiction
film, documentaries punctuate the entirety of his filmography: Tentato suicidio
(Attempted Suicide) in the 1950s; Il provino (The Screen Test, 1965) in the 1960s; and
Chung Kuo – Cina (China, 1972) in the 1970s. An occasional practice during the first
four decades of his experience in narrative cinema, documentaries would rise to
prominence again in the latest part of Antonioni’s career (1983-2004), outnumbering his
fiction films.
Antonioni begins working in narrative cinema at the outset of the 1950s, the
golden age of Italian film melodrama. Although Antonioni challenges generic
conventions and formulas with an increasing ferocity, throughout the decade he operates
within the parameters of the melò – as film melodrama was known in Italy at the time. In
this context, Il grido (Outcry, 1957) constitutes a breaking point and a transformative
moment that prefigures the developments of Antonioni’s films from the early 1960s –
L’avventura (1960), La notte (1961), and L’eclisse (1962) – which brought him a wide
international visibility and were enthusiastically received by critics. Already a celebrity
within the burgeoning international art-house circuit, in 1964 Antonioni releases his first
color film, Il deserto rosso (Red Desert), and the following year signs a contract with
MGM. The subsequent relocation of Antonioni’s film practice abroad would result in
three English language films – Blow-up (1966), Zabriskie Point (1970), and Professione:
reporter (The Passenger, 1975).
Returning to Italy in the late 1970s, Antonioni would vainly struggle to undergo a
new project, until the executives of the Italian national television offered him to shoot a
film on video. The outcome of this experiment was the costume melodrama Il mistero di
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Oberwald (The Mystery of Oberwald, 1980), which was followed by another feature in
1982, Identificazione di una donna (Identification of a Woman). Antonioni’s career then
came to a sudden halt in 1985, when he suffered a severe stroke that had life-time
consequences and prevented him from working for a number of years. He resumed
filmmaking in the late 1980s with a series of nonfiction shorts, before being persuaded by
Wim Wenders to undergo a new feature film project, which came to fruition in 1995 as
Al di là delle nuvole (Beyond the Clouds), and remains Antonioni’s final feature-length
work. Following Beyond the Clouds, the filmmaker would direct two more documentary
shorts and an episode of the anthology film Eros, released in 2004. Antonioni died a few
years later, in the summer of 2007, at the age of ninety-four.
Since the beginning of his career, Antonioni’s work has attracted the attention of
critics and scholars, whose interest grew exponentially in conjunction with the
recognition that his films obtained at major international film festivals during the second
half of the 1950s and the 1960s. For the convenience of my exposition, I suggest
distinguishing two consecutive waves in the studies on Antonioni. 4 Monographs and
holistic approaches characterize the inception of the first wave of studies on Antonioni’s
work, which I refer to as the “classical studies.” Two books in particular mark the
beginning of the systematic trend: Pierre Leprohon’s very first monograph on the Italian
filmmaker, published in Paris in 1961 and translated into English in 1963 (Michelangelo
Antonioni: An Introduction), which covers Antonioni’s work until La notte; and Carlo di

4

It should be noted, however, that the two trends I am distinguishing have been preceded by an immediate
– although occasional – critical response to Antonioni’s work coming from a variety of critics and scholars
since the mid-1950s.
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Carlo’s 1964 massive edited volume, Michelangelo Antonioni, which also includes essays
on L’eclisse and Red Desert.
Auteurism and theories of medium specificity explicitly inform all of the classical
studies on Antonioni, which pair a systematic approach to the whole corpus with an
almost exclusive focus on textual – audiovisual and narrative – components. This
tradition includes a good number of remarkable studies that appeared in Italian, French,
and English. In the anglophone sphere, Seymour Chatman’s 1985 Antonioni; or, The
Surface of the World marks the beginning of a fruitful scholarly enterprise that protracted
throughout the end of the century, and which includes the influential monographs by Sam
Rohdie, William Arrowsmith, and Peter Brunette, respectively published in 1990, 1995,
and 1998. Among the books by a single author that appeared in Italian, the two volumes
published by Lorenzo Cuccu, respectively in 1973 (La visione come problema) and in
1997 (Antonioni. Il discorso dello sguardo e a altri saggi) have obtained the greatest
attention by foreign scholars. At the same time, the tradition of the edited volume
continued to flourish, under the initiatives of Cesare Biarese, Aldo Tassone, Giorgio
Tinazzi, and others. On the other side of the Alps, Antonioni’s films have received
critical recognition since his debut in narrative filmmaking. Antonioni’s cinema
preserved a major appeal for French critics and scholars throughout the filmmaker’s
career, but nobody in France followed into the footsteps of Leprohon’s pioneering booklength volume. The first wave of Antonioni studies largely prevailed until the end of the
past century, when its primacy has been abruptly overturned by the advent of a second
wave of studies. The latter did not put an end, however, to the previous trend of
systematic readings of Antonioni’s cinema privileging overarching thematic and stylistic
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perspectives, highlighted in the 2011 monograph by Murray Pomerance, Michelangelo
Red, Antonioni Blue.
Emerging at the beginning of the new Millennium, the second wave of studies on
Antonioni is informed by the critical theories developed within the cultural turn of the
1980s, and by the turn towards material and global cultures in the 2000s. The new wave
discredited the fetishization of the text and abandoned the aspirations to a systematic
approach, concentrating on the previously barely explored material conditions of
production, distribution, and reception of Antonioni’s cinema. At the same time, the
scholars of the second wave adopted a more limited focus, achieving greater analytical
accuracy and methodological coherence, in respect to the classical studies. As a
consequence, the monograph format gave way to article- or chapter-length essays, and
the single authored book was supplanted by the preeminence of the edited volume.
During this time, the approaches to Antonioni’s cinema have considerably diversified,
overcoming the fixation on stylistic analysis and authorial intentionality that have been
characteristic of the work produced by the previous generation of scholars. Looking at a
single film, or at a limited set of films, the second wave has illuminated the complexity of
Antonioni’s cinema through a heterogeneous multiplicity of methodological approaches
and theoretical frameworks, generating many fascinating, and sometimes unexpected,
critical readings.
In the past two decades, the most recent trend of scholarship on Antonioni
propelled a timely and much needed critical reassessment of his cinema. And yet,
principles drawn from the tradition of auteur studies and theories of medium specificity
underlie not only all of the classical studies on Antonioni, but also, implicitly, a good
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number of the compelling contributions within this most recent critical trend. The silent,
but obstinate persistence of critical paradigms informed by auteurism and theories of
medium specificity can be easily detected through a simple test. Any allusion to the
unitary coherence of Antonioni’s cinema – signaled by the extension to the entirety of the
corpus of specific critical categories applied to a determinate film – is the unequivocal
symptom of an organicist approach that betrays its roots in Romantic notions of
authorship. Even though most scholars these days prefer to focus on a single film,
comparisons with other Antonioni films are frequently drawn. These strategies allow for
the surreptitious resurfacing of a systematic hermeneutics that implies a reading of
Antonioni’s cinema as a unitary phenomenon, and as the progressive unfolding of a
coherent and consistent cinematic vision. When systemic coherence and unity are
invoked through such comparative allusions, we might be reasonably certain that the
writer silently – and perhaps even unwilfully – adheres to the theoretical premises of
auteurism.
The fundamental fallacy of the auteurist approach consists in identifying style
with an essential property of an autonomous creator. In order to understand the
transformations of Antonioni’s cinema and authorship, my dissertation instead endorses
Rhodes’ suggestion to reconsider style not as the property of an individual (or a small
group), but as work, as “a sign, or a trace, of human effort” (Rhodes 2012, 49). Rhodes
argues that style is something that a director does, something that she enacts, or performs,
rather than possesses. Against the assumption of style as an immaterial quality directly
stemming from the creator’s personality, Rhodes emphasizes its material, tangible – so to
say – aspects:
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When we ‘see’ style, we see the mark of human labor, a density, an opacity in the
image/work/text. Style, when we ‘see’ it, is something we cannot see through. We stare at it,
but not through it. It is the material register – the substratum – of the work. It is no less
material than other parts of the work’s surface that do not strike us (as style), but unlike those
parts of the work’s surface, the part that ‘is’ style (that is marked as style) returns us to the
materiality of the work. (Rhodes 2012, 49)

Understood as labor or enactment, style can be reconceived as contingent and
transforming, rather than as the immutable property of a filmmaker. The very stress on
the performative component emphasizes the constitutive gap between the agent and the
performance, which undoes the essential bond between Romantic creator and personal
style.
The identification of style with property has been chiefly responsible for
obfuscating the stylistic plurality that subtends Antonioni’s filmography. This plurality is
far from being haphazard: it rather defines a multiplicity of subsequent aesthetic phases
endowed with an internal thematic and stylistic coherence. The internal coherence of
each phase however contrasts with the irreducible qualitative differences that distinguish
them from one another. At the beginning of his career, Antonioni endorses the realist
aesthetics prevalent in most European film cultures in the aftermath of WWII, and which
was particularly strong in Italy. Outcry then radicalizes this “spontaneous” adhesion to
realism and lays the foundations for Antonioni’s mature realist style and his specific
observational approach, which I describe in terms of traumatic realism. Red Desert
announces instead the crisis of Antonioni’s realism, which he surpasses in his following
film, Blow-up, by developing an imagistic form of cinema that valorizes the generative
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potential of fantasy over the testimonial capacity of the cinematographic image. Finally,
since The Mystery of Oberwald, Antonioni transitions to a postmodernist aesthetic of
ludic disengagement.
The stylistic plurality of Antonioni’s cinema has not been acknowledged yet. The
failure to recognize the radical discontinuities within his filmography, and the pressure to
re-inscribe them within a coherent and unitary authorial development, represents a further
indication of the survival of auteurist theoretical premises. One notable exception is
András Bálint Kovács’ 2014 article “Shot Scale Distribution: An Authorial Fingerprint or
a Cognitive Pattern?” Shot scales refer to the distance of the camera from the main object
pictured in the image. In any film there is a certain shot scale distribution, that is, a
certain relationship between the amount of close, medium-range, and long shots. Through
computational big data analysis, Kovács has measured the shot scale distribution in the
fourteen features Antonioni released between 1950 and 1982, and this are his
conclusions: “Antonioni’s shot scale patterns are nonrandom across thirty-two years and
fourteen films. One can find three discernable distribution patterns in his career, and each
of them corresponds to a discernable artistic period, and within a given period the
consistency of the patterns is remarkable” (Kovács 2014, 57). Kovács does not interpret
these differences according to overarching aesthetic paradigms, but the periodization he
proposes is almost identical to the one I’ve sketched above: “There is a consistent
distribution pattern in the early period from Cronaca to Il grido, a very different but still
consistent pattern in the films of the ‘great tetralogy,’ another different but still consistent
pattern for the MGM films, and yet another different for the last two films” (Kovács
2014, 55). Kovács thus proved through scientific measurement and data analysis the
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stylistic plurality of Antonioni’s cinema that I have been describing. Analogously to my
subdivision, in Kovács’ outline each stylistic transformation within Antonioni’s
filmography occurs in conjunction with one of the rare occasions in which the filmmaker
resorts to adaptation. The recurrent pattern of this circumstance suggests excluding the
possibility of an accidental coincidence. Seen in this light, Antonioni’s career in
filmmaking resembles less the progressive manifestation of a creative individuality, than
a series of suddenly interrupted tracks, constituting a field of experimentation, in which
the filmmaker is positioned in a dynamic relationship to the medium and the historical
world.
Kovács’ outline thus proves there is a consistent pattern behind the stylistic
transformations of Antonioni’s cinema, which corresponds to, and is informed by, his
activity as an adapter. Yet, despite the primary importance of Antonioni’s adaptations for
his film practice, no attempt has been made thus far to think systematically Antonioni’s
work as an adapter. Blow-up (1966) is Antonioni’s adaptation that has attracted the
greatest critical interest. Dozens of articles have specifically focused on the filmmaker’s
version of Cortázar’s short story, but none of them has indicated the larger impact that
this event of adaptation has produced on Antonioni’s following films, nor has any of the
contributors addressed the relationship this adaptation entertains with Antonioni’s
remaining work as an adapter. The adaptation of Among Women Only has also captivated
the attention of a discrete number of scholars, but in this case the critical contributions
predominantly come from the field of Italian Studies and Pavese scholars, rather than
from film scholars working on Antonioni’s cinema. In this sense, such essays are
comprehensibly uninterested in exploring further the connections with Antonioni’s
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adaptions of texts by very different authors. Finally, the essays addressing the adaptation
of The Two-Headed Eagle are exceptionally rare, either we consider the studies on
Antonioni or Cocteau. Contrary to the dominant critical propensity that relegates
Antonioni’s adaptations to an occasional and haphazard practice with no significant
consequences on his filmmaking, my dissertation advocates their centrality for
Antonioni’s cinema and for the development of his authorship as an adaptive auteur.
The notion of adaptive authorship has been first introduced within the field of
adaptation theory by Thomas Leitch, in order to account for the authorial claims of
Alfred Hitchcock, Stanley Kubrick, and Walt Disney over their films (Leitch 2005).
Through this notion, Leitch aims at undoing the opposition between adaptation and
authorship that has become a common place in auteur studies ever since the publication,
in 1954, of François Truffaut’s incendiary article “A Certain Tendency of French
Cinema.” Truffaut’s polemics is directed against the metteurs-en-scène, the filmmakers
that subserviently illustrate preexisting scripts adapted from famous literary works. To
these, Truffaut opposes the auteurs, filmmakers endowed with a personal vision, who
create their own cinematic worlds (Truffaut 2008). Although Truffaut does not oppose
authorship to adaptation, as he mentions the possibility of viable adaptations – let’s just
recall his praise of Robert Bresson’s 1951 screen version of Georges Bernanos’ Journal
d’un curé de campagne (Diary of a Country Priest, 1936) – this simplified view has
prevailed in the subsequent critical tradition.
Leitch’s focus, however, is Hollywood cinema. Authorship in Hollywood is of a
peculiar systemic quality, rather than depending on any individual creator, as André
Bazin has suggested in his 1957 article “La politique des auteurs”: “The American
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cinema is a classical art, but why not then admire in it what is most admirable, i.e. not
only the talent of this or that film-maker, but the genius of the system” (Bazin 2008, 27).
In an analogous vein, Leitch describes authorship in Hollywood as fundamentally a
collective effort, in which the auteur emerges as a marketable brand-name by omitting the
collaborative dimension of the creative process: “Auteurs of this sort are made, not born;
they emerge victorious in battle with competing auteurs, whether writers, producers, or
stars; and their authorial stamp is less closely connected with original creation than with
brand-name consistency and reliability” (Leitch 2005, 120). In a later essay on
Hitchcock’s adaptive authorship, Leitch returns to the problematic opposition between
adapter and auteur. He analyzes the laborious process of erasure through which
Hitchcock has forced his collaborators – especially his writers – into anonymity, as a
defense mechanism against the acknowledgement of the collaborative authorship that
defines filmmaking in Hollywood. In his reading, Hitchcock’s status as an auteur depends
on this very act of erasure. For this reason, Leitch advocates reappraising “Hollywood’s
staunchest auteur as the ultimate adapter” – the humblest of the writers, the one the
furthest removed from a personal original vision – which would make of Hitchcock the
paradigmatic Hollywood filmmaker, “not because of his single-minded control over his
collaborators but because he is the exemplary collaborator with both credited and
uncredited colleagues, the author whose authorship is itself collaborative” (Leitch 2008,
81).
Focusing on the adaptation practices of an auteur operating within production
systems allowing filmmakers a greater degree of authorial control, Timothy Corrigan has
productively extended the notion of adaptive authorship to the cinema of François
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Truffaut. Corrigan defines Truffaut’s numerous adaptations between 1966 and 1978 as
“‘events’ in which the literary text is reenacted by the filmmaker, less as the product and
projection of a creatively Romantic author (as so commonly assumed) and more as an
adaptive ritual into which the filmmaker tends to dissipate” (Corrigan 2013, 317).
Adaptation as a ritualistic reenactment thus transforms the filmmaker “into a kind of
haunted agent of another author and another text” (ibid.). This ritualistic aspect of
adaptation and the “figure of the adaptive auteur as dissipated presence” (Corrigan 2013,
324) are of particular interest to my reconsideration of Antonioni’s cinema in light of his
practice as an adaptive auteur.

Rites of Adaptation

Antonioni’s noncoincidental return to the practice of adaptation displays a ritualistic
aspect, as it is performed at crucial instances of aesthetic transformation in his career. Not
only adaptations mark these thresholds within Antonioni’s filmography, but they also
define and orient the subsequent phases of his cinema. The practice of adaptation
therefore acquires the function, for Antonioni, of a rite of passage, a transformative event
enabling the reconstitution of an authorial identity through an experience that exceeds the
control and intentionality of the adapter. In its progressive movement of transformation,
the ritualistic aspect of Antonioni’s practice as an adapter drastically differs from
Truffaut’s recursive, compulsive return to literature. While they both enact the
dissolution of their own authorial control through the dialogical experience of adaptation,
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Antonioni does not share Truffaut’s anxiety about reinstating the phantom of an authorial
presence that the latter seeks in the materiality of texts. Truffaut’s adaptations are cyclical
repetitions, rituals of reenactment. Instead, Antonioni’s literary encounters and his
adaptation practices engender a progressive transformation based on the despoliation of
older identities and the assumption of new ones.
The adaptive practice of Antonioni substitutes a progressive logic of hybridization
and incorporation to the logic of endless substitution underpinning Truffaut’s adaptations.
The very drive to repeat that distinguishes the latter signals an unsurpassed impasse: the
absent author’s presence remains insubstantial, and its obsessive summoning always
provides only a limited relief to the crisis of presence that motivates its interpellation in
the very first place. Antonioni, to the contrary, confronts the otherness of literature and
incorporates its alterity into his own stylistic identity, which is thus transformed. To the
performative exorcism of a ritual designed to temper the anxiety for an ineluctable loss of
presence that characterizes Truffaut’s adaptations, Antonioni’s adaptive practice
ultimately opposes a more radical notion of presence and identity as themselves a
performance. Contrary to the crisis of presence that Truffaut aims at overcoming,
Antonioni is seemingly facing the opposite problem: his pursuit of authorial despoliation
suggests a desire to evade the burden of a predetermined authorial identity through the
practice of adaptation.
Moreover, the succession of Antonioni’s adaptations suggest a path leading to a
progressive despoliation of authorial control. Through the adaptation of Among Women
Only, Antonioni incorporates in his own film practice Pavese’s distinctive observational
approach, which pairs the noninterventional positioning of the observer – reflected in
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Antonioni’s understanding of the camera as an “invisible guest” – with the urge to give
testimony proper to the chronicler. Pavese awakens in Antonioni the receptiveness of the
witness and a commitment to provide historical testimony that the filmmaker vicariously
transfers onto the film camera. Antonioni is in control of the camera – that is, of the
image – but it is the more-than-human eye of the camera that is ultimately able to reveal
the inapparent aspects of the world that interest Antonioni. Adopting a noninterventional
stand and transferring the act of testimony onto the mechanical eye of the camera,
Antonioni undermines the sovereignty of a pre-constituted script. The unexpected that is
revealed through the image can only manifest through the delegitimization of the script’s
authority. Antonioni thus renounces to the authorial control encapsulated in the script, in
favor of the epiphanic potential of the camera’s look. I analyze this shift in chapters one
and two, which respectively focus on the nominal adaptation of the novel, Le amiche
(The Girlfriends, 1955), and on the film that I claim should be considered the actual
adaptation of Among Women Only, Outcry (1957).
The third and fourth chapters of my dissertation instead focus on the second major
stylistic transformation of Antonioni’s cinema. The third chapter investigates the
aesthetic deadlock that manifests in Red Desert, and which ultimately discloses the
awareness of the need to transform in order to survive. In chapter four, I look at the
solution Antonioni finds to the aesthetic impasse of realism through his adaptation of
“The Devil’s Drool,” which he turns into his most successful film, Blow-up. Through the
adaptation of the short story, Antonioni is able to surmount the testimonial premises of
the previous stage of his career. “The Devil’s Drool” allows him to decenter his position
as privileged bearer of the look in respect to a given reality, and to reconsider imagexxvii

making as a participatory effort to shape reality itself, by means of an aesthetic
intervention that nevertheless undermines authorial appropriation and ownership. Finally,
in the fifth chapter I discuss Antonioni’s third adaptation, which enables him to transition
to a postmodernist aesthetic paradigm. Adapting Cocteau’s stage play, Antonioni openly
disavows authorial responsibility and performs a ludic illustration of The Two-Headed
Eagle, in the vein of, precisely, a metteur-en-scène.
Through the progressive transformation actuated by his practice as an adapter,
Antonioni thus accomplishes a gradual decentering of authorial mastery, as he adheres to
practices of cultural, authorial, and medial hybridization. Antonioni’s adaptations
therefore constitute an interesting challenge to the general propensity, within the studies
on adaptation, to prioritize the intentionality of the adapter in the consideration of the
processes of adaptation. In such instances, the alterity of the adapted text is erased, and
the author-position is conveniently re-inscribed around the figure of the adapter-director.
One author substitutes the other, while the principle of a self-centered and self-contained
autonomous authorship remains untouched. The subversive potential of an alternative
model of authorship that is inherent to the practice of adaptation is thus simply erased.
Antonioni’s adaptations challenge these theoretical assumptions about the adapter’s
authority, highlighting the function of adaptation practices as a salubrious antidote to
hegemonic cultural paradigms: “[i]n a culture where authority, originality, and ownership
still construct the meanings, uses, and appreciation of art and cultural texts (despite all
our postmodern views and poststructuralist theorizing to the contrary), adaptation
complicates and challenges these values” (Cobb 2012, 106). For this reason, my
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dissertation invites to invert the traditional perspective on the adapter’s agency, and to
look at the adapter as the object, rather than the subject of transformation.
Antonioni’s adaptations thus force us to interrogate the intentionality of the
adapter in close connection with the impersonal – and yet, highly individualized – agency
that texts themselves exert on the filmmaker. In an article he contributed to The Journal
of Screenwriting in 2016, Thomas Leitch has envisioned an “intransitive model of
adaptation,” which transfers agency from the creators to the texts themselves. He invites
to consider the verb to adapt in its intransitive rather than transitive function, and thus to
understand the process of adaptation not as something adapters perform on texts, but “as
something texts do (to themselves) to increase the chance for their survival” (Leitch
2016, 114). Leitch thus borrows the intransitive use of the verb that is distinctive of the
concept of adaptation within the scientific discourse: species adapt without the
intervention of an agent of intentional transformation. In the same way, texts adapt, rather
than being adapted. The strategic advantage that Leitch recognizes in the analogy with
the active and passive function of the verb is that it allows to abstract authorship and
adaptation and posit them as polar opposites.
Leitch’s abstraction is particularly productive for my argument, as it opens to the
possibility of thinking the reciprocal agency exerted by texts and adapters upon each
other. Precisely this kind of reciprocal transformation is the key defining feature of
Antonioni’s practice as adapter. Antonioni’s adaptive authorship emerges through a
mutually transformative encounter with a selected series of narrative sources.
Transformation and hybridization are at the core of Antonioni’s cinema and authorship.
The reassessment of Antonioni’s cinema through the lens of adaptation hence brings to
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the surface a fundamental medial and authorial impurity that still needs to be
acknowledged within the studies on Antonioni. At the same time, Antonioni’s practice as
an adapter constitutes an invaluable model for the understanding of the agency that the
adapted texts have on the adapters transforming them. Antonioni’s adaptations give form
to an idea of reciprocal transformation that I propose understanding through a notion of
adaptation as transformative encounter and ritual enactment.

xxx

CHAPTER 1

Tra donne sole, an Inadaptable Novel

The very first time Michelangelo Antonioni resorted to a preexisting literary source was
in the mid-1950s, shortly after his debut in narrative cinema and the feature length-format
with Cronaca di un amore (Story of a Love Affair, 1950). Antonioni’s cinema is
significantly born under the sign of the chronicle, but his testimonial propensity would
not fully ripe until the transformative event ensuing from the filmmaker’s adaptation of
Cesare Pavese’s Among Women Only. The adaptive work on the novel would in fact
allow Antonioni’s cinema to emancipate from the primacy of the film script, and to
develop a visual form of storytelling grounded in the immediacy of the act of looking and
motivated by the urge to provide testimony. The consequences of this encounter are not
accidental, as Antonioni purposefully resorts to literature in order to overcome the
limitations of an illustrative approach to the script. In the impossibility of eluding the
centrality the latter detained within the production system in which he works, Antonioni
finds an expedient in adaptation. He selects a novel defined by a labyrinthic and antiteleological plot, the psychological impenetrability of the characters, and a peculiar
emphasis on the sensorial dimension of the protagonist’s experience, which persistently
displaces the focus from the narrated dramatic events. Engaging this unsusceptible source
material, Antonioni aspires to undermine the function of the script from within, while
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formally preserving its authority – that is, the authority of the producers’ supervision –
over the filmmaking process.
Although Antonioni’s early narrative films exhibit a tangible thematic, generic,
and stylistic consistency, they also manifest a palpable tension between narrative tropes
and generic conventions, on the one hand, and a daring visual style on the other. This
tension exacerbates in The Girlfriends – the screen version of Among Women Only – and
is only resolved, by means of the novel’s deferred impact on his filmmaking, through the
abrupt aesthetic transformation accomplished in Antonioni’s following film, Outcry.
Antonioni’s engagement with the adaptation of the novel as source material for The
Girlfriends ultimately heightens the aesthetic tension it was invoked to resolve, without
being able, however, to arrive at the desired point of rupture, as its action is contained
through the reinforcement of generic norms. The disruptive potential of the novel in
respect to the predictably simplified melodramatic plots and Manichean characters
dominating the universe of the melò – the specific industrial and generic configuration of
melodrama within Italian cinema in the heyday of the genre during the 1950s – reveals an
insurmountable incompatibility with the producers’ demands and the expectations of
loyal audiences. Instead of exploding the limitations of the genre, The Girlfriends
incorporates and neutralizes the subversive features of the source material within the
parameters of the melò.
However, as soon as Antonioni could return on the film set for the shooting of
Outcry, the influence of Pavese’s novel would bloom with an unexpected intensity,
resulting in Antonioni’s adoption of a radical observational style and testimonial
approach, which prioritize the act of looking over the concoction of a clear and
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consequential plot. Although it is based on an original script, and its story, plot, and
settings are factually unrelated to Among Women Only, Outcry incorporates narrative
strategies and stylistic features distinctive of the novel. Through this incorporation,
Antonioni emphasizes perception and the immediacy of vision over narration and
cognition, in order for the affective economy of trauma – which constitutes a core feature
of the novel – to emerge from within the image. These very same features would become
the narrative and stylistic landmarks of Antonioni’s cinema in the late 1950s and early
1960s. For this reason, I propose identifying Outcry, rather than The Girlfriends, as the
Antonioni film that engages in a more fundamental conversation with Among Women
Only. I will investigate the delayed impact and prolonged influence of Pavese’s novel,
not only on Outcry, but on Antonioni’s subsequent films also, in the second chapter of
my dissertation. In this chapter, I will focus instead on the laborious negotiation that
brought to the realization of the nominal adaptation of the novel – The Girlfriends – and
on the filmmaker’s initial failure to emancipate from generic conventions and the
primacy of the scrip by means of literary adaptation.

An Inadaptable Novel

While retrospectively it is peaceful to assume that the filmmaker turned to literary
adaptation in order to overcome the restraints of paint-by-number scripts and stock
characters, Antonioni scholars have expressed perplexities about his choice of the
specific source material. Due to its pronounced narrative irresolution and episodic and
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uneventful plot, Among Women Only quickly engrossed the list of those literary works
that in the critical discourse are conventionally deemed inadaptable to the silver screen.
In the first monograph on Antonioni’s cinema, published in 1961, Pierre Leprohon
affirms that the narrative design of Among Women Only is incompatible with
“cinematographic transposition,” as “the story lack[s] any plot; it [is] a twisted skein of
incidents out of which a drama must be spun” (Leprohon 1963, 41). Leprohon’s
judgement echoes the authoritative opinion expressed by Jacques Doniol-Valcroze in his
1957 review of The Girlfriends for the Cahiers du cinéma – the journal he cofounded
with Joseph-Marie Lo Duca in 1951. Doniol-Valcroze opens his assessment of the film
by premising precisely the inescapable unsuitability of Among Women Only for the
purposes of cinematic adaptation:
I have just reread Pavese’s novel, Tra Donne Sole [sic], for the tenth time and am convinced
that, in the present state of the cinema, it is not possible to make a faithful adaptation of it (as
Antonioni tried in Le Amiche [sic]). The story has no visible dramatic progression, no external
framework, no development in any of the characters, no thesis, not even a central idea or
“message” that might have served as a starting point. Ten characters move confusedly through
an almost indeterminate stretch of time, come, go, speak, take short automobile rides around
Turin, separate, meet again, resume that lazy existence which brings together both idlers and
employed… The admirer of neatly tied-up scenarios has no choice but to flee all this.
(Doniol-Valcroze 1963, 149)5

Among Women Only is the concluding part of the trilogy of short novels collected
in the Premio Strega awarded volume La bella estate (The Fine Summer), published by
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Aldo Tassone similarly notes that Among Women Only is the least cinematographic of all Pavese novels.
Cf. Tassone 2002, 80).
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Pavese in 1949. Set in the immediate aftermath of World War II, Among Women Only
opens with the protagonist’s return to her native city after an extended period of time.
Clelia Oitana is sent to Turin by the owner of the Roman dressmaking company she
works for, in order to oversee the forthcoming inauguration of the company’s local
branch. After fleeing a poverty-stricken city in her youth, Clelia returns to Turin as an
independent woman with a successful career. Her arrival coincides with the attempted
suicide – in a room of the same hotel Clelia lodges in – of a young girl from the uppermiddle class named Rosetta. Shortly after the incident, the protagonist is introduced to
the socialite Momina and the circle of frivolous and cynical friends surrounding Rosetta.
For the entire novel Clelia would sway between her daytime occupations at the
dressmaking salon and the nighttime adventures and weekend excursions with Momina
and Rosetta’s friends.
The protagonist lives two lives at once, moving between social environments
whose antagonisms appears beyond reconciliation. While she initially seems at ease in
moving across social class boundaries, Clelia progressively becomes cognizant of her
estrangement from both contexts. She despises the incapability of the idle class to deserve
their privileges, condemning the existential anguish, boredom, and fatalistic resignation
about the possibility of any significant change that persistently emerge during their
unimaginative social gatherings. Her professional duties bring her in touch, on the other
hand, with the working-class milieu of her childhood. Yet, as she repeatedly visits the
neighborhood in which she grew-up, Clelia witnesses an acquiescence towards a hopeless
future analogous to that envenoming the existence of the haute society. The current
appearance of the neighborhood prevents Clelia from matching her present experience
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with the world of her memories. This incapability makes the past inaccessible and severs
its organic link with the present. Although she feels equally estranged from both social
environments, Clelia is unable to surrender her feeling of belonging to either of them. Her
irresoluteness mirrors the irresolution of the story itself. After a series of seemingly
unrelated accidents, the narrative of Among Women Only abruptly concludes with the
report of Rosetta’s death by suicide. The main narrative thread centered around the
protagonist thus remains unresolved. Neither the outcome of Clelia’s existential struggles
with the irrecuperable relics of her past and with the revolting meaninglessness of the
upper-class life, nor her professional task of inaugurating the dressmaking salon, reach a
conclusion.
The novel is constituted of thirty short chapters, episodic narrative sketches whose
coherence exclusively relies on the uniformity of the narrative perspective of the firstperson account. While the voice of the protagonist seemingly confers to the narration an
intimist tone, this impression is contradicted by the continuous narrative detours by
means of which she slides with seamless ease from the realm of memory and personal
feelings to prolonged meditations over cogent social and political questions. The
historical and political context is also highlighted through the insertion of extended
dialogical exchanges that frequently disrupt the continuity of the first-person account. At
the same time, Pavese weakens narrative progression and deemphasizes dramatic events
through the narrator’s repeated and protracted dwellings on the sensorial experience
engendered by unexceptional objects and a variety of physical – urban, social, and
anthropological – landscapes. While the meandering narration undermines – by
complicating it – the simplicity of the novel’s scant storyline, the protagonist’s minute
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visual and haptic descriptions of objects, surfaces, and fabrics ostensibly counterpoint the
vagueness of the erratic plot-development. As a consequence of the lingering on the
sensorial imagery that continuously disrupts the narrative flow, the reader’s encounter
with the story-world mostly occurs in the experiential immediacy of sensorial perception,
rather than in the mediated form of the protagonist’s cognition and interpretation.
It is hard to disagree with Doniol-Valcroze’s consideration that “the admirer of
neatly tied-up scenarios has no choice but to flee all this.” Yet, although Antonioni’s
resort to the novel can be explained as an attempt to overcome the formulaic narratives of
the melò, his interest in Among Women Only might not have been primarily driven by its
story and plot. Doniol-Valcroze’s response is indicative of the narratological framework
through which cinematic adaptations of literary works have been traditionally evaluated.
The unlikelihood of a faithful transposition of the text’s narrative features apparently
undermines the possibility of any alternative approach to adaptation. In contrast, I argue
that Antonioni’s interest in the novel has not been primarily triggered by its story, plot,
and themes, but rather by Pavese’s obstinate engagement with the real and his specific
storytelling strategies, which emphasize the immediacy of the sensorial dimensions of the
protagonist’s experience.
By circumscribing his analysis of the relationship between the novel and the film
to the comparison of their narratives, Doniol-Valcroze not only limits the scope of our
possible understanding of adaptation practices, but he also subscribes to the essentialist
prejudice about the superiority of literature over cinema. He admits having read the novel
only subsequently to watching Antonioni’s film, before confessing that the comparison of
the two works has brought him to reevaluate his initial enthusiasm for the film – as a
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member of the jury that awarded the Silver Lion to the film at the Venice Film Festival in
1955: “Pavese’s genius has intervened and makes any attempts at illustration seem
smaller.” A prime advocate of cinema’s aesthetic dignity, Doniol-Valcroze adheres to the
traditional opposition of a “sacred word” and a “profane image,” which Ella Shohat
traces back to nothing less than “the monotheistic rupture with polytheism” (Shohat
2004, 23). In his influential essay “Beyond Fidelity,” Robert Stam claims that this
dichotomy and its implied hierarchy represent one of the most enduring prejudices within
the studies on adaptation:
Much of the discussion of film adaptation quietly reisribes the axiomatic superiority of
literary art to film, an assumption derived from a number of superimposed prejudices:
seniority, the assumption that older arts are necessarily better arts; iconophobia, the culturally
rooted prejudice (treaceable to the Judaic-Musslim-Protestant prohibitions on ‘graven images’
and to the Platonic and Neoplatonic depreciation of the world of phenomenal appearance) that
visual arts are necessarily inferior to the verbal arts; and logophilia, the converse valorization,
characteristic of the ‘religions of the book,’ of the ‘sacred word’ of holy texts. (Stam 2000,
57; emphasis in the original)

Doniol-Valcroze’s article was significantly published the very same year of
George Bluestone’s Novels into Film, the book which is commonly regarded as the
foundational text for the field of adaptation studies (Bluestone 1957). A paradoxical birth
– as Kamilla Elliott suggests – if we consider that Bluestone’s ultimate goal was to
demonstrate the impossibility of cinematic adaptations of literary works: “[t]he so-called
birth of the field, then, was an attempted abortion of it” (Elliott 2017, 681). Yet, contrary
to Bluestone, who is coming from a background – and an academic affiliation – in
literary studies, Doniol-Valcroze was a fervent film enthusiast. In addition to appearing in
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a number of films – including Alain Robbe-Grillet’s L’immortelle (1963) and Chantal
Akerman’s Jeanne Dielman (1975) – since the late 1950s he was also actively involved
in film production as screenwriter and film director. His most important achievements,
however, remain linked to his work as a cultural promoter and organizer. Not only he cofounded the Cahiers du cinéma, one of the leading film journals of the time, but he was
also involved in the foundation – in 1969 – of the Director’s Fortnight, the independent
section organized in parallel to the Cannes Film Festival, and stemming from the
filmmakers’ 1968 boycott and cancellation of the cinematographic showcase, as an act of
solidarity with the workers on strike in many French cities.
Yet, the notion of “inadaptable novel” comes at this point to the rescue of DoniolValcroze’s belief in the aesthetic respectability of the film medium. Contrary to
Bluestone’s opinion, for Doniol-Valcroze literature is not inherently inadaptable to the
visual media. By affirming the impossibility of adapting the narrative of Among Women
Only, he is posing an exception, rather than stating a rule. Yet, the claim to such an
exceptionality has represented – and still does – a recurrent critical strategy. Elliott argues
that the discourse of “unfilmable books” allows critics to reformulate the assumption of
medium specificity underpinning Bluestone’s essay outside of an evaluative hierarchy.
The strategic significance of the notion can be evinced by the fact that the idea of books
being inadaptable is commonly invoked after the fact of adaptation. Hence,
paradoxically, “films of unfilmable books prove rather than disprove the unfilmability of
books” (Elliott 2015, 92; emphasis in the original). This subtle theoretical stratagem
enables critics to have it both ways, by likewise preserving the prestige of literary and
cinematic authors: “If the film fails, it’s not the director’s fault: it’s the book’s fault for
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being unfilmable. The book too remains faultless, since its unfilmability is a mark of its
literary greatness” (Elliott 2015, 86). The discourse of unfilmable books preserves the
separation and purity of media, celebrates the cultural grandeur of literature, and at the
same time allows the authorial dignity of the director to be unaffected by the
confrontation with the literary monument. Through the notion of the inadaptable book,
the medial and authorial hybridization inherent to practices of adaptation is dissimulated
in order to reaffirm the validity of theories of medium specificity and the aesthetic
autonomy of the auteur. In fact, Doniol-Valcroze concludes his review by by vigorously
praising the film: “Le amiche’s importance remains: it is an attempt to substitute for the
cinema-as-spectacle a cinema of behavior and interiority, to create a new
cinematographic language, to set in motion an evolution toward a more mature form”
(Doniol-Valcroze 1963, 151).
Through the invocation of the inadaptable novel, Doniol-Valcroze is therefore
able to preserve the aesthetic reputation of Antonioni. Yet, unsatisfied by the
rehabilitation of Antonioni’s authorship, halfway through the article Doniol-Valcroze
surprisingly mitigates his uncompromising judgement about Antonioni’s failure to adapt
the novel. He abruptly reverses his understanding of the film’s impossible fidelity to
Among Women Only, by stating that, “while being faithless to the book, [Antonioni]
sought with impressive stubbornness to save the Pavesian ‘climate’ in the film” (DoniolValcroze 1963, 150). Doniol-Vlacroze thus endorses what would become the staple
strategy of critics evaluating Antonioni’s adaptation of Among Women Only: the
infidelity to the letter of the novel is recuperated as the truthfulness to its spirit. The
distinction introduced by Augustine of Hippo in his 412 treatise on the spirit and the
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letter of the law, De spiritu et littera ad Marcellinum liber (On the Spirit and the Letter),
has in fact always represented a primary strategy pursued by scholars dealing with
questions of fidelity within the studies on adaptation: “Fidelity of adaptation is
conventionally treated in relation to the ‘letter’ and the ‘spirit’ of the text, as though
adaptation were the rendering of an interpretation of a legal precedent” (Andrew 1984,
115). Contrary to the irrefutable givenness of the letter, the immaterial and ineffable
qualities of the spirit effectively serve the purpose of designating likewise elusive literary
features, such as mood, climate, and atmosphere.
Antonioni himself encouraged to distinguish between the spirit and the letter of a
text. In a response letter written shortly after the release of the film and addressed to Italo
Calvino – one of the most influential intellectuals operating in Italy at that time – the
filmmaker unequivocally proclaims the impossibility of a literal adaptation of the novel:
“I never even worried about being loyal to Pavese. […] To bring the story as it is to the
screen would have been not only impossible, but even damaging to Pavese himself. […]
Loyalty to Pavese could not have been an a priori and literal fact” (Antonioni 1996, 7576). Rejecting literal fidelity, Antonioni does not preclude, however, other forms of
loyalty to the novel. In the very same letter, he recalls – as to reiterate it to Calvino – the
promise he made to Carlo Muscetta, at the Einaudi publishing house, “not to betray the
spirit of the novel” (Antonioni 1996, 75). The fidelity negated to the letter of the text is
therefore projected back onto its “spirit.” In order to motivate a meaningful connection
between The Girlfriends and the novel, critics have eagerly recognized the manifestation
of the text’s spirit in the “atmospheres” and “moods” of the film.
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Carlo Madrignani describes the reaction of early reviewers at the appearance of
The Girlfriends in terms of “embarrassment”: “it was difficult to discover the
interpretative key of a work linked to a famous literary text” (Madrignani 1985, 132;
translation mine). To resort to the Augustinian distinction rapidly became a convenient
solution. Madrignani himself emphasizes Antonioni’s distance from Pavese, stressing the
limited resemblances between the film and the novel in terms of story and plot.
Madrignani however perceives this distance as a strength, as it differentiates The
Girlfriends from “one of the usual cinematic illustrations” of literary works. He
nevertheless recognizes a major affinity between the two works in a specific complex of
themes that he attributes to Among Women Only, and which he summarizes as Pavese’s
“apology of the negative” (Madrignani 1985, 131-2). Also in this case, a surreptitious
faithfulness to the spirit of the text therefore redeems the adaptation’s overt lack of literal
fidelity.
This has ultimately been the strategy pursued also by the early reviewers whose
“embarrassment” is recalled by Madrignani. Discussing the film in Cinema nuovo in the
late spring of 1955, Cecilia Mangini clearly affirms the unviability of a literal adaptation
of the text, while indicating a fundamental element of continuity between the two works
in the “moods” that Antonioni appropriates from the novel (Quoted in Orsini 2002, 1047). Aldo Tassone similarly underlines Antonioni’s faithfulness to the novel’s
“atmospheres” and “leitmotifs” (Tassone 2002, 80-87). Lino Miccichè goes a step
further, blurring the boundaries of the textual and the biographical, as he describes the
adaptation as the outcome of Antonioni’s encounter with “Pavese’s world,” rather than
with a specific text (Miccichè 1979, 207-18). Even Seymour Chatman, who energetically
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emphasizes the distance between the film and the novel – ascribing to Antonioni’s
collaborators the failure to engage in a more productive conversation with the source
material – eventually identifies Antonioni’s interest for the novel not that much with the
literal content of the story, but with the writer’s “realism,” by which he means “Pavese’s
courage in reporting the inconclusiveness of the emotional life” (Chatman 1985, 34).
While Doniol-Valcroze’s notion of a “Pavesian climate” does not escape the
vague genericity of other definitions given to the spirit of Pavese’s text, his early review
has the merit of accurately locating the manifestation of such a climate within The
Girlfriends. He explains that Antonioni captures at best the climate he seeks with an
“impressive stubbornness” to preserve “in the most thoroughly original parts” of the film,
that is, in the film sequences that depict episodes that do not belong to the novel’s
narrative (Doniol-Valcroze 1963, 151). The apparent paradox, Doniol-Valcroze argues,
in fact “is a not-so-surprising paradox” (Doniol-Valcroze 1963, 150-1). He does not
explain why this is the case, but it is apparent that if Antonioni’s fidelity is primarily
directed towards the spirit rather than the letter of the text, such a faithfulness would
manifest more overtly in the instances absolved from the burden of narrative fidelity.
Although Doniol-Valcroze’s notion of “climate” hardly contributes to the
understanding of the actual elements that Antonioni adapts from Pavese’s text, I endorse
his identification of these sequences as the site – in the film – where the Pavesian
influence is the most discernible. The specific trait that distinguishes such sequences is an
excess in respect to the development of the dramatic action. Narratively irrelevant and
absolved from an illustrative function in respect to the development of the plot, these
sequences shift the interest from the narration of dramatic events to the testimony of an
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indecipherable contingency, and they do so through the exclusive –or, prevalent –
reliance on audiovisual means, the factuality of sets and settings, and the characters’
blocking and movement. A dramaturgy of movement that involves both the characters
and the camera, and which primarily emphasizes the act of looking, substitutes the
emphasis that the film otherwise places on plot development and the revelation of
character psychology by means of dialogue. It is in these very sequences that the realist
turn Antonioni would accomplish in Outcry and the triptych is the most visibly
prefigured within The Girlfriends.

The Beaches of Michelangelo

The most accomplished among the sequences invented anew by the filmmaker is the one
depicting a Sunday trip to the beach taken by the characters. The beach in itself
materializes the space of a possible transformation: it is an opening towards new
horizons, as much as a safe harbor to which one can return. In an extensive number of
moving pictures, the protagonists’ arrival on the shores – generally occurring either at the
beginning, or at the conclusion of the film – signals the challenge and the promise of a
different life. Agnès Varda instead embraces the space of the beach to stage the
recapitulation of her cinematographic career in her autobiographical documentary Les
plages d’Agnès (The Beaches of Agnès, 2008). Beach after beach, she retraces the most
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significant moments in her life and work, and, as the sea of memories deposits fragments
of her life on the shores, the portrait of the filmmaker emerges. The beach is for Varda
the safe harbor to which one returns, a site capable of (re)constituting an identity and a
sense of belonging.
This highly symbolic space instead assumes a very different function in
Antonioni’s cinema: the expected transformative potential of the beach is undermined by
the affirmation of an inescapable intransitivity. Neither the passage to an elsewhere, nor a
homecoming, the beach in Antonioni’s cinema becomes the figure of a road towards the
nowhere. Since beaches only appear in four Antonioni films, their role in his filmography
has not attracted a significant critical attention. Yet, I argue that the beach assumes a
specific function in Antonioni’s cinema, signaling his transition towards a progressively
radicalizing realist aesthetic. The first three occurrences in which Antonioni returns to
this symbolic space are embedded in three consecutive films: in the sequence of The
Girlfriends that I am about to discuss, in a short scene of Outcry set on the Po River
Delta, and in the opening narrative section of L’avventura.6 These three instances mark in
the most overt way the radicalization – under the protracted influence of Among Women
Only – of Antonioni’s realist aesthetic. Antonioni’s beaches emblematize at best the
temporal and existential intransitivity and the testimonial engagement that are at the heart
of Antonioni’s adaptation of Among Women Only.
In the vein of a stylistic manifesto, the opening segment of L’avventura manifests
Antonioni’s accomplished transition towards a radical form of realism, which prioritizes

6

I will detail the last occasion in which a beach appears in an Antonioni film in the third chapter of my
dissertation.
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the immediacy of the act of looking over narrative progression and character
development. In L’avventura, the physical landscape of the Aeolian island of Lisca
Bianca usurps the role of the protagonist – by literally ingurgitating her – while at the
same time it metaphorically devours the narrative that the film has been setting up.
Deprived of a protagonist and a story, the film develops as a visual exploration of the
physical and social landscapes of Southern Italy, at a time in which the country was
undergoing a salient historical and cultural transition. The film develops as an attempt at
restoring or reconstituting meaning, and concludes with the revelation of reality’s
incomprehensibility. Proclaimed as an unequivocal credo in the opening segment of
L’avventura, Antonioni’s adhesion to a radical version of realism – which in the second
chapter I describe in terms of traumatic realism – has ripened during the production of
Outcry, but its germs can be traced back to the beach sequence of The Girlfriends.
While the majority of the sequences of The Girlfriends have been designed to
fulfill specific narrative goals through the most convenient and expedite means, the
protracted duration of the beach sequence can be hardly justified through the meager
contribution it provides to the development of the plot. In this sequence, the search for a
visual immediacy suspends the duty to narrate and explain. Antonioni develops a new
understanding of the cinematic space that revokes the privilege of the characters in
respect to the physical environments they populate. The shooting on location, and the
choice of a physical geography removed from the social and cultural codes associated
with the cityscape, are in themselves indicative of the filmmaker’s search for a greater
immediacy. The treatment of the physical geography has a crucial significance in this
sequence, and it anticipates the emancipation of the landscape from the mere function of
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setting, which Martin Lefebvre recognizes in the opening segment of L’avventura.
Lefebvre reads the “inversion of the parergon landscape as spatial ‘accessory’ to a
painted scene and the ergon landscape as the primary and independent subject-matter of
a work” in analogy to “the procedure that … gave rise to landscape in European
painting” (Lefebvre 2006, 39).
Freed from the subjection to the narrative, the landscape emerges here as real
space, that is, as a concrete and specific physical geography. Antonioni does not attempt,
however, to provide an objective, detached view of a certain landscape. In the treatment
of the profilmic space the distinctiveness of Antonioni’s understanding of realism can be
fully measured. The lingering of the camera on what Seymour Chatman has called the
“prediegetic” and “postdiegetic” space “makes the place pregnant with significance” and
engages the viewers “in a scrutiny that we do not quite understand but that seems
nonetheless urgent” (Chatman 1985, 126). The excess over comprehension that Chatman
alludes to, and the testimonial entanglement of the viewer that he describes, represent the
distinctive traits of the realist aesthetic that Antonioni has begun elaborating under the
spell of Pavese’s novel.
The sequence is placed at a crucial juncture in the development of the story, as it
preludes to the inception of the romantic core of the plot. While the four narrative
segments that precede it primarily function as a dramatic prologue, the trip to the beach
visually condenses, and anticipates, the central themes developed in the remainder of the
film. Following the novel, The Girlfriends opens with Clelia’s arrival in Turin and
Rosetta’s attempted suicide. In the first three narrative segments of the film the viewers
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are introduced to the main players of the dramatic events, Clelia (Eleonora Rossi Drago),
Momina (Yvonne Furneaux), Rosetta (Madeleine Fischer), and Lorenzo (Gabriele
Ferzetti) and Nene (Valentina Cortese). In the third and fourth segments the grounds are
laid, instead, for the inception of the relationship between Clelia and Carlo (Ettore
Manni), while the viewer also discovers that an affair between Lorenzo and Rosetta is at
the origin of her attempted suicide and subsequent hospitalization. Rosetta’s discharge
from the clinic offers the pretext for the collective Sunday trip. The beach sequence
works as an overture to the melodramatic core of the story, and, in light of the subsequent
narrative development, it superbly anticipates the underlying affective and existential
disconnection that ultimately undermines the characters’ relationality. I would even argue
that we can look at the dramatic development of the whole film’s narrative arch as being
fully encapsulated within this single sequence.
The tripartite structure of the sequence is reminiscent of a choreographic partitur
for movement. The characters initially aim to establish forms of connectedness with the
environment and among each other, and yet connections prove extremely frail and
helplessly ephemeral. During the central section of the sequence, the unreleased tension
of a chronically unfulfilled desire climaxes in the gratuitous cruelty of the characters’
comments on Rosetta’s failed suicide, resulting in her emotional outburst and decision to
abandon the company. This unsettlement does not prevent the characters from
immediately returning to their petty games and unfinished seduction designs. Clelia
significantly distances herself from the others and aligns with Rosetta, announcing she
would escort her back to Turin. Finally, in the fashion of a coda, the closing section
portrays a brief interruption of the characters’ jittery motion, their momentary
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discomforted self-absorption, but it then concludes with the sudden, casual
recommencing of their silly diversions, just before they also leave the beach.
The sequence opens with an establishing aerial long shot of a natural landscape:
an elongated low promontory appearing in the background is separated by a sea channel
from the lush pine forest that dwells in the middle and foreground of the image. A
leftward pan reframes the landscape, including in the picture a platform built of concrete,
onto which the titular characters are positioned. Enclosed by a metal fence that guards
them from the savage otherness of the physical world projecting below their feet, they are
visibly estranged from one another, as the utter avoidance of eye-contact underscores.
The sudden halt of the camera movement captures the characters’ unreceptiveness
towards both the physical world and their social community. Antonioni freezes the flow
of the mobile frame on a fleeting moment of pure alienation. The two leading motifs of
the following scene and of the entire film are already prefigured within this very frame.
The platform that separates the women from the luxuriant landscape alludes to the
uprooted life of the characters – dissected from the physical environment – and to their
subsequent feeling of unbelonging and estrangement. Simultaneously, the characters’
isolation from each other captures their incapability to establish interpersonal bonds and
to build a sense of solidarity and community, despite the shared grounds of a common
experience.
Mariella (Anna Maria Pancani) suddenly invites the others to reach the shore, and
her proposal shatters the brief, but terse stasis of the picture. Antonioni resumes the crane
shot he has briefly interrupted, tracking the characters’ descent towards the beach. The
film captures their arrival on the foreland that faces the sea from an exiguous height and
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the characters’ unenthusiastic acclimatization – “Look at the sea, it’s so dirty. At least the
sea ages too. How ugly,” are Momina’s first words –through a series of six travelling
shots, which frame the characters from medium and long camera distances. The
characters fluctuate in between the onscreen and the offscreen space, in a masterful,
ceaseless choreography involving the movement of both the characters and the camera.
Groups and couples are formed, only to be quickly dissolved and rearranged, within and
across the limits of the frame. Antonioni’s characters persist traversing the frame, as they
seemingly traverse the world, rather than inhabiting it.
This pointless movement would be further emphasized in Outcry: a film about the
loss of directionality and finality. In this regard, a comparison with the other rising star of
Italian cinema, Federico Fellini, seems worthy being pursued. The characters in his films
appear equally fated to a “directionless journey through life,” constrained in a “perpetual
movement … without origin or goal” (Harcourt, 6). Through its itinerant protagonists,
Fellini’s 1954 film La strada literalizes this existential condition. And yet, Fellini
constantly hints at a mysterious meaning that might subtend this ceaseless motion. Peter
Harcourt has indicated the recurrent use of the trope of the procession in Fellini’s films as
an allusion to the fact that “only by moving on, by probing and searching, can we ever
come to know the purpose of life.” Harcourt goes on to explain that: “the celebration of
movement such as we witness in processions may by itself provide the purpose, as if in
terrestrial terms there may be, in fact, no goal” (Harcourt, 6; emphasis in the original). No
such transcendental meaning is instead available for the characters and the viewers of
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Antonioni’s films. Impelled by a similar quest for meaning, through their perpetual
motion the characters of The Girlfriends emphasize an unresolvable lack of purpose.
The pointlessness of the characters’ frenzied mobility is enhanced, in the beach
sequence, through a subtle use of cinematography, editing, and sound. The steadiness
conveyed by the placid smoothness of the travelling shots, combined with the prolonged
duration of the takes, and the consequent slow pacing of the editing, collaborate to
emphasize – by contrast – the restless mobility of the characters and their lack of
directionality. In the beach sequence, Antonioni attempts to recapture one of the features
that impressed him the most in Among Women Only, and which he describes as the
novel’s being “motionless in a world of feeling; miraculously still in a whirlwind”
(Antonioni 1996, 75). Endlessness and idleness are superimposed in the strenuous, but
inexorably haphazard mobility that exteriorizes the characters’ inner struggle with an
inextinguishable, and yet indecipherable desire. The absence of extradiegetic sound,
which could have provided an affective clue to the understanding of the action, further
contributes to the unintelligibility of the characters’ movement in causal terms. The
prolonged and emphasized erasure of extradiegetic music in this sequence unmistakably
prefigures the use of sound distinctive of Antonioni’s realist cinema. While the film
programmatically reabsorbs the disquieting motivational opacity of the novel’s
characters, in the beach sequence Antonioni instead visualizes their lack of purpose
through movement, expression, and gesture.
The centrifugal force dispersing the characters and the action across the
boundaries of the frame is balanced by their constant centripetal gravitation towards the
foreground of the image. Antonioni thus creates a tension between the simultaneous
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emphasis on the foreground space occupied by the characters and the physical landscape
appearing in the background. In varying arrangements, groups, couples, or individuals
subsequently occupy the foreground – and therefore the heart – of the image. They are
always framed in full face or three-quarter views; their gazes pointed towards the offscreen space behind the audiences’ backs. Yet, while blocking and the characters’ gazes
create a tension at the surface of the screen, pointing beyond the imaginary limit of the
fourth wall, Gianni Di Venanzo’s predilection for wide-angle lens and his superb use of
deep focus cinematography emphasize at once the function of the background. The
setting in this sequence is not a mere backdrop for the action, as it rather represents an
integral and independent element of the diegetic world that the characters and the camera
encounter in its unmediated givenness.
The spatial unity highlighted by means of deep focus cinematography is further
enhanced by the temporal consistency and the continuity of vision engendered through
the long duration of the takes and the mobility of the frame. Relieved of any illustrative
purposes in regards to the action, in this sequence Di Venanzo’s camera can explore the
diegetic world as an additional, and yet unseen, character. Refusing to master the natural
landscape in the vein of an iconic backdrop, the film opposes the characters’ idealized
expectations from a trip to the beach to their unmediated encounter with the physical
landscape. Sandro Bernardi credits the use of the landscape in this sequence for
transforming the diegetic world from cosmos into chaos (Bernardi 2002, 143-148).
According to Bernardi, Antonioni undermines the role of both the characters and the
viewers as the centralizing instances of the image-making process. The representation of
the landscape is not organized to produce (or confirm) the vantage-point of the observing
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self-centered subject (either character or viewer). Rather than organized around the look
of the beholder, the physical world imposes itself on the observer in its immanent
presence, and seems to mysteriously interrogate the characters and the viewers by means
of its “thunderous silence” (Bernardi 2002, 148).
In its material givenness, the landscape looms over the characters as an
unrelatable, and yet unavoidable presence. Incapable of mitigating the characters’ longing
for diversions and excitement, the physical world is a nuisance they cannot escape from,
just as they cannot avoid the wind that keeps undoing their coiffures and piercing their
faces throughout this sequence. The characters’ bodies are exposed to the environment,
and yet the latter is unable to affect them in any significant way. The pure superficiality
of their encounter with the physical world, and the annoyance it causes them, are
eloquently suggested, later in this sequence, through the undefeatable hopelessness of
Mariella’s gestures aiming to remove the sand that has deposited on her tailleur. The
imposing presence of the physical world threatens the characters and the viewers with a
menacing indifference and unrelatability. As would happen again in L’avventura,
Antonioni transforms the unrestrained openness of the physical landscape into a
claustrophobic and ominous space. The frontality distinguishing most of the blocking
designed in the foreground of the image, while conveying the characters’ longing for a
place located in remote distances out of their reach (and of the viewer’s sight), at the
same time enhances this claustrophobic sense of entrapment. The insistent gravitation of
the characters towards the foreground space can be ultimately read as their desperate
attempt to flee the diegetic reality by materially breaking the fourth wall of the screen.
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Assessing Jean Renoir’s pioneering experiments with deep focus cinematography
in the early 1930s, with his usual perspicacity, André Bazin notes that the resort to an
extended depth of field “confirms the unity of actor and decor, the total interdependence
of everything real, from the human to the mineral” (Bazin 1992, 90). Such
interconnectedness is instead irreparably compromised in the sequence of The Girlfriends
discussed here. While both Antonioni and Renoir acknowledge the unity of the given
profilmic space, Antonioni complicates Bazin’s notion of interdependence – which relies
on the harmonious interconnectedness of Renoir’s cinematic space – by constructing
space as a field of tensions and conflicts. The emphasis put on the foreground space,
combined with the clearly impending presence of the landscape in the background,
produces that tension between figure and ground which, according to Seymour Chatman,
constitutes one of the most recognizable traits characterizing Antonioni’s filmmaking
from its very inception – as he shows by emphasizing that already People of the Po
Valley unmistakably conveys this tension, through the split focus on the people (figure)
and the landscape (ground) (Chatman 1985, 8). These same tension and split focus are
displayed with the greatest clarity in the beach sequence of The Girlfriends. The
simultaneous stress on the spatial extremes highlights the lack of a middle ground on
which a harmonious relationship between the characters and the world could be built.
The sense of estrangement conveyed through the characters’ troubled
acclimatization to the environment depicted in the first section of the sequence is
reinforced in the subsequent shots. The sequence continues with the camera tracking the
characters to the sea front, following the descent already undertaken by Rosetta. In fact,
as soon as the characters reach the foreland, Rosetta is singled out from the social
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blocking, as she walks alone to the sea front. The act of turning her back to the aimless,
vain frenzy of her peers prefigures the climactic peak of the sequence and, ultimately, her
suicide. After erasing her presence form the previous shots, the camera eventually returns
to Rosetta. In her solitary encounter with the sea, she is the only character who attempts
to establish a connection with the environment. Her endeavor is visualized with iconic
density in a single medium long shot that frames her efforts to get as close as possible to
the waterfront during the rip currents. Yet, at every instance, she is inevitably pushed
back by the waves dashing on the shore. Her unsuccessful merging with the sea
crystallizes the fundamental impossibility for the characters to establish a harmonious
relationship with the world they inhabit. That which could have possibly appeared as the
consequence of a certain unwillingness or lack of interest on the side of the characters, is
now reconfigured in the terms of a more radical impossibility.
The shot depicting Rosetta’s unsuccessful efforts to merge with the sea is
immediately followed by the dramatic climax of the sequence. When she rejoins the core
of the group that has at last followed her to the sea front, Rosetta overhears the perfidious
comments Mariella and Momina are exchanging on her account. Rosetta runs away,
followed by Clelia. The sequence would then conclude with the characters returning to
their pointless search for diversions, as nothing happened. Unable to cultivate a viable
relationship with the world, the characters are now revealed to be equally incapable of
establishing meaningful intersubjective bonds. Yet, even before reaching this dramatic
peak, the lack of genuine connections among the characters has been effectively alluded
to throughout the first section of the sequence. The continuous regroupings of the
characters and the perpetual re-positioning of groups, couples, and individuals vis-à-vis
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each other, eloquently visualizes the sense of ephemerality and instability defining
intersubjective relationships in the film. Although they share a common existential
discomfort – and their efforts notwithstanding – the characters are unable to build any
lasting bond and sense of solidarity. The fast-paced exchanges distinguishing the
confrontation between Rosetta, Momina and Mariella thus bring to a sudden resolution
the tension that blocking and cinematography have progressively brought to a paroxysm,
in the preceding part of the sequence.

Perceptual Intensities and the Affective Economy of Trauma

Not only the beach sequence effectively synthesizes the core themes of the film, but it
also enacts a hierarchical inversion between perception and narration, which, I argue,
represents the fundamental aesthetic feature that Antonioni would adapt from Among
Women Only. Antonioni’s faithfulness to the novel is not simply a matter of climate,
atmospheres, or moods. At stake there is a certain experience of reality, and, more
precisely, the experience of reality’s illegibility. Pavese’s novel represents a response to
the sudden incomprehensibility of the world. It aims at capturing and conveying this very
opacity, by undermining the surreptitious re-inscription of meaning by means of coherent
and conclusive storytelling. The illegibility Pavese seeks to capture is the marker of an
experience of trauma, of the collective historical trauma that Italy experienced in the
postwar period, when the country faced an unresolved conflict in terms of collective
memory and shared futurity. Entirely played out through blocking and the movement of
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the characters and the camera, the beach sequence arrests the narrative progression of the
film, while emphasizing the testimonial value of the act of looking. By primarily
engaging the viewers on a perceptual and affective level, this sequence lays the grounds
for the forthcoming elaboration of Antonioni’s realist style, which I will describe in the
next chapter.
The link between the systematic obstruction of narrative progression and the
enhancement of the sensory components of experience constitutes one of the defining
stylistic characteristics of Among Women Only. Pavese orchestrates this radical
reconfiguration of the relationship between narrative finality and the immediacy of
sensorial perception since the very opening of the novel:
I arrived in Turin with the last January snow just like a juggler or a nougat peddler. I
remembered it was carnival time only when I saw the stands and the bright points of the
carbide lamps under the porticoes, but as it was not yet dark I walked from the station to the
hotel, squinting out from under the arches and over the heads of the people. The sharp air bit
my legs and tired as I was I huddled in my fur and loitered in front of the shop windows,
letting the people bump into me. I thought of how the days were getting longer now and of
how before long a bit of sun would dry up the sludge and usher in the spring.
That was how I saw Turin again, in the half-light under the porticoes… (Pavese 1959, 5)

Pavese opens the novel with a sequence of sensory images whose richness counterpoints
the meager dramatic event narrated in the first paragraph: Clelia’s walk from the railway
station to the hotel. The concentration on sensory impressions immediately suspends the
unfolding of the narrative: the story has not yet begun, and Pavese already interrupts it.
The novel is hence initiated not through an act of cognition – the presentation of the
protagonist, the description of the setting, and the outline of the premises of the narrative
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events to follow – but rather by means of scattered sensory perceptions. This shift from
cognition to perception announces the peculiar temporality subtending the narration, that
of a suspended present, unmoored from both the past and the future. The rupture of the
narrative progression – which by definition requires a development in time – determines
a specific emphasis on the present, in the sense of both the present time and the material
immediacy of the contingent story-world.
Such a temporality emblematizes the irresolution of the novel’s overall narrative
design. The main narrative thread of the novel centers around the story of the protagonist
and her personal goals: a professional task, on the one hand, and an existential quest on
the other. Pavese thus pairs the future-oriented professional mission of the protagonist
with her attempts at reconciling her present life with the world of her memories. Yet,
both the subplots would remain unresolved by the end of the story. The novel hence
positions Clelia in an intransitive temporal dimension that prevents her from linking her
lived experience with either the past or the future. Although the protagonist acquires this
awareness gradually, Pavese prefigures her belated acknowledgement since the very
outset of the story, in the excerpt quoted above.
An unmistakable liminal quality defines the diegetic space and time of the novel’s
opening paragraph. The last winter snow is melting, announcing the forthcoming arrival
of the spring, and Pavese stages Clelia’s return to Turin at twilight; it is not dark yet, but
the mention of the carbide lights indicates that night is just about to fall. Also, by putting
a stress on the reiteration of the protagonist’s gaze upon the city after a long period of
time – “I saw Turin again” (rividi Torino) – Pavese alludes to the gap separating the old
and the new city, as well as Clelia’s past and present. Significantly, Pavese suggests a
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relation between this liminal temporality and the restorative potential of the carnival. He
thus reconnects the natural regeneration associated with the alternation of the seasons –
and the imminent arrival of the spring – to the social and cultural dimension of a
palingenetic ritual, in which personal and social identities are subversively renegotiated.
The link between the liminal dimension connoting the protagonist’s return to Turin and a
restorative, regenerative potential is seemingly confirmed in the following pages. The
readers learn that Clelia left Turin in indigent conditions and that she is now returning to
her hometown as an accomplished businesswoman.
Yet, the ostensible association of a liminal temporality and the palingenetic
potential of the carnival is a deceiving one. 7 The liminal condition that Pavese envisions
in his text is in fact chiefly defined by a paradoxical intransitivity. By repeatedly
superimposing temporal and spatial dimensions, the novel relates the transient quality of
time to the motionlessness of objects and spaces. Since the opening paragraph, through
the evocation of liminal temporalities in association to concrete, material elements – the
snow, the intensity of the light, and the factual semblance of the city – Pavese subtly
alludes to a key motif of Among Women Only: the spatialization – and consequent arrest
– of time.8 In the first paragraph, the writer also pairs the figurations of a liminal
temporality – the forthcoming arrival of the spring, the imminence of the sunset, and the
temporal split emerging from Clelia’s look at the city – with the material fixity of a
7

In this regard, Maria Grazia Sumeli Weinberg notes that, in the novel, the liberating potential and the
promise of a radical personal renewal inherent to the carnival are undermined by the fundamental and
insurmountable immobility of social and class structures. Cf. Sumeli Weinberg 2003, 154-5.
8 Giuliana Minghelli identifies a similar spatialization of time and history as a distinctive feature of Italian
neorealism. Minghelli explains the emergence of this phenomenon as the consequence of the interdiction
against remembrance in the Italian culture after the fall of Fascism: “neorealism can be seen, provocatively,
as the original site of a gradual marginalization of history in post-war cultural life and intellectual discourse
of which our spatial turn in cultural criticism has been one late development.” Cf. Minghelli 2013, 4.
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spatial embodiment of liminality: the porticoes, which significantly mediate between the
exteriority of public spaces and the interiors of private retreats.
Most importantly, what may have at first appeared as a mere transitory
experience, by the end of the story would become the figure of Clelia’s very existential
condition. Alienated from her working-class roots, while never fully at home among the
idle class, Clelia permanently inhabits the gap separating them. The narrative design of
the novel reinforces this sense of entrapment within an interstitial condition and a
suspended time. By positioning the protagonist in the abyss of an absolute liminality at
the very outset of the novel, Pavese constructs an uneventful plot alternating between
Clelia’s day and nighttime wanderings, and organized around a series of loosely
connected episodes. The narrative flow is significantly enclosed by the symmetric
repetition of Rosetta’s suicidal act at the two ends of the story. Her attempted suicide at
the beginning of the novel serves as the crucial narrative trigger that brings Clelia to be
initiated into the titular clique of women friends. The accomplished suicide that closes the
book does not perform, however, a converse narrative function.
Rosetta’s death concludes the narration abruptly, leaving the novel’s two main
narrative treads unresolved (Clelia’s professional task and her existential quest):
At midnight I heard the rest of the story. Momina stopped in at the hotel and told me that they
had laid Rosetta out on the bed at home. She didn’t even seem dead. Only a swelling around
the lips, as if she were being sulky. The curious thing was she had rented an artist’s studio and
had had an armchair brought there, nothing else, and she had died in front of the window
which looked out on Superga. A cat had given her away – he was in the room with her, and
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the next day he miaowed and scratched so at the door that someone came and opened it.
(Pavese 1959, 198)

The novel’s anticlimactic conclusion thus undermines the progression implied in Clelia’s
journey through the cyclical return of the same – the suicidal act repeated at the two ends
of the story – which mocks any aspiration to a meaningful change. The sense of
immobility conveyed by the narrative arrest that opens the novel is ultimately reinforced
by the snapshot that freezes time at the conclusion of the story. The sudden interruption
of the plot’s progression generates a sense of inconclusiveness that reflects the
irresolution of the characters themselves. The specular instances of narrative suspension
that enclose the storyline frame the characters’ frenzied restlessness for amusement and
adventure within the boundaries of a frozen temporality; of a time continuously revolving
upon itself, despite the characters’ desperate, repeated, and repetitive attempts to break
through this perverse cycle. 9 The paradoxical encounter of a frenetic motility with the
most complete immobility that the novel progressively unveils is deftly synthesized by
Momina’s remark on time, “which goes so fast and yet never seems to pass” (Pavese
1959, 97). Sharon Wood captures the meaning of this arrested becoming by noting that
“for Clelia the mascherata of the Carnival signifies not an end but an eternal present, not
a new season but a saison en enfer” (Wood 2003, 109).
The novel hence subverts the transitivity of the liminal experience through its
absolutization, that is, by absolving liminality from the sequential logic in which this
Sophie Marie Ziegler-Binoth observes that, while in Pavese’s novels the characters perambulation usually
follows a linear pattern, in Among Women Only they perform instead a series of arabesque-like movements
(Ziegler-Binoth 2009, 123).
9
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experience is necessary organized. The function of the limen – that is, the threshold – is
to mark the limits of contiguous spaces and to allow the passage from one space to
another. The threshold paradoxically unites two spaces by dividing them, and it
simultaneously participates to both, without belonging to any. By acquiring a disquieting
self-sufficiency, in Among Women Only the liminal space has lost the function of
activating the temporal and sequential logic it is supposed to propel. The threshold’s
absolutization bars the passage from one space to another, and results in the surrender of
transitivity and qualitative change. This inescapable entrapment within a liminal
condition signifies an unbridgeable fracture within both Clelia’s subjective identity and
the Italian social fabric. While Clelia progressively gains the awareness of her
unbelonging to both the working-class environment and the upper-class milieu, the reader
is repeatedly exposed to the image of an incurable fissure dividing the national
community.
Clelia’s liminal existential condition is thus transferred upon the Italian society of
the late 1940s at large, suggesting a disquieting connection between liminality and the
historical design of modernity. In Liminality and the Modern, the Danish anthropologist
Bjørn Thomassen persuasively tracks his guiding idea that, from the sixteenth century
onward, “liminality somehow came to occupy a more and more central place within the
space of modernity, a process which is currently accelerating to the point of absurdity”
(Thomassen 2014, 11). In his foundational work on the concept of liminality, the
ethnographer Arnold van Gennep defines the rites of passage as palingenetic principles
that allow for a regenerative renewal of individuals and societies (Gennep 1960). As the
word “passage” indicates, liminality refers to a certain transitivity, a process; decidedly to
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an impermanent condition. Thomassen notices that the increasingly pervasive
“centralization of liminality” since the early modern times, with its peculiar blending of
freedom and hopelessness, is instead acquiring a stable and permanent position within
contemporary societies and discourses. In the concluding chapter of the book, he
unambiguously traces the consequences of abstracting liminality from the sequence in
which it is embedded: “individuals go crazy and societies become pathological. Human
life ceases to be meaningful in perpetual liminality” (Thomassen 2014, 216).
Yet, the trauma evoked in Among Women Only is not only the trauma of
modernity, which has equally stricken all the countries and cultures transitioning from
traditional ways of life to the industrial age. Most fundamentally, the trauma that Pavese
aims at capturing and transmitting is the specific cultural trauma deriving from a failed
historical and social renewal that afflicted the Italian society in the postwar period.
Among Women Only unequivocally associates the palingenetic expectations recalled in
the opening paragraph not only with the existential parable of the protagonist, but also
with the broader historical and socio-political context in which the narrative events are
set. Written in 1949, the novel situates the narration against the backdrop of the material
and political lacerations affecting the Italian social landscape on the eve of the 1948
elections. An epochal turning point for the political and institutional set-up of postwar
Italy, these elections represented the final test for the palingenetic hopes nurtured by the
Italian Resistance and the political forces that supported its struggle and appropriated its
ideals.
Ruling over the country for more than twenty years, the Fascist Party ruthlessly
suppressed all oppositional movements, forcing leftist activists and politicians into exile.
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The outbreak of the War further debilitated oppositional politics, but, as soon as the
Allied forces landed in Sicily in July 1943, the King removed Mussolini from his office
and – shortly after – signed the Armistice. German troops invaded Italy and, having
liberated Mussolini from his arrests, reinstated the rule of the fascist party over the
northern part of the country through the constitution of the puppet government of the
Republic of Salò. While the Allies were slowly ascending the peninsula, in the North the
opposition to fascism overcame its state of latency and an organized armed resistance
formed around the Comitato di liberazione nazionale (CNL; National Liberation
Committee), whose paramilitary militias began to battle the repubblichini and the
German troops backing them.
In the detailed and persuasive reconstruction offered by the historian Paul
Ginsborg, it is only due to the formation of the Resistance that the political and ethical
reputation of Italy could be rehabilitated from its association with the fascist regime at the
conclusion of the War. Ginsborg acutely observes that, although the partisans could have
waited for the Allied troops to defeat the Germans, they willfully decided to engage in an
unequal and frequently hopeless struggle against a well-organized army and its
unforgiving commanders. Of the approximately one hundred thousand people that joined
the Resistance between November 1943 and April 1945, a third died on the battlefield.
Ginsborg shows that the prime motive propelling the volunteers was related to the
promise of a more just and equal society to be built after the War. The partisans were not
only fighting against Fascism, but they were more radically contesting the political and
socio-economic forces that favored and supported its ascendancy. The battle engaged by
the Resistance fighters was fueled, first and foremost, by the belief in the possibility of a
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radical and unprecedented rupture with long-established forms of socioeconomic and
political domination. In this sense, the fascist dictatorship merely represented the horrific
tail end of a larger history of social, political, and economic inequalities and injustices
(Ginsborg 2003, 39-71).
Never has the dream of a radical rupture with the past been thus vivid in the
political imaginary of the Italian population as in the immediate aftermath of WWII. The
Resistance came to crystallize the egalitarian aspirations for social justice and political
empowerment that have been fermenting among the marginalized and dispossessed strata
of the Italian society since the nineteenth century. To illustrate the role of the Resistance
in the political imaginary of the leftist parties, Ginsborg quotes the assessment of this
emancipatory movement written in 1975 by the eminent Communist historian and former
resistance fighter Paolo Spriano. Spriano describes the Resistance as “the moment of the
great rupture with the past, of a break which opened the way to the active participation of
the popular masses in the further political and social development of the country; it was a
revolutionary democratic impulse of an unmistakable and lasting character” (quoted in
Ginsborg 2003, 71).
Ginsborg glosses the quotation by simply noting that Spriano’s tribute reflects
what the partisans whished the Resistance to be, rather than what it has really been, and
concludes with a lapidary verdict: “For all their heroism, the forces fighting for change in
the years 1943-5 did not succeed in making any such profound break with the past”
(Ibid.). Ginsborg convincingly identifies the elections of April 1948, won by the
Christian Democrats with a substantial majority over the coalition of leftist parties, with
the definitive demise of the palingenetic expectations nourished by the Resistance and the
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emancipatory leftist culture that flourished around it. Written in two months during the
spring of 1949 – “with extraordinary, suspect simplicity,” notes Pavese in his diary
(Pavese 2000, 364) – Among Women Only bears witness precisely to this sudden and
traumatic reawakening that frustrated the hopes for a more just future. Among Women
Only is one of Pavese’s gloomiest works, as it offers neither an antidote, nor a positive
counterpoint, to the insurmountable divisions and hopeless lack of solidarity that have
been stirring within the Italian society after the elections of 1948. 10
The entrapment within a liminal condition is therefore associated with the
incapability of effecting a decisive transformation, on both a personal, existential plan
and within a collective social and political dimension. In Among Women Only Pavese
looks back to the immediate aftermath of the War with a foreknowledge of the epochal
political debacle that imbues the narration with an excruciating sense of ineluctability and
powerlessness. He inscribes the frenzy announcing the imminent modernization of the
country into a spectral recursive temporality defined by stagnation and intransitivity.
Pavese impressed upon Antonioni’s filmmaking the image of a present continuously
folding upon itself, and preventing transformation and qualitative change. By means of
this temporal entrapment, Among Women Only exposed Antonioni to a traumatic

The erasure of a positive counterpart to the novel’s depiction of societal and historical lacerations is
openly suggested, to any reader familiar with Pavese’s novels, by the absence of a counterpart to the urban
setting of Among Women Only. In the entirety of Pavese’s work a historico-political narrative axis
(centered around urban life) is intertwined with a mythical axis (centered around the countryside and
frequently symbolized through the trope of the hill). Among Women Only is the only Pavesian novel in
which the countryside is absent. The subtraction of this counterpoint represents, according to Vincenzo
Binetti, the surrender of a positive dialectical counterpart to the historical-political axis. This surrender, he
suggests, is telling of the renunciation to the palingenetic potential associated with the mythical dimension
of the countryside. Cf. Binetti 2001, 130. In this respect, Ziegler-Binoth suggests reading the arches of the
arcades appearing in the opening of the novel as a reverse-image of the Pavesian hills. Cf. Ziegler-Binoth
2009, 127.
10
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experience of reality, which resists psychological, narrative, and cognitive assimilability.
In order to account for the simultaneous loss of a collective memory and a shared
futurity, Pavese envisions an existential and historical condition of “in-betweenness,”
which functions as the correlative of the intransitive temporality of trauma, and which
would become, I argue, the leading aesthetic principle in the radicalization of Antonioni’s
realist style (1957-1962).
Among Women Only veils the ordinary perception of reality in an impenetrable
opacity, and makes ordinary life unrecognizable. The severance of the present from its
organic relationship to the past and the future determines the illegibility of the contingent
reality. Pavese’s devaluation of cognition in favor of an enhanced emphasis on sensory
perception correspond precisely to this estrangement from the familiarity of a known
world. At the very same time, the stubborn refusal of the present reality to be
encompassed by means of cognition and narrativity generates in the observer an
injunction to provide testimony. That which cannot be assimilated might be nevertheless
incorporated by means of an act of witnessing. Such an incorporation is crucial, as it
allows the witness to transmit the unassimilable experience. The transmission depends on
– and replicates – the urge to comprehend: the impossibility of psychologically
assimilating an indecipherable meaning transforms the urge of comprehension into the
command of transmission, that is, into the injunction to provide testimony. In the early
1960s, Antonioni once recalled that he had been driven to the cinematic medium, in the
early 1940s, by an analogous urge to testify to a world that had suddenly become
indecipherable: “it was a period in which everything happening around us was quite
abnormal; reality was a burning issue” (Antonioni 1996, 22).
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It was the world itself that was calling for attention, Antonioni specified a few
years later: “The things themselves were claiming a different attention, acquiring a
different significance” (Antonioni 1996, 66). In these circumstances, Antonioni
recognized a potentiality in the film medium that he would continue exploring throughout
the initial phase of his career (1943-1962). In order to approach a world that has lost its
legibility, Antonioni entrusts himself to the eye of the camera: “[l]ooking at [these things]
in a new way, I was taking control of them” (Ibid.). Antonioni is not a naïve realist,
however. He does not believe that the cinematographic image can reabsorb and overcome
the incomprehensibility of the world. Rather than restoring the world to legibility,
Antonioni understands that film could allow him to capture – although without being able
to resolve it – some of that incomprehensibility: “Beginning to understand the world
through the image, I was understanding the image, its force, its mystery” (Ibid.).
Antonioni develops this potentiality in his early documentaries (1943-1950) by
taking the position of a visual chronicler, whose aim is to capture and convey the opacity
of the postwar reality, rather than to dispel its incomprehensibility. Since his debut with
People from the Po Valley, Antonioni rejects the didactic and explanatory purposes
commonly associated with nonfiction filmmaking. A recognizable observational realist
approach instead distinguishes all of the documentary short films he released between
1947 and 1950. Antonioni’s nonfiction films emphasize the act of looking and they
conjunctly problematize the didactic attitude and the explanatory devices typical of the
documentary mode in the 1930s and 1940s. A certain heterogeneity is however palpable
in Antonioni’s shorts, as some display more conventional rhetorical organizations. For
instance, Sette canne, un vestito (Seven Reeds, One Suit, 1949) – commissioned by the
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rayon factory in the village of Torviscosa, near Trieste – pairs a daring visual
concatenation of modern industry and traditional peasant life with a conventional
expository organization, informed by recognizable didactic purposes. On the other hand,
documentaries such as People of the Po Valley, N.U. (short for Nettezza urbana
[Sanitation], 1948), and La villa dei mostri (The Villa of Monsters, 1950) counteract the
didactic purposes and expository organization of most contemporaneous nonfiction films.
A clear infraction to the norms of the dominant documentary form in these films
is represented by the use of the voice over, as it impugns the authoritative expertise
connected with the disembodied voice-of-god commentary. The lyrical tone of the
commentary in Gente del Po contradicts the informative expectations associated with the
use of the voice over, while in N.U. the contribution of the commentary is limited to a
few statements at the beginning of the film. But the call into question of the voice over
commentary’s disembodied knowledge reaches a pinnacle in La villa dei mostri, in which
the voice over is refashioned as a second person address in voice off; an address to an
invisible interlocutor, and implicitly to the viewer – which enwraps the spectator through
an audiovisual dispositif reminiscent of that designed half a century later by Alexander
Sokurov for his point of view single-take feature Russkiy kovcheg (The Russian Ark,
2001). Through the second person address, Antonioni gives an embodied dimension to
the voice over commentary and entangles both the commentator and the viewer within
the factuality of what is seen on screen.
The reluctance to conform to the mainstream trends in documentary film can be
seen as the anticipation of Antonioni’s skepticism with the dominant form of realism
within narrative filmmaking at the time of his debut in the feature-length format.
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Switching to narrative cinema in the 1950s, Antonioni progressively transferred the
observational approach of his documentaries onto narrative filmmaking. It is not
insignificant that Antonioni’s first feature, Cronaca di un amore, presents itself as a
chronicle, thus immediately connoting Antonioni’s storytelling as an act of testimony.
Yet, in spite of the unmistakable markers of an observational form of realism that
differentiate Story of a Love Affair, The Lady Without Camelias, and The Girlfriends
from other contemporaneous melò – the long-take aesthetic and the staging in depth
being the most apparent – in the very last instance, these films nevertheless undertake a
storytelling that subordinates the commitment to witness in respect to an impulse to
interpret. Since his debut in narrative filmmaking, the observational propensity of
Antonioni’s cinema clashed with the expectations of the producers he worked for. For
this reason, in the mid-1950s he resorted to literary adaptation.
In order to circumvent the demands of the producers, Antonioni tries to
undermine the function of the script from within. In his attempt at emancipating his
filmmaking from the primacy of the script, Antonioni simultaneously challenges two
forms of authority: that of the producers over the film director, as well as the privileged
position of the word in respect to the image. His decision to engage with Pavese’s text
prefigures what the filmmaker would retrospectively describe as a coherent strategy of
emancipation form the written word in favor of the autonomy of the image.
Paradoxically, it is through his engagement with literature that Antonioni seeks a
liberation from the primacy of the word and the literary. In the course of an open
discussion with the faculty and students of the Italian national film school held in March
of 1961, he explains the motivations for his gradual emancipation from the authority of
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the script. Antonioni significantly opens his address by subtly warning the students
against the deceptiveness of the word: “Someone once said that words, more than
anything else, serve to hide our thoughts” (Antonioni 2008, 21). He invites his audience
to reject preexisting scripts and preconceived meanings, advocating a cinema springing
from “truth,” rather than from the calculate logic of a narrative design: “The truth of our
everyday life is not mechanical, conventional, or artificial, as stories generally are, and if
films are made that way, they will show it” (Antonioni 2008, 25).
Three years prior, during an analogous occasion, Antonioni explained one of the
strategies he employed to evade the grasp of the script:
I believe it is much more cinematic to try and capture the thoughts of a person through an
ordinary visual reaction, rather than enclose them in a sentence, that is, in a verbal, didactic
form. One of my concerns in filming is to follow the characters until I feel it is time to stop.
To follow them not for the sake of it, but because I think it is important to establish, to capture
the moments in the life of a character that appear to be less important. When all has been said,
when the main scene is over, there are less important moments; and to me, it seems
worthwhile to show the character right in these moments, from the back or the front, focusing
on a gesture, on an attitude, because they serve to clarify everything that has happened, as
well as what is left of it inside the character. (Antonioni 1996, 8-9)

This technique is at the core of the temps morts that would come to represent one of the
chief critical notions associated with Antonioni’s cinema. The temps mort – literally, a
dead time – is an inert temporality in narrative terms; or, worse: from the point of view of
a functional and efficient narration, this time not only is useless, but is wasted. Yet, it is
precisely through the suspension of the story-time that Antonioni can inaugurate a
different temporality, that of the look. In order for the power of the image to emerge, the
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flow of the narrative needs to be arrested. A rupture of narrative progression and finality
has therefore represented the prerequisite for the look to gain center stage in Antonioni’s
cinema. Recalibrated around the act of looking and the scopic dimension, his filmmaking
could finally become an independent form of visual storytelling.
Pavese’s novel not only provided Antonioni with a narrative model that rejects
causality and teleology as organizational principles, and by means of which he could
deemphasize the role of action and narrative development, in favor of a peculiar stress on
the act of looking. Most importantly, by deflecting from cognition to perception, Among
Women Only indicates to Antonioni the possibility of capturing and transmitting the
incomprehensibility of a world that has suddenly lost its familiar aspect. Pavese
prioritizes the sensorial dimensions of the characters’ experience through specific
narrative strategies that emphasizes stagnation, irresolution, and the plummet into an
existential and historical abysmal interstice. The team of adapters working on the script
of The Girlfriends encountered major difficulties in encompassing the novel’s narrative
structure within the parameters of the melò. The script born out of Antonioni’s
collaboration with the scriptwriters Alba de Céspedes and Suso Cecchi d’Amico bears
visible signs of this struggle. The motivational indeterminacy and psychological opacity
of the Pavesian characters, the novel’s loosely structured, uneventful, and inconclusive
plot, and the enigmatic atmosphere irradiating from unexceptional, everyday situations,
have proven, in the final instance, hardly compatible with the concoction of a
recognizable melodramatic plot, organized around sudden changes, reversals, and
dramatic peaks.
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A Melodramatic Conclusion to the Parable of Adaptation

Produced by the short-lived Trionfalcine production company, The Girlfriends
unequivocally targeted the increasingly vast audiences of the melò. During the four years
(1953-1956) it operated within the Italian film market, Trionfalcine produced twelve
films, all of which can be grouped under the generic label of the melò. Besides
stereotypical titles such as Napoli terra d’amore (Neaples Land of Love, Camillo
Matrocinque 1954) and Cento serenate (A Hundred Serenades, Anton Giulio Majano
1954), Trionfalcine also attempted to promote more elaborate takes on the genre. In
addition to The Girlfriends, the company also co-produced Juan Antonio Bardem’s
milestone Muerte de un ciclista (Death of a Cyclist, 1955). The production history of the
film thus firmly locates The Girlfriends within the same industrial context of Antonioni’s
two previous melodramas, Story of a Love Affair and The Lady without Camelias. Both
these films have burgeoned on the breeding ground of the melò, which has been
acquiring, in that very period, a predominant position within the Italian film industry.
During the first half of the1950s, the success of the melò was thus extensive that, for the
very first and last time in the history of Italian film, a genre usurped the otherwise
unshakable commercial supremacy of the comedy on the national markets (Sannita
2004).
The overtly melodramatic packaging of the film in the trailer devised for the 1957
French theatrical distribution is unmistakably telling of the target audience the producers
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had in mind.11 The trailer focuses on Rosetta and her love affair with Lorenzo, which it
summarizes with expeditious exhaustiveness. The opening section of the trailer is
constituted of four shots, unified by a sound bridge. In the first shot, we see Clelia in her
hotel room: she is placed in the foreground of the image, an open door appears behind her
back. It is the door leading to a communicating room, we realize, as soon as a frightened
chambermaid appears, crying “Oh, my god. She is dead.” The second shot cuts to the
adjacent room, Clelia is at the side of the bed on which the exanimate body of Rosetta
lies. As soon as the editor cuts to the second shot, we hear Momina speaking in voiceover: “We must find out whom Rosetta was calling.” The line continues without
interruption, but this time as synchronous sound, when the editor switches to the third
shot. We watch a fragment from a conversation between Momina and Clelia: “If I can
find out, I will at least have an idea of why…” The line finally concludes – again in
voice-over – as the trailer cuts to the fourth shot: “she wanted to kill herself.” We see a
two-shot of Lorenzo and Rosetta, just before Lorenzo brusquely leaves, abandoning her.
The sound bridge thus constructs a material link between effects (Rosetta’s attempted
suicide) and causes (her unrequited love for Lorenzo).
In the central section of the trailer, another sound bridge unmistakably reinforces
the melodramatic presentation of the film. This section of the trailer is constituted of five
shots, extracted from four different sequences and abridged through the dialogue between
Rosetta and Clelia – which takes place on the train taking them back to Turin, after the
incident on the beach – that we see in the second and the fourth shot. The opening shot of

11

The trailer is available on Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2w--LzHTEqc. Last access:
07/01/2019.
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this section is a medium shot of Nene caressing Lorenzo. We hear Rosetta speaking in
voice-over: “Why should I live?” The trailer then cuts to the train, Rosetta is framed in a
medium shot, as she stares out of the window. Her discourse progresses without
interruption: “To decide which dress to wear? And when I have decided?” A third shot
follows, as Rosetta’s line concludes in voice-over: “What is waiting for me in the
future?” As we listen to the line, a two-shot of Rosetta and Lorenzo in a hotel room is
shown. Before the trailer cuts to the fourth shot, we hear the beginning of Clelia’s reply,
which will abridge the third, fourth, and fifth shot of this section: “Life is made up of
many things, good and bad. But there are many things, and all important. There are
sentiments. There is love.” The “many things” twice alluded to by Clelia ultimately sum
up, in a triumphantly melodramatic fashion, to love and sentiments exclusively. The fifth
shot coherently shows Clelia and Carlo’s (Ettore Manni) first kiss, in order to underline
once more the melodramatic premise of the film: love determines whether a life is worth
living.
Emilliano Morreale’s book Così piangevano provides an exemplary examination
of the melò. Relying on Rick Altman’s genealogical and dynamic understanding of the
formation of film genres, Morreale claims that melodrama in the Italian film industry
never reached the stability of the genre in Hollywood (Morreale 2011, 37-8).12 Even
more radically, he argues that Italian cinema has never accomplished that thorough
integration between industrial planning, critical reception, and the expectations of the
audiences, which Hollywood has managed to solidify around its genres. Rather than to
genres, in the case of Italian cinema, Morreale proposes to refer to cycles and strands.
12

Cf. also Altman 1999a. See, in particular, 30-48 and 62-68.
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The Italian film industry, he argues, has always prioritized an intense exploitation, within
more limited temporal boundaries, of the success obtained by an “original text” initiating
a cycle or strand. Morreale thus persuasively shows that the Italian melò can be better
understood as a cinematic cycle, propelled by the enthusiastic reception of Raffaello
Matarazzo’s 1949 film Catene (Chains), and which has almost entirely vanished from the
theatres by the end of the 1950s (Morreale 2011, 38-39).
Morreale points out a series of peculiar traits distinguishing the Italian melò from
Hollywood melodrama, which was entering in its golden age at approximately the same
time. The melò emphasizes, to an even greater degree than its American counterpart, the
centrality of the female figure, and it obsessively concentrates on love affairs, romances,
and sentimental intrigues. Besides mobilizing the typical melodramatic topoi – adultery,
illegitimate children, the man’s departure, and the risks for the woman connected to his
departure – the melò puts a peculiar emphasis on contemporary social and historical
settings, frequently dramatizing the crossings of class boundaries, whereas Hollywood
melodrama prevalently focuses on middle class protagonists and generational conflicts.
To emphasize the realism of the mise-en-scène, the melò relies on a contrasted black and
white photography, which establishes an extreme dissimilarity with the coloristic
excessiveness of American melodrama. Also, in contrast with the conventions of the
Hollywood genre, the melò frequently adopts a narration in medias res, often relies on the
use of flash-backs, and constructs its narratives, in several occasions, over an initial
enigma, in a fashion similar to that of many American films noir of the 1940s (Morreale,
39-51). This is for instance the case of Story of a Love Affair, which opens – after the
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credit sequence – with a scene set in the office of the private eye that has been hired by
Enrico Fontana (Ferdinando Sarmi) to investigate on his wife’s premarital life.
In this context, Morreale reconnects Antonioni’s Story of a Love Affair, The Lady
without Camellias, and The Girlfriends to a specific strand of the melò, which explores
the modernization of the country and the characters’ trouble adjustment to modernity.
Such a strand is prevalently defined by urban settings and populated by characters
belonging to the wealthy upper class (Morreale 2011, 213-24). Within the context of the
“modernist melò,” the most apparent specificity that Morreale points out in relation to
Antonioni’s melodramas is the avoidance of a moralistic or judgmental perspective, in
favor of the exposure of a generalized existential discontent. Morreale also recognizes the
tension engendered within the generic patterns of the melò by the progressive
implementation of Antonioni’s observational style, as he highlights the filmmaker’s
peculiar insistence on the landscape, which disrupts the plot driven tendency of the melò
(213-8). In line with the critical cliché that unproblematically locates Antonioni’s cinema
under a generic modernist aegis, Morreale reads his insistence on the landscape as a selfreflexive modernist trait, downplaying therefore his strenuous adherence to the facticity
of the contingent world and the peculiar typology of his observational style. Such
instances of narrative suspension are at the heart of Antonioni’s adaptation of Among
Women Only. Antonioni resorted to a preexisting text that would allow him to emancipate
these instances of narrative arrest from their subordinate role, and to place them at the
center of a storytelling grounded in the act of looking, rather than being subjected to preconstituted narrative designs.
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Yet, in The Girlfriends, such moments of narrative suspension are still limited to a
sparse number of occurrences. The prevalent concern for the producers was to transform
Pavese’s novel into a viable script for the purposes of a popular melodrama. The tensions
engendered at the crossroads between the “inadaptable” literary source, the demands of
producers and audiences, and the intentions of the film director, are the most visible
markers of the troubled adaptation process that has led to the realization of The
Girlfriends. The adapters have been confronted with the tasks of straightening, so to say,
the decentered, twisted development of the narrative and of clarifying the psychological
motivations of the characters. With these goals in mind, the adapters have operated three
main sets of interventions on the novel’s text. First, they designed a tight, linear, and
progressive plot-development and a clear-cut narrative closure. Secondly, the adapters
intervened on the opaque psychologies of the novel’s characters in order to, one the one
hand, strengthen their motivational and behavioral coherence, and, on the other, to
improve the functionality of their characterization in terms of plot development. Finally,
to avoid unsettling the rather conservative morality fueled within – and through – the
universe of the melò, the adapters performed a series of censoring acts in regards to the
novel’s depiction of sexuality.
The most apparent intervention executed by the adapters involves the addition of a
spurious melodramatic ending to the story narrated in the book. The additional narrative
segment details the events posterior to Rosetta’s death. This phony ending begins with
the recovery of the Rosetta’s corpse from the waters of the River Po, and it re-calibrates
the narrative perspective around the story of Clelia. In The Girlfriends, Rosetta’s suicide
assumes a decisive role in determining – and accomplishing – Clelia’s inner journey, as it
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forces her to break up with the circle of cynical and decadent women she has associated
with since her arrival in Turin. Her sudden claim to agency is indicative of an internal
change and a progressive transformation, and it thus distinguishes Clelia from the other
characters, who show instead a static and typological definition. The film therefore
undermines the potential of the novel’s stubborn narrative irresolution, which prevents
from encompassing the dramatic events within a coherent set of causal motivations.
Clelia’s claim to agency reabsorbs the angst accompanying the paralyzing powerlessness
depicted in the novel.
In the scene that immediately follows the finding of Rosetta’s corpse, Clelia
confronts Momina and charges her with the responsibility for Rosetta’s death. The heated
confrontation that sanctions Clelia’s commitment to truthfulness is interestingly staged at
the center of the freshly inaugurated dressmaking salon, the sanctuary where vacuous
appearances are venerated as the ultimate reality. The atmosphere of haughty
composedness, emphasized through the theatricality of the mise-en-scène, is suddenly
and unexpectedly shattered by Clelia’s irrepressible indignation. By attacking Momina,
Clelia at once denounces with uncompromising and inacceptable frankness the
hypocritical cynicism of the upper-class milieu. Breaking the social injunction to preserve
the appearance of respectability and decency, Clelia is excluded from the Turinese haute
society. The film thus brings to a resolution both the subplots of the novel, playing them
one against the other. Clelia successfully accomplishes her professional task, while also
resolving her existential doubts, by severing her alliance with Momina and her clique.
Moreover, her moral triumph over the hypocrisy of the upper class simultaneously
triggers the film’s final melodramatic twist.
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Having lost her job, Clelia reconsiders to settle down with Carlo. Shortly after the
confrontation with Momina, Clelia receives a phone call from him: “Oh, Carlo… I would
have called. I needed to see you. Really? Are you coming now? Thank you. I’ll come
down and meet you.” Yet, it would already be too late when Carlo finally arrives at the
hotel. Descending to the lobby to meet him, Clelia encounters her former employer. She
offers her back the position Clelia used to hold in Rome and the latter accepts without
hesitation. Antonioni closes the scene with a long shot of the hotel’s entrance seen from
inside the lobby. Clelia gratefully escorts the employer to the exit, just as Carlo enters the
lobby. By then, Clelia’s final decision has already been taken. Even before greeting
Carlo, she stops at the hotel desk and books a ticket to Rome on a train leaving within a
few hours. Against the recursive stagnation of the novel’s intransitive temporality, the
film’s ending plays the temporal structure of the “too late,” distinctive of the fated
universe of melodrama. The adapters hence not only disrupt the tense irresolution of
Pavese’s novel by designing a clear-cut narrative closure, but they also displace the
political and existential framework of his narration, in order to re-envision the story
within a specifically melodramatic context.
Steve Neale explains the importance of the temporal pattern encapsulated in the
“too late” in connection to the catharsis of tears. By coupling this temporal pattern with
the other fundamental melodramatic magic formula represented by the hypothetical
structure of the “if only,” a subject position is created for the viewer, from which she can
imagine an alternative resolution to the one determined by the unattainable synchronicity
implied in the temporal structure of the “too late.” “The words ‘if only’ – Neale explains
– mark both the fact of loss, that it is too late, yet simultaneously the possibility that
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things might have been different, that the fantasy could have been fulfilled, the object of
desire indeed attained” (Neale 1986, 22; emphasis in the original). The pairing of the “too
late” with the “if only” is what constitutes, according to Neale, the specific appeal of
watching melodramas: “pleasure will come from the pleasure of fantasy itself, a pleasure
which resides in the process of articulation of a wish rather than in any representation of
the attainment of its object” (20). Pavese instead prevents such a phantasmatic
reconciliation from taking place through the manifestation of trauma, that is, the
manifestation of a meaning that remains unassimilable to any coherent phantasmatic
scenario.
The sacrifice of her romance with Carlo represents the price Clelia is ready to pay
for the rehabilitation to her previous social condition. Although she has sincerely fallen
for Carlo, social improvement and economic independence – granted by a successful
professional career – are more important to her than the promise of a romantic
fulfillment. The adapters perform here a notable reversal in regards to the gender
dynamics that commonly define the melodramatic couple. They absolve Clelia from the
melodramatic destiny of domesticity and dependence, and invest her with the decision
not to surrender her emancipation, in favor of the sentimental bond with Carlo and his
dream of a shared marital home: “We could have got married and lived in one of these
streets,” he says in an earlier scene. The adapters thus question the traditional
melodramatic assumption about the woman’s intrinsic dependence on the man. In this
regard, Thomas Schatz highlights that, in the “puritanical moral climate” of the American
family melodrama, the freedom of the woman entirely depends on her virginity: “Once
she is literally and figuratively ‘taken’ by the man, the heroine surrenders her initiative,
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her self-reliance, and in effect, her individual identity” (Schatz 1991, 158). Within
contemporaneous Hollywood melodrama, the sole possibility for the woman to preserve
her independence is to renounce her sexuality. In this respect, The Girlfriends on the
contrary values women agency and independence.
Yet, the determination to pursue at any cost her professional and social goals
might have projected the shadow of a doubt on the sincerity of Clelia’s affection for
Carlo. If unresolved, this suspect would have disrupted the affective economy of the
narrative. The film’s final scene, set at the railway station however dispels any possible
doubt. Carlo arrives at the station, where the lovers have agreed to meet for the farewell,
but hides from Clelia’s sight. He observes her inquietude and understands the sincerity of
her affection for him. The viewer is now convinced of the authenticity of Clelia’s
sacrifice. We would expect Carlo, at this point, to reach Clelia on the railway platform in
order to enact the lover’s farewell. He refrains from doing so, however, and watches
Clelia depart from a distance. Clelia looks towards Carlo, but avoids any movement or
gesture, leaving therefore the viewer in the uncertainty whether she has seen him or not.
Antonioni thus deprives the viewers of the catharsis of tears, as, through the characters’
self-aware agency, he erodes the premises of an ill-fated situation, on which the formulas
of the “if only” and the “too late” rely. By emphasizing the agency of the characters –
Clelia choosing to leave, and Carlo renouncing to the farewell – Antonioni thus questions
the melodramatic assumption of a fated world and the viability of a phantasmatic
reconciliation that could redeem the injustice associated with actual reality.
In addition to linearizing the novel’s erratic plot into a consequentially tied
progression, and imposing an unambiguous narrative closure to the story, the adapters
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performed a second set of core interventions on the Pavesian characters. Their purpose
was to reinforce the characters’ motivational coherence and to enhance their typological
functionality in propelling the plot towards the desired dramatic effects and emotional
peaks. The psychological opacity of the Pavesian characters and the inconclusiveness and
incoherence of their agency are contrasted by the adapters through the reassurance of a
stronger and commonsensical causal chain of motivations. The clearest instance of such
interventions is the explicit reconnection of Rosetta’s suicide to her unrequited love for
Lorenzo. In the novel, on the contrary, Rosetta’s disgust for life and her gravitation
towards suicide are envisioned in existential terms that undo psychological interpretative
models. Momina tries to describe the revulsion for life she herself shares with Rosetta,
and which is not “the momentary nausea you get from this or that person, or from an
evening or a season – but an utter and complete disgust with living, with everything and
everyone” (Pavese 1959, 97). The psychological reductionism that refashions Rosetta’s
existential malaise into the sentimental distress of an unrequited lover dissolves – in the
film – the traumatic dimension of her death.
The simplification of Rosetta and Clelia’s characters is a clear indication of the
melodramatic framework superimposed on the Pavesian narrative. Melodramatic
characters in fact are defined according to their function in the development of the plot,
rather than along the lines of exceptional individualities. Their capability to propel the
narrative towards dramatic climaxes and to covey recognizable feelings and emotions –
as a reaction to defined and typical situations – is of far greater importance than a whole
rounded character definition. Generic conventions thus required the complexities of
character psychologies to be externalized in conventionalized emotional climaxes (the
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several heated confrontations involving Momina, Mariella, Rosetta, and Clelia; as well as
the furious outburst of Lorenzo, leading to Rosetta’s death) and sudden dramatic
reversals (Nene discovering Lorenzo’s infidelity; or Clelia abruptly, and repeatedly,
reconsidering her relationship with Carlo).
The film operates a visible simplification of the contradictory traits and behavioral
idiosyncrasies distinguishing all of the novel’s characters. Momina is probably the
character on which the adapters have performed the least interventions, for the text
presents her as the quintessential embodiment of the upper-class’ depravity, its existential
boredom, selfish carelessness, and gratuitous wickedness. She thus accurately suits the
role of the villain, which in the melò has been frequently assigned to female characters. 13
In the case of Mariella, the adapters have emphasized her glibness in an almost
caricatural fashion, and transformed her character into an emblem of irresponsibility and
culpable superficiality. As such, her character suggests that there is no redemption
available for the representatives of the haute society, regardless of their intentions being
consciously wicked (as is the case for the villain Momina). The intervention that most
telling reveals the melodramatic refashioning of the characters is, however, that executed
on Nene. In the novel, she is defined by poses and attitudes distinctive of a decadent
artistic environment, which has lost traditional points of reference and is fated to the vain
repetition of meaningless and highly stylized rituals and behaviors. Her character in The
Girlfriends is instead recreated anew by the adapters. In the film, Nene’s character
functions as the unwilling obstacle to the development of the affair between her husband
Lorenzo and Rosetta. Discovering the illicit relationship, Nene is ready to renounce her
13

Cf. Morreale 2011, 40.
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marriage and leave her past life behind, for the sake of enabling Lorenzo to pursue
happiness. Whereas through Clelia’s character the adapters stage the conflict between
desire and exterior restrains – as she sacrifices love to preserve her independence – in the
case of Nene the restrain is purely self-imposed. She sacrifices love out of love itself, and
can be thus regarded as the ultimate melodramatic character of the film.
A third set of narrative interventions signaling the enforcement of generic and
commercial constrains upon the Pavesian narrative is represented by a series of censoring
operations aimed at mitigating the most controversial aspects of the novel’s treatment of
sexuality. While the adapters have erased the traces of the extremely casual sexuality of
the novel’s characters, they have assigned, rather ironically, a preeminent role to the
peculiar relational mode that is the most foreign to the concerns of the novel’s characters;
namely, romantic love, in its conventional heteronormative configuration. Love affairs in
Among Women Only are blatantly presented as ephemeral and inconsequential. The
novel’s women characters regard love with a decidedly disenchanted and cynical eye, and
they experience sexuality in an extremely liberated way, as they simultaneously lampoon
the two pillars sustaining the nuclear paradigm of the modern patriarchal family –
monogamy and heteronormativity. In resurrecting an idealized conception of love, the
film visibly mutes down the novel’s radical take on sexuality and the ideal of the family.
The women characters of The Girlfriends may challenge the institutionally sanctioned
bonds of marriage and engagement, but, although they switch lovers and companions,
they never cease pursuing the love of their lives.
The melodramatic concern with romantic relationships is clearly at the core of the
film’s narrative. Further evidence of this melodramatic recontextualization is represented
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by the transformation of Clelia’s inconsequential affair with Beccuccio (Carlo in the film)
into a romantic relationship, supposedly preluding to a marriage. The melodramatic
recontextualization affects however the entirety of the relationships detailed in the novel.
Momina’s open marriage is reconfigured in the film in terms of unfaithfulness to her
husband. A socially sanctioned agreement is hence transformed into a personal
transgression. In the film, adultery does not entail, by any means, an infidelity towards
the ideal of the couple. Resorting to a term fashionable these days, it is possible to say
that, on the contrary, polyamorous relationships are the rule in Among Women Only.
Against the playful and carefree promiscuity of the novel’s characters, the film instead
enforces an understanding of romantic and sexual relationships in terms of exclusiveness,
which valorizes the ideal of the couple, according to an established tradition within the
melò.
Moreover, besides being unconcerned with exclusivity in their sexual life, the
characters of Among Women Only are also unconcerned with heteronormative social
expectations. An unrequited love in the life of Rosetta, which the film explicitly identifies
as the cause of her suicide, is actually mentioned in the novel as well. Clelia immediately
dismisses the rumor as a possible motive for Rosetta’s attempted suicide, and the reader
would hardly pay any attention to it. Interestingly, however, the love object in the book is
not the painter Loris (Lorenzo in the film), with whom Rosetta has also had, it is
suggested, a brief, but inconsequential affair. The self-denying object of desire tickling
Rosetta – in Among Women Only – is instead Momina herself. The homoerotic
undertones of the novel are thus entirely erased in the film, which nostalgically reaffirms
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monogamic heteronormativity. Against this conservative backdrop, Clelia’s decision to
reject the domestic nest fantasized by Carlo assumes an even greater significance.
The attempt to negotiate the narrative and stylistic feature of the novel within the
genre of the melò therefore proved unfeasible. Instead of exploding the boundaries of the
genre, the adaptation of the novel forced Pavese’s narrative into the confines of the
melodrama. Yet, within a few sequences, Antonioni could experiment with the Pavesian
testimonial approach. In these occurrences he attempted to adapt the writer’s emphasis on
perception and to deconstruct the narrative logic of the film’s story, according to the
Pavesian model. Frustrated by the impossibility to fully incorporate Pavese’s mastership
within his own film practice, Antonioni would resuscitate the force of Pavese’s narration
when shooting his next film, Outcry.
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CHAPTER 2

“L’avventura is the Outcry of The Girlfriends”:
Under the Spell of Pavese

Written and directed by Michelangelo Antonioni, and released in 1957, Outcry is widely
acknowledged to represent a watershed in the filmmaker’s career. While anticipating the
narrative and stylistic innovations of L’avventura and Antonioni’s ensuing films, Outcry
at once bid farewell to generic conventions and formulas and brought the melodramatic
form into territories unknown to the Italian film culture. In the scholarship on Antonioni,
this shift is for the most part described as a stage within the filmmaker’s cohesive and
continuous authorial development. More precisely, looked at through a developmental
lens, the film is commonly read as Antonioni’s smooth, organic transition into maturity. 14
Instead, it is my contention that Outcry marks a rupture with the previous films and
represents the inaugural moment of Antonioni’s turn to a radical realist aesthetic, which
would be elaborated and, eventually, deconstructed within his film triptych from the early
1960s: L’avventura, La notte, and L’eclisse. Secondly, I argue that this shift towards a
radical form of realism has been engendered by Antonioni’s exposure to Cesare Pavese’s
Among Women Only, which he adapts to the screen in 1955 – when the idea for Outcry
already exists – turning the novel into the melò The Girlfriends. Behind the visible
transformations that Outcry exhibits in respect to Antonioni’s previous films looms the
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Cf., for instance, Chatman 1985, 39-50; Rohdie 1990, 88-92 and 102-3; Arrowsmith 1995, 20-30.
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specter of Pavese, as several features of the novel, silenced in the 1955 adaptation, are
suddenly activated in Outcry and the following films. It is as if, I am suggesting, it were
not until Antonioni began working on Outcry that he could incorporate in his filmmaking
the novel’s narrative irresolution, its specific temporal organization, and the emphasis it
puts on perception and on the affective dimension of the protagonist’s experience.
Most notably, the specific interstitial temporality connected to the experience of
the historical trauma that is at the center of the novel would emerge, with an increasing
urgency, in Outcry and the triptych. In analogy to the snapshot that closes the novel, the
triptych can be regarded as the snapshot of a liminal moment in Italian history. The
consistency of the triptych is, first of all, the consistency of an interstitial temporality, of
a duration severed from both the past and the future, and which exhausts itself in the
consummation of a meaningless present, or better, of a present that exceeds a meaningful
psychological assimilation. This liminal condition is immediately an unmistakably
invoked from the very beginning of L’avventura – and therefore of the triptych as a
whole. The second shot of the film freezes time on the contingent materiality of a liminal
historical moment: “at the opening of L’avventura, we see Anna coming down the path of
the villa – a villa which will soon vanish to make room for those rows of apartment-slab
palazzi we see rising on the left of the frame and deftly contrasted with the great
Renaissance-baroque cupola of Saint Peter’s on the right” (Arrowsmith 1995, 34).
This arrested becoming and the politics of the look which it engenders resonate
with the suggestive analogy between the poetics of the picturesque and Antonioni’s
cinema, advanced by Rosalind Galt. In support of her fascinating materialist reading of
the picturesque image, she references Richard Payne Knight’s identification of the Italian
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pittoreso with a “historical mode of image-making”: “The superiority of the picturesque,
for him, lies in the production of a greater realism of vision that, nonetheless, transcends
mimesis” (Galt 2011, 149). In her essay, Galt primarily looks at L’avventura, but her
analogy is relevant, I argue, for the entirety of Antonioni’s films from Outcry to
L’eclisse. She clarifies the terms of this tension between the adherence to reality and the
acknowledgement of a representational excess, explaining that real locations in
L’avventura do “not matter in the way of a neorealist shooting in the present tense, nor
even in the self-reflexive contemplation of the image of Blow-up” (Ibid.). Since Outcry,
Antonioni aims at capturing and conveying an excess embedded within the represented
reality itself, an excess which is that of the historical trauma affecting postwar Italian
culture. In order to allow the affective economy of trauma to manifest, Antonioni
emphasizes the temporal dimension of the look. The protracted stare that characterizes
his films aims at recovering the temporal depths from which the experience of trauma can
emerge into perception.
The most significant Pavesian legacy in Antonioni’s cinema can probably be
identified precisely with the prioritization of perception’s immediacy over the drive to
narrate. In Among Women Only, Antonioni found a model of storytelling attuned to a
time “when European cinema realized the impossibility after Auschwitz of telling stories
or inhabiting the world, of aligning body and mind (perception, sensation, and action) in
a coherent continuum” (Elsaesser 2014, 3). In the Italian context, not only has the
devastation of the War induced to question the Enlightenment logic supporting the idea
of an historical progress. In Italy, the post-1948 institutional culture regimented by the
Christian Democrats determined a repression of the memory of the civil war (194360

1945), by recasting the latter into the myth of national solidarity and the patriotic struggle
against the German occupier. At the same time, a thick cloud of oblivion was forced upon
the memory of the fascist ventennio (1922-1943). This combined erasure was conducive
to the creation of an “amnesic culture,” fueled and sheltered by the tantalizing promise of
the società del benessere (the affluent society). 15 Moreover, the recursive temporality
designed by Pavese reveals a twofold impasse, for he relates the disruption of
communitarian ties – due to the impossibility of a shared public memory and historical
consciousness – to the aborted dream of a new collectivity to come. Figures of an
amnesic culture, the Pavesian characters also experience a radical inability to move
forward, and to envision a meaningful future. In order to account for the experience of
the simultaneous erasure of memory and futurity, Pavese envisions an existential and
historical condition of in-betweenness, which would deeply impact Antonioni’s cinema.
The characters in Antonioni’s films from the late 1950s and early 1960s inhabit a
world that is at once extremely concrete and utterly de-familiarized. The agency of the
characters is halted by a traumatic experience of loss; a loss that is, first and foremost, a
subtraction of meaning and finality. While the characters are unable to establish a
meaningful connection with the world, Antonioni himself refrains from pronouncements
and overarching narrative integration, committing instead to a restless visual
interrogation. Antonioni deflects his interest from the explanation of the object
represented – the postwar historical reality – to retain and convey, instead, the sensorial
and affective experience induced by the exposure to the illegibility of that object. He thus
I borrow the definition of “amnesic culture” from Giuliana Minghelli, whose work has deeply impacted
my thinking about visual cultures in the Italian post-fascist context. Cf. Minghelli 2013 and 2016.
15
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configures his filmmaking as an act of witnessing and the vehicle of an experience of
trauma. Antonioni aims to transmit, through the power of the image, an excess that
cannot be conveyed by means of narrativity and through the instruments of the mimetic
regime of representation. In the impossibility to narrate the interstitial condition and the
traumatic experience of characters confronted with the recursive return of an
incomprehensible present, Antonioni aligns himself with the testimonial approach of
Among Women Only.
In light of the novel’s differed influence, I therefore propose to reconsider Outcry
and Antonioni’s realist turn as the most direct emanation of the filmmaker’s encounter
with Among Women Only. To understand the connections between the novel, its
adaptation, and Antonioni’s subsequent films it is necessary to overcome the
narratological confines prevalent within the studies on adaptation. In this sense, I suggest
to look at the adaptation of Among Women Only as a transformative event that, through a
slow process of sedimentation and absorption, and by virtue of a retrospective activation,
has enabled Antonioni – in Outcry – to incorporate and transmit the traumatic experience
at the heart of the novel. The belated effect of Among Women Only on Antonioni’s
filmmaking is conversely matched by the magnitude of the effect itself, which extends
well beyond Outcry, to embrace the entirety of the triptych. To illuminate the
engendering of this oblique, but overwhelming aftermath, I will read Antonioni’s
encounter with Pavese’s novel as having bloomed in between two outcries: the scream of
the chambermaid that opens The Girlfriends and the outburst of Irma (Alida Valli), which
concludes Outcry. I will then proceed to analyze the concrete impact of the novel – in
terms of style, genre, and aesthetic principles – on Outcry and subsequent Antonioni
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films. In doing so, this chapter will illustrate the significance of the adaptation of Among
Women Only for the radicalization of Antonioni’s realist style, which I will describe in
terms of traumatic realism. Finally, in order to explain the delayed impact of the novel, I
will develop a model of adaptation based on the transmission of nonrepresentational
meanings.

A Call to Witness and the Transmission of Trauma

Antonioni significantly relied on the use of the voice in order to problematize the limits
of the mimetic regime of representation and to more faithfully convey the experience of
trauma. The outcries of the chambermaid and Irma respectively represent the points of
injection and irradiation of the traumatic experience of reality disclosed to Antonioni by
his experience as an adapter of Among Women Only. The incubation of this experience
allowed the filmmaker to radicalize the observational realism of his earlier features, in
order to reveal an experience of the real resisting narrative and cognitive assimilability.
Both screams irrupt within the respective diegeses at highly sensitive points of the plot,
but they serve opposite narrative functions. Dramatized at the beginning of The
Girlfriends, the scream of the chambermaid triggers the narrative events of the film and
intertwines the personal stories of Rosetta (Madeleine Fischer) and Clelia (Eleonora
Rossi Drago). The emergence of the crying voice in Outcry occurs instead at the very
conclusion of the film and determines a dramatic, sudden halt of the narrative
progression. Whereas the chambermaid’s scream that climaxes the first sequence of The
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Girlfriends represents an opening towards psychological comprehension and empathic
participation, the return of the screaming voice in Outcry, in its unstructured, a-linguistic
presence, instead reveals an excess, over linguistic structures, the symbolic, and the
mimetic regime of representation.
That the experience of trauma lurks behind Antonioni’s turn to a radical form of
realism is suggested also by the fact that in both instances the screams convey the
response of characters confronted with an image of death – the epitome of the traumatic
experience. Cathy Caruth has elaborated a theoretical model for the understanding of
trauma inspired by the event of a crying voice. She understands trauma as an
unassimilable message which cries out from the breach – or, the wound, according to the
etymological meaning of the Greek word – opened in the subject’s consciousness by way
of a voice, which is the voice of the other (Caruth 1996). To envision the experience of
trauma as the parable of a crying voice, Caruth develops the reference Freud makes in the
third chapter of Beyond the Pleasure Principle to the episode of the Gerusalemme
liberata (Jerusalem Delivered) – the sixteenth-century epic poem by Torquato Tasso –
detailing the aftermath of the nocturnal duel, in which Tancred unwittingly kills his love
object Clorinda, who is disguised in the rusty armor of another warrior (Tasso, JD XII,
48-70). The episode referenced by Freud is that of the bleeding tree in the enchanted
forest, narrated in the canto that immediately follows the duel. As Tancred slashes it, the
tree bleeds and the desperate voice of the dead Clorinda cries out from the crack opened
in the trunk (Tasso, JD XIII, 41-43).
Expanding upon Freud’s reference, Caruth describes trauma as an experience that
necessarily manifests through a deferral:
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Just as Tancred does not hear the voice of Clorinda until the second wounding, so trauma is
not locatable in the simple violent or original event in an individual’s past, but rather in the
way that its very unassimilated nature – the way it was precisely not known in the first
instance – returns to haunt the survivor later on. (Caruth 1996, 4; emphasis in the original)

This temporal deferral is due to the very fact that trauma is “an experience that is
not fully assimilated as it occurs” (5). A mediation is always implied in the emergence of
trauma, which, for the very reason of being directly inaccessible, “simultaneously defies
and demands our witness” (Ibid.). Literature and the arts, Caruth argues, are the aptest in
materializing and transmitting such an experience, as trauma “must be spoken in a
language that is always somehow literary: a language that defies, even as it claims, our
understanding” (Ibid.). Caruth emphasizes that, through its insistence, the crying voice of
the other demands an act of listening and a response from the addressee. Mladen Dolar
has also shown that an appeal is intrinsic to the cry, as the crying voice always constitutes
an address to the other, aimed at eliciting an answer (Dolar 2006, 27). Through the
enigmatic call of the voice of the other, trauma emerges to the surface of the subject’s
consciousness as a forgotten and incomprehensible message.
The traumatizing dimension of the voice dominates the visual and aural bareness
of Outcry’s closing scene. The violence of Irma’s scream abruptly breaks down the safe
distance from which the viewers relate to the image, implicating them within the
representation itself. In this regard, Dolar draws an insightful distinction between the
visible and the audible, according to the subject position they enable. Whereas the visible
creates an illusion of distance and stability, and therefore assures the self-centeredness of
the subject and the semblance of control, the voice undermines that distance and
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implicates the subject in the otherness of the external world. As Dolar explains, “the
illusion of the distance has to be unmasked as an illusion, while with the voice the
problem tends to be the opposite: how to establish a distance at all, to draw the dividing
line between ʻthe interiorʼ and the external world” (Dolar 2006, 79). By pairing a
pronounced emphasis on the look with the sudden outburst of Irma’s cry, Antonioni plays
an intolerable proximity against the safe distance of the mimetic regime of representation.
Antonioni’s radical take on realism thus questions the illusion of distance and control
through an uncanny proximity and the implication of the observer within the observed
reality.
As soon as the voice has deconstructed the illusion of control over the visual field,
the film ends. Interestingly, the final sequence of Outcry reenacts the narrative stratagem
employed by Pavese in Among Women Only, in which the death of Rosetta abruptly
concludes the book. The narrative weight that Rosetta’s death has in the novel is, on the
contrary, understated in Antonioni’s 1955 adaptation. Her demise in The Girlfriends is
deprived of its emphatic position at the conclusion of the narrative, as the novel’s terse
finale is irremediably compromised by the addition of a melodramatic ending of
departures (Clelia), lost opportunities (Carlo), and reunifications (Nene and Lorenzo).
This intervention also erases the cyclical pattern engendered – in the novel – by the
repetition of the suicidal act at the two ends of the story. Antonioni instead recuperates
this narrative organization in Outcry, framing the narrative between two traumatic events
occurring at the beginning and conclusion of the film (respectively, the death of Irma’s
husband and Aldo’s demise). In addition to the re-affirmation of an intransitive, recursive
temporality, Antonioni would also recuperate the central role that chance and
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contingency play at the conclusion of the novel. The novel closes with the account of the
finding of Rosetta’s corpse. Yet, if it were not for the unexpected appearance of a cat,
Rosetta’s passing might well have gone unnoticed, and the novel might have had no
conclusion at all.16
The ending of Among Women Only thus identifies chance and contingency with
the sole points of reference in the existential experience of the characters. Pavese’s
narrative deepens the characters’ existential angst by erasing the promise that an order –
either social or metaphysical – might be retrieved. While Pavese repeatedly suggests the
impossibility of recovering a social unity, the equal unavailability of a metaphysical
solution is subtly insinuated in the episode detailing an occasional visit that Clelia pays to
the church of Crocetta, a rich Turinese neighborhood. Clelia is supposed to meet Momina
and Mariella at the conclusion of a funeral they are attending. Arriving at the church after
the obsequies are over, Clelia explains: “I don’t know why, but I thought I’d go in”
(Pavese 1959, 164). The reader is allured by the possibility of Clelia responding to a call.
Yet, inside the church she does not experience a metaphysical communion. Instead, her
experience is briefly synthesized through plain sensorial data; she notices only the cold
temperature and “the odour of incense and dead flowers” (Ibid.). The idea of a
metaphysical presence is thus contrasted with the evanescence of odors and the
contingency of atmospheric temperature, conveyed through the Clelia’s sensorial
experience.
The acknowledgment of the anti-metaphysical stance embraced by Pavese is
crucial for the understanding of the transcendental dimension the enigma of death is
16

Cf. the excerpt quoted on p. 53.
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endowed with in the novel. The transcendence of the enigma is not understood by Pavese
in the terms of a separate ontological dimension, as he instead fully envelops it in the
contingency of human experience. The meaning of the enigma transcends the
comprehension of the human being experiencing it, but at the same time it does not
exceed the immanence of the enigmatic event itself. Concentrating its significance within
its very occurrence, the enigma imposes itself in an unmediated form. Eluding
interpretation, the enigma haunts the experiencing subject. By calling for a
comprehension that it constitutively denies, the enigma urges the experiencing subject to
provide testimony to that which cannot be narrated.
Contrary to the opening of a possible understanding – the understanding of
Rosetta’s motivations for suiciding – signaled by the chambermaid’s scream in The
Girlfriends, Irma’s outburst at the conclusion of Outcry realigns the enigma of Aldo’s
death with the novel’s emphasis on the contingent and the accidental. After the traumatic
break up with Irma at the beginning of the film, Aldo (Steve Cochran) undertakes an
aimless wandering through the hazy landscape of the Po Valley. His wandering
concludes several months later with the sudden return to Goriano and peaks with his fatal
tumble from the tower of the refinery where he formerly worked. Irma spots Aldo
returning to town and follows him to the refinery. At the moment of the fall, she is the
sole witness. If interpreted as a suicide, his fall could be understood as the staging of the
protagonist’s ultimate self-sacrificial act in front of his love object and tormentor. Such a
conclusion would conveniently bring to an end the melodramatic plot triggered by Aldo’s
heartbreak at the beginning of the film. Yet, by comparing the screenplay, the original
film treatment, and the actual sequence in the film’s final cut, Seymour Chatman has
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convincingly argued that Aldo’s fall should be considered an accident (Chatman 1985,
40-42). Yet, while discouraging the identification of the fall with a willful act, Chatman
nevertheless proceeds in psychologizing Aldo’s ascent to the top of the tower: “Aldo
does not climb the tower in order to commit suicide but simply to recapture something of
the pleasure that he once took in surveying the landscape and seeing his family’s place in
it” (42). The traumatizing impact of the accident is thus mitigated by a partial
psychological explanation of the dramatic situation. A similar psychologization is at work
in another reading of the film’s ending that likewise denies the suicide hypothesis.
William Arrowsmith writes:
What does Aldo actually see from the refinery tower? We cannot say. A smoky haze. Smoke,
it must surely be, from the burning fields [as a consequence of events chronicled in the
concluding sequences], but smoke reminding Aldo of the mist and fog that fill the first
sequence of the film – the fog in the streets, around Aldo’s house, around Aldo and Irma as
they walk, already half estranged, along the embankment. (Arrowsmith 1995, 29; emphasis in
the original)

In denying the hypothesis of the suicide, both Chatman and Arrowsmith nevertheless
elaborate a psychological motivation for Aldo’s self-immolation. This apparent
contradiction is symptomatic of their blanching in front of the specter of the purely
accidental – of the radical erasure of meaning and psychological motivation – while it is
also revealing of a fundamental ambivalence designed by the filmmaker.
Antonioni in fact constructs a deliberate undecidability at the conclusion of the
film. On the one hand, he seems to invite the viewers to read Aldo’s fall as the inevitable
outcome of his self-destructive trajectory. On the other hand, evidence drawn from a
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close analysis of the scene question this hypothesis. The shots immediately preceding the
fall are characterized by a quicker editing pace in respect to the temporal dilatation of the
film’s long-take aesthetic. In the shots framing Aldo at the top of the tower, he is never
shown in the act of rising his leg in order to climb over the protection bar. It is also
significant that he is shown in the crucial moments preceding the fall from a quickly
increasing distance. The brevity of the shots and the increasing camera distance
purposefully deny a clear legibility to the event. Thus, while the development of the plot
triggers a melodramatic interpretation of the fall as a suicide, the images instead suggest
the fall might be read as an accident with no psychological motivation. This purposive
indeterminacy encapsulates at best the transitional status of Outcry within Antonioni’s
cinema, at once looking back at his experience in the melò, while prefiguring the
uncompromising turn to a radical realist aesthetic of his forthcoming triptych. Irma’s
scream is therefore positioned on the top of the cusp marking the definitive radicalization
of Antonioni’s realist style. Her outburst conveys the traumatic experience that has been
erased in The Girlfriends, and which potently resurfaces, in return, within Outcry and
Antonioni’s subsequent films.
The melodramatic pathos of the spurned lover’s suicide evoked in The Girlfriends
trespasses, by the conclusion of Outcry, into the disquieting lack of meaning and
intentionality of the purely accidental, which would chiefly distinguish the triptych. In the
Antonioni films subsequent to The Girlfriends, the accident and the accidental would
become the crucial figures for the vanishing of meaning and finality – the death of Aldo
in Outcry, the disappearance of Anna in L’avventura, the death of the drunkard in the car
accident in L’eclisse, etc. Cathy Caruth stresses the pivotal role assigned to the image of
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the accident in Freud’s attempts at explaining psychic trauma in Beyond the Pleasure
Principle (1920) and Moses and Monotheism (1939). Caruth argues that, in these two
essays, the accident constitutes “the exemplary scene of trauma par excellence;” and, she
adds: “the accident […] does not simply represent the violence of a collision but also
conveys the impact of its very incomprehensibility” (Caruth 1996, 6). What returns to
haunt the subject therefore is “the shocking and unexpected occurrence of an accident,”
rather than the traumatic event in itself. Not the content of the event, but the
incomprehensibility of the scenario in which the event occurred – inseparable from the
affective memories that it elicits – is the crucial instance that provokes the traumatic
return. While the emergence of the traumatic scenario defies linguistic articulation, its
manifestation triggers the bodily memory of the sensorial and affective components
associated with that experience. Focusing on the accidental, since Outcry Antonioni has
thus upheld testimony over interpretation, and transmission over communication.

Under the Spell of Pavese: Outcry and Beyond

Retrospectively, it is possible to envision Outcry as a response to the failed attempt at
negotiating the most daring Pavesian aesthetic instances within the parameters of the
melò, and, most importantly, at according the interstitial experience and historical
deadlock at the core of the novel with the expectations of melò producers and audiences.
During the two years separating the releases of The Girlfriends and Outcry, the encounter
with Among Women Only germinated into Antonioni’s thorough reconsideration of his
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film practice. In Outcry, Antonioni radicalizes the realist tendency underlying his earlier
films, and his observational approach acquires its distinctive stylistic specificity – that
would be developed and eventually exhausted within the triptych – and which I propose
to understand in the terms of traumatic realism.
During the first half of the 1950s, Antonioni strived to approximate the
truthfulness of the experience engendered by the exposure to a suddenly de-familiarized
everyday reality, at once the scene of an aftermath and the stage of the irreparable. In the
liminal existence of Among Women Only’s protagonist, he found a paradigmatic
incarnation of such an experience. William Arrowsmith underlines the centrality of the
notion of change for Antonioni’s cinema at the time of Outcry, stressing that “it is
everywhere, this fact of change, […] in a time when man himself, like the landscape, is
changing” (Arrowsmith 1995, 35). Yet, the transformation he describes is defined by a
paradoxical intransitivity. The existential condition Arrowsmith recognizes in
Antonioni’s films is not only determined by the characters’ incapacity to recover after
“the expulsion of a world from the grounds of its being,” by also by their failure to adapt
to a “world of universal disequilibrium” (Arrowsmith 1995, 28 and 29), a world in
perpetual transformation. Both the past and the future remain inaccessible, in such a
condition. This is a transformation perpetually caught in a state of becoming, an eternal
present that makes the past experience and any future expectation likewise unattainable.
The paradox of an intransitive transformation – a transformation that has no beginning or
endpoint – encapsulates the very interstitial existence evoked by Pavese in Among
Women Only.
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The complexity of the shift marked by Outcry in Antonioni’s filmmaking can be
mapped across five closely interrelated levels: narrative, style, genre, mode of address,
and mode of production. On the narrative level, blatant divergences with Antonioni’s
precedent films are immediately apparent. A male weepie set in a provincial town and in
a working-class environment, Outcry flagrantly countervails the consistent focus on
female protagonists and urban, upper middle-class settings of Antonioni’s melodramas
from the first half of the 1950s (Story of a Love Affair, The Lady Without Camelias, and
The Girlfriends). The film’s novelty, suggested by the incongruity of the narrative focus
to Antonioni’s previous melodramas, is more radically affirmed, though, through a set of
variances in respect to his preceding features in terms of narration and character
development. The digressive and episodic quality of the film’s plot, mimicking Aldo’s
lack of directionality and goals, undermines the generic expectations for a causally
motivated plot-development, propelled by the meaningful and psychologically intelligible
agency of the protagonist. Outcry’s whole narrative is enclosed between the specular
traumatic events positioned at the two ends of the film. The circular temporal pattern that
undoes progression and character-development is closely reminiscent of the narrative
stratagem designed by Pavese in Among Women Only to convey the experience of a
recursive and intransitive temporality.
In the title sequence, Irma is shown rushing to the town hall. A drumming score
of heterogenous musical tunes – which would separately reappear throughout the film –
underlines her march, effectively conveying her internal turmoil, while also suggesting
the sudden rupture of a preexisting balance. The title sequence concludes with a long shot
of the town hall, as we see Irma turning the street corner and hurrying into the building.
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While she crosses the threshold in the middle-ground of the image, in the foreground
three women are gossiping. Their words are inaudible for the viewers, but they are clearly
alluding to Irma. The film cuts to a high-angle medium shot of the woman sitting in front
of the mayor’s desk; the scene suddenly enveloped in a deadly silence. The mayor
announces that Irma’s husband died in Australia, due to an accident at his workplace.
Before reading the note of the consulate, the mayor allows himself an equivocal allusion:
“I am not sure, this is a good or a bad news for you.” As this allusion subtly anticipates,
the death of Irma’s husband would not impact her in the very first place, contrary to the
initial prediction of the viewers. The repercussions of the event would rather fall upon
Aldo, the man Irma has lived with for the past seven years, and who is the father of her
daughter Rosina (Mirna Girardi).
The scene in which the protagonist is introduced immediately follows Irma’s
conversation with the mayor. Irma is shown bringing Aldo the lunchbox at the sugar
refinery where he works – a habitual action, we can assume, which alludes to their
continuing relationship. He greets her from the top of the refinery tower and shows the
intention of speaking with her. Yet, she is unable to share the news with her partner,
leaves the lunchbox to one of his coworkers, and quickly runs away. Worried, Aldo
rushes after Irma, but is only able to talk with her later that evening. As he finds out about
the accident, Aldo is incapable of withhold his cheerfulness. Yet, his initial enthusiasm
for the eventual possibility of formalizing the relationship with Irma, is abruptly shattered
when, the following morning, Irma confesses that she has fallen for another man, whom
she intends to marry in his place. This shocking revelation propels Aldo’s aimless
journey through the Po Valley, which concludes with the return to his hometown and his
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death in front of Irma’s eyes. Aldo’s trauma, occasioned by Irma, by the end of the film is
transferred back onto her.
Antonioni pursues a precise symmetry between the two traumatic events that
enclose the narrative. In the shots chronicling Aldo’s demise, he exactly replicates the
location, framing, camera angles, shot scales, and editing pattern of the scene in which
Aldo appears on screen for the first time, on the top of the refinery tower. A major
qualitative difference however emerges through this repetition. Whereas the opening
sequence’s frantic music score suggests dynamism and change, the closing sequence is
impermeably enclosed in a ghostly silence that swallows both Aldo’s deadly fall and
Irma’s outcry in response to it. Thus, while the opening of the film conveys an idea of
motion and transformation, the plot ultimately returns to its starting point, folds down on
itself, and precipitates the characters and the story into the depths of an abysmal silence
and immobility. The movement initiated at the beginning of the films is eventually
configured as a helpless spinning in circles, which shapes the protagonist’s progression as
a downward spiral projecting him into the ultimate abyss of death, literalizing the
katabatic descent undergone by Clelia in Among Women Only.17
The plot’s lack of development is faithfully mirrored also by the characterization
of the protagonist. Aldo’s wandering is propelled by an irresistible force that does not
emanate either from will, or desire. The journey he undergoes is structured through a
series of encounters with three women: Elvia (Betsy Blair), Aldo’s former fiancée, whom
he abandoned for Irma; Virginia (Dorian Gray), the owner of a gas station situated on a
provincial road crossing the Po Valley; and Andreina (Lynn Shaw), an occasional
17

On the theme of the katabasis in Pavese’s late novels, see, in particular, Jesi 1968.
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prostitute that Aldo meets in the latest part of his journey. These encounters reaffirm each
time his failure in establishing meaningful interpersonal bonds. At the same time, the
repetition of this fundamental impasse is contrasted with the progression of Aldo’s
journey, which proceeds in hypnotic accordance with the flow of the Po towards the
river’s estuary. His journey replicates that of People from the Po Valley: in both
instances, the arrival at the open sea suggests the opening of a new horizon, the sudden
materialization of a possible elsewhere. Yet, in both cases the epiphanic scenario is
dramatically shattered. People from the Po Valley significantly ends with the depiction of
a storm that is about to hit the delta, as we are shown the fishermen hurriedly seeking
refuge from the elements. The film closes before the actual arrival of the storm,
engendering in the viewers an uncertainty in regard to the fate of the fishermen, which
corresponds to the existential uncertainties of the people inhabiting the poorest and most
inhospitable region of the valley.
In Outcry the encounter with the openness of the estuary’s landscape is staged in
the scene depicting Aldo and Andreina’s stroll on the seashore. The scene opens with a
long shot of the landscape, as the characters enter the frame from screen-right. The
opening shot is suffused with a romantic piano tune, but, as the tune is abruptly
modulated to a more melancholic chord, Antonioni cuts to a reverse medium shot of Aldo
and Andreina. The opening towards the future is thus contrasted with a backward look, a
look towards an irrecoverable past. Indifferent to Andreina’s excitement with an
environment evoking the image of a possible elsewhere, Aldo recalls his first encounter
with Irma. His storytelling redoubles in a fascinating way the larger irresolution of the
film’s narrative. At the conclusion of Aldo’s story, frustrated, Andreina asks: “What kind
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of a story is that? What’s the end? I don’t understand you!” The very lack of resolution
and purpose that puzzles Andreina about Aldo’s story mirrors the inscrutability of his
agency and his underlying motivations.
While character depth is emphasized through the traumatic premises of the film,
Aldo’s agency only coheres around an obscure and inextinguishable drive that consumes
him to death. Rather than a unique psychological individuality, the character of Aldo can
be better appreciated as the embodiment of an impersonal force. 18 Aldo’s unremittent,
progressive consummation brings to the surface the experience of trauma, which
invalidates

psychological

and

motivational

interpretative

frameworks.

Aldo’s

psychological impenetrability is distinctive, however, of the other characters as well.
Their psychological opacity is most vividly rendered through the sparsity of dialogue
throughout the film, a drastic change in respect to Antonioni’s foregoing films. The
almost uninterrupted chat of The Girlfriends is starkly counterpointed by the sudden
laconism of Outcry. Most importantly, the explanatory redundancy of dialogue in
Antonioni’s previous melodramas is dismissed in favor of an allusive tone and a
propensity to problematize – rather than to elucidate – the characters’ motivations and
feelings.
It is hardly a coincidence that Among Women Only’s elliptical narrative style, the
loosely structured plot, and the avoidance of narrative closure – which the adapters have
obstinately tried to reabsorb within a conventional linear narrative structure in The
Arrowsmith describes Aldo’s characterization in terms reminiscent of the psychoanalytic concept of the
death drive: “Aldo dies. How? Not surely by suicide. How, then? By loss of the desire to live. Is that it? Or
is it precisely this teetering on the brink, all transcendence, torn, so torn that he can only resolve the tension
in him by fusing with the void for which he hungers?” (Arrowsmith 1995, 30).
18
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Girlfriends – would become the very storytelling landmarks distinguishing Antonioni’s
triptych. The narrative design of Outcry replicates that of the novel in significant ways.
The film’s narrative seems to wander, with no clear finality, just as its protagonist does.
An analogous narrative digressiveness would also distinguish Antonioni’s following
picture, L’avventura. Positioning the dramatic climax of the story at the outset of the film
– Anna, a young woman from the upper class, goes mysteriously missing on a barren and
(almost) uninhabited Mediterranean island – Antonioni induces the viewers to expect a
search to unfold and a mystery to be solved. Yet, after a third of the of the film, the plot
entirely diverts from the search of the missing woman, in order to refocus on the
relationship blossoming between Sandro (Gabriele Ferzetti), the former partner of the
disappeared, and her best friend, Claudia (Monica Vitti). In the brilliant phrasing of
Pascal Bonitzer, L'avventura stages “the disappearance of [Anna’s] disappearance”
(Bonitzer 1985, 148). Through the metadiegetic disappearance Bonitzer alludes to, the
film proclaims the irrelevance of action and plot-development with a boldness
comparable to that of Among Women Only. This was, according to Brunette, the true
scandal of the movie at the time of its release, as the indifference to Anna’s
disappearance “creates a gaping hole in the film, an invisibility at its center, which
suggests an elsewhere, a nonplace, that remain forever unavailable to interpretation”
(Brunette 1998, 31). The true scandal of L’avventura therefore is the manifestation of
trauma, the manifestation of a psychologically and narratively elusive meaning, which
nevertheless haunts the viewer and demands an act of testimony in response to its
manifestation.
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The novel’s narrative irresolution is also echoed in the open-ended conclusion of
L’avventura. The film’s closing scene, which depicts Claudia’s apparent reunification
with Sandro after she has uncovered the man’s infidelity, is all but conclusive. A long
shot closes the picture: Claudia and Sandro are framed in the middle-ground. He is sitting
on a bench and sobs, while she stays behind him and caresses his head, distracted, selfabsorbed. That which their silence does not tell is conveyed through the masterful
composition of the image. The background in fact is split between the scenic vista of
Mount Etna (an active volcano) and the anonymity of an imposing white wall that
occupies the whole right-hand side of the picture. The shot is enveloped in a sinister
soundscape, which enhances the invisible tension underlying the lover’s reunification.
Avoiding the drama of separation, the film nevertheless also undermines the assumption
of the protagonists’ reconciliation. Antonioni forecloses the possibility of narrative
resolution, as he leaves the personal trajectories of the characters unresolved, and the
unity of the couple in a haphazard precariousness.
The subversion of narrative closure that Antonioni has been pursuing since Outcry
is distinctive as well of La notte and L’eclisse. The enthralling closing sequence of
L’eclisse depicts the missed encounter of Piero and Vittoria, both of whom, for
unobvious reasons, have decided not to show up at their rendezvous. After revealing the
characters’ absence at the expected meeting place, Antonioni does not close the film, and
puzzles instead the viewers with a seven-minute long sequence constituted of views of
the EUR district in which Vittoria lives, returning to locations already familiar to the
viewer – the crossroad where the lovers used to meet, the streets and buildings that have
framed their wanderings, and the construction site repeatedly traversed by the
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protagonists. As pointed out by Chatman, the story is over, but the film continues
(Chatman 1985, 80). In this sense, narrative closure is entirely superseded by an act of
testimony, a final tribute to the testimonial ethics developed in the triptych, and whose
validity has been called into question beginning with this very film. The opening
sequence of L’eclisse in fact dramatizes the very action of framing, and thus highlights
the constructedness of the representation. The film’s testamentary quality is
acknowledged also in Arrowsmith’s reading of the closing sequence, which he describes
as a “recapitulation” (Arrowsmith 1995, 83). A chapter in Antonioni’s career was about
to close, as Jonas Mekas has written, with extraordinary perspicacity, in his 1962 review
of the film for The Village Voice: “I knew what Antonioni would make after La notte. I
don’t know what he will make after Eclipse. There is no way back for Antonioni” (Mekas
1963, 175).
The rendering of the psychological incoherence and behavioral idiosyncrasy of
the Pavesian characters, only sporadically attempted in The Girlfriends, has been instead
systematically pursued in Antonioni’s subsequent films. Beginning with Outcry,
Antonioni would de-potentiate the causal links grounding the characters’ agency, in order
to expose their behavioral incoherencies and motivational indeterminacy. The characters
of Antonioni’s films would increasingly share Clelia’s liminal condition in Among
Women Only. In La notte, Lidia (Jeanne Moreau) is entrapped into a interstitial existence
that closely recalls that of the novel’s protagonist. This entrapment most overtly
manifests through her incapability to separate from her husband Giovanni (Marcello
Mastroianni). A scene in the long narrative segment detailing the party at the
Gherardinis’ mansion is particularly telling of her irresolution. At the party Lidia sees her
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husband kissing Valentina (Monica Vitti), and her apathetic reaction manifests her lack
of surprise. A man flirts with Lidia throughout the evening, and, when a rainstorm
suddenly hits the mansion, she finally accepts his invitation for a car ride. But, in the very
moment he is about to kiss her, she shies away. Completely estranged from Giovanni,
Lidia is nevertheless unable to resolve her existential impasse and move forward. The
culmination of this scene thus proposes a reprise of Claudia’s irresolution in the closing
sequence of L’avventura. An interstitial condition analogous to Lidia’s is also troubling
Vittoria in L’eclisse. While the relationship she breaks with Riccardo in the opening
sequence of the film signals her disconnection from the past and the world of her
memories, her inability (or unwillingness) to sustain the relationship with Piero,
suggested at the conclusion of the film, alludes to her incapacity to envision a meaningful
future.
The narrative transformations that the novel induces on Antonioni’s film practice
are mirrored by a series of crucial stylistic shifts that distinguish Outcry from Antonioni’s
previous films and anticipate the increasingly audacious explorations of the triptych. A
dramatic departure from Antonioni’s previous work can be detected in Outcry’s
conception of the mise-en-scène. Suddenly divested of the theatrical features distinctive
of the upper middle-class environments of Antonioni’s previous films – and conveyed
through settings, sets, lighting, costumes, and make up – in Outcry he opts for a
naturalistic, everyday mise-en-scène, presented in its rough bareness. The choice of
actual locations in the poverty-stricken Po Valley is in itself suggestive of the film’s
refusal to allegorize reality. The erasure of this reflexive dimension – which has been
characteristic of Antonioni’s earlier melodramas – is particularly significant, as it would
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be preserved also after Antonioni’s return to urban upper middle-class environments in
the triptych. Stripped of symbolic and allegorical connotations, the quotidian banality
loses any residual legibility. Adopting the immediacy of Pavese’s observational
approach, Antonioni radicalizes the testimonial propensity of his early works, which
convey, as Minghelli notes, a clear “faithfulness to the profilmic space” (Minghelli 2013,
134). In his early narrative features, Antonioni however superimposed symbolic
meanings onto the immediacy of the profilmic space. Outcry instead strips the mise-enscène bare in a radical attempt at approximating the contingency of an indecipherable
historical reality. Antonioni would radicalize this approach in his following pictures,
pursuing an immediate experiential adherence to profilmic reality. This propensity is
overtly recognizable in the obsessive attention to the concrete facticity of locations and
settings and in the increasing prioritization of figure over ground.
Such an uncompromising faithfulness to the immediacy of the profilmic space
would distinguish the films of the triptych, including L’eclisse, the film that begins to
question the premises of Antonioni’s realism. Rhodes has convincingly illustrated
Antonioni’s radical adherence to real locations by looking precisely at this film. He
contrasts Antonioni’s relationship to the profilmic space with the symbolic dimension
that neorealism could never fully emancipate from in its treatment of locations and
settings. Rhodes focuses on a highly iconic location, the monumental urban district of
EUR, built in Rome at the time of fascism. Comparing Rossellini and Antonioni’s
treatment of the EUR locations, Rhodes highlights the “stubborn attachment to the real”
that defines Antonioni’s L’eclisse, and contrasts it with the symbolic use of the district’s
most iconic building in Rossellini’s Roma città aperta (Rome, Open City, 1945). In the
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latter, EUR is abstracted from its concrete situatedness and comes to represent a symbolic
opposition to Saint Peter’s dome that dominates the horizon of the film’s renowned
closing shot. The ecumenical call of the Vatican’s dome is symbolically counterpointed
by the reference to fascist oppression, which is conveyed through the fugitive appearance
of the Palazzo delle Esposizioni, in a scene that closely follows one of the most dramatic
moments of the film, the assassination of Pina (Anna Magnani). Such a stubborn
adherence to the profilmic space in L’eclisse has been highlighted also by David Forgacs.
Looking at the film’s closing sequence, Forgacs notes that, emptied out of the characters
and the story, “place stops being a setting or a support, functional to and subordinate to
the telling of the story, and becomes in itself the object of the spectator’s attention”
(Forgacs 2000, 105). Even Peter Brunette, who firmly locates the triptych – as well as
Antonioni’s whole oeuvre – under the aegis of high modernism, comments on the film’s
closing sequence in these terms: “Things refuse to represent or to point to an elsewhere,
to a something, or a meaning, beyond themselves. This now apparently humanless terrain
also attests to the power of the sheer facticity of objects in the world” (Brunette 1998,
88).
Outcry also marks a shift in Antonioni’s filmmaking in relation to
cinematography and editing. In terms of cinematography, the film confirms and
radicalizes the stylistic premises of Antonioni’s previous pictures. In respect to these, in
Outcry there is a limited use of tracking shots, for which Antonioni nevertheless
compensates through recurrent pans and tilts, through which he can continuously reframe
the action, without changing the camera set-up. The use of camera movement is essential
to secure temporal continuity, which allows Antonioni to enhance the act of looking and
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to deflect the attention of the viewers from the development of the action, which
analytical editing tends to highlight. As it emphasizes the continuity of vision, Outcry
also reinforces the “earth-bound perspective” that Minghelli indicates as a distinguishing
feature of Antonioni’s early cinema (Minghelli 2013, 130-5).
The enmeshment of the point of view within the contingency of the profilmic
space represents a key component of Antonioni’s style that distinguishes his films from
the neorealist tradition. Francesco Pitassio persuasively links the organization of the point
of view in Antonioni’s early documentaries to the mastership of the Venetian
documentarist Francesco Pasinetti, who struggled to undermine the presumption of a
transcendental objectivity, by materializing the look of the camera within the reality seen
on screen.19 In order to illustrate Pasinetti’s project, Pitassio recalls a scene from Venezia
minore (1942), in which the filmmaker placed his camera on the prow of a gondola
roaming the city waterways (Pitassio 2015, 99).20 Interestingly, Brunette has described an
analogous entanglement of the point of view within the diegetic world, by describing a
scene of L’avventura (1960) in which the camera is similarly placed on a boat rocked by
the waves: “the effect of this entanglement is to make the point of view radically
contingent – the camera is precisely here, not effaced” (Brunette 1998, 39).
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Cf. Pitassio 2015, 98-9.
Such an understanding of the point of view clearly distinguishes Antonioni’s cinema from the practice of
most neorealist filmmakers. Accounting for the genesis of Antonioni’s style, Pitassio shows the divergent
genealogies from which Antonioni’s cinema and neorealism have respectively emerged. He distinguishes
two major trends of modernization within the Italian cinema of the 1930s and early 1940s. Whereas, for
instance, Vittorio De Sica and Cesare Zavattini clearly adhere to the majoritarian “novelistic current” –
which has focused on the overcoming of traditional cinematic narrative forms – Pitassio places Antonioni
in the minoritarian genealogy of documentary experimental filmmakers, who have been invested, since the
1930s, in questions of point of view and cinematic space, rather than narrative organizations. Cf. Pitassio
2015.
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More noticeable differences with Antonioni’s previous films can recognized in
regard to editing strategies. Outcry inaugurates Antonioni’s experimentation with
temporal ellipses, which characterize the film’s inter-sequential editing. Through the
loosening of the dramatic and thematic continuity between subsequent sequences, days,
weeks, and seasons, progress imperceptibly. Narratively unmotivated, the temporal
transitions become uncertain and can only be conjectured through the transformations of
the landscape and the sparse hints provided in the dialogue. This enhanced transient
temporality is paradoxically revealing, however, of a more fundamental stagnation – of
the inherent impossibility to effect any significant change – which is reinforced through
the circular temporal pattern of the film. While the use of temporal ellipses unmistakably
reflects the narrative style of Among Women Only, this organizational feature would
become one of Antonioni’s own storytelling landmarks in the triptych.
Yet, the most important transformation that invests the use of cinematography and
editing in Outcry and Antonioni’s subsequent films concerns the prioritization of the act
of looking in respect to the illustration of the dramatic action. Beginning with Outcry,
Antonioni develops a visual form of storytelling that radicalizes the mise-en-scène
aesthetic of his previous films. In fact, Antonioni’s early melodramas have been primarily
concerned with the emancipation of his long-take aesthetic from the primacy given to
narrative continuity assured by the logic of the decoupage. Yet, prior to Outcry,
Antonioni was forced to find a compromise between his mise-en-scène aesthetic and the
demands for a clear illustration of the narrative progression by means of significant detail
and narrative clarity. In Outcry, Antonioni abandons the suturing and illustrative function
of editing, in order to emphasize the phenomenological dimension of his long-take
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aesthetic to an unprecedented degree. By shifting the emphasis of storytelling from
narration to perception, Among Women Only indicated to Antonioni a path to the
liberation from overarching and totalizing narratives, and towards the establishment of a
storytelling technique grounded in the sensorial and affective dimension of the beholder.
These stylistic innovations are nevertheless matched by the retention of a number
of melodramatic conventions, which can be evinced, in particular, in Antonioni’s use of
sound. The typology of the music score of Outcry is considerably closer to those
designed for Antonioni’s early melodramas than to the increasingly minimalist
soundscapes of the triptych. The pivotal dramatic moments of the film are unavoidably
announced and underscored by a melancholic piano solo that orients their reading in a
pathetic and sentimental direction. The irruption of these sentimental sonorities
decisively imbues, for instance, Irma’s confession to Aldo that she has fallen for another
man, or Aldo and Rosina’s valedictory glance upon Goriano at the moment of their
departure. Typical of the melò is also the prevalent emphatic acting style, which starkly
collides with the stylistic austerity of the film. Finally, Outcry preserves the academy
ratio, used in Antonioni’s previous melodramas, but which he would substitute with a
widescreen format beginning with L’avventura. While the academy ratio emphasizes
medium shot scales and thus prioritizes the role of dramatic action and the centrality of
dialogue, the widescreen format enhances the interplay between long and close shots and
prioritizes the act of looking over the illustration of the action.
In terms of genre, Outcry heralds Antonioni’s distance from the melò. Yet, the
entirety of Antonioni’s films can be read in the context of melodrama, and Outcry marks
Antonioni’s farewell from the melò, but not from the melodramatic form altogether. The
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shift occurring at this point of Antonioni’s career can be better understood as the
transition from the classical form of the genre (and its fantasy of justice and morality) to
its dark counterpart, the melodrama of sensation. Tom Gunning describes the melodrama
of sensation in relation to the concept of the “moral occult” – the spiritual order both
revealed within and disguised under the surface of reality in the classical form of the
melodrama – central to Peter Brooks’ landmark The Melodramatic Imagination: “the
moral occult becomes a tangle of contradictory discourses and the sense of personal
identity and integrity on which a new moral order rested becomes dissolved by a growing
sense of the precariousness” (Gunning 1994, 59). It is decisive that Gunning reads the
transition not as the decadence of the classical form – according to Brooks’ interpretation
– but in terms of continuity, and, ultimately, as the accomplishment of melodrama’s
“necessary trajectory.” The melodrama of sensation denounces the assumed underlying
order of classical melodrama – lost, but potentially retrievable – as a delusion. It tries to
disclose the unmentionable truth of the melodramatic form: order is either a fantasy or
brute violence. Outcry’s transitional status thus positions it on the verge of the moral
occult’s eventual dissolution, “as sensation overwhelms significance.”
By sabotaging the expectations for solace and empathetic participation nourished
by the melò spectator, Antonioni loses the broadest segment of his audiences. Outcry
represents the biggest commercial failure during the first two decades of his career, as the
film grossed less than one hundred-million lire. Interestingly, this debacle comes
immediately after Antonioni’s financially most successful movie during the 1950s, The
Girlfriends, whose box-office revenues mounted to over two hundred and sixty million
and positioned the film on the fortieth place in the annual national ranking (Spinazzola
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1975, 146). Contrary to The Girlfriends, Outcry breaks the contract with the melò
spectator, for it undermines the promise of an order to be revealed. Antonioni’s attack on
the fantasy of a transcendental meaning proceeds along two parallel and interdependent
pathways. By refusing to provide a clear-cut closure to Aldo’s story, Outcry threatens
narrative order and resolution. A central lack analogously undermines the unity and
coherence of character psychology. The psychological opacity of the characters subverts
the possibility for the audiences to identify and empathize with them.
Such irresolution and unrelatability are at the origin of the “coldness” that many
critics have associate with Antonioni’s films. Yet, Antonioni does not estrange the
spectator from the diegetic worlds of his films in order to produce a critical, Brechtian
distanciation, as he rather entangles the viewers in an excessive proximity to the real; to a
world that the viewers acknowledge as their own, in spite of their inability to experience
the expected familiarity when confronted with the uncompromising immediacy of the
image. By increasing the phenomenological proximity to the real, the films Antonioni
shoots during this period (1957-1962) simultaneously decrease its legibility, as they
impair both the intellectual distance and the affective intelligibility necessary to master
oneself and the world. A call to witness is thus invoked in response to an overwhelming
affective intensification and a cognitive short-circuit. The reception invited by Outcry
comprehensibly conflicts with the promise for escapism, solace, and self-mirroring that,
according to Emiliano Morreale, have constituted the main attraction for the melò
audiences during the 1950s (Morreale 2011, 98).
The transformations in the mode of address of Antonioni’s films are closely
connected to a shift in the mode of production that has allowed him a major
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independence from the demands of producers banking on the success of specific film
genres. In particular, after the international critical and commercial success of
L’avventura, a more direct control over the production process has enabled Antonioni to
overturn the primacy of the (approved) script and to valorize the stage of production
(shooting) over that of pre-production (screenwriting) and post-production (editing). The
pitfalls of genre filmmaking are uncompromisingly exposed by Antonioni in his
metacinematic film The Lady without Camelias, in which producers act as the central
controlling agencies in the life of the protagonist Clara (Lucia Bosè), as well as in their
interactions with the director, the scriptwriters, and the actors. Genre filmmaking is
denounced as a purely commercial enterprise, banking on its audiences’ fidelity to
recognizable conventions and familiar scenarios, summarized in the magic formula for
success advocated by the producer Ercole Borra (Gino Cervi): “politics, religion, and
sex.”
The increased autonomy Antonioni could afford after L’avventura was certainly
due to his growing reputation within the film business, but it was most fundamentally
enabled by the consolidation and flourishing of the national film industry since the later
part of the 1950s. The profound crisis of Italian cinema in between 1954 and 1956 was
overcome with the 1956 Andreotti decree on film production, granting conspicuous state
subventions to films deemed of cultural and artistic relevance (Corsi 2001, 51-66). Thus,
by the end of the 1950s, the solidity of the Italian film industry has in fact driven a
number of daring producers to pursue a strategy of diversification. Some of them – Carlo
Ponti, Dino de Laurentiis, and Alfredo Bini being the best known – have recognized in
the tradition of the so-called “quality films” a viable economic investment and a possible
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means for challenging the supremacy of Hollywood films on domestic and international
markets (Nicoli 2011, 158-186). The transformations in the mode of production from
Outcry, through L’avventura, to La notte, exemplify the sudden economic valorization of
auteur filmmaking, which has taken place in the Italian film industry since the late
1950s.21
My claim is that the complex of transformations that manifest in Outcry should be
read as the rupture – on a multiplicity of interrelated levels – marking Antonioni’s
adhesion to a realist aesthetic that he would fully develop in the triptych, and which can
be best understood in terms of a traumatic realism and testimonial ethics. Antonioni’s
observational realism has emerged as an attempt to vehicle a traumatic experience of
reality, by registering an excess embedded in the contingency brought on screen. Irma’s
scream at the conclusion of Outcry marks the point of no return in Antonioni’s journey
towards the adoption of a radical realist aesthetic, founded on an uncompromising
adherence to the immediacy of the real. By uncompromising adherence, I mean a
relationship with reality that refuses to superimpose a preposterous rationale over the
unassimilable core of the historical trauma haunting postwar Italy. In order not to betray
this unassimilable experience, or better, the very experience of the unassimilable,
Antonioni upholds the factuality of the cinematographic image – and its embedded
signifying excess – over the reassuring, but falsifying, mediation of language and
emotions.
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On the close relationship between auteurism and commerce, see Corrigan 1991, 101-36.
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Antonioni’s Own Way to Realism

With a spare number of notable exceptions, the framework of realism has never been
applied to Antonioni’s cinema. 22 The reasons for the lack of contributions on Antonioni’s
realism are multiple and complex. Yet, three interconnected factors have determined the
endurance of this critical lacuna in the most decisive way. The first factor is the wide
discredit undergone by realism in film studies during the 1970s and 1980s. 23 Secondly,
Antonioni has begun to question the limits of realism as early as 1962 (in L’eclisse) and,
with the release of Red Desert, the realist phase of his career can be considered as
terminated. Finally, the theoretical propensity to apply an auteurist framework to
Antonioni’s filmmaking engendered a tendency to interpret his work within the context
of a coherent and unitary authorship. The uniformity enforced by the auteurist framework
has thus erased from the critical discourse the plurality and heterogeneity that

A notable exception is represented by a set of critical responses to Antonioni’s triptych penned at the
time of the films’ release. Cf., in particular, the contributions of Gillo Dorfles, Umberto Eco, and Lamberto
Pignotti, to Carlo di Carlo’s 1964 edited volume. Interestingly, both Dorfles and Eco support their claim for
a realist reading of the triptych, by opposing Antonioni’s films to the contemporaneous L’année derniére à
Marienbad (Last Year in Marienbad, 1961), written and directed by Alain Resnais and Alain RobbeGrillette. Dorfles opposes the concreteness and verisimilitude of Antonioni’s diegetic worlds to the utter
artificiality evoked by Marienbad’s mis-en-scène (Dorfles 1964, 65-66). Similarly, Eco contrasts the
abstract reality of the French film with the “real phenomena” and the “concrete historical reality” informing
Antonioni’s triptych (Eco 1964, 70). The comparison is doubtlessly suggestive, as an analogous formal
sophistication and stylistic refinement (the “calligraphy” denounced by Aristarco in his review of Outcry)
seem to distinguish the films of both Antonioni and Resnais/Robert-Grillet. Yet, whereas Resnais and
Robbe-Grillet in Last Year in Marienbad pursue the representation of an innermost reality – the psychic
reality of conflicting states of consciousness – in the triptych, Antonioni rigorously denies a direct access to
the inner worlds of his characters. The clearest evidence of such a denial is represented by Antonioni’s
strict avoidance of both subjective point of view shots and close-ups. To the subjective experience
championed by Resnais and Robbe-Grillet, Antonioni’s triptych opposed the uncompromising pursuit of an
unmediated adherence to the facticity of the physical geographies.
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For a recent reevaluation of realism, see Margulies 2003; Nagib 2011; and Nagib and Mello 2013.
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characterizes Antonioni’s style and authorship, and which my dissertation aims to
unearth.
The time has come to rehabilitate Antonioni’s realism. While the classical studies
on Antonioni identify Outcry as a decisive turning point in the filmmaker’s career, there
is a visible reluctance to associate Antonioni with a realist aesthetic. In the monographs
by Cuccu, Chatman, and Rohdie the word realism is seldom spelled out, and its possible
fugitive appearance (for instance, “visual realism,” in Chatman 1985, 90) is never meant
to evoke the framework of a coherent realist aesthetic to be applied to Antonioni’s films.
While the reason for their hesitance to engage the theoretical perspectives and vocabulary
associated with realism is most likely connected to the disrepute brought onto cinematic
realism in film studies during the 1970s and 1980s, opposite reasons brought instead the
Italian critics of the 1950s to deny Antonioni’s early films an allegiance with realism.
Guido Aristarco’s review of Outcry for Cinema Nuovo (October 15, 1957) is in this sense
exemplary. Antonioni is accused of vainly indulging in formalism and his style is readily
labelled as calligraphic, which is to be read through the implicit opposition to a healthy
realist aesthetic. Aristarco’s harshest reproach against Antonioni has to do, however, with
his inability to establish with sufficient clarity the social meaning of characters and
narrative events.
The yardstick against which Aristarco measures Antonioni’s cinema is obviously
that of neorealism. Outcry is judged and condemned on the grounds of an implicit
comparison with neorealism’s stylistic clarity, its committed sociological perspective,
and the palingenetic aspirations it promoted. Despite the fact that these characteristics
cannot account for the complexity of neorealism, such theoretical simplifications were
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common currency in Italian film criticism and functioned as normative ideological
guidelines. Those films that did not align with such criteria were considered extraneous to
the spirit of neorealism and therefore did not deserve to be called realist. A competing
model of realism was apparently unimaginable, as the proliferation of inventive labels
such as “neorealismo rosa,” “neorealismo nero,” “neorealismo popolare,” and “secondo
neorealismo” suggests. While the critics from the 1970s and 1980s did not consider
cinematic realism an interpretative frame worthy of Antonioni’s work, most of the Italian
critics from the 1950s believed Antonioni to be unworthy of the realist ranks.
Excluded by the critics from the realist pantheon, in Outcry Antonioni openly
evokes the work and the specter of neorealism’s father figures. By playing the enigma of
the real against the “ambivalence of reality” (in the Bazinian formulation), Antonioni
challenges neorealism’s authority at the very point in which this authority seems the
sturdiest: the commitment to contingent reality. 24 With Outcry Antonioni embarks on a
journey to the origins, his own origins as a filmmaker, as well as the origins of
neorealism. He returns to the bleak landscapes of the Po Valley that can be considered
neorealism’s cradle and one of its most distinctive locations. There, in 1942, Luchino
Visconti shot Ossessione (Obsession, 1943) – a dark melodrama based on James M.
Cain’s The Postman Always Rings Twice – widely considered neorealism’s inaugural act.
The landscape of the Po Valley likewise has a central role in the concluding episode of
Roberto Rossellini’s Paisà (Paisan, 1946), but it also represents the wellspring of
Antonioni’s own filmmaking, as the shooting of his first documentary began on those
very river banks in the late autumn of 1942. Such a quest for origins is revealing of the
24

On the Bazinian notion of the “ontological ambivalence of reality,” cf. p. 102.
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search and affirmation of a specific (aesthetic) identity. Outcry also manifests
Antonioni’s desire to renegotiate the terms through which realism has been defined and
discussed until then, and it represents Antonioni’s conscious attempt to place his
filmmaking on the realist map.
Obsession is openly recalled in the film. Antonioni fully adheres to the social and
physical landscape of Visconti’s film, envisions his protagonist in the guise of a drifter,
and builds upon the trope of the road. The irresistible drive propelling Aldo’s aimless
wandering inevitably recalls that affecting Gino (Massimo Girotti), the protagonist of
Obsession. They both seem incapable to settle, but, while Gino’s inability is a
constitutive trait of his search for an elsewhere, in Aldo’s case the incapability to settle
down is the consequence of the traumatic exile from the familiarity of a home. Whereas
the road is a central figure for both narratives, the treatment of the trope in the two films
differs significantly. In Obsession the road embodies “the radical homelessness of human
desire and at the same time a place of possibilities” (Minghelli 2013, 27). The
ambivalence of the trope in Obsession is signaled by the insertion of the character of the
Spaniard (Elio Marcuzzo) into the film’s narrative – an insertion that represents
Visconti’s most obvious deviation from Cain’s novel. The Spaniard is a travelling artist
and embodies for Gino a counterpoint to Giovanna (Clara Calamai) and her desire to
settle down and live a bourgeois life. If Gino’s wandering suggests that “desire is always
elsewhere” (Minghelli 2013, 28), the presence of the Spaniard assures that that elsewhere
is within the protagonist’s reach.
The opening towards a possible change that the Spaniard conveys in Obsession, is
instead negated by Outcry, in which the elsewhere is inherently a nowhere. The image of
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an elsewhere that may redeem his pointless wandering in fact allures Aldo towards the
end of his journey. On the estuary of the Po River, Aldo is hired by a small local
businessman to work on his dredge. One night, the businessman narrates of his travels to
Venezuela and describes the country as a mysterious land of marvels, where iguanas look
like crocodiles with incandescent eyes. The elsewhere is thus immediately coded as a
historical nowhere. Aldo and a co-worker collect information material and ponder the
possibility of moving to Venezuela. Yet, this temptation does not last longer than the
blink of an eye. As soon as the co-worker turns his back to the protagonist and walks his
way, Aldo throws the booklets on Venezuela into the Po.
Antonioni adheres as well to the physical landscape and working-class setting of
Obsession. Ruins dominate the single urban scenery (Ravenna) of the whole film, a clear
reminder of the war and the rubble years. More than a decade has passed, and yet nothing
has apparently changed. The material reminders of the war are still there to interrogate,
with their imposing presence, bystanders that are, however, distracted and unreceptive.
Debris is here unable to recall a specific historical conjuncture, nor it shapes the auspices
of an imminent reconstruction to be undertaken. The liminal temporality of Outcry
precipitates the incomprehensible thereness of the world into the paradoxical
intransitivity of an arrested becoming. During the latest stages of his journey, Aldo also
confronts the social plague exposed by Obsession in the form of unemployment, misery,
and famine. Antonioni does not erase the markers of the region’s profound
socioeconomic distress, and he also exposes the gender inequalities in accessing the basic
material needs, by having Andreina calmly note that “during the good season there is
work also for [women].”
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Yet, Aldo’s crisis is unrelated to unemployment and socioeconomic constraints.
An apparently insignificant detail in an early scene of Outcry is very suggestive, in this
regard. The scene in which for the first time the interior of Aldo and Irma’s home is
shown opens with a medium long shot of Aldo while he crosses the threshold. As he
enters the house, on the left-hand side of the frame a bicycle is visibly displayed.
Contrary to Antonio (Lamberto Maggiorani), the protagonist of Vittorio De Sica’s
neorealist landmark Ladri di biciclette (Bicycle Thieves, 1947), Aldo possesses a bike and
a stable employment. 25 His anxiety is unrelated to the basic material needs that threaten
Antonio’s identity and his ability to perform the role of father figure. Critics have
abundantly disputed the meaning of the bike in the film. Among the possible readings,
the bicycle can be certainly seen as the emblem of patriarchal authority. As Matthew
Harper underlines, “the bicycle allows Antonio to claim a traditional role in society, that
of patriarch. It gives him purpose, community and identity. The search for the bicycle is a
search for Antonio’s self-worth” (Harper 2013, 130). The sociological perspective
emerging in Visconti and De Sica’s films is therefore disqualified in Outcry as a
meaningful interpretative framework. Antonioni thus pairs psychological unintelligibility
with sociological irrelevance, challenging at once the legacies of both the Hollywood
classical cinema and neorealism.
Bicycle Thieves is most explicitly recalled, however, through the recasting of the
wandering couple of protagonists, father and child, that could not but remind the 1950s
audiences of Antonio and Bruno (Enzo Staiola) in De Sica’s film. The presence of
As recalled by Gilles Deleuze, “Atonioni, considering the evolution of neo-realism in relation to Outcry,
said that he was tending to do without a bicycle – De Sica’s bicycle, naturally” (Deleuze 1989, 23).
25
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children on screen has been a constant for neorealist cinema, but they have never
appeared before in Antonioni’s features, nor would they appear again in his following
films.26 There seems to be no place in Antonioni’s universe for themes of innocence and
its loss; for his characters, innocence is always-already lost. The reconfiguration of the
father and child relationship orchestrated by Antonioni through the couple Aldo and
Rosina clearly indicates Outcry’s critical stance in respect to the neorealist project. Both
Bruno and Rosina are forced to witness the progressive moral and social degradation of
their fathers and for both children such an experience will represent a loss of innocence.
Yet, while Bicycle Thieves allows for the reconciliation of father and son, in Outcry the
unsettlement of Aldo’s relationship with his daughter will culminate in their permanent
separation. The redemption of the weak father figure by means of the child’s forgiveness
will not take place in Outcry. The loss of innocence, connected to the demise of the father
figure, dramatized in the last scene of Bicycle Thieves, is at the same time the occasion
for Bruno to establish himself in the role of a future, alternative father figure. This
generational reversal, which has so profoundly struck André Bazin (Bazin 2011, 67-8),
encourages an allegorical reading, according to which the postwar generation would
redeem the failures, weaknesses, impotence, and complicity of the generation that has
lived under fascism and enabled its tyranny to prosper. The possibility of a generational
renewal, suggested by Bruno’s forgiveness, is instead ineffective in Outcry.
In addition to the conspicuous divergences between Antonioni and the neorealist
filmmakers in terms of storytelling, there are also major difference between them in
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The sole exception is represented by Red Desert, which holds a transitional status analogous to Outcry, as
I will show in the next chapter.
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regard to style. The most notable differences can be identified in their diverging
approaches to cinematography and the organization of the point of view. The
camerawork in Antonioni’s films is closer to the style of the prewar French realist school,
rather than to the cinematographic techniques employed by neorealist filmmakers. The
French prewar realists, and Jean Renoir in particular, have understood the camera as an
active participant to the diegetic events. Neorealist filmmakers have instead steadily
adhered to an objective point of view aesthetic, which ultimately aims to disguise the
presence of the camera. Antonioni’s observational style, and his obsessive use of
travelling shots, intimately resonates, on the contrary, with Renoir’s camera technique, as
it has been described by Bazin:
the point of view of the camera is not that of the novelist’s omniscient third-person narrator;
nor is it a stupid, unthinking subjectivity. Rather it is a way of seeing, which, while free of all
contingency, is at the same time limited by the concrete qualities of vision: its continuity in
time and its vanishing point in space. (Bazin 1992, 88)

Bazin superlatively exemplifies this approach to cinematography through the metaphor of
the “invisible guest,” whom he promptly distinguishes from the bearer of a transcendental
omniscient view, because the look of the “invisible guest” is not given “any more
advantage than its invisibility” (Bazin 1992, 87). The materiality of the mise-en-scène
equally imposes itself on both the characters and the camera.
I do not want to simplify the camerawork in neorealist films to the pretense of an
objective depiction, as has too frequently been done. Yet, the point of view organized by
neorealist cinematographers habitually is one analogous to that of the literary omniscient
third-person narrator. The clearest evidence of such a narrative perspective is the
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consistent use of close-ups on characters and objects, driving the viewers’ attention to
narratively determinant details, in order to enhance their intellectual and affective
participation.27 It will suffice here to recall, for instance, the insistent repetition of shots
displaying unattended bicycles, underlined by an eerie music, that precede the theft of
Antonio’s bike in The Bicycle Thieves; or, in the same film, the insertion of two medium
shots – which spotlight the disguised thief – that herald the climactic moment of the
larceny. Against the pretenses of such a vantage point, Antonioni plays the partially
obstructed perspective of a point of view entangled within the material determinations of
the mise-en-scène.
On the basis of location shooting and the involvement of nonprofessional actors
and actresses, the neorealist image has been frequently qualified, in critical and scholarly
discourse, by its assumed documentary quality. Documentary has played a major role
also in the development of Antonioni’s cinema, and a comparison between the
documentarian drive propelling their respective cinematic projects may be fruitful.
Antonioni’s observational realism has emerged as an attempt to vehicle a traumatic
experience of reality, by registering an excess – over cognitive and psychological
assimilability – embedded within the recorded spatiotemporal contingency. In her
stimulating, psychoanalytically informed reassessment of the documentary gaze,
Elizabeth Cowie reads such an excess as that of the real over reality, which emerges as
the experience of an unrepresentable enclosed within the reality re-presented. She argues
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This is the case in the neorealist films of Vittorio De Sica, Giuseppe de Santis, and Alberto Lattuada. The
organization of the point of view is instead more complex in the films of Carlo Lizzani and Luchino
Visconti, due to their preeminent use of the staging in depth. The cinematography in the films of Roberto
Rossellini stands out, instead, and would deserve a volume of its own.
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that the registration of such an excess over the symbolic constitutes a historically
overlooked prerogative of the “factual film;” a prerogative often disguised under the
documentary’s “assertion of the knowability of the world” (Cowie 2011, 118).
According to Cowie, the desire to represent a social and symbolic reality, which is
commonly used to define the pursuit of the documentary film – as well as that of
neorealism – should be paired with and opposed to a second form of desire the
documentary has historically responded to, and which is closely related to Antonioni’s
realist project; the “desire for the real not as knowledge but as image” (2). Indeed,
besides the ambition to produce forms of knowledge about the world, the documentary
has also enabled an experience of the world exceeding linguistic, psychological, and
affective assimilability, responding to the desire for an enhanced truthfulness and a
greater immediacy to the real:
We desire evidence of something real separate from the orchestrated view of the
photographer or documentarist, but as a result we may at the same time become aware of
what is not represented. That is, we become aware of not only what is off frame and out of
sight but also what is felt to be unexplained and inexplicable in the reality shown, negating its
givenness – its radical contingency. (Cowie 2011, 122)

The emergence of this excess negates the apparent self-explanatory givenness of the
contingent, and therefore determines, at once, the engagement of the viewer “in an
imaginative speculation outside the givenness of the so-called factual.” That which
cannot be narrativized, haunts the image and entangles the viewers in an act of
witnessing. With Outcry Antonioni has therefore challenged neorealism’s truthfulness to
the real and called into question its ethical implications. He opposed an integral
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adherence to the real against the transformation of reality into the symbolic signifiers and
allegories that constellate the neorealist galaxy. At the same time, Antonioni refrained
from the pietistic and sentimental tones that have been a constant of neorealism.
Antonioni’s pursuit can be thus primarily understood in the terms of his commitment to a
representational immediacy. His filmmaking is configured, in those years, as an ethical
commitment to a truthful rendering of a cognitively unassimilable experience of reality.
Writing about Renoir’s French films, Bazin describes realism as “a certain
tendency toward the faithful rendering of reality on film” (Bazin 1992, 85), which he
magnificently illustrates by stressing Renoir’s “unwillingness to sacrifice the tree for the
forest” (84). Bazin initially raises the question of realism in terms of style. In order to
understand and define film style, he urges the readers to preliminarily consider the
peculiar dialectic between “reality and abstraction” enacted by each filmmaker (84).
What follows is the rather tautological identification of the realist filmmaker as the one
committed to a “faithful rendering of reality.” Yet, beyond the manifest tautology, Bazin
is performing here a much subtler theoretical move. By alluding to the filmmaker’s
intentionality – implied in the pursuit of “faithfulness” – he ultimately reconfigures his
understanding of the realist style in terms of a commitment, and therefore of an ethics: a
commitment to reality that would not have allowed Renoir (or, Antonioni, at this stage of
his career) to “sacrifice the tree for the forest;” or, in other words, to betray the concrete
factuality of things (the thereness of the world) in favor of an instrumental use of this
factuality for the purpose of illustrating a preexisting idea.
Bazin’s understanding of film style in terms of an ethics surprisingly prefigures
Lúcia Nagib’s recent identification of realism with an ethical stand. According to Nagib,
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any realist ethics relies on a twofold requirement: a commitment to the “truth of the
profilmic event” and “a fidelity to the contingent character of the ‘event of truth’
[following here Alain Badiou’s explication of the constitution of ‘truth’ as ‘the
emergence of the unpredictable event’]” (Nagib 2011, 12). Thus, the truthfulness to the
profilmic space and time is not understood as a goal in itself, as it rather primarily serves
the manifestation of the contingent in its unpredictability and lack of a preordered design.
By stressing the ancillary role of the truthfulness to the profilmic event in respect to an
epiphanic promise, Nagib’s advocacy of a realist ethics again converges with Bazin’s
notion of realism. In fact, in the essay on Renoir discussed above, Bazin resolutely
clarifies that there is no reason for pursuing realism for the sake of realism, and
formulates what he believes to be the fundamental paradox of realism: “There is no point
in rendering something realistically unless it is to make it more meaningful.” Bazin
believes therefore that an “increased meaning (itself an abstraction)” needs to be
generated in the aesthetic treatment of reality.
Yet, the epiphanic dimension of realism, as Bazin understands it, manifests in the
sudden emergence of an unapparent meaning that can recompose the “ontological
ambivalence of reality” (Bazin 1991, 80). He believes that the cinematographic image
can ultimately recompose the inherent “ambivalence of reality,” by accessing a different
order of signification (by making something “more meaningful”). Antonioni instead
exposes the viewers of his films to the epiphany of trauma, to the manifestation of a
psychologically and cognitively unassimilable meaning. Inarticulable through the
symbolic means of language, and inassimilable through the culturally sanctioned
language of emotions, the traumatic event of truth demands from a disempowered
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witness an act of testimony, through which trauma can be transmitted and shared. Under
the influence of Pavese’s model, Antonioni undoes the Bazinian epiphanic promise and
configures the revelatory moment as the epiphany of trauma; as the exposure to a
meaning that resists cognitive and narrative assimilation. Angelo Restivo has
productively opposed what I refer to as Antonioni’s epiphany of trauma to the function
epiphany is assigned in Rossellini’s films from the first half of the 1950s: “the
Rossellini/Bergman films always culminate in the epiphanic moment that – however
ambiguous – serves ultimately as an anchoring point; it is precisely this moment that is
rigorously excluded from Antonioni’s work” (Restivo 2002, 97).
Antonioni’s engagement with reality at the time of Outcry and the triptych is
therefore incommensurable with the denunciation of a specific historical, political, and
socioeconomic conjuncture, which could be redeemed through an epochal palingenesis
and a process of physical and spiritual healing. That which Antonioni wanted to redeem
reality from was the very idea of redemption – as well as from any comforting abstraction
aimed at mediating the traumatic impact of a reality that has become disquietingly
unrecognizable. Antonioni’s phenomenologically grounded observational realism reflects
his ambition to capture this unfathomable experience of reality, and it has shaped his
filmmaking as a strenuous activity of witnessing.
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Adaptation as the Transmission of Trauma

Discussing Antonioni’s adaptation of Among Women Only, Pierre Leprohon
dispassionately notes that The Girlfriends is the least Pavesian of all Antonioni’s films
(Leprohon, 41). I believe his claim should not be dismissed as a mere boutade.
Publishing his book at the time when L’eclisse was under production, Leprohon was
writing at the peak of the Pavesian influence on Antonioni’s cinema. I want to reiterate
the provocation with which I have opened the first chapter, and assert that the true
adaptation of Among Women Only is not The Girlfriends but Outcry. I also propose to
extend the reading of the novel’s influence on Antonioni’s filmmaking to include the
triptych, as the site of the definitive affirmation, development, and ultimate contestation
of the realist ethics and aesthetic, through which Antonioni attempted to capture and
convey the liminal condition and the experience of trauma at the heart of Among Women
Only. The link between The Girlfriends, Outcry, and the subsequent Antonioni films is
ultimately suggested by the filmmaker himself, in the quotation that I have referenced in
the title of this chapter: “L’avventura is The Cry of The Girlfriends” (Antonioni 2008, 4).
The unspoken link between these films is the very experience of trauma that Antonioni
incorporates in his filmmaking through the adaptation of Among Women Only.
Being the object of transmission in Antonioni’s adaptation of Among Women
Only not primarily related to a determinate narrative content, the prevailing narratological
focus within the current studies on adaptation provides rather unsuitable analytical tools
for approaching it. To surmount the overemphasis on narratological components, John
Hodgkins has advocated an affective turn in adaptation theory, centered around concepts
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of “transmission” and “dissemination.” He invites to displace the predominant emphasis
on the content, meaning, and interpretation of texts, and to focus on the specific work that
texts can perform. In particular, Hodgkins proposes to reconceive both literary and
cinematographic texts as “affective economies,” which relate to one another, as well as to
the audiences, by means of the “transmission of affective intensities.” He thus configures
the adaptive process as a “dissemination” of intensities across media, “where they take
root and induce change from within” (Hodgkins 2013, 2).
The affective turn promoted by Hodgkins is particularly relevant for my analysis
of Antonioni’s adaptation of Among Women Only, as it opens up adaptation theory to
nonrepresentational meanings, which evade the hermeneutics of comparative textual
analysis. The manifestation of trauma, which constitutes the unrepresentable by
definition, and whose conditions of possibility are at the center of Antonioni’s adaptive
work on Pavese’s novel, requires the creation of a specific testimonial position. The
emergence of this testimonial look relies on the disruption of narrative integration,
pursued through a series of textual gaps, narrative arrests, sudden reprisals, unexpected
interruptions, and prolonged suspensions, which emphasize perception and the
immediacy of the act of looking over cognition. The specific form of witnessing sought
by Pavese and Antonioni, in their process of saturating quotidian banality with an
ominous incomprehensibility, primarily relies on the creation of an intense sensorial and
affective engagement in readers and viewers. Pavesian narrational and testimonial
strategies begin (re)appearing in Antonioni’s films subsequent to The Girlfriends, to the
point of being retrospectively recognized as his own storytelling landmarks at the time of
the triptych.
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The specificity of the trauma haunting Pavese’s Among Women Only, and
reemerging in Antonioni’s films released between 1957 and 1962, exceeds the dimension
of the individual experience, and should be positioned on a collective, historical plan. In
her theorization of a “poetics of trans-trauma,” Meera Atkinson shows that, through the
textual embodiment of traumatic affect, books and films can abridge individual and
collective experiences, enabling the emergence of cultural or historical traumas and a
transgenerational transmission of the traumatic experience (Atkinson 2013, 261).
Atkinson and Michael Richardson explain this property of traumatic affect, by observing
that affect “is concerned with what occurs in the currents and exchanges between bodies,
not just what happens within them” (Atkinson and Richardson 2013, 11). Through the
very emergence of affect, by means of a textual embodiment, the experience of trauma
can be shared and transmitted. Moreover, the emergence of traumatic affect is always a
re-emergence, and is as such endowed with an inherent spectral quality.
Saviour Catania has recently proposed to qualify the activity of the adapter
through the figure of the “haunted hunter,” which he borrows from Jacques Derrida.
Catania efficaciously illustrates this figure through the quotation he puts in epigraph:
“What does it mean to follow a ghost? And what if this came down to being followed by
it, always, persecuted perhaps by the very chase we are leading?” Yet, while Catania
argues that the specter chasing the film adapter is that of “ancestral authorship,” I propose
a different take on the Derridean hauntology, as it relates to Antonioni’s adaptation of
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Among Women Only.28 In Specters of Marx, Derrida envisions a hauntology, an
ontological paradigm that allows to think a “time out of join,” a present – both in the
sense of the present time and the contingent as the immediacy of presence – which is not
in tune with itself, haunted by the ghosts of the past and the future. Yet, the ghosts
evoked by Derrida are collective, cultural phenomena that reach beyond any personal
experience. As Derrida points out, each historical era is haunted by its own ghosts
(Derrida 1994, 193, n. 21). Each historical present, he underlines, needs to confront the
specters of its own past and future. One of the crucial characteristics of the specter that
Derrida emphasizes consists in its (re)appearance(s) manifesting in the form of an
injunction. He describes the specter as an “unseen seer,” whose look we cannot avoid or
deny, even though we are unable to cross it, and to return the gaze (6-7). This unbalanced
power dynamics, in conjunction with the unappeased return of the ghost, assures the
specter’s grasp on its addressees. The insistent return of the traumatic repressed thus
interrogates the historical present and demands an act of testimony.
The reiterated appearance in Antonioni’s films of the specter of a radical social
fragmentation, and of an insurmountable temporal and existential intransitivity, is
inexorably linked to the mnemonic erasure operated by the contemporaneous institutional
culture. Rather than the authority of “ancestral authorship,” what haunts Antonioni’s
films subsequent to The Girlfriends hence is the paralyzing experience of a collective,
historical trauma. The continued recasting of this experience is indicative of the

Catania’s article for Literature/Film Quarterly is available online:
http://www.salisbury.edu/lfq/_issues/first/spectres_of_film_adaptation_a_hauntology_of_relational_hybridi
ty.html
28
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generalized impossibility within the Italian postwar society to smoothly attune to the
designs of institutionalized oblivion. The reappearance of the revenant – that which
comes back – in fact urges the addressee to confront the enigma of its apparition, in order
to understand, and possibly exorcise, its ceaseless interpellation. The insistence of the
traumatic return constitutes therefore the very possibility of overcoming the effects of
trauma: “while it shutters the culture’s symbolic resources, trauma also points to the
urgent necessity of reconfiguring and transforming the broken repertoire of meaning and
expression” (Kaplan and Wang 2004, 12). The injunction of the specter – in this case the
specter of a disavowed historical deadlock – is therefore the ultimate trigger of the
adaptation process that brought Antonioni to incorporate, transform, and transmit the
collective trauma at the core of Among Women Only.
The transmission and elaboration of the cultural trauma that is at the center of this
process thus not only exceeds narratological analytical frameworks, but it eludes as well
the theoretical models centered on the agency of the adapter, and constructed around
notions such as illustration, borrowing, appropriation, etc. Francesco Casetti has
encouraged to overcome the limitations of analytical models based on the adapter’s
intentionality, when he proposed to understand adaptation as “reappearance.” Casetti
invites his readers to reconsider literature and film not as “modes of expression,” but
rather as “spheres of discourse” (Casetti 2004, 82). His analytical paradigm postulates
that the crucial elements defining the identity of a text are its role and place within a
“communicative situation.”29 Casetti’s notion of reappearance thus provides a valuable

29

Casetti explains that the communicative situation cannot be inferred from the mere sum of text and
context, but is the result of the interrelationship among a number of factors: the text, the subjects involved
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model for understanding the circulation of impersonal meanings. I would like, however,
to dislocate Casetti’s concept from a hermeneutical to an affective context, in which what
circulates are affective intensities, rather than meanings.
I suggest looking at the concept of “afterwardsness” elaborated by Jean Laplanche
in relation to psychic trauma, for it allows to think its transmission as the circulation of an
impersonal, enigmatic message that resists assimilability. Laplanche’s reappraisal of the
Freudian notion of Nachträglichkeit (“deferred action,” according to Strachey’s
translation) is key for my discussion of Antonioni’s adaptation in two crucial aspects.
First, Laplanche undoes the Freudian fixation on the subject (Freud’s “ipsocentricism”)
and troubles his account by assigning to the other (the adult) the active role –
notwithstanding the unawareness of the adult her/himself – in the constitution of the
traumatic experience in the child’s psyche. Both the adult and the child function here as
vehicles of an experience that exceeds their grasp. In the same vein, the experience
transmitted through Antonioni’s films originates in an otherness that the subject cannot
fully incorporate. Secondly, Laplanche avoids the opposition between a progressive and a
retrogressive temporal determination, allowing for their coexistence: the “prior” and the
“later” mutually determine and inform each other. The “later” does not represent
therefore a mere deferral of the “prior,” but functions as a re-enactment, which implies an

in the communications, contextual actions, circumstantial actions, the time and place of the communication,
the institutional setting, established – written and unwritten – rules, the existential framework in which the
communication occurs, as well as the universe of texts and discourses that circulate within that framework.
Cf. Casetti 2004, 83-5.
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inevitable transformation, and therefore an instance of adaptation – a translation which is
not an interpretation, as Laplanche explains it (Laplanche 1992, 218-22).30
According to the Laplanchean model, trauma is transmitted through cycles of
exposure and incorporation, by means of which the injunction of trauma to be confronted
is contagiously replicated, adapted, and disseminated. In this light, Antonioni’s films of
the late 1950s and early 1960s can be appreciated as the afterwardsness of his encounter
with Among Women Only, for they constitute reiterated reenactments of the historical
trauma haunting Pavese’s novel. Effaced from The Girlfriends, the affective and sensory
economy of trauma gradually reemerges and is incorporated within Antonioni’s work by
means of a temporal deferral. The circulation of sensorial and affective intensities results
in their delayed multiplication and variation. An epidemic of adaptations is thus the
outcome of the very emergence of traumatic affect. Dudley Andrew speaks of a “textual
contagion” in relation to the practice of adaptation, but he envisions it through the lens of
the “adaptation industry” and its “ambition to multiply a text’s impact through
advertising, spin-offs, translations, and ‘versions’ of all sorts” (Andrew 2011b, 28).
30

In Life and Death in Psychoanalysis, Laplanche stressed the importance of the concept for the
understanding of the emergence of sexuality – the traumatic experience par excellence – in the human
being. Through the reconceptualization of the Nachträglichkeit, Laplanche sought to problematize the
notions of genesis and linear development, which were prevalent in the explanations of the origins of
sexuality: “it is the later which is perhaps more important, and alone allows us to understand and to
interpret what we persist calling the prior” (Laplanche 1985, 25). In a series of occasions during the early
1990s, Laplanche advocated the need for a systematic redefinition of the Freudian concept of
Nachträglichkeit and he suggested to translate the German term in French as ‘après coup’ (and
‘afterwardsness’ in English), following the proposal advanced by Jacques Lacan in his 1957 essay “The
Agency of the Letter in the Unconscious, or Reason since Freud.” The Laplanchean reconfiguration of the
concept “presupposes that something is proposed by the other, and which is then afterwards retranslated
and reinterpreted [by the subject]” (Laplanche 1992, 222). A transformation of the repressed content is
therefore unavoidable. The afterwards effect, as it is understood after Laplanche, does not entail a simple
deferral – it cannot be reduced to a mere delay or lapse of time – as it rather involves a “work of
recollection” that inevitably transforms and reconfigures the unassimilable content of the repressed
experience. Through the afterwards effect, the repressed always returns as something else in respect to the
enigmatic message to which the subject was formerly exposed.
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While Andrew relies on an understanding of contagion in the negative terms of an
infection, I would like instead to look at contagiousness in its positive acceptation, as a
force that enables diffusion and sharing. Not only diseases are contagious, but ideas and
affects can be as well.
The proliferation of adaptations generated by the transmission of traumatic affect
through Antonioni’s adaptation of Among Women Only bespeaks the effort at elucidating
the origins of an historical impasse. The epidemics of trauma triggered by the adaptation
of the novel invites to paradoxically reconceive the Italian collective memory as the
memory of a collective trauma; the trauma of a forced, but unattainable oblivion. The
obsessive return of a specter perturbing Italy’s compelled collective amnesia within the
work of Pavese and Antonioni – as well as several other contemporaries – thus reveals
the constitutive failure inherent into repression itself. Such a recognition appears today in
all of its urgency, as the failure to address this historical trauma has developed in the
phenomenon known as the Italian “divided memory.” Interpreting collective trauma as “a
socially mediated attribution,” Jeffrey Alexander emphasizes that “it is by constructing
cultural traumas that social groups […] not only cognitively identify the existence and
source of human suffering but ‘take on board’ some significant responsibility for it”
(Alexander 2004, 8 and 1; emphasis added). In light of this, adaptation itself becomes a
crucial instance of historical healing and reinvention.
While trauma defies narrativity, it enhances the sensory dimension of experience,
and

therefore

upholds

testimony

over

interpretation,

and

transmission

over

communication. Under the spell of the Pavesian mistrust for the transparency of language
and the influence of his nonmimetic form of realism, Antonioni matured his own
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skepticism towards self-enclosed narratives and the revelatory potential of language and
the symbolic. Since Outcry, Antonioni begins to move away from action driven plots and
develops a more flexible scriptwriting technique that could emphasize the act of looking.
In the preface to the publication of his films’ scripts in 1963, Antonioni confirms his
skepticism towards the revelatory potential of language, and he unequivocally indicates
his preference for showing over interpreting: “These are the limits of scripts: to give
words to events that refuse words” (Antonioni 1996, 67). In the same text, Antonioni
posits a secret alliance between truth and the scopic regime: “The War and the postwar
period, for example, have found in the cinema illustrations of a sometimes disconcerting
strength and truthfulness. This depends on the nature of the means itself, but also on the
fact that nobody, more than us filmmakers, is inclined to look” (62).
Since Outcry, to the authority of the word and the script, Antonioni opposed the
authority he recognized in the cinematic image; against the insufficiency of words, he
embraced the truthfulness of the cinematic medium. Therefore, Antonioni’s first
conscious step in shaping his own authorial figure as a visual storyteller has most
fundamentally been propelled precisely by his adaptive work on a literary text.
Paradoxically, a writer and his novel inflamed Antonioni’s skepticism against narrativiy
and determined his affirmation as a visual storyteller. By controlling the image,
Antonioni believed he could achieve a greater immediacy and truthfulness to reality. Yet,
with L’eclisse Antonioni’s certainties about the epiphanic potential of the image would be
called into question. The impossibility to gain a more direct, truthful access to the real
through the image would be then openly dramatized in Antonioni’s following adaptation,
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Blow-up (1966), whose self-confident photographer-protagonist believes he can control
the world by mastering the image.
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CHAPTER 3

Adapt or Perish:
The Aesthetic Deadlock of Red Desert

“Then the end (which end?) begins.”
(Carlo Ginzburg on the closing sequence of L’eclisse)

Shot in the Fall of 1963 and released the following year, Red Desert marks a fundamental
transformation in Antonioni’s filmmaking. Although it is not an adaptation of a
preexisting literary source, I will make the case for reading Red Desert as a manifesto
advocating the urgency of adaptation. While Red Desert displays an overt stylistic
transformation in respect to Antonioni’s preceding films, it fails to establish a renewed
conception of the moving image to the one previously held by the filmmaker. In terms of
style, Red Desert inaugurates a strictly anti-naturalistic aesthetic, which Antonioni
primarily pursues through his treatment of the mise-en-scène and use of cinematography
(in particular, his use of color and the telephoto lens). In doing so, he contests the
premises of the indexical treatment of the image, without being able, however, to develop
an alternative to the epiphanic potential he considered an inherent attribute of the
cinematic image during the realist phase of his career. As I have shown in the previous
chapters, Antonioni has always linked his understanding of aesthetics to an ethical
imperative. His realist style corresponded, first of all, to the implementation of a realist
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ethics: by committing to the image, Antonioni was most fundamentally committing to the
historical world. As he begins distrusting the indexical correspondence of the moving
image and the historical reality, Antonioni’s cinema suddenly loses its grounding in the
actual world. In the moment that he abandons the epiphanic promise of the chronicle,
Antonioni is also stripped of the ground of his engagement with the world.
The overcoming of the historical trauma that Antonioni sought to achieve by
means of its epiphanic materialization proved ineffective. In the first half of the 1960s,
Italy surpassed the historical impasse of the 1950s, by forcefully moving forward, allured
by the promise of an affluent society (la società del benessere) to come, which the
economic and industrial revival of the country would enable. While the films Antonioni
realized during the realist phase of his career depicted the interstitial existence of
characters struggling with both an unrecoverable past and the specter of an indefinite and
dehumanizing future, Red Desert portrays the occurred obnubilation of the former and
the definitive advent of the latter. If Antonioni’s precedent films have chronicled a
historical transition in the making, Red Desert documents the effects of the accomplished
transition. Whereas his previous films aimed at seeing the reality more accurately, Red
Desert poses the urgency of envisioning reality differently.
The possibility of a different reality is suggested in the film’s famous beach
sequence, which presents the viewers with the image of an unspoiled natural
environment. In the film, the protagonist’s vision is nevertheless coded as an escapist
fantasy and it proves ineffective in transforming the actual world. Thus, while Giuliana
(Monica Vitti) and Antonioni seek an escape from the historical deadlock by resorting to
the realm of the imaginary, the film nevertheless assigns a second-degree ontological
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status to fantasy, which prevents it from materially affecting reality. The film thus
manifest an insurmountable impasse, which Antonioni and Giuliana acknowledge in the
film’s closing scene, when the protagonist eventually voices an unequivocal apology of
adaptation. The answer she provides to her existential deadlock corresponds to the
metatextual solution to the aesthetic impasse of Red Desert: in order to survive, you need
to adapt. Through the adaptation of “The Devil’s Drool,” Antonioni would be able to
emancipate the imaginary from its second-degree ontological status and to endow it with
a transformative potential of its own. By incorporating the reality of the imaginary in his
own cinematic vision, Antonioni would be able to reformulate his commitment to the
moving image and, through the image, to the historical world. I will account for this
process of incorporation in the following chapter, while in the present chapter I will detail
the unresolved aesthetic impasse of Red Desert, which brought him to resort again to
literary adaptation.

A Transitional Film

Structured as a series of vignettes, the film’s rather banal scenario gravitates around a
conventional love triangle, similar to the erotic triangulations characteristic of all
Antonioni’s previous films. Against the backdrop of a toxic industrial wasteland, Red
Desert recounts the existential and affective turmoil of the mentally disturbed, uppermiddle class protagonist Giuliana. Neglected by her husband Ugo (Carlo Chionetti), the
absorbed manager of an industrial plant, Giuliana is pursued by a friend of his, Corrado
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(Richard Harris). She gets involved in an ephemeral affair with the latter, but, after
sleeping with him, she undergoes the umpteenth psychic crisis and rejoins her husband
and son in their aseptically modernistic home. Corrado leaves for Patagonia, while the
film abruptly concludes by positioning Giuliana and her son Valerio (Valerio
Bartoleschi) at the entrance of Ugo’s factory, replicating their first appearance on screen.
This structural circularity, however, belies the fundamental transformation enacted within
the film’s closing scene, which I will discuss at the conclusion of the chapter.
For decades an unresolved dispute divided Antonioni scholars. At the heart of the
controversy there was he status of Red Desert, and the question whether the film should
be grouped with Antonioni’s three precedent films – L’avventura, La notte, and L’eclisse
– to form an organic tetralogy. I argue that the dispute between the partisans of the trilogy
(Sam Rohdie, Carlo di Carlo, Guido Fink, Bert Cardullo, Jonas Mekas, Peter Bondanella,
Geoffrey Nowell-Smith, etc.) and the champions of the tetralogy (Seymour Chatman,
Lorenzo Cuccu, Peter Brunette, Aristides Gazetas, etc.) has actually ensued from the
failed recognition of Red Desert’s complex transitional status, and, most importantly, has
prevented this very recognition from occurring. Whereas the film represents a shocking
departure from Antonioni’s previous films in terms of style, at the same time it recasts
settings, characters, dramatic situations, and themes familiar to Antonioni’s previous
narratives. The question is thus not one of either/or, as in narrative terms the films might
constitute a tetralogy, but this would not be the case by looking at them from the point of
view of style. To obviate to the terminological problem, in the previous chapter I have
designated L’avventura, La notte, and L’eclisse as a triptych.
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Red Desert marks a transitional moment, in which Antonioni takes an overt
antirealist stand, without being able, however, to develop an alternative aesthetic
paradigm that would enable him to express a renewed commitment to the historical world
through the cinematographic image. In light of Antonioni’s work as an adapter, it is
important to recognize the attempted but unaccomplished aesthetic transition that the film
displays. Only by resorting to literary adaptation Antonioni would be able to fulfill his
desire to surpass realism and to develop a new viable understanding of the moving image.
More specifically, I will show that Blow-up (1966) – Antonioni’s following picture and
an adaptation of Julio Cortázar’s short story “Las babas del diablo” (“The Devil’s Drool,”
1959) – would fulfill the unaccomplished transformation that Antonioni sought to
achieve in Red Desert by resorting to fantasy.
Through the resort to the imaginary, Antonioni is clearly attempting to surmount
the realist aesthetic that has been distinctive of the earlier phase of his cinema. As I have
shown in the previous chapter, Antonioni radicalizes his realist approach in Outcry, and
further develops it throughout the triptych. Film by film, Antonioni however comes to
question the premises of his style and, at the time of L’eclisse – the concluding panel of
the triptych – he begins deconstructing such premises, by emphasizing the means of
representation, dismembering the cinematic space, and breaking the continuity of the
point of view. In the opening and closing sequences in particular, Antonioni disrupts the
immediacy of vision and the enmeshment of the point of view within the cinematic space
that have been characteristic of the long-take aesthetic of his earlier films.
In terms of style, the transformation enacted in Red Desert is radical. An early
scene of the film establishes with vivid immediacy the stylistic revolution marked by this
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film within Antonioni’s filmography. Giuliana is pictured in a long shot, as she traverses
a muddy glade. On the left side of the screen, an enclosure constituted of dried trees and a
dark, compact wall of drooping shrubs guards the clearing in which Giuliana is taking
shelter. Staring with circumspection behind her back, she advances into this precarious
refuge in order to avoid the look of strangers as she satisfies a physiological need.
Privacy is demanded by Giuliana – in a stunning anticipation of a famous sequence of
Luis Buñuel’s Le fantôme de la liberté (The Phantom of Liberty, 1974) – for her to
devour the half-eaten sandwich she has just bought from a worker on strike, in front of
the factory ran by her husband. 31 The few spots on the ground that are covered with green
lawn, instead of mitigating the darkness of the picture, by contrast accentuate its funereal
tones. Solely the stylish, light green coat of the protagonist stains this Stygian landscape
with a dissonant, vital vibration.
An artificial, mechanical noise forms the persistent and disquieting soundscape of
this scene. As in several other instances in the film, Antonioni creates an uncertainty
about the (diegetic or extradiegetic) origin of sound. Later in the sequence, Antonioni
would frame the industrial plant in the background of some shots. This might encourage
to interpret the factory as an anchorage of these sonorities within the diegetic world. Yet,
the intensity of the sound does not match the scale of the image, for the plant only
appears at a distance in long and extreme-long shots. Roberto Calabretto identifies Red
Desert’s use of sound as a major watershed in Antonioni’s film practice. He stresses the
31

I refer to the inversion in social acceptability assigned to the two stages situated at the opposite extremes
of the digestive process – ingestion and excretion – that Buñuel performs in The Phantom of Liberty. In a
famous sequence, a small social party is taking place in the living room of an ordinary middle-class
apartment. Yet, the participants, gathered around a table, are seating on water closets. On the other hand,
they only eat privately, taking turns in the kitchen.
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antinaturalistic matrix of the soundscape that blends Roberto Gelmetti’s electronic music
with sound recorded on location and later manipulated through distortion and other
effects (Calabretto 2015). Whereas the triptych is defined by a progressive reduction of
background music in favor of an increasing emphasis on “real sound” (sound recorded on
location), the introduction of electronic music in Red Desert is designed for the purpose
of “transfiguring real noise” (Antonioni 1996, 283). Red Desert thus not only substitutes
artificial sonorities for “real” ones, but it de-realizes reality itself. 32
As the sequence continues, Giuliana is repositioned in the foreground of the
image, and we see her hiding behind the bare branches of a fallen tree. While she begins
to eat voraciously the sandwich, Antonioni cuts to a medium shot. After a few bites,
Giuliana emits a sigh of relief, and finally glimpses at the surrounding environment.
Dread appears on her face, while Antonioni cuts back to a medium-long shot, followed
by a close-up. He repeatedly denies the viewers the counter-shot that would disclose the
object of Giuliana’s threat. The film finally shows the landscape projecting in front of her
eyes, and the camera slowly pans on a stretch of dunes constituted by dark grey soot:
plastic bags, metal structures, and geometrically shaped objects emerge from the dust.
Everything blends in the mortuary dark tones of the soot, which forcefully activates the
carbon imaginary connected to the effects of industrialization.
The dunes are framed from a high angle that excludes the horizon from the
picture: there is no exteriority – no elsewhere – to the deadly landscape Giuliana is
staring at. After another medium-close up that reinforces Giuliana’s dread, a series of
Calabretto also notes that, contrary to the increasing prominence of silence in Antonioni’s films
beginning with Outcry, Red Desert’s soundscape is characterized by the persistence, throughout the film, of
intense background noise. Cf. Calabretto 2015, 76.
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static shots of the wasteland follows. Smoke rises from the dunes, alluding to the
combustion of carbon fossils and toxic substances, and the consequent pollution of the
atmosphere. The film cuts back to Giuliana, pictured in a medium-close up.
Overwhelmed by the sudden realization of the ominous environment surrounding her, the
sense of security she has sought in the seclusion of the glade evaporates. Antonioni
dramatically liquidates the illusion of a possible refuge amidst the toxic wasteland
visualized in the film. A long shot follows, framing the pathway through which the
protagonist has reached the clearing: Valerio appears, and a pan tracks his run towards
the mother. The camera finally frames them in a long shot, as they cross the wasteland
holding hands, heading to the industrial plant which significantly seals the horizon, and
again prevents the illusion of an elsewhere from materializing.
The creation of this imaginary topography marks Antonioni’s clamorous
abandonment of the realist aesthetic that has been distinctive of his cinema until then.
Through its daring and unconventional treatment of the mise-en-scène, Red Desert
uncompromisingly undermines a fundamental premise of Antonioni’s realism, the
truthfulness to the profilmic space, and by extension to the actual historical contingency.
The very belief in the revelatory potential of the film camera depended on the faithfulness
to the immediacy of the historical reality. Antonioni significantly explains the radicality
of his intervention on the outdoor locations in terms of a “violation of reality”: “in Red
Desert, I had to change the appearance of reality – of the water, of the streets, of the
countryside. I had to paint them with real paint and brush. It was not easy. Violating
reality is easy when you are in a studio, but it becomes a problem when you are outside”
(Antonioni 1996, 204). Antonioni implicitly contrasts the artificiality of Hollywood sets
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built in the abstract space of the studio with the Italian and European traditions of
location shooting. What grounds this distinction is an ethics of truthfulness towards the
contingency of the historical world. By treating the actual locations in the vein of a
studio, Red Desert de-realizes reality and takes a decidedly antirealist turn, signaling
Antonioni’s detachment from a broader postwar European tradition of realist filmmaking.
This sequence also effectively illustrates Antonioni’s use of color, which
integrates – throughout the film – with the manipulation of the mise-en-scène, as
Antonioni violates the reality of the profilmic space both by painting sets, settings and
props, and through color correction during the postproduction process. The most apparent
among the film’s numerous stylistic innovations, the introduction of color is emphatically
announced in the title. Yet, Antonioni’s shift to color does not occur according to the
Bazinian auspices of an enhanced realism, as has been the case for most
contemporaneous filmmakers.33 The very fact that in the title a desert is designated
through the reference to the color red calls attention to both the film’s antinaturalistic
conception of color and its detachment form a commitment to the profilmic space, and
therefore to historical reality.
According to these antinaturalistic premises, Antonioni endows color with a full
autonomy, not only from realistic, denotative functions, but also from any symbolic use.
The color scheme of the film is organized according to semiotic strategies dependent on
rhythmic and structural patterning, rather than on mimetic and symbolic associations. In
Red Desert, the intensive – rather than mimetic or symbolic – use of saturated hues
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Bazin has famously suggested that each technical modification in cinema should be interpreted according
to the guiding impulse, inherent to the medium, towards a greater realism. Cf. Bazin 2005a, 17-22.
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acknowledges the autonomy and materiality of color, for Antonioni understands
chromatic intensities in terms of “pulsation.” In an interview with François Maurin,
Antonioni in fact recalls: “I was using color […] in large blotches, as if they were
pulsations that penetrate chaotically inside the characters” (Antonioni 1996, 286). The
use of saturated hues is, however, particularly sparse and highly calculated. In an obvious
contrast with the stereotypical, spectacular exploitation of the chromatic range of the
Technicolor film stock, in this sequence – and throughout the film – Antonioni primarily
relies on color desaturation and the reduction of the color spectrum to an almost
monochrome palette of earth tones. 34 Antonioni punctuates this desaturated chromatic
environment with the bright primary color of the protagonist’s green coat (elsewhere he
would also rely on blue and – obviously – red hues). Rather than a wholehearted embrace
of color, the film appears as a black and white picture stained with vibrant saturated
hues.35 This explosive contrast engenders an immediate perceptual and affective response
in the viewers. In an article celebrating Red Desert’s influential use of color, the
filmmaker Paul Schrader explains Antonioni’s materialist approach to chromatic
phenomena, by comparing it to the understanding of color promoted by the
cinematographer Vittorio Storaro. To explain how the materiality of color induces an
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In this regard, Murray Pomerance refers of an interesting epistolary exchange between Giulio Ascarelli
of Universal Films in Rome and Peggy Robertson, Alfred Hitchcock’s assistant. Stunned by Red Desert’s
use of colour desaturation, Hitchcock urged Robertson to write to the Technicolor laboratory in Rome. In
response to Robertson’s inquiries, Ascarelli wrote: “Technicolor did not actually desaturate the film but
made a great number of matrices to obtain the effects requested by Antonioni. Antonioni’s aim was to have
a dominant gray colour, or should I say colours as soft as possible with a dominant grey tone. I understand
that in shooting Antonioni avoided bright colours as much as possible and actually went as far as painting a
street in order to get the desired colour effect” (quoted in Pomerance 2009, 14).
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Paul Coates argues that, in doing so, Antonioni destabilizes the clear-cut opposition between color and
monochrome. He suggestively reads this destabilization as a critique of the genre of melodrama and its
Manichean moral oppositions. Cf. Coates 2008, 3-5.
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immediate sensorial and affective response in the viewers, Storaro describes the
perception of color in terms of “vibration” – which clearly resonates with Antonioni’s
concept of color as “pulsation.” According to Storaro, “each color has a specific energy
wavelength, and we perceive it the same way we feel vibrations” (quoted in Schrader
2015, 56).36
Red Desert not only modifies the ordinary perception of the world through the
creation of an imaginary geography, but it also undermines the very grounds of a
normalized vision, while intensifying to the extreme the tension between figure and
ground that has been characteristic of Antonioni’s cinema. This effect is principally due
to the sophisticated use of telephoto composition in a selected number of sequences. The
viewers’ very access to the diegetic world of Red Desert is marked by a radical
perceptual uncertainty, as a disquieting impairment of vision distinguishes the film’s
dazzling credit sequence. Red Desert opens with a medium shot of the trembling tops of
three pine trees silhouetted on the dingy background of an arid landscape engulfed in a
thick, dusty atmosphere. The color palette is characterized by desaturation and the
blending of the color’s spectrum into an almost monochrome texture. By subtracting
vividness from the color scheme, the film suggests the effacement of life itself. The
deadly deliquescence evoked by the chromatic blending is reinforced through the blurring
of the image, achieved by means of telephoto composition and a strategic use of the out-
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Interviewed by Jean-Luc Godard, Antonioni explaines that his approach to the panchromatic film stock
in Red Desert depends on a “psychophysiology of color.” He emphasizes the immediate, visceral and
affective reaction to color, and explains his approach by recalling an experiment conducted in an Italian
factory, which demonstrated that red hues excited workers to violence, while pale green calmed them. Cf.
Antonioni 1996, 294.
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of-focus. Through these techniques, Antonioni volatizes the contours of the treetops and
dissolves their individual consistency.
The stasis of the shot is suddenly disrupted through the infiltration of a stingy,
composite sound amalgam, which pairs mechanical noises and electronic effects. As soon
as sound is introduced, the camera begins to move, and, through a long rightward pan, its
look traverses the dense atmosphere. A few minute objects appear, indistinguishable dark
stains of a similar shape and extension that punctuate the image’s almost monochrome
ground. The pan finally concludes by reframing a cluster of industrial chimneys, pictured
out of focus, as if they were melting. Due to the use of a sensitive telephoto lens, in the
panoramic movement of the camera the image oscillates, betraying the invisibility of the
camera, the invisibility of the “invisible guest.” 37 In overt contrast with the smooth
camera movements of Antonioni’s preceding films, the mediation of the camera, and
therefore the presence of the filmmaker, are confessed from the very start. The choice of
telephoto composition thus acknowledges the fact of mediation, representing an
additional marker of the profound antirealist transformation of Antonioni’s cinema.
The industrial landscape appearing in the opening shot prevents the viewers from
determining the temporal and spatial localization of the film: it might be a place
somewhere on earth, or on an entirely foreign planet; it may allude to the present day of
the mid-1960s, or to a dreadful and indefinite future. The topographic and temporal
uncertainty of the credit sequence is in stark contrast with the unmistakable hints at actual
shooting locations and the historical present that punctuate the opening sequences of

In the second chapter, I borrowed Bazin’s metaphor of the “invisible guest” to account for the
organization of the point of view in Antonioni’s realist films. Cf. Bazin 1992, 87-91.
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Antonioni’s triptych – the pairing of Saint Peter’s dome and a suburban housing complex
within the second shot of L’avventura; the Pirelli Tower in La notte’s credit sequence; or
the water-tower in the EUR district known as il fungo (the mushroom) that appears in the
opening sequence of L’eclisse. Red Desert thus manifests the desire to break with the
chronicler’s vow of faithfulness towards actual locations and local histories. What we see
in the credit sequence of Red Desert is an abstract space which has soaked all of the
specificity of culture, history, and place. Gilles Deleuze has famously noted that with Red
Desert Antonioni elevates the cinematic space to “the power of the void.” As characters
and the action disappear, Antonioni’s “any-space-whatever” emerges; a space that no
longer has fixed coordinates, but is pure potential, “independently of the state of things or
milieux which actualise [the potential Powers and Qualities of space]” (Deleuze 1986,
119-20).
The opening section of the credit sequence hence projects the viewers amidst the
indefinite viscous, liquefying matter of a toxic industrial environment. With the cut to the
fifth shot, the vocalization of the singer Cecilia Fusco modulates the blend of electronic
music and artificial noises into a different aural register, while stationary shots of a
blurred industrial landscape continue to alternate on screen. The editing pace
progressively decreases, as well as the intensity of Gelmetti’s electronic music. The
sound effects gradually fade out as well, while the vocalization gains unchallenged
prominence and an enhanced impetus. In conjunction with the sonic foregrounding of
Fusco’s vocalization, Antonioni progressively switches – beginning with the eight shot –
to closer shot scales. The increased proximity to the plant excludes the murky, arid
landscape, which recedes from the picture, in order to emphasize the objectuality of the
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factories. In approximating the plant, color suddenly erupts from the chromatic monotony
conveyed in the first part of the sequence. Red tanks, yellow pipes, and blue ladders
vivify the image. The eruption of saturated tints subtly alludes to the film’s strictly antinaturalistic use of color, as the vital vibrancy of saturated hues is associated with the
industrial complex, rather than with the physical world. 38 The sequence continues with
additional views of the plant, concluding with the images of dock cranes and a
transoceanic ship detaching from a quay. The abstract landscape is thus eventually
qualified as a port, even though its specific location is not yet revealed.
One of the most striking features of the sequence is the integral obliteration of the
human presence. Yet, the human element is not only effaced from the picture as the
privileged subject of representation, but it is most fundamentally erased as the bearer of a
structured, controlling vision over the world. In analogy with L’eclisse’s closing
sequence, the opening of Red Desert patently reiterates the iconic erasure of the
characters from the diegetic world. The increasing autonomy and the progressive primacy
that the ground has achieved over figure in Antonioni’s previous films, reaches a pinnacle
in Red Desert, but within a novel configuration. In the case of Red Desert, not only has
the figure disappeared, but it has been materially devoured by the environment. While in
Antonioni’s preceding films the ground progressively emancipates from the function of
mere background and support to the dramatic action, in Red Desert the landscape
attempts at the autonomy of the figure itself. By flattening the depth of the image through

The same antinaturalistic strategy also subtends Antonioni’s almost exclusive use of saturated hues for
interior shots, rather than for the exterior shots of the landscape. In this sense, Sandro Bernardi has
interpreted the industrial environment of Red Desert as an “artificial nature.” Cf. Bernardi 2002, 183.
38
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telephoto composition, the credit sequence abruptly and unexpectedly collapses the
distance – and therefore the separation – between figure and ground.
Whereas Antonioni has previously been unambiguous about his preference for
wide-angle lens and deep focus cinematography – in accordance with the tenets of
realism – in Red Desert he makes an unprecedented and extensive use of telephoto lens, a
true rarity within narrative feature filmmaking. The peculiarity of this type of lens is that
it blurs the contours of objects and flattens the depth of the image. 39 At once, this
dramatic subtraction of distance undermines the belief in a stable horizon against which
human actions become intelligible. And, while the shielding enclosure of a meaningful
world collapses, its vanishing determines at once the elision of a possible elsewhere, of a
salvific dimension of exteriority. The telephoto lens thus prevents the optical domination
of space that has traditionally characterized cinematic realism, and, more generally, the
optical domination of the world – transformed into an abstract space – that begun with
the development of linear perspective in fifteenth century Italy. On the other hand, the
collapse of the distance separating ground and figure erodes the principle of individuation
that grounds subjective autonomy and agency. The loss of visual control over the world
in fact also entails the questioning of individuation itself.
Paul Joannides motivates the use of telephoto lens in light of a cinematic tendency
towards abstraction, which turns the interest away from the temporal dimension of the
dramatic action, in order to focus on the spatial coordinates of the image (Joannides 1970,
39

Paul Joannides describes the prerogatives of telephoto lens through the annihilation of the third
dimension of the image and the flattening of the photographed objects: “Perspective both before and behind
the subject of attention is compressed. The physical world, instead of being made up of objects, is reduced
to shapes” (Joannides 1970, 41).
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42). Telephoto composition thus becomes “the basis of a new way of seeing,” grounded
in patterning, rather than subject-matter, and which relies on an alternative conception of
the relationship between the shots. The emphasis on formal features (rhythm, color,
pattern, texture) – as well as on the affective components evoked by these formal
arrangements – over narrative content (dialogue and dramatic situations), roots therefore
the editing logic of Red Desert in a pictorial, rather than a theatrical tradition. Antonioni
prioritizes observation and group-composition over the dialectic of significant detail and
the diachronic development of plot and themes. In this sense, Pier Paolo Pasolini defines
Red Desert as an “assembly of panels” (montaggio di quadri). According to Pasolini, the
form of the assemblage stresses the “pure, bare signification of the panels,” and therefore
foregrounds the metacinematic dimension of the composition (Pasolini 1977, 183-5).
In spite of the numerous stylistic innovations that distinguish Red Desert, the film
presents significant continuities with Antonioni’s previous body of work in narrative,
thematic, and contextual terms. Red Desert replicates the geographic and social setting of
his previous stories, as well as the characterization of the protagonist – a woman in
distress – in the guise of an exceptionally sensitive mediator of an incomprehensible
reality. At the same time, Red Desert reinforces the affective undertone of Antonioni’s
precedent films, most notably by intensifying the existential angst of the North Italian
upper middle-class, and by reproducing the anxiety of the protagonist for her incapability
to adjust to a new historical, social, and cultural reconfiguration. Red Desert also brings
to an end the continuative professional relationship between Antonioni and his muse
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Monica Vitti that begun with L’avventura.40 With the sole exception of Il mistero di
Oberwald (The Mystery of Oberwald, 1980), the protagonists of all future Antonioni
films would invariably be men.
Beyond the narrative and thematic continuities with Antonioni’s previous work,
Red Desert most fundamentally preserves the filmmaker’s interest for the actual
historical reality and the specificity of local histories. Following the credits, the film
opens with the chronicle of a strike at the ANIC petrochemical complex, inaugurated in
Ravenna during the second part of the 1950s, and expanded at the beginning of the
1960s. The whole film springs from Antonioni’s interest in the specificity of place, and
his declared intention is that of documenting the transformation of the physical and social
environments in the proximity of the new petrochemical complex, a few years after its
inauguration. He presents these lands as the frontline of the human encounter with the
accelerated ecological and anthropological transformations that occurred in Italy after
WWII: “When I saw this landscape, I wanted to find out how the people who resided
there lived. It was so violent that it had to have changed their morals, their feelings, their
psychology” (quoted in Brunette 1998, 96-7). Moreover, and most importantly,
Antonioni’s documentary purposes sparkle from the urgency to denounce and warn, for
he adds, in regard to the people living nearby the ANIC petrochemical: “their reactions
will perhaps be ours if no accommodation occurs” (Ibid.). Such a commitment clearly
indicates the persistence of the realist ethics that have informed Antonioni’s prior films.

Close to one another in their private life until Antonioni’s death, they would professionally collaborate
only one more time on Il mistero di Oberwald (The Mystery of Oberwald, 1980), a TV production
specifically designed to relaunch Vitti’s career in feature filmmaking, which I discuss in the fifth chapter.
40
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The conclusion of the credit sequence is marked by a sudden transition to what
appears parallel sync sound. This transition induces a perceptual shock in the viewers,
abruptly reawakening them from the dreamy, incorporeal atmosphere of the credit
sequence’s latest part. Fusco’s vocalization is sharply truncated by the sudden irruption
of the noise of mounting flames, framed in a close shot. The pitch and intensity of the
sound break in a sensational fashion the enchanting spell of Fusco’s voice. The close up
that opens the sequence is followed by two stationary shots of the smokestack releasing
the flames. Taken from an increasing camera distance, these shots situate the smokestack
along an industrial plant. A slow rightward pan subsequently reframes the plant within
ANIC’s walled, extended industrial complex, certainly recognizable for most Italian
viewers at the time of the film’s release. The reawakening performed through this
transition should be read, therefore, as an encouragement to reawaken to the contingent
historical reality.
The film in fact continues with a long shot of a lonely road running along the wall
of the industrial complex: a number of workers and unionists are aligned along the
opposite side of the road. The frontality of the composition alludes to the unresolved
social and political antagonisms that have been silenced after the 1948 elections, but
which briefly resurfaced in the early 1960s, foreshadowing the large scale social and
political turmoil of the decade’s latest part.41 By opening with the chronicle of a strike,
the film directly addresses the contemporaneous historical reality, pairing the nascent
concerns for the exploitation of the environment with the awareness of the enduring
struggles against the exploitation of labor, occurring on a local and national scale. I
41

For a well-documented and persuasive reconstruction of those critical years, see Ginsborg 2003, 210-97.
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suggest reading the film’s toxic apocalypse as primarily a figure of the unresolved
historical deadlock evoked throughout the triptych. By bringing into visibility the
ecological doomsday, Antonioni actualizes the effects of the unresolved historical trauma
likewise connected to the postwar amnesic culture and country’s accelerated
modernization. The film envisions the violence performed against the physical world and
the human beings as an inherent part of a political and economic system of domination.
In this sense, the film culminates Antonioni’s chronicling of the historical
transformations undergone by postwar Italy. Angelo Restivo interprets the film precisely
as the pinnacle of Antonioni’s denunciation of the environmental and social impact
engendered by the country’s accelerated modernization. In his reading, Red Desert’s
mise-en-scène is explicitly designed in accordance with the purpose of visualizing the
impact

of

the

Italian

economic

revival

and,

at

once,

its

unredeemable

incomprehensibility.42
Red Desert intensifies to an extreme the angst conveyed in the triptych, by
accomplishing its three main thematic nuclei: life in a world on the verge of dissolution;
the dread of disappearance looming over the characters; and the demise of the hope in a
salvific elsewhere. These themes return in all Antonioni films since Outcry, with a
greater and greater urgency. The progressive obscuration of the diegetic world that is at
the center of the closing sequence of L’eclisse radicalizes these themes, and paves the
way for Red Desert’s catastrophe. In a recent reading of this sequence, the historian Carlo
Ginzburg notes that the irremediable caesura between the individual and the world
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Cf., in particular, Restivo 2002, 126-43.
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visualized at the end of L’eclisse has given form to two opposing apocalyptic fears
among Antonioni’s contemporaries. Ginzburg summarizes them through the concepts of
“end of the world” and “loss of presence,” elaborated by the ethnographer Ernesto de
Martino: “the terror to ‘lose the world’ [and] the terror of ‘being lost in the world’”
(Ginzburg 2017, 86).43 Through the masterful use of telephoto composition, the credit
sequence of Red Desert merges these fears into one certainty, as the film accomplishes
the simultaneous dissolution of the world and selfhood.
The film thus culminates and exhausts the chronicling of the Italian postwar
transition to modernity that Antonioni inaugurated in his debut film, Story of a Love
Affair. This exhaustion determines a shift from the testimony of the chronicler to the
visions of a seer. The protagonist’s relationship with the world – conveyed through
Giuliana’s impaired vision and aural hallucinations – is chiefly defined by a thorough
deprivation of agency. The condition that Red Desert discloses is an experience out of
joint, as the sudden and unexpected jerk of the camera in the opening shot of the credit
sequence highlights. We would expect the film to associate the protagonist’s
powerlessness with the capacity to foresee a different world. Yet, this is not the case.
Whereas Giuliana’s look is endowed with prophetic qualities, she essentially remains a
witness of her own times. Denunciation, rather than forecasting, remains the
distinguishing urge of the film. The image of the future to come is most fundamentally
evoked as an admonition to the present: “if a change does not occur their reactions might
In this article, Ginzburg advances a fascinating conjectural hypothesis about the genesis of de Martino’s
last, unfinished project, La fine del mondo (The End of the World). According to Ginzburg’s provocative
reading, the viewing of L’eclisse’s closing sequence allowed de Martino to develop the notion of the
subjective loss of presence into the theory of the end of the world, as a collective (cultural) loss of presence.
See Ginzburg 2017.
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become ours one day.” Giuliana is therefore characterized as a powerless witness of her
own times. Yet, her look is devoid of the epiphanic potential that Antonioni has
consistently assigned to the eye of the camera in his previous films. Red Desert can be
therefore considered as the testimony of an historical impasse, which brings the act of
testimony itself into an inescapable deadlock.

A Dead End

At the onset of the closing sequence of L’eclisse an end begins, which is not merely the
conclusion of the film, as Ginzubrg subtly suggests in the quotation I referenced in the
epigraph to this chapter. The end that begins in the final sequence of L’eclisse is
dramatized in Antonioni’s following film, Red Desert. As a matter of fact, Red Desert
represents an end, and, more specifically, a dead end. The film concludes Antonioni’s
exploration of the existential malaise of postwar Italian society, and, as such, it
complements the chronicle of the epochal transformations that Antonioni has pursued in
his previous pictures. Yet, by renouncing to the epiphanic promise of the
cinematographic image through his adherence to an overtly antinaturalistic style,
Antonioni seems to surrender the commitment to historical reality that has been a major
prerogative of his realist aesthetic. The loss of the empowering potential of the image
constitutes the core of Red Desert’s aesthetic deadlock. The vision of the protagonist,
expected to vehicle a prophetic vision of the future, is unable to fulfill such an
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expectation. As the epiphanic potential of the camera is revoked, the revelatory capacity
of the seer proves insufficient to replace it.
Among the numerous innovations of Red Desert, one has a preeminent
importance. In this film Antonioni resorts for the first time in his career to a fantasy
sequence. In accordance to the realist premises of his precedent film practice, fantasy was
simply banned. The resort to fantasy thus presents a strategic significance. The fantasy
sequence I am referring to is obviously the one shot on the pink beach of Budelli, a small
island located in the Strait of Bonifacio that separates Sardinia from Corsica. This famous
sequence offers a stark counterpoint to the depiction of the toxic wasteland of Ravenna’s
industrial pole. This is the sole instance in the whole film in which the dreadful
appearance of the diegetic world is suspended. The empowering function connected to
the epiphanic potential of the image in Antonioni’s antecedent work is here dislocated
upon the imaginary. The beach sequence constructs an affective and conceptual
counterpoint to the main body of the narrative, by inverting the perspective on the central
idea conveyed by the film, the unavoidable interconnectedness of being.
The vision of the oneness of being is expressed at best in a minor scene of the
film, which has been famously referenced by Andrej Tarkovsky in his Italian film,
Nostalghia (1983). In this scene, set in Valerio’s room, the boy is playing with a
scientific kit that Ugo is instructing him to use. At the arrival of Giuliana, Valerio asks
her: “How much is one plus one?” As soon as she provides the expected answer – the
sum being equal to two – Valerio proudly demonstrates that she is wrong. He pours, one
after the other, two drops of a blue-color liquid on a laboratory glass that Antonioni
frames in a close-up. He thus provides Giuliana with the scientific demonstration that the
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sum of one and one is, in fact, one. This short scene thus expresses in the most powerful
and immediate way the film’s vision of an undivided ontological interconnectedness.
Such an interconnectedness is hinted at throughout the film, and is most openly
enunciated in a short dialogue in which Giuliana refers of a man complaining because the
eel he was eating tasted like petroleum. The vision of the ontological interconnectedness
the film presents in fact is that of a dreadful melting of the world and the subject into a
toxic, undifferentiated magma.
The horrific intertwinement that characterizes what the geographer Matthew
Gandy has aptly referred to as Red Desert’s “landscapes of deliquescence” is contrasted
by the harmonious interconnectedness of being that is at the heart of the beach
sequence.44 The sequence is clearly coded as a fantasy, as it visualizes a fable that
Giuliana is narrating to Valerio. The tale that we hear in voice over focuses on a young
girl who dislikes adults – as well as her own peers, for they also want to resemble adults
– and whose solitary refuge is this beautiful beach, far from town. Yet, the girl is not
alone on the beach. She shares this space with cormorants, seagulls, and wild rabbits, as
Giuliana underscores at the beginning of the sequence, while medium shots of the
mentioned animals appear on screen. The water is crystal-clear, and the sand is pink,
Giuliana narrates to Valerio, while the viewers see images of Budelli’s beach, pictured
through a series of panoramic long and extreme-long shots. As Giuliana comments on the
beauty of nature’s colors, and remarks that on the beach “there was no noise,” the
viewers realize the tenderness of the murmur of the sea they have been listening to.
Hardly a more dramatic contrast with the aural overstimulation the viewers are exposed
44

Cf. Gandy 2003.
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to throughout the film could be established. By employing high-angle shots, Antonioni
refrains from including the line of the horizon within the frame. 45 This was also the case
for his picturing of Ravenna’s toxic wasteland. Yet, the erasure of exteriority is in this
case a sign of relief. The beach materializes the safe enclosure of space that Giuliana has
sought at the beginning of the film in the desolate glade, and which the film continuously
denies by conceiving of space as a voracious, devouring entity. This protecting image of
space defines the opening section of the sequence as a self-enclosed hospitable world
celebrating the community of being among humans and nonhumans.
However, immediately after establishing this feeling of protection, Antonioni
opens up the space to a dimension of exteriority. A new section of the sequence begins,
as Giuliana continues her narration, with the appearance, one morning, of a mysterious
vessel: “the kind that have braved stormy seas all over the world, and who knows –
maybe even beyond.” After another high angle shot, Antonioni switches to an eye-level
extreme-long shot of the sea, revealing this time the openness of the horizon to the
viewers’ sight. The opening of the horizon and the appearance of the ship thus restore the
belief in a salvific elsewhere that Antonioni has carefully effaced throughout the film – as
well as in all of his films since Outcry. This sequence of Red Desert seemingly inverts
the meaning assigned to the space of the beach in the films that brought to the
radicalization of Antonioni’s realist aesthetic (The Girlfriends, Outcry, and L’avventura)
– and which I have discussed in the first chapter. The viewers watch the vessel approach
the coast through a series of shots taken at a decreasing camera distance: apparently there
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The only exception is an eye level long shot of the sea, but also in this case the visual access to the
horizon is blocked by a rocky promontory.
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is no one on board. The girl swims towards the ship, but the vessel sails away. Even
though the elsewhere remains unattainable, its manifestation has proven its existence.
The mysteriousness surrounding the appearance of the vessel recalls, by inversion, the
sinister connotations attached to the transoceanic ships we see throughout the film. In Red
Desert, the ship is primarily an ominous carrier of disease and death. 46 Yet, contrary to
the steel Leviathans that appear in a disquieting proximity as they approach Ravenna’s
port, the vessel of the beach sequence incarnates a “technology in tune with the wind,
tide, moment” (Pomerance 2011, 105). The beach sequence therefore materializes a
fantasy of attunement that counterpoints the angst of dissolution that dominates the main
body of the film’s narrative.
As soon as the girl is back to the shore, she is suddenly overwhelmed by an
enchanting voice that she is unable to localize: the third – and last – section of the
sequence begins. She follows the enticement of the voice, which suddenly appears to be
originating straight from the sea. As the girl swims along the rocky coastline, she notices
that the constitution of the landscape recalls the living flesh, Giuliana tells Valerio. The
viewers are shown a series of long and medium-long shots of the girl, as she swims. In
the succession of the shots, rocks occupy increasingly vaster portions of the frame, at the
expense of the character. The girl is attracted to a small inlet among the rocks, because
the sound of the voice – Giuliana explains – was in that point particularly sweet. A series
of stationary shots framing the lithic formations through an increasing proximity follows.
The rocks become the true subject matter of the latest part of the sequence. The switch in
46

I refer, in particular, to the arrival of the ship that disrupts the social gathering in the famous shack
sequence. The alarm that provokes the abrupt cessation of the gathering is due to the yellow flag hoisted on
the ship, which signals the presence of an epidemics aboard.
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focus from the human to the nonhuman element occurs in the moment when we hear
Valerio asking Giuliana who was singing. “Everyone was,” she replies. Everyone and
everything, we might assume, given the insistence on the materiality of the rocks. In the
closing section of the sequence, matter itself is brought to life. The communion of being
with the wild animals suggested in the opening of the sequence is thus extended also to
the inanimate lithic world.
At the appearance of the disembodied voice, the viewers have certainly
recognized Fusco’s vocalization from the credit sequence. Since the voice only appears in
these two occasions, its return invites for a comparison. The perceptual and affective
contrast could not be starker, and the idyllic environment of the beach can be
straightforwardly interpreted as the polar opposite to the environmental degradation
pictured throughout the film. Yet, which are the precise terms constituting this
opposition? The sharp divergence between the fabulous, untouched landscape of the pink
beach of Budelli and the dreadful wasteland of Ravenna has comprehensibly inflamed the
imagination (or the indignation) of the critics. Scholars have most commonly read this
opposition as the nostalgic longing for a forgotten past, a nostalgia for either the premodern traditional world mourned in Outcry, or the idea of a pure, uncontaminated
natural world.47 Such readings have presumably been inspired by the filmmaker himself.
In a 1964 interview with Jean-Luc Godard for the Cahiers du cinéma, he proclaimed this
is the only sequence of the film in which “the colors are those of nature” (Antonioni
Seymour Chatman, for instance, associates the beach sequence precisely with “Giuliana’s need for a
respite in nature.” Cf. Chatman 1985, 113. More recently, Karen Pinkus has thus interpreted the beach
sequence: “In essence, then, we are still talking about a rather fixed view of nature as something static, a
background to cinematic action.” Cf. Pinkus 2011, 264. Yet, the static quality of the object-nature seems in
contradiction with the singing of the rocks and the animation of the lithic world that Antonioni pursues
through the vividness of colors.
47
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1996, 288). While the overall mise-en-scène of Red Desert relies on the intention of
“violating” reality, the beach sequence would seem to oppose the vibrancy of the “colors
of nature” to the chromatically denaturalized environment that Antonioni manufactures to
recreate Ravenna’s industrial landscape. I argue that the eagerness of many critics to read
the sequence as a return to nature has been engendered by a fundamental equivocation of
the meaning of Antonioni’s words.
The beach sequence does not suggest a simple return to the unattainable historical
or mythical past associated with the idea of the natural world. While this is the only
sequence in which the reality of the profilmic space is not “violated,” when Antonioni
speaks of “natural colors,” he is simply referring to the fact that this is the sole section of
the film for which he did not resort to laboratory color correction during the
postproduction process. What should not be disregarded, however, is the fact that the film
stock used by Antonioni has in itself an intrinsic unreal quality.48 The beach sequence in
fact represent an exaltation of Technicolor, rather than of “the colors of nature.”
Comparing Red Desert with contemporaneous mainstream American cinema, Seymour
Chatman has noted Antonioni’s avoidance of the highly saturated hues distinctive of the
Technicolor film stock (Chatman 1985, 131). Chatman correctly remarks that
Antonioni’s antinaturalistic use of color disassociates his cinema from the type of
coloristic unreality typical of Hollywood films shot in Technicolor. Yet, what Chatman

In a recent article on Technicolor, Murray Pomerance writes: “Technicolor, this supreme technology for
rendering colour in motion pictures, never did promise, nor ever did deliver, what anybody could call an
accurate picture of our colourful world.” And, he thus concludes: “Technicolor exaggerated, warped,
intensified, indeed romanticized everything it showed.” Cf. Pomerance 2009, 2.
48
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does not say is that in the beach sequence Antonioni has used the Technicolor stock in the
same vein of his American peers.
The beach sequence should not be misunderstood for the realistic counterpart to
the artificial world distinctive of the rest of the film. Antonioni rather keeps
denaturalizing nature throughout Red Desert. The beach sequence is precisely a phantasy
of the “natural world,” and, as such, it configures the natural world itself as an imaginary
construct. The sequence is explicitly coded as a fantasy, for it illustrates a storytelling
enterprise grounded in the realm of imagination. Both the industrial landscape of
Ravenna and the marvelous beach of Budelli therefore belong to the landscape of the
imaginary. These imaginary topographies embody two opposite understandings of the
undivided oneness of being that constitutes the central motif of the film. Thus, the core
opposition that Antonioni constructs refers to conflicting visions of the oneness of the
world and to antagonistic understandings of an inevitable coexistence.
Red Desert hence articulates a startling opposition between two irreconciliable
perspectives on how the world can be imagined and inhabited. On the one side, Antonioni
positions the exploitative attitude that an insensitive ruling class displays towards human
and natural “resources.” The only form of coexistence emerging in this context is a
ruthless challenge among competitors for the appropriation of raw materials, the access to
infrastructures, and the control of the markets. Antonioni overtly criticizes such an
individualistic and self-centered attitude towards the others and the world, by choosing a
dramatically volatile subjectivity as the mediator of our access to the diegetic world of
the film. As the ground devours the figure, the assumption of control assured by the
instrumental rationality nurtured by Ugo and Corrado is unmasked as a dangerously
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deceiving illusion (“if a change does not occur…”). The toxic world recreated in the film
is the result of the very disregard for the fundamental interconnectedness of being.
Giuliana’s enhanced sensitivity conveyed through telephoto composition and the
disjunctive use of sound manifests, on the contrary, the awareness of the frightening
existential proximity to human and inhuman others. The beach sequence instead reframes
this awareness through the search for a viable attunement to the oneness of being.
Presenting an inclusive relational modality in respect to multiple forms of otherness, the
beach sequence tries to think co-existence in less toxic and lethal forms. William
Arrowsmith has finely captured the meaning of the phantasmatic scenario evoked within
this sequence, by noting that it annuls individual loneliness into universal community
(90).
Yet, the affirmation of a viable coexistence is nonetheless merely a fantasy. The
beach sequence is unmistakably circumscribed to an individual imaginary and – most
importantly – it is recognizably presented as an escapist fantasy. In this regard, Antonioni
has explicitly affirmed that the fable is, for Giuliana, “an escape from the reality of her
life” (Antonioni 1996, 288). Giuliana desperately but ineffectively tries to flee a reality
that is literally unbearable. The panic attacks she suffers throughout the film are markers
of a condition that has become unendurable. Her immediate reaction is to flee from
reality. She first tries by engaging in an affair with Corrado, but this attempt ends
miserably. Immediately after the disappointment for the redemption that the affaire fails
to provide her, Giuliana “flees to the fantasy’s symbol of endless displacement – the
ship” (Coates 2008, 14). Leaving Corrado’s hotel, she approaches a cargo, and attempts
going onboard. Yet, she is prevented from embarking by a Russian sailor whom she does
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not understand. The scene is shot at night and the fog plays an important role –
conjunctly with an evocative soundscape – in establishing the scene’s frightening
affective undertone. Although they are speaking different languages, Giuliana’s stubborn
and repeated attempts to establish a communication with the sailor signal her desperate
search for a communion of being. Notwithstanding the ominous appearance of the ship,
Giuliana prefers embarking towards the unknown on this sea monster, rather than
enduring the reality of her socio-economically privileged life. Giuliana’s reiterated
attempts at fleeing reality therefore confirm the escapist dimension also of her imaginary
evasion. In this context, fantasy and storytelling are reduced to the last bastion of
escapism.
A fundamental powerlessness unifies all these attempted flights from the
unbearable reality pictured in the film. The imaginary flight of the beach is not an
exception: it provides a temporal and circumscribed relief, but it proves as ineffective in
transforming reality as the other escapes attempted by Giuliana. This series of attempted
flights do not configure a narrative progression, but rather a recursive and ineffective
experience defined by the intransitive temporality that characterizes Antonioni’s realist
cinema. The film concludes by repositioning of Giuliana and Valerio in front of Ugo’s
factory, where they first appeared on screen. The circular narrative pattern would seem to
confirm the assumption of this intransitive temporal organization, suggesting that nothing
has changed. Yet, this is not the case, as the film’s brief closing scene rejects the
powerlessness of the protagonists and the impossibility of inhabitation dramatized
throughout the film. The film concludes with an unmistakable invitation to adapt to the
unbearable existential conditions of a toxic and potentially lethal environment. When
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Valerio asks Giuliana about the birds’ capacity to survive the poisonous gasses that the
plant releases into the atmosphere, she explains that this is possible through a process of
adaptation. This new awareness is enunciated abruptly at the conclusion of the film, and
seems to forecast Antonioni’s future work, rather than allowing us to imagine Giuliana’s
sudden psychic and affective restoration.
Rather than seeing this apology of adaptation as related to Giuliana’s own
experience, I hence suggest interpreting it on a metatextual level, as the sudden
recognition by Antonioni himself of the crucial function of adaptation in allowing him to
reinvent the aesthetic premises of his film practice. In fact, for Blow-up – his following
film – Antonioni would adapt Julio Cortàzar’s “The Devil’s Drool.” To adapt, in this
sense, means for Antonioni to be able to turn the escapist dimension associated fantasy is
associated with in Red Desert into an effective, transformative potential. Survival – as the
survival of Antonioni’s commitment to the world through the cinematographic image –
means for him to be able to effectively reimagine the world, that is, to be able to
transform the world through the image. After renouncing the epiphanic promise he
attributed to the cinema in the previous stage of his career, Antonioni invested the
imaginary with the transformative potential he previously attributed to the indexical
qualities of the moving image. Yet, in order to endow fantasies with an effectual
potential, Antonioni had to reconceive his understanding of the imaginary and
emancipate it from the second-degree ontological status and the escapist quality it is
associate with in Red Desert. The adaptation of Cortàzar’s short story would allow
Antonioni to adapt his own film practice to the writer’s generative conception of the
imaginary. Through Cortàzar, Antonioni’s cinema would endorse the contingency of the
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imaginary to conscious perception, as well as the impersonal – intersubjective – quality
of fantasies.
The image in Red Desert has not been endowed yet with that generative potential
which Antonioni would be able to develop in Blow-up through the adaptation of “The
Devil’s Drool.” The elevation of the cinematic space to the power of the void that
Deleuze identifies in Red Desert, in fact, has not yet occurred. The abstraction that
Antonioni performs in Red Desert is insufficient to ground the potentiation of the
cinematic space discussed by Deleuze. The figural erasure distinctive of the “any-spacewhatever” has a generative component that in Antonioni’s cinema would fully manifest
only in Blow-up: “it is an extinction or a disappearing, but one which is not opposed to
the genetic element” (Deleuze 1986, 120). Antonioni’s reconsideration of the imaginary
through his adaptive work on Cortázar’s short story would allow him to pave the way for
the inception of his imagistic cinema, a cinema that does not aim at registering the real,
but which instead relies on the activity of imaging, and on the mattering function of the
imaginary – that is, on the potential of fantasies to achieve material effects within the
historical reality itself. Emancipated from the escapist powerlessness of Red Desert,
fantasies are assigned a genetic and transformative potential in respect to reality itself.
Through his work as an adapter, Antonioni would be able to envision the imaginary itself
as the site of a possible transformation of the world. Antonioni would dramatize this very
transition in Blow-up, by staging the story of a photographer undergoing the same
struggle he has been facing in Red Desert.
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CHAPTER 4

Spiderwebs of the Imaginary and the Mattering of Fantasy:
The Metatextual Adaptation of “The Devil’s Drool”

For a long time I though it was enough just to open one’s eyes in order to see;
now I understand that sight is not that closely connected to the eye
(Mikel Dufrenne 1987, 129)

Of his sixteen features, Blow-up (1966) is certainly the film that afforded Antonioni the
greatest international visibility, benefiting from the vast and capillary distribution circuit
linked to the American Major MGM, with whom Antonioni signed a three-picture
contract in 1965, through the mediation of the influential Italian producer Carlo Ponti.
The risk taken by MGM signing Antonioni, in an attempt to diversify its production
allured by the burgeoning market share of art-house cinema, proved worthy, at least at the
outset. Widely distributed and shot in English language, casting celebrities of the
international show business, and banking on the trendy grooves of Herbie Hancock’s
original soundtrack, Blow-up indeed represents the sole authentic commercial success of
Antonioni’s entire career. Yet, the unprecedented appreciation of audiences world-wide
was also matched by a no less enthusiastic critical reception of the film. Blow-up
sanctioned Antonioni’s ascent to the Olympus of European art-house cinema at the time
of its golden age. With this film, Antonioni returned to Cannes for the third time in his
career, willing to – literally – complete his palmarès. It was in Cannes that his
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international notoriety was established in 1960, when – after the incendiary polemics that
divided the critics in a way that would have pleased Bertolt Brecht – L’avventura (1960)
was assigned the second most prestigious award, the Special Jury Prize. After being
awarded the Golden Bear at the 1961 film festival in Berlin for La notte (1961) and
winning the Golden Lion in 1964 at the Venice film festival with Il deserto rosso (Red
Desert, 1964), Antonioni wanted to close the circle of critical legitimation by triumphing
at the most prestigious of the film festivals. The Golden Palm assigned to Blow-up in
1967 – in an edition featuring, among others, Robert Bresson’s Mouchette (1967),
Glauber Rocha’s Terra em Transe (Entranced Earth, 1967), and Joseph Losey’s Accident
(1967) – put a seal on Antonioni’s ascent to the Gotha of the European art-house
filmmakers.
The film recounts the story of a photographer animated by the desire to control
reality through his mastery of the mechanical apparatus. His endeavor relies on the
confident belief in the revelatory capacity of the medium – its capacity to provide a
privileged access to reality – and its transparency with regard to the photographer’s
intentions. Suddenly, as a consequence of a chance encounter, an indecipherable puzzle
shakes his certainties. An inadvertent revelation induces him to doubt both the power and
mastery of the technical instrument and the possibility of appropriating the world through
a medium that exceeds his control. The realization of his estrangement from – and
powerlessness towards – a world that he used to perceive as if it were at his disposal,
precipitates the crisis of the protagonist, who begins questioning the reliability of his own
conscious perception. Another unexpected encounter, however, concludes the narrative,
and sparks in the protagonist an awareness endowed with a liberating potential. Across
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these events, Blow-up is a mystery tale that exploits a series of narrative devices
characteristic of the genre, in order to narrate the investigations of the protagonist and his
possible, fortuitous involvement in a criminal case. Yet, the mystery plot only serves as a
pretext for the staging of a reflection on the “mystery of the image,” which has been
Antonioni’s true obsession since the very inception of his career. 49
In the adversities of Blow-up’s protagonist, I suggest reading the reenactment and
hyperbolical condensation of Antonioni’s own struggle to overcome the realist aesthetic
distinctive of the earlier phase of his career (1957-1962), as it has manifested in the
stylistic impasse of Red Desert – and which I have detailed in the previous chapter. In
this chapter, I show that it was only through the adaptation of Julio Cortazár’s short story
“Las babas del diablo” (“The Devil’s Drool,” 1959) that Antonioni could resolve the
predicament troubling both Blow-up’s protagonist and his own filmmaking. 50 As was the
case for the adaptation of Cesare Pavese’s Tra donne sole (Among Women Only, 1949) –
that I analyze in chapters 1 and 2 – the second occasion in which Antonioni relies on a
preexisting literary source coincides with his attempt at resolving an aesthetic and
philosophical deadlock. The second event of adaptation in Antonioni’s work has an
impact on his filmography comparable only to the effects of his encounter with Pavese’s
text. This event enables the second major stylistic transformation in Antonioni’s career,
the transition from a realist aesthetics to an imagistic form of cinema that he would
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Cf. Antonioni 1996, 66.
I refer to Cortázar’s short story by the literal translation if its original title. For marketing purposes, since
the publication of its first English-language translation in1967 within the volume End of the Game and
Other Stories (which was itself later retitled as Blow-up and Other Stories), the short story was named after
Antonioni’s film.
50
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further develop in his MGM films, Zabriskie Point (1970) and Professione: reporter (The
Passenger, 1975).
The scholarship on Blow-up offers a variety of perspectives on Antonioni’s
relationship to his source material. Yet, the almost exclusive concern of the scholarly
contributions primarily, or even accessorily, addressing Antonioni’s adaptive work is the
film’s degree of originality or indebtedness to its sources. Scholars writing through the
1970s and 1980s tend to dismiss the connections between the film and the short story, in
order to emphasize Antonioni’s personal vision and his authorial ownership over the film.
Under the influence of the auteur theory and theories of medium specificity, these essays
generally evade discussing the film’s debt with Cortázar’s short story, or openly negate
it.51 More recent contributions instead take the diametrically opposite path and identify a
vast network of – textual, medial, and contextual – relations at the heart of Blow-up. The
cultural turn within the field of cinema studies during the 1990s thus allows to reopen the
discussion of Antonioni’s adaptive work. In the critical reception of the film, the single
and disavowed source is turned into a varied multitude of roots. The enumeration of the
external influences operating in the adaptation is precisely the staple strategy of an
academic endeavor to profane the medial and/or authorial purity celebrated by the
previous generation of scholars.52 A frenzy for impurity hence substitutes the fear of
contamination, and Antonioni’s cinema is but one of the innumerable battlegrounds on
which this larger cultural and theoretical war are fought.
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Cf., for instance, Chatman 1985, 138-58; Arrowsmith 106-26; and Brunette 1998, 109-26.
Cf., for instance, Ropars-Wuilleumier 1985; Rascaroli 2011; Nardelli 2011; and Bertozzi 2015.
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Mapping out the variety of sources on which Antonioni relied in the production of
Blow-up is only a secondary concern for this chapter. While acknowledging the plurality
of influences operating in the film’s production and pre-production processes, I advocate
recognizing the centrality of “The Devil’s Drool” among all of the film’s possible source
material. In comparison to any other source, the short story is the sole one exerting a
transformative agency upon the filmmaker and the complex of his style, themes, affective
atmospheres, and theoretical assumptions about the image. The transformative impact of
Antonioni’s encounter with the “The Devil’s Drool” in fact extends beyond Blow-up,
including Antonioni’s subsequent films. It is precisely the investigation of this
transformative agency that is at the center of this chapter. That is to say, I am more
interested into what Cortázar’s text does to Antonioni, rather than the other way around. I
situate therefore the stakes of my analysis of the adaptation not as much on a narrative
level, but on a metatextual plan. In addition to examining the textual strategies of
appropriation that Antonioni employs in the adaptation of the short story – the borrowing
and transformation of the protagonist’s characterization and the configuration of the
central narrative situation – this chapter primary explores his encounter with “The Devil’s
Drool” as the catalyst of a major stylistic transformation in his filmmaking, culminating
his attempts at reconceiving the medium and the processes of mediatization – broadly
speaking, the processes through which we access and relate to the social and historical
world – beyond an indexical understanding of the moving image. 53
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On mediatization as mediated construction of reality and interplay between media, culture, and society,
see, in particular, Couldry 2016, Hjarvard 2013, Hepp 2012, and Lundby 2009.
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Through Cortazar’s text, Antonioni comes into contact with a disquieting blurring
of fantasy and reality that positions the real and the imaginary into a mutual
interdependence. In “The Devil’s Drool,” perception and consciousness are constantly
exposed, through the structures of fantasy, to the infiltrations of the unconscious. Fantasy
has barely had any place in Antonioni’s previous body of work. Only at the time of Red
Desert a fantasy sequence properly (the beach sequence) appears in his cinema. Yet, his
treatment of the imaginary relegates it to the function of a mere escapist retreat from an
unbearable reality, which it is incapable of modifying. Red Desert’s reliance on
psychopathology – as a means of conveying a disjuncture from the objectivity of the
chronicle – circumscribes the scope of its narrative to an individual, exceptional
experience. Cortázar’s short story instead provides Antonioni with an element of
unbalance, which allows him to translate the condition affecting the protagonist of Red
Desert – her incapability to tell reality from fantasy – upon the ordinary experience of the
world.
At the moment in which he is doubting the revelatory capacity of the medium,
“The Devil’s Drool” discloses to Antonioni the sheer power of fantasy. Antonioni then
develops this insight further, as he realizes the generative potential of the imaginary, its
capacity to induce tangible effects on reality itself. Taking this step, Antonioni deflects
from the final surrender of agency staged in Cortázar’s story and actualizes a possibility
which is implied but unexplored in the source text: while reality-as-object remains
ultimately inaccessible, the objects of fantasy are acknowledged as being perfectly real.
Intervening on the imaginary, Antonioni realizes the effectuality of fantasies on the
historical reality itself. Through the adaptation of “The Devil’s Drool” Antonioni
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emancipates the image from its subjugation to the evidentiary function – and the seconddegree ontological status in respect to reality – that have determined the aesthetic impasse
of Red Desert. The event of adaptation therefore enables Antonioni to reconceive his film
practice, shifting from the commitment to the politics of place – characteristic of the
chronicler – to the creative engagement with the real performed by the adapter, who
participates in the transformation of reality by means of a performative action onto the
imaginary.
The narrative of Blow-up displays a rather canonical three-act structure: an initial
order is upset by an unexpected event, until a new order is re-established at the
conclusion of the film. In its fairly conventional organization, the film however takes a
pronouncedly anti-canonical stand through its open-ended form. The plot’s denouement
in fact occurs at the very end of the film, and its effects on the protagonist are not
dramatized. Antonioni thus eschews the teleological temptation of both narrative closure
and finality. Yet, that which is not accomplished in narrative terms within the diegetic
world, finds expression in the metacinematic dimension of the film’s style. The
significance of the epiphany experienced by the protagonist at the conclusion of Blow-up
is already acknowledged throughout the film by means of its formal features. Hence,
Antonioni actualizes through a stylistic anticipation the transformative potential that is at
the center of the film’s ending.
The film’s plot is organized in three main stages, each corresponding to a specific
conjuncture in Antonioni’s career. Blow-up recasts the crucial moments that brought to a
transformation of Antonioni’s filmmaking, condensing them in a story developing across
a single day – from dawn to dawn. Yet, the autobiography that Antonioni subtly
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constructs in the film is not the story of his life, but of his style. Focusing on these three
moments, in this chapter I show that each of them simultaneously reproduces the
articulation of the short story’s narrative, while also transforming it to suit the purpose of
reenacting the filmmaker’s own professional predicaments. In doing so, I develop a
reading of the filmmaker’s interventions on Cortázar’s narrative, while in parallel I
elucidate the correspondences of the film’s narrative with the evolution of Antonioni’s
film practice. I conclude this chapter by interpreting Blow-up’s final deviation from the
source text in light of the filmmaker’s attempt to reinstate a possible form of agency and
a viable ethics of the image, after the debacle of Red Desert. Advancing my argument, I
will construct a theoretical model of metatextual adaptation, identifying the primarily
object of transformation in Antonioni’s intervention on The Devil’s Drool not with
Cortázar’s text, but with the filmmaker’s own understanding of the medium and its
relationship to the historical world.

The Set Up: The Will to Appropriate an Elusive Reality

By appropriating and refashioning the characterization of the protagonist at the opening
of the short story’s narrative, Antonioni reenacts the first major predicament of his career,
dating back to the mid-1950s, when he aspired to transition from genre filmmaking to a
more personal form of cinema. It was this very creative halt that propelled Antonioni’s
first experiment with literary adaptation – which I have detailed in the first part of my
dissertation – and culminated in the establishment, beginning with Il grido (Outcry,
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1957), of a personal style that responded to the solicitations of a radical form of realist
ethics. The filmmaker transforms Roberto Michel, a French-Chilean translator and
amateur photographer living in Paris, into a successful fashion photographer. The
subjective splitting that has a primary importance in the literary fiction – as it allows to
deconstruct the identity of the protagonist and de-center his position within the diegesis –
is apparently contained by the adapter, who unifies the name (Thomas for Roberto
Michel) and the professional characterization (photographer for translator and
photographer) of the protagonist. Yet, the name itself that Antonioni has chosen for his
central character cautions from rushed conclusions. Although the name is never
pronounced in the film, the screenplay and the credits identify the protagonist as Thomas,
an eponymous of the doubting apostle as he is presented in the gospel of John (John 20,
24-9).54 The splitting seemingly erased in the transition from Roberto Michel to Thomas
is thus subtly reintroduced through the figure of the doubt, which signifies a perpetual
discrepancy within oneself, while also indicating the fissure in one’s faith into the
legibility of the world.
Cortázar’s displaced identification with the protagonist – implied in Roberto
Michel’s professional characterization as a translator – is also replicated through
Antonioni’s autobiographical mirroring in the film’s image-maker. Thomas is and is not
Roberto Michel, he is and is not Antonioni. The film deepens even further this splitting if
we consider that Antonioni molds the protagonist on the figures of three
contemporaneous young celebrity-photographers working in London: Brian Duffy,
On the connections between the film’s protagonist and the doubting saint, see, especially, Porcari 2013.
See also Watt 2008, who suggests the protagonist of Michael Powell’s Peeping Tom (1960) – in addition to
the doubting saint – as a possible source for the characterization of Thomas.
54
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Terence Donovan, and, especially, David Bailey (Lev 1989, 134-5). In this regard, Peter
Lev suggest that the film might be read as an adaptation of, at once, Cortázar’s short story
and Francis Wyndham’s 1964 interview with Duffy, Donovan, and Bailey published in
the London Sunday Times Magazine (May 10, 1964) (Lev 1989, 134). The filmmaker is
not interested, however, in the replication of their personal traits and lives. Antonioni
wants Thomas to be a creature of the future, rather than of the most current and trendiest
actuality. Jocelyn Rickards, Blow-up’s costume designer, refers in her memoirs that
“Antonioni’s approach to the design of the film was to look two years into the future of
fashion” (Quoted in Rascaroli 2011, 70). The filmmaker multiplies the protagonist’s
identifications and hence undoes the subject’s assumed unity and autonomy, deepening
the question of the self’s own non-coincidence with itself that features prominently in the
short story. At the same time, he transfigures factuality through the intervention of the
imaginary (the character coming from the future), and thus further troubles the
selfsameness of presence and identity. I shall return to the issues of splitting and noncoincidence later in this chapter in relation to the film’s central dramatic event and its
resolution.
At the beginning of the film, Thomas (David Hemmings) experiences a similar
professional frustration and an analogous longing for a tighter control over the real to the
one undergone by Antonioni in the mid-1950s. Presented as a successful and extremely
confident fashion photographer, the protagonist of Blow-up is at the same time
exasperated with his professional routine. His impatience with his fashion photography is
overtly displayed in the scene that closes the famous sequence of the photo shooting
starring the German top model Verushka (the Countess Vera von Lehndorff-Steinort).
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The sequence magnifies Thomas’ skillfulness in mastering both the means of
representation and his subject-matter. Not only is he in full command over the technical
and formal aspects of his craft – composition, lighting, framing, as well as the choice of
cameras and lenses – but he is also in complete control over the object of representation
in front of his camera (Verushka’s body and desire, in this case). Figuring prominently on
the promotional material, this has become one of the film’s most iconic sequences.
Probably the shot that MGM’s publicity department has circulated the most is the one in
which the protagonist bows over Verushka – as she is lying on the floor of the studio –
and limits her mobility by imposing his bodily weight on her.
Decontextualized, the shot highlights Verushka’s vulnerability and emphasizes
the disturbing physical coercion forced by the photographer on the model. The still
accurately captures Thomas’ reifying attitude towards his models and underlines his
aggressiveness in approaching the world through his camera. The film develops an
analogy between the gun and the camera, which is made explicit in the nocturnal park
sequence. Whether it is a model, or the physical and social world, Thomas aims at what
appears in his viewfinder as if it were a prey. Linking focus and control with an act of
appropriation – which always is a practice of expropriation, and therefore an act of
violence – the film superimposes the viewfinder and the gunsight as figures of a specific
relational modality in respect to the world. Yet, while watching the sequence with
Verushka, the viewers also realize that Thomas is not enforcing himself upon the model
primarily in physical terms. He is also, and most importantly, subduing her will through
the words he whispers to her ear. The external, physical constriction is thus redoubled
and reinforced by an internal manipulation. In addition to mastering the mechanical
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apparatus, Thomas is capable of turning raw human material into prized simulacra of life
and desire.
The scene that interests me, however, is the one that concludes the sequence of the
photo shooting. While Verushka is motionlessly lying on the floor and occupies the
foreground of the image, Antonioni dislocates the protagonist in the background.
Sprawled on a couch, Thomas is pictured in such a way as to emphasize his dispirited
exhaustion. The affective undertone of the scene pronouncedly contrasts with the
protagonist’s excitement in a later sequence, in which Thomas discusses with his editor
Ron (Peter Bowles) the forthcoming photographic book he is assembling with pictures of
real-life London. Antonioni effectively highlights the photographer’s enthusiasm, by
pairing it with Ron’s composure, after Thomas has intruded at his restaurant table. While
the former is mostly interested in his meal, the latter forces him to look at a set of graphic
pictures that he has recently captured under disguise in a shelter for homeless, and which
he wants to include in the book.
Although very remunerative, Thomas perceives the fabrication of glossy
simulacra as personally unfulfilling. By means of his control over the medium, he aims at
mastering not only the compliant and submissive material represented by his models, but
also the much less malleable reality of the contingent historical world. This tension
faithfully mirrors Antonioni’s own engagement with the moving image at the very
inception of his career in the fall of 1943. This was a time of major uncertainties about
the transformations that would ensue in Italy after the conclusion of the War. As
contingent reality was losing immediate legibility, the world was claiming an increased
attention. Recalling that moment twenty years later, Antonioni evokes the magnetism of
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the real and his concomitant discovery of the medium’s potential: “The things themselves
were claiming a different attention, acquiring a different significance. Looking at them in
a new way, I was taking control of them. Beginning to understand the world through the
image, I was understanding the image, its force, its mystery” (Antonioni 1996, 66). In
analogy with the path taken by Antonioni, Thomas’ aspiration is to achieve a greater
truthfulness to historical reality, by means of the revelatory capacity of optical media.
Similar are also their motivations: a drive to take control of “the things” – that is, of the
world – by turning the epiphanic potential of the medium into an instrument of
(perceptual, cognitive, or otherwise) appropriation.
The short story’s focus on the protagonist also has an additional significance for
Blow-up, as the film is distinguished by an unprecedented foregrounding of character in
respect to the diegetic world, in comparison to previous Antonioni films. The importance
of the protagonists in his prior films can hardly be overestimated, but they have always
functioned also as representatives of larger social, economic, and cultural formations, tied
to a determinate historical and geopolitical conjuncture. Antonioni moved a first step
towards the emancipation of the protagonist in respect to the diegetic world in Red
Desert, although the characterization of Giuliana (Monica Vitti) still preserves
unambiguous markers of specific socioeconomic and cultural determinations. Blow-up is
the film that instead sanctions Antonioni’s definitive abandonment of the politics of place
of his previous filmography. Character, rather than place, is the central structural element
of Blow-up, as the filmmaker unequivocally affirmed during a conversation with Giorgio
Tinazzi in March of 1969: “In Blow-up, the characters had their own personal histories
and the place was merely a background to that” (Antonioni 1996, 314).
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Repositioning his work on an increasingly globalized stage, Antonioni could
overcome the realist ethics and the vow of faithfulness that he felt compelled to in
approaching the reality of post-WWII Italy. Insightful are the divergences that emerge, in
this sense, if we compare the novel whose adaptation allowed Antonioni to refine his
realist approach to filmmaking with the short story that enabled him to transpose his
narratives outside of the socio-historical and cultural framework of his previous cinema.
The narrative of Among Women Only is characterized by the rootedness into the
specificity of place and local histories and manifests the author’s commitment to a
historical and political urgency. “The Devil’s Drool” instead is the work of an expatriate,
who lives and writes abroad, and whose literary fictions are more often than not staged in
(actual or imaginary) foreign lands. Contrary to the importance of place in Pavese’s novel
– a historical and political fresco deeply indebted to the Turinese environments it depicts
– the Parisian setting of Cortázar’s short story appears a contingent attribute of the
narrative, rather than a grounding element. Contrasting Blow-up with his subsequent
picture, Zabriskie Point (1970), in an interview conducted by Alberto Moravia in the
summer of 1968, Antonioni plainly asserted that “Blow-up’s story could have happened
anywhere” (Antonioni 1996, 298).
The foregrounding of character and the seeming autobiographical logic behind
Antonioni’s operations on Cortázar’s text ought to be placed, however, in the context of
the filmmaker’s broader reflection on image-making, optical media, and the entanglement
of both within the material and imaginary fabric of the historical world. Blow-up in fact
constitutes the first episode in a genealogy of Antonioni films revolving around the
struggles of an image-maker, which also includes The Passenger, Identificazione di una
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donna (Identification of a Woman, 1982), and Al di là delle nuvole (Beyond the Clouds,
1995). This self-reflexive component is itself a central feature of the short story.
Antonioni’s apparent unfaithfulness to the letter of the text in his professional
characterization of the protagonist paradoxically manifests a higher degree of truthfulness
to Cortázar’s writing.
Engaging in sophisticated metanarrative strategies, the short story questions the
assumed transparency of language and the reliability of the narrator. The narrative of
“The Devil’s Drool” is constantly punctuated by the metatextual – and metaphysical –
reflections of a narrative voice that switches with seamless ease from first to third person,
while oscillating between the narration of the protagonist’s story, the reflections on
language and writing, and the frequent contemplation of the clouds passing above the
narrator. Memorable is the opening of the short story:
It’ll never be known how this has to be told, in the first person or in the second, using the
third person plural or continually inventing modes that will serve for nothing. If one might
say: I will see the moon rose, or: we hurt me at the back of my eyes, and especially: you the
blond woman was the clouds that race before my your his our yours their faces. What the hell
(Cortázar 2013, 114).

The opening of the short story thus immediately focuses the attention of the reader
on the protagonist’s struggle with the very medium he is using to communicate:
language. In transposing the story to a different medium, Antonioni accordingly
refocuses the protagonist’s characterization to suit the medial destination (a
photographer, instead of a translator). Although this metacinematic component is not
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overemphasized at the beginning of the Blow-up, it becomes unequivocally recognizable
since the occurrence of the film’s central dramatic event.

The Central Dramatic Situation: The Camera Has Better Seen

Adapting the narrative situation that opens the short story, Antonioni reenacts the crisis
that brought to the maturation of his realist aesthetic. The short story’s central dramatic
situation instead enables him to stage, through a stringent condensation, the impasse he
has gone through in his detachment from realism at the time of Red Desert. The central
dramatic event of “The Devil’s Drool” is structured in two subsequent stages,
corresponding to the deferral inherent to the photographic process: first the pictures are
impressed on film, and then the film strip is developed and the photographs are printed.
During one of his Sunday morning wanderings on the Île Saint-Louis in Paris, as he is
traversing the Quai de Bourbon on the north-eastern corner of the island, Roberto Michel
spots a rather unusual couple – a mature woman and a barely teenage boy. Believing he
has uncovered the woman’s attempt at seducing the boy, the protagonist frames them
within a photographic shot. In the moment the couple recognizes the photographer’s
presence, the boy runs away, while the woman pleads with Roberto Michel to hand her
the film roll. Her desperation, in addition to the abrupt flight of the boy, confirm the
protagonist’s persuasion about the illicit nature of their encounter. Insensitive to the
request of the woman, Roberto Michel leaves, believing he has caught the woman in his
spiderweb – to which the Spanish expression babas del diablo refers to.
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A few days later, the protagonist develops the film and prints the photograph of
the couple. As he stares at a photographic enlargement, Roberto Michel realizes that the
camera has revealed a different scenario than the one he imagined. By blowing up the
image, he notices that the woman is looking towards a point outside of the frame. In that
moment, he recalls the man seated in a car parked nearby, to whom he has not initially
paid much attention, and whom he has voluntarily excluded from the picture. Roberto
Michel now understands that the woman has been merely serving as a procurer for the
man missing from the photograph. He realizes that the seduction plot he believed having
prevented in fact was an imaginary scenario projected upon reality. What has eluded his
conscious vision and unconscious fantasies is suddenly and dramatically brought into
visibility from within the image itself, beyond and in spite of the protagonist’s intention.
The mechanical eye has seen better than Roberto Michel did, as Cortázar subtly
anticipates from the very beginning of the story: “it is possible that one machine [the
camera] may know more about another machine [the car] than I” (Cortázar 2013, 115). In
a dramatic reversal, Roberto Michel understands that in fact he has been the one caught in
the spiderweb waved by his camera. As the mechanical eye becomes the active part in the
equation, the protagonist’s agency is dramatically revoked.
Blow-up preserves almost intact the basic narrative situation of the short story and
its bipartition, but it changes the setting – from Paris to London – and consistently
transforms the story and the characters. One day, while on a brief stroll in Marion Park to
make the time pass as he waits for an antiques store to reopen, Thomas spots an unusual
couple: a young woman (Vanessa Redgrave) – that the credits identify as Jane – and an
older man (Ronan O’Casey). They quickly enter the lower left angle of the frame in a
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shot that mimics the look of the protagonist as he observes the flight of a group of
pigeons. Antonioni marks the apparition of the couple as unintended, for they are
dislocated from the main focus of the protagonist’s attention. Through the ghostly
materialization of the couple, Antonioni ingeniously emphasizes the camera’s capability
to register things we might be unaware of.
As Thomas finally glimpses at them, the spectator watches their ascent to the top
of a hill through a subjective point of view shot attributed to the protagonist: the woman
is moving backwards while holding the man’s hands. Pictured in a long shot, they are
approaching the woodland we see appearing at the top of the trek. Their playful intimacy
suggests they might be involved in a romantic relationship, and, possibly, an illicit affair,
given their apparent search for a greater privacy at the edges of the public space. Thomas
follows them towards the inner and most secluded part of the park. Hidden behind the
lush vegetation, he takes several photographs of the couple involved in moments of
tender intimacy. Noticed by the lovers, Thomas is vigorously confronted by the Jane, and
her anger seems to confirm the supposition about the illicit nature of the couple’s
relationship. He adamantly refuses to give her the film roll and takes an additional set of
pictures, before the woman runs away. Viewers notice that during the time of Thomas’
intense but brief altercation with the woman, the man has vanished. The camera reveals
something Thomas has seen, registered somewhere in his memory, but which he has not
consciously processed – just as Roberto Michel sees the man in the car, but does not
incorporate his presence in the imaginary scenario he is projecting upon the real. Back at
his photographic studio, the protagonist has the film immediately developed by his
assistants (Reg Wilkins). Thomas’ excitement and impatience manifest his persuasion of
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having caught the couple in his spiderweb. Unexpectedly, Jane shows up at Thomas’
door. The protagonist hands her a random film roll and after a while she leaves.
A new sequence begins, in which Thomas prints a number of black and white
photographs and selected enlargements. The sequence alternates between the dark room
and a nearby living area in the vast multistory photographic studio, in which Thomas
displays and progressively rearranges his pictures. He begins by pairing two images of
the couple that he hangs on a wall in front of the couch from which he observes them. On
the left, he places a photograph of the couple holding hands, on the right one in which
they embrace. Reading from left to right, the arrangement suggests a chronological
ordering and a narrative progression (a gradual increase of intimacy and tenderness).
Thomas looks inattentively at the images, as he smokes a joint on the couch, until
something suddenly captures his attention and provokes an anxious response. Antonioni
cuts to a counter shot of the first photograph, which fills the frame entirely. By panning
from one image to the other, for three consecutive times (rightward-leftward-rightward),
the camerawork mimics the look of the protagonist, as it explores the contiguous prints.
Instead, the progressive zooming in, beginning with the second (leftward) and concluding
with the third (rightward) pan, figuratively reproduces the increasing concentration of the
protagonist (who has not moved closer to the photographs yet), and anticipates the
magnifying function of the enlargements Thomas would print. The camera
simultaneously embodies the vision of the protagonist, as well as an excess over his
sensory perception. The film cuts back to Thomas, as he finally stands up and gets closer
to the prints.
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A temporal ellipsis signals the printing of an enlargement of the second picture,
which Thomas attaches to the right of the previous two photographs. The new image is a
medium shot of the couple, as they embrace. In the enlargement we clearly see that the
woman is intensely gazing off frame, unnoticed by the man. With the aid of a magnifying
glass, Thomas explores the long shot from which the enlargement is taken and tries to
locate in space the point towards which her look is directed. The film cuts back and forth
between the salon and the dark room, as the protagonist unsuccessfully struggles with
printings and enlargements that he continues adding to the arrangement in the living
room. At once, he spots something in an image and blows up a portion of what already is
an enlargement. Thomas first spots a silhouette in the bushes, and then uncovers a human
figure holding and pointing a pistol. The camera has seen more than Thomas did. The
protagonist believes he has saved the man’s life, and, excited about the discovery, calls
Ron to inform him of what has truly been captured on film. Thomas is ecstatic at the
prospect of adding these photographs to his volume on real life in London. In that
moment, the doorbell rings and truncates the sequence.
After an interruption caused by the visit of two aspirant models, the sequence of
the photographs’ examination continuous, in an almost seamless fashion, with a scene
that concludes the previous sequence in the vein of a coda. The interruption provides the
protagonist with the sufficient time to look at the photographs with fresh eyes and allows
him to reconsider his first hypothesis about the events that occurred in the park. Thomas
is still with the models, when all of a sudden an anxious expression appears on his face,
as he looks again at the photographs. A counter-shot enables the viewers to identify the
images he is staring at: two pictures from the second set of photographs – those taken
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after the quarrel with Jane. In one of the photographs we see an extreme-long shot of the
deserted glade, while the second is a medium-long shot (an enlargement) of the woman
turned away from the camera, as she stands in the proximity of the shrubs surrounding a
tree at the center of the clearing. Enraptured by the photographs, Thomas rushes the
models to leave, and returns to his mystery story.
The following scene displays a clear continuity with the sequence of the
photographs’ examination, as the film returns to the earlier sequence’s editing pattern,
alternating between the dark room and the living area of the studio. Yet, this narrative
coda is considerably shorter than the previous sequence. Antonioni’s condensation of the
disruptive impact engendered by the film’s central dramatic situation corresponds to the
instantaneous occurrence of a revelation. First, the viewers watch Thomas in the dark
room, as he attempts further blowing up a portion of an enlargement. Antonioni arranges
the frame in such a way as to prevent viewers from seeing the detail the protagonist has
become obsessed with. The expectancy grows as the film cuts to the salon, and Thomas is
shown fixing a print. Yet, initially we can only see the back of the print and the
protagonist’s absorbed stare at the yet unseen picture. Antonioni eventually cuts to a
counter shot and frames the enlargement in a close-up. The viewers’ anticipation is
mercilessly frustrated, for the image we see has no recognizable contours: if there were a
figure, in the act of approximating it, its reality has vanished. The upper part of the
picture – corresponding to the shrubs and the tree at the center of the glade, we would
find out later – is entirely dark. The middle and lower portion of the image instead appear
as a nonfigurative black and white painting, organized in blocks of lighter and darker
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tonalities. In the center of the image, a dense white patch suggests some kind of material
resistance to the passage of light.
The viewers are predictably disappointed, as much as Thomas seems to be. We
can guess what Thomas is looking for, but no confirmation is given to our assumption, as
the radical indeterminacy of the image reveals its powerlessness in grounding any
possible claim upon reality. The attempt to approximate and reveal the elusive core of the
real disaggregates the fabric of reality itself, and thus suggests the inherent impossibility
of appropriating the truth about the physical, historical, and human objects scrutinized by
the eye of the camera. Through this memorable shot, Antonioni seemingly illustrates an
insight he has elaborated in the introduction to the publication, in 1963, of his film
scripts: “We know that under the revealed image there is another one which is more
faithful to reality, and under this one there is yet another, and again another under this last
one, down to the true image of that absolute, mysterious reality that nobody will ever
see” (Antonioni 1996, 63).55
Yet, in the very moment the viewers’ expectancy is at its lowest, Antonioni
abruptly reawakens our desire to know. After keeping the frame fixed on the latest
enlargement for several seconds, the camera pans vertically onto another photograph
positioned immediately underneath. Looking at the images together, the spectator is led
to presume that the image now appearing on screen is the one covered by Thomas’ body
in the dark room. In the shown photograph, the viewers suddenly recognize a human55

It should be noted, however, that when asked about this connection in a 1967 interview for Playboy,
Antonioni denied this scene was an illustration of the quoted textual passage. He instead explained the
latter as the description of “the decomposition of things” enacted in the closing sequence of L’eclisse. In
any case, this does not prevent us from formulating an analogy, not only between the textual passage and
the illegible enlargement shown in Blow-up, but also between the closing sequence of L’eclisse and
Antonioni’s forthcoming films.
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shaped figure lying on the ground in proximity to the shrubs. The camera pans back on
the photograph above and simultaneously zooms in – reproducing the visual pattern of
the earlier sequence – and thus signals Thomas’ raising concentration (through the zoom
in) and his persistent doubt (through the pan) in regards to the relationship between the
two shots. The enlargement does not suffice to validate the presumption of the murder
activated by the photograph with more discernible contours. The scene closes with a
counter shot of the protagonist that emphasizes his tormented uncertainty, as he
relentlessly compares the two pictures.
Thomas is thrown in the deepest torment by this uncertainty and the sudden
realization of his lack of control over both the image and the world. The belief in the
mechanical passivity of the medium has represented the necessary condition of
possibility for Thomas’ control over the observed reality. Confronted with an excess over
his intentionality inherent into the workings of his camera, the protagonist realizes its
implications also for his aims at mastering reality itself. The excess revealed by the
camera is in fact symptomatic of the inaccessible core of the real that the protagonist
believed he could approximate – and appropriate – through the control over the
revelatory potential of the medium. At first, Thomas does not pay much attention to the
fact that he was not cognizant of having photographed a man pointing a gun. He
attributes the occurrence to a stroke of luck, an exceptional event that does not diminish,
but rather augments, his control over the world. Yet, he subsequently realizes that the
camera might have actually recorded something else, something more: not a mere
homicidal attempt, but a murder properly. Thomas understands that the excess embedded
in the image is not an accidental, exceptional occurrence, but a constitutive feature of
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photography. The clamorous failure of the indexical proof in providing evidentiary
weight to his attempts at revealing and appropriating the truth about the events in the park
suggests the broader failure of a hermeneutics of the real such as that championed by
Thomas in the film – and by Antonioni himself in the realist phase of his career.
Replicating Roberto Michel’s experience in “The Devil’s Drool,” Thomas’
enlargements bring to the surface the impersonal and unintentional traces of the otherness
of the world captured through the mechanical workings of the photographic medium. In
his 1931 Small History of Photography, Walter Benjamin famously refers to these
elements as the “optical unconscious” (Benjamin 2015). Through its medial
characteristics, photography can bring in communication conscious perception with
something commonly erased from the field of consciousness: “It is indeed a different
nature that speaks to the camera than that which speaks to the eye; different above all in
the sense that a space saturated by a person who is conscious is superseded by one
saturated unconsciously” (Benjamin 2015, 67). Benjamin argues that the specific and
unique potential of photography is to make this dimension accessible. To elucidate the
manifestation of the optical unconscious within the image, Benjamin refers precisely to a
glance pointing out of the frame in one of the pictures he is describing:
one flips to the image of Dauthendey, the photographer, father of the poet, from the time of
his engagement to the woman whom he found lying, one day, with slit wrists, in the bedroom
of his house in Moscow, shortly after the birth of her sixth child. Here one sees her standing
by him; he appears to clasp her, but her gaze goes past him, tightly riveted to an inauspicious
distance. […] Despite all the skill of the photographer and all the good planning in the pose of
his model, the viewer feels irresistibly compelled […] to find the inconspicuous place in
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which, in the essence of that moment which passed long ago, the future nestles still today, so
eloquently that we, looking back, are able to discover it. (Benjamin 2015, 66-7)

That which Benjamin indicates as a possibility of the medium, when he underlines
that, through “its technical aids – freeze-framing, image enlargement,” photography has
for the first time provided access to the invisibility of phenomena such as the gist or the
gesture, becomes an ethical task in Sigfried Kracauer’s postwar reflection on the cinema
(Benjamin 2015, 68; Kracauer 1997). With Kracauer, the potential of optical media
becomes their task. The mission the filmmaker is invested with by the epiphanic power of
the medium in his Theory of Film is unequivocally stated in the subtitle of the book, The
Redemption of Physical Reality. The redemption Kracauer refers to relates to the
possibility offered by cinema to look at the world outside of ingrained habits of seeing.
Kracauer re-presents Victor Shklovsy’s early twentieth-century invitation to produce art
works that can estrange the viewers’ ordinary experience of reality. The subtending idea
for Kracauer and Shklovsky is that perception has itself undergone a process of
mechanization due to the technological transformations of everyday life and experience.
The value they indicate in aesthetic experiences relates to the possible liberation and
expansion of sensory perception. Writing in historical moments and cultural contexts
distinguished by an intense palingenetic expectation – Shklovsy at the inception of the
Soviet Revolution and Kracauer at the conclusion of WWII – they advocate the urgency
of an ethical turn in aesthetics.
Defining art as device, Shklovsky emphasizes precisely its performative aspect
and its possible action upon our experience of the world. Shklovsky challenges the
prevailing Romantic aesthetic theories – founded in the self-sufficient autonomy of the
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art object, and the solitary contemplative appreciation of the viewer – by relating the
importance of the arts to their effects within the broader social sphere and contingent
historical reality. The fundamental effect that Shklovsky is interested into, in his analysis
of art as device, is the capacity of literature to engender in readers an estrangement from
habitual (that is automatized) perceptual and cognitive habits. In Shklovsky’s
theorization, arts should defamiliarize the atrophied perception of objects, in order to
enable us to see the world anew, as it was supposed to appear before the impact of
modernity and the reconfiguration of sense perception: “[a]fter being perceived several
times, objects acquire the status of ‘recognition.’ An object appears before us. We know
it is there, but we do not see it” (Shklovsky 1990, 6).
To see the world anew, for both Shklovsky and Kracauer, therefore is to see the
world again. For this reason, they urge writers and filmmakers to employ media in order
to disrupt perceptual and cognitive conventions that have been naturalized through
mechanical replication and repetition: “[i]f we examine the general laws of perception,
we see that as it becomes habitual, it also becomes automatic” (Shklovsky 1990, 4-5).
Estrangement is the key to a more truthful encounter with reality. The loss of immediate
cognitive mastery instead is the price paid for this process of defamiliarization: a
mysterious opacity suddenly veils quotidian objects, places, and situations. As I have
argued in the first part of my dissertation, during the realist phase of his career Antonioni
has pursued an epiphanic experience in line with that theorized by Kracauer and
Shklovsky. His observational style and testimonial ethics aimed at disrupting
stereotypical habits of seeing – and, therefore, of knowing – the world. The prolonged
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duration of the takes in Antonioni’s realist cinema constitutes in itself the foundation for
an exercise in looking, aimed at retraining of the eye.
The epiphany that the optical unconscious discloses escapes the control of the
image-maker and undercuts his role in creating the conditions of possibility for the
epiphanic moment to occur. The revelation indicated by Benjamin irreversibly subverts
the intentionality implied in Kracauer and Shklovsky’s theorization of an epiphanic
estrangement controlled by the writer/filmmaker. Something suddenly appears, outside of
the creator’s control, through the impersonal, mechanical workings of the apparatus. The
manifestation of the optical unconscious reverts the active-passive polarization implied in
the Cartesian distinction between res cogitans and res extensa, the thinking essence of
subjectivity and the inert objectivity of matter. This reversal is openly and vividly
dramatized in “The Devil’s Drool.” Cortázar literally animates the optical unconscious
deposited within the photograph of the couple taken by Roberto Michel. While the
protagonist is looking at the enlargement, motion is initiated from within the image itself.
The fingers of the woman move, and the protagonist watches her whispering at the boy’s
ear. As the boy bows his head and shows signs of consent, Roberto Michel suddenly sees
the pedophile’s car materialized in the eye of the teenager. The photograph animates and
Roberto Michel freezes, as the autonomous life of the optical unconscious condemns him
to the mortuary powerlessness of a distanced spectatorship.
The emergence of the optical unconscious, as is thematized in both “The Devil’s
Drool” and Blow-up, refers to the loss of control over an instrument. In Western cultures,
instruments have traditionally been defined in relation to the possibility they offer to
extend, augment, and intensify human agency. Technological media are no exception, as
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Friedrich Kittler points out in relation to film: “[t]he long process that culminated in the
Lumières’ cinematographs was dictated by the technical-industrial necessity of
surpassing the human eye’s limited capability to process single images” (Kittler 1990,
229). Kittler further emphasizes the fundamental link between human physiological
insufficiency and the reliance on instrumental aid in demystifying the portrait of Thomas
Edison traced by Phillippe Villiers de l’Isle-Adam in his 1886 novel Tomorrow’s Eve (or,
The Future Eve):
The deeds of Edison, the practical man, are more profane, less erotic, and more forgettable
than writers’ dreams or novelistic fantasies. Precisely that is their greatness. The phonograph
and the type-writer exist for the same reason. Edison was nearly deaf, and the blind were
foremost among the builders of typewriters. Media, like psychophysical experiments, begin
with physiological deficiency (Kittler 1990, 231).

Photography and optical media thus constitute, first of all, prosthetic extensions of
our sight. Yet, optical media are not ordinary instruments, in the sense that their purpose
is to enhance not that much the direct physical and material agency of humans, but their
ocular perception, their capability to dominate the world by visual means. Although the
purpose of domination might be less apparent in respect to other typologies of
instruments – military technology, for instance – optical media in fact represent the
fundamental prerequisite for the instrumental domination of the planet. The visual control
over the world, inherent to practices such as prospective projection, cartography, and
technical drawing, is precisely the technological premise that has initiated the growing,
direct geopolitical control over the Earth since the Early Modern period. In the lectures
on the gaze he delivered in the late winter of 1964, Jacques Lacan repeatedly calls
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attention to the simultaneous emergence of geometric perspective – “geometral,” in
Lacan – and the Cartesian subject (Lacan 1978, 65-119).56 Lacan ascribes to the control
over space secured by geometral perspective the condition of possibility for the formation
of the self-sufficient and autonomous subjectivity theorized by Descartes. Disrupting the
very foundations of perceptual and cognitive domination, the optical unconscious
undermines instrumental logic itself. Not only does the emergence of the optical
unconscious determine the withdrawal of the camera from the control of the
photographer, but it also decrees the withdrawal of the world itself as an object of
domination.
The crisis the optical unconscious precipitates Thomas into is thus not only related
to the loss of control over the medium, but most essentially regards his loss of agency
within the world. Yearning for the incontrovertible material proof of what he has not seen
in the park, but which he believes his camera has witnessed, Thomas returns to the
alleged crime scene at night. In a nocturnal setting dominated by ominous neon lights and
a ghostly silence, he reaches the spot identified in the enlargement and finds the corpse.
His sight seems to be confirming his suspicion. Yet, overwhelmed by doubt, by this point
Thomas mistrusts even his own eyes: he reluctantly approaches the corpse, kneels down,
and touches the man’s cheek: a brief contact, immediately interrupted by an intense sense
of unease. Distrusting his eyes, Thomas seems to doubt also the reliability of his touch.
The pacification of the doubt expected by the sensorial confirmation does not occur in the
film. In an overt contrast with his characterization at the beginning of the film, Thomas
has been reduced to a radical indecision. As he impotently contemplates the corpse, the
56

See, in particular, Lacan 1978, 85-7.
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asynchronous diegetic sound of a click is heard. Might it be the shutter of a camera, or –
worse – the safety of a gun? The protagonist’s doubts seem to multiply; he turns around
twice, and hastily leaves the park.
The purpose of the expedition to the park thus miserably fails, and Thomas is
visibly in need for a further validation. At this point, it is important to recall that the
nocturnal park sequence constitutes the only instance in the whole film in which Thomas
is not carrying his camera with him. The revelatory capacity and evidentiary function of
the photographic apparatus are foreclosed by the narrative development of the film in the
moment of the greatest need. From the park, the protagonist rushes home and discovers
that the negatives and the photographs of the park have disappeared. As his anxiety
mounts, Thomas dashes to Ron’s house. Yet, a party is being held there, and the
intoxicated editor is unwilling to pay attention to his story. Eventually, Thomas himself
ends up surrendering to the psychotropic atmosphere. Upon waking up in the morning,
without any hesitation, he runs back to the park, but this time there is no corpse. The
photographs are vanished, the body is vanished, and ultimately, all possible certainties
have vanished for Thomas as well. To complete this gradual process of disappearance, in
the very last shot of the film the protagonist himself volatizes; his subjectivity fades out
on the backdrop of the green lawn onto which another man has presumably disappeared.
By appropriating the idea of an excess embedded in the mechanical workings of
the camera – that is, the optical unconscious – from the short story, Antonioni most
fundamentally exposes the groundless ground of the protagonist’s subjectivity and
agency. In addition to dramatizing the crisis of the protagonist on a narrative level
through the acknowledgement of the optical unconscious, Antonioni at the same time
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exposes Thomas’ loss of control over the world through the organization of the point of
view and the cinematic space. Through a combination of editing techniques and
camerawork, the filmmaker undermines the privileged position of the protagonist’s look
in structuring the cinematic space of the film. The most recognizable strategy Antonioni
adopts to deprive Thomas of this function conventionally assigned to the protagonist in
narrative cinema is the repeated elision of counter-shots and eye-line matches expected to
reveal the objects of his look. In addition to these strategies of scopic displacement,
Blow-up’s heightened editing pace in itself disrupts the organization of the point of view
characteristic of Antonioni’s previous films, which was designed to reproduce the
embodied look of an (invisible) observer. Dismembering the durational continuity of the
look and the testimonial approach of Antonioni’s realist cinema, Blow-up renders
inoperative its epiphanic “redemption” of reality.
In a psychoanalytically informed reading of the film, Domietta Torlasco
emphasizes this decentering of the protagonist’s look, and she suggests understanding
Thomas as, first of all, an “observed observer” (Torlasco 2008, 24). Torlasco draws
attention to two brief but memorable moments of the film, in which Antonioni performs
that elision of eye-line matches and counter-shots that I have just described. The two
moments on which her essay focuses on are among those that encapsulate at best
Antonioni’s intention to deny the protagonist’s vision the structuring role it is commonly
assigned in classical cinema. In the first occasion Torlasco discusses, Antonioni pictures
Thomas outside of the antique shop in a medium-long shot, as he takes three photographs
of something offscreen. Thomas is facing the direction of the camera, while the entrance
of the park is visible behind his back. Instead of disclosing the object of Thomas’
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attention, Antonioni cuts to an extreme long shot of the protagonist seen from a distant
point inside the park. While the shot continues, Thomas turns around and crosses the
gates of the eerie enclosure. As he enters the park, Thomas is the object of a mysterious
look.
The second instance of scopic displacement analyzed by Torlasco occurs in the
sequence set in the clearing where Thomas furtively photographs the lovers. In this
sequence, the film alternates between medium and close shots of the protagonist and long
and extreme-long shots of the couple. The avoidance of close shots of the couple is
already revealing of a decentering of the protagonist. In classical narrative cinema, closeups of the objects the protagonist is looking at would be commonly shown, even if the
shot scale does not match the experience of real ocular observation. In Blow-up the
couple in the park is always seen from a challenging distance: the spectator cannot
penetrate their secret through the revelatory potential of the medium. Another strategy
that Antonioni uses in this scene to deflect from the centrality of the protagonist’s look is
to multiply the shots picturing Thomas and to decrease the number of counter-shots of the
couple. Thomas is already foreshadowed as the object, rather than the subject of vision.
Yet, the most overt instance of scopic displacement in this sequence is that analyzed by
Torlasco. Twice Antonioni elides the expected counter-shot of the couple, by substituting
it with an aerial extreme-long shot of the protagonist. By abruptly breaking from the
precedent pattern of vision – structured around eye-level camera set ups – these aerial
views recall the impersonal, disembodied quality of the previous extreme-long shot
discussed by Torlasco.
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Antonioni employs similar instances of scopic displacement throughout the film.
Another memorable occasion in which he resorts to an analogous strategy is the film’s
closing shot. At the end of the film’s last sequence, Antonioni pictures the intense look of
the protagonist in a close-up, but stubbornly prevents the viewers from sharing the vision
of the tennis court he is staring at. After the prolonged close-up on Thomas’ face,
Antonioni instead cuts to an aerial extreme-long shot of the protagonist and concludes the
film. The protagonist has vanished, vision persists. This shot marks the conclusion of the
film and undermines narrative closure and finality, which are also usually attached to the
protagonist. Through these subtractive strategies, Antonioni undermines the continuity
system of classical cinema and subverts its editing logic, which aims at suturing the field
of vision, by centering it around the look of the protagonist – and, implicitly, of the
viewer. The primary function of continuity editing in fact is to assure the logical and
experiential continuity of a subjective vision. The chief purpose of the primacy assigned
to the protagonist’s look in classical cinema is to enable a vicarious identification by the
spectator. This process does not merely refer to the direct psychological identification
with the character and the emphatic participation to her experiences. Instead,
identification primarily takes place on a psychologically more elusive ground and refers
to the viewers’ identification with the subject of the look, the bearer of the scopic
function around which cinematic space is organized. By identifying with the protagonist,
viewers most fundamentally identify with a coherent, unitary, and (deceptively)
autonomous subject position. The cinematic space constructed in Blow-up is instead
irreducible to a function of the protagonist. Rather than emanating from the eye of the
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beholder, the film entraps the protagonist and the viewers in a cinematic space
constructed in the shape of a spiderweb.
Yet, if Thomas is continuously deprived of the expected function as the bearer of
the look, who/what then is the structuring principle of vision in the film? Through whose
eyes the viewers access the diegetic world of Blow-up? Torlasco emphasizes the
impersonal point of view of the shots she analyzes. While the protagonist believes he is
the unseen bearer of the look “occupying a position of scopic mastery” (Torlasco 2008,
25) – as throughout the film he steals pictures of people unaware of being photographed –
Antonioni rather suggests, according to Torlasco, that it is the park itself who is staring at
Thomas. In order to elucidate the theoretical implications of Antonioni’s organization of
space and point of view in the film, Torlasco aptly refers to the Lacanian notion of the
gaze. Rather than the active bearer of the look, the subject in Lacan’s definition of the
field of vision is, first and foremost, the object of an encompassing, disembodied, and
unlocatable gaze (Lacan 1978, 65-119).
This gaze must not be confused with forms of human vision. Lacan in fact posits a
split between the punctiform, embodied seeing of the eye and the impersonal, diffuse, and
all-encompassing vision that he refers to in terms of gaze (Lacan 1978, 65-119).
Disentangling the notion of the otherness of the gaze from the intersubjective framework
advocated by Sartre, Lacan specifies that “[t]he gaze I encounter […] is, not a seen gaze,
but a gaze imagined by me in the field of the Other” (84). It is the world itself that is
gazing at the subject: “[i]n the scopic field […] things look at me” (109). The experiential
correlative of the Lacanian gaze is the feeling of being continuously observed, scrutinized
by a nonhuman vision that inverts the position of the human observer from the active
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subject to the passive object of vision. An inversion that closely recalls that determined
by the emergence of the optical unconscious in both “The Devil’s Drool” and Blow-up.
By centering the film’s narrative around the story of the protagonist, but simultaneously
disrupting his privilege as the bearer of the look, Antonioni transmits to the viewers a
mysterious and disquieting experience of space and vision that subverts the subject’s
position of control in her ordinary relationship to the world.
Agency and control are precisely what is at stake in the notions developed by
Benjamin and Lacan, in relation to, respectively, photography and the human mind. By
revealing an excess over conscious perception embedded within reality itself, the optical
unconscious estranges our familiar experience of the world. Yet, while the optical
unconscious undermines human control over the external world, the relation that it
postulates between the subject and the world preserves their separation and the subject’s
autonomy. The Lacanian notion of the gaze instead transposes the otherness that the
optical unconscious locates in the world within subjectivity itself. Whereas Benjamin
looks at the camera as an instrument escaping human control, Lacan presents vision as a
dispositive exceeding conscious mastery. He describes the field of vision as a “trap,” the
trap of the gaze in which the subject “is caught, manipulated, captured” (Lacan 1978, 92),
and that inevitably brings to mind the central figure of Cortázar’s short story, the
spiderweb. The subject, Lacan explains, attempts at taming the power of the gaze, by
eliding it from the field of vision by means of a geometral point of view that imitates
precisely the qualities of the gaze. In other words, an exorcism performed through
mimicry. The erasure of the gaze from the field of vision pursued through optical
principles such as the geometric perspective and ocularcentrism secures at once the
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stability of the world (as background) and of the eye (the subject of vision). The
appropriation of the world through scopic mastery is thus also the fundamental guarantee
for the unity, coherence, and autonomy of the subject. Yet, as Lacan warns his readers,
the subject’s optical control over the world is nothing but a fiction, and she is
continuously exposed to the risk of the fiction being revealed and of falling prey to the
trap of the gaze.
“The Devil’s Drool” and Blow-up dramatize the failed negotiation of the fictional
self-sufficiency of the subject of vision, and its repercussions on the protagonists.
Entrapped within the annihilating power of the gaze, both Roberto Michel and Thomas
are deprived of their fictitious subjective plenitude and autonomy. What has intervened,
in the manifestation of the gaze, is a subjective split. The experience of the split emerges
through the encounter with an otherness that exceeds the subject’s control, and which is
located either within the external world – and disclosed through the photographic
medium, as in the case of the optical unconscious – or in the subjects themselves.
However, while the paralyzing acknowledgement of the gaze – the acknowledgement that
the seer is, first of all, something seen – exposes the groundlessness of the subject’s
autonomy, at the same time it also represents the possibility for the subject to encounter
the otherness that constitutes her. In his discussion of the gaze, Lacan in fact affirms that
it is precisely the split (in this case, the split between the eye and the gaze) “that opens up
for us the apprehension of the unconscious” (Lacan 1978, 72). The encounter with the
otherness of the unconscious is exactly what is dramatized at the conclusion of both “The
Devil’s Drool” and Blow-up.
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The Resolution: Spiderwebs of the Imaginary

Although less recognizably referenced than the central dramatic situation, the conclusion
of Blow-up also echoes the resolution of the short story. In the closing section of his film,
Antonioni dramatizes the central acknowledgement marking the ending of “The Devil’s
Drool.” The uncovering of the optical unconscious hidden within the image engenders a
similar crisis – related to the loss of control over the image, and, through the image, over
the historical world – in the protagonists of both the literary fiction and the film.
Although there are no similarities in the narrative treatment of this crisis, an analogous
recognition – concerning the inexorable entanglement of fantasy and conscious
perception, and the decentering of the subject within the existential field – marks the
conclusion of both stories.
The culmination and resolution of the Roberto Michel’s predicament are closely
tied in the vertiginous finale of “The Devil’s Drool,” and point back to the beginning of
the story – which we could assume as the post factum narration of the protagonist, were it
not for the temporal, logical, and ontological uncertainties by means of which Cortázar
displaces any attempt at identification, and especially at the thresholds of the text. In
contrast with the placid pace of the narration in the previous sections of the story, which
is frequently punctuated by the narrator’s digressions on the clouds moving in the sky,
the ending precipitates the protagonist’s crisis. As Roberto Michel watches the
photography animating, and understands that the woman has only had a vicarious role in
the seduction plot, he also realizes that,
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“[a]ll at once the order was inverted, they were alive, moving, they were deciding and had
decided, they were going to their future; and I on this side, prisoner of another time, in a room
on the fifth floor, to not know who they were, that woman, that man, and the boy, to be only
the lens of my camera, something fixed, rigid, incapable of intervention. (Cortázar 2013, 12930)

Roberto Michel is dispirited by the acknowledgement of his powerlessness: “I
couldn’t yell for him to run, or even open the road to him again with a new photo” (130).
In the film, this instantaneous acknowledgement is diluted through the articulation of the
protagonist’s quandary in three separate moments: the emergence of the optical
unconscious, Thomas’ nocturnal attempts at validating the excess appearing within the
image – his visits to the park and Ron’s house – and, finally, the protagonist’s return to
the park at dawn.
With likewise rapidity Cortázar also brings to an end Roberto Michel’s crisis. Just
a few lines after disclosing the protagonist’s disheartened awareness of being integrally
deprived of agency over his camera and the world, an abrupt reversal occurs: “I think I
screamed, I screamed terribly, and that at that exact second I realized that I was
beginning to move towards them” (130). This is how Roberto Michel begins entering the
picture; he is able to intrude again and to enable the boy to run away. The separation
implied in the powerlessness he has lamented is broken down. The inversion of activity
and passivity that freezes the observer as he watches the photograph animating,
reproduces – although in an inverse form – the separation implied in the photographer’s
appropriative act over reality. The plot’s final reversal instead abolishes the separation
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itself and opens the way for fantasy and reality interfusing and mutually shaping one
another.
The overlapping and inextricable entanglement of reality and fantasy is reiterated
in the story’s concluding paragraph, in which Cortázar repristinates the placid pace of the
previous sections, and the narrative voice returns to the preeminent, obsessive leitmotif of
the story: his speculations on the clouds moving above him. Yet, a new element in the
narrator’s vision of the clouds is introduced at the very conclusion of the tale. After
Roberto Michel undercuts for the second time the seduction plot and allows the kid to
escape, he closes his eyes and bursts out in tears. A closing paragraph follows, in which
Cortázar describes the protagonist’s vision while re-opening his eyes (literally or
metaphorically):
Now there’s a big white cloud, as on all these days, all this untellable time. What remains to
be said is always a cloud, or long hours of a sky perfectly clear, a very clean, clear rectangle
tacked up with pins on the wall of my room. That was what I saw when I opened my eyes and
dried them with my fingers: the clear sky, and then a cloud that drifted in from the left, passed
gracefully and slowly across and disappeared on the right. And then another, and for a change
sometimes, everything gets grey, all one enormous cloud, and suddenly the splotches of rain
cracking down, for a long spell you can see it raining over the picture, like a spell of weeping
reversed, and little by little, the frame becomes clear, perhaps the sun comes out, and again
the clouds begin to come, two at a time, three at a time. And the pigeons once in a while, and
a sparrow or two. (131; emphasis added)

Not only the image animates and manifests an excess over the intentionality of the
photographer. The vision of the protagonist himself is presented as occurring through a
frame. The narrative voice indeed does not say that it rains within the picture, in analogy
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to the clouds that enter and exit the frame of the photograph he has pinned on the wall of
his room. What the narrator says is that it rains “over the picture,” that is to say, on the
veil that mediates vision, the porous and invisible screen that is inevitably interposed
between the observer and reality. Yet, this final recognition only reaffirms the awareness
– the awareness of a radical uncertainty – already implicit in the opening paragraph of the
story that I have quoted above. In “The Devil’s Drool,” the intertwinement of fantasy and
reality, and the concomitant loss of agency experienced by a subject deprived of control
upon his own senses and consciousness, are given since the beginning of the narration.
The narrative development of The Devil’s Drool merely confirms in the indicative tense
the assumptions formulated in a subjunctive mode at the beginning of the narrative.
Antonioni enacts an analogous shattering of subjectivity in the final narrative
segment of Blow-up, which stages a series of disappearances. The final segment begins
with the theft of Thomas’ pictures – with the significant exception of the illegible
enlargement of the corpse – continues with the vanishing of Jane, after she has briefly
appeared on a sidewalk, culminates with the disappearance of the corpse, and concludes
with the volatilization of the protagonist himself. This sequence of vanishing figures
expresses the progressive and irrecoverable loss of certainties anchoring subjective
experience into the firm grounds of an existential horizon structured around the subject
herself. The expropriation of the photographs alludes to Thomas’ deprivation of control
over a mechanical apparatus that suddenly refuses the instrumental role it was assigned.
As he loses the control over the medium, Thomas is as well dispossessed of his capability
to master the reality of the historical world that the disappearances of Jane and the corpse
signal. Finally, the disappearance of the protagonist himself marks the conclusive
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implosion of his subjective identity. With this final erasure, Antonioni bids farewell to
fantasies of subjective autonomy, self-sufficiency, and control, and thus aligns the
conclusion of his film with the ending of Cortázar’s short story.
In a stringent analogy with the short story, this recognition occurs in the film
through the final acknowledgement of the intertwinement of fantasy and reality. The
most overt embodiment of this intertwinement in the film is represented by the group of
mimes that appear at the two ends of the narrative. In the moment in which Thomas’
certainties erode, and his aims at mastering the world through vision and cognition
dissipate into the generalized vanishing of meaning staged in the film’s closing narrative
segment, the re-appearance of the mimes seems to be offering him – and the viewers –
the occasion of a possible epiphany. Inasmuch as I have indicated in Thomas’
vicissitudes the reenactment of Antonioni’s own professional impasse, I suggest reading
in the mimes the emblem of “The Devil’s Drool” itself, and of its impact on Antonioni’s
filmmaking. Thomas’ brush with the mimes tells us something significant about the
filmmaker’s encounter with the short story.
The mimes made a brief but memorable appearance in the film’s opening
sequence and then disappeared from the diegetic world until the closing sequence. The
brevity and seeming inconsequentiality of their presence on screen might at first suggest
that they merely constitute part of the urban décor designed by Antonioni. Yet, they can
be reduced to a simple scenographic decorativism only until their return at the conclusion
of the film. In the morning, the protagonist walks undecidedly around the shrubs where
the corpse was lying at night. As with reluctant and insecure slowness he prepares to
leave the clearing, Antonioni cuts to a medium long shot of the mimes driving through
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the lower part of the park on board of their overcrowded Land Rover. Parallel editing is
significantly used in both occasions Thomas encounters the mimes in the film. The use of
this editing pattern, distinctive of the classical narrative style, has one single precedent in
Antonioni’s filmography – the sequence intercutting Lidia’s (Jeanne Moreau)
roundabouts in Sesto San Giovanni and Giovanni’s (Marcello Mastroianni) wait for her
in La notte (1961). As was the case in the opening sequence – and according to the
function of parallel editing in classical cinema – this editing pattern illustrates the
simultaneous occurrence of two actions and their confluence, and hence anticipates
Thomas’ encounter with the mimes as a fated convergence.
The protagonist and the mimes arrive simultaneously to the tennis court located in
the lower part of the park. Their jeep arrests and the mimes jauntily surround the field.
Two of them enter the court, while the others orderly align on one side of the fenced
playfield. Thomas is still walking along the fence, as the game played with invisible
rackets and an immaginary ball begins. Intrigued by their performance, the protagonist
joins the game in a spectatorial position that removes him from the crowed of mimes
enthralled by the magic of the game. Framing and blocking clearly isolate Thomas and
suggest his incapability to take part to the performance, and, more broadly, to the
relational modality in respect to the world that the mimes emblematize. Antonioni cuts
between long and medium shots of the court and medium and close shots of the mimes
watching the game. A sudden silence enwraps the scene, as everyone is focused on the
tennis and observes the back and forth movement of the invisible ball. The film then cuts
to medium-close shot of Thomas. Detached from the other onlookers, he scrutinizes the
interaction between the mimes playing and those observing the game. As Antonioni cuts
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to a close shot of the protagonist, a patronizing smile appears on his face, which further
deepens the gap separating his position vis-à-vis the world from the forms of engagement
with reality enacted by the mimes.
Thomas’s sense of superiority and detachment is nevertheless tested when the
invisible ball flies out of the pitch, and the mimes claim it back from him. Reluctant at
first, he eventually runs towards the spot indicated by the players, drops his camera, and
mimes throwing the invisible ball back into the court. After the ball is returned to the
mimes, the frame stays on Thomas’ face. The close-up reveals a serious expression, in a
visible contrast with the patronizing smile of the previous close-up. We observe Thomas
watching the game, as his eyes follow the forth and back of the ball. While viewers
vainly wait for a counter-shot of the court, the sound of the ball being hit by the
immaterial rackets is suddenly, but unmistakably discernable. Significantly, this
revelation does not occur in conjunction with a subjective point-of-view shot. The sound
cannot be reduced to a mere subjective hallucination; the pathologic exceptionality of
Giuliana in Red Desert does not apply here. The camera stays on Thomas’ face, as his
eyes look downwards, suggesting a moment of introspection. Through the encounter with
the mimes – that is, in Antonioni’s encounter with “The Devil’s Drool” – the subject is
exposed to the awareness of the ineluctable intertwinement of fantasy and reality. The
over the head extreme-long shot of the protagonist discussed above completes the film:
he vanishes and the caption “the end” appears.
Through the event of adaptation springing from his work on the short story,
Antonioni can remold the exceptional, pathologic condition of Red Desert’s protagonist
into the ordinary experience of reality. Thomas’ appropriative relationship towards reality
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– alluding to Antonioni’s own ambitions during the realist phase of his career – relied on
the assumed separation between the subject and an objective external reality. The
inextricable intertwinement of fantasy and reality dramatized within Cortázar’s short
story, and simultaneously performed through his textual strategies, instead collapses the
distinction between inside and outside, fact and fiction. In Blow-up, as he loses the
capacity to establish a firm control over an objectified external reality, Thomas also
experiences an estrangement from self-conscious agency and the dispossession of
subjective autonomy. Cortázar’s storytelling in “The Devil’s Drool” allows Antonioni to
accomplish a reconfiguration of the relationship between the observer and the observed
world that he began problematizing with Red Desert – most overtly, by collapsing ground
and figure by means of telephoto composition. The very disruption of firm boundaries
between reality and fantasy and the perpetual dynamism that prevents them from entering
into a stable configuration is, according to Mario Vargas Llosa, the most distinctive trait
of Cortázar’s narration in his short stories:
In the Cortazarian world banal reality begins insensibly to crack and to give in to some hidden
pressures that push it up to the prodigious without participating fully in it, maintaining it as a
sort of intermediary, tense, and disconcerting territory in which the real and the fantastic
overlap without integrating (Vargas Llosa 2005, 222).

It is precisely this refusal of integrating fantasy and reality that determines the
impossibility of reassuringly separating the two domains. An excess over the subject’s
mastery thus emerges at the heart of both external reality and one’s own consciousness.
The excess confronting Roberto Michel and Thomas, and disrupting the separation
between interiority and exteriority, is the otherness of fantasy itself.
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Jean Laplanche and Jean-Bertrand Pontalis describe fantasy as, at once, an
inaccessible, unconscious nucleus and the mise-en-scène that enables the articulation of
the subject’s desire. In their groundbreaking 1964 essay exploring the relation between
the formation of phantasies and the emergence of sexuality, Laplanche and Pontalis
present fantasy as the medium through which the memory of the physiological
satisfaction provided by maternal milk is transformed into the phantasmatic lost object of
desire (the mother’s breast). Yet, as they explain, fantasy “is not the object of desire, but
its setting. In fantasy the subject does not pursue the object or its sign: he appears caught
up himself in the sequence of images. He forms no representation of the desired object,
but is himself represented as participating in the scene” (Laplanche and Pontalis 1968,
17). The subject is caught in phantasmatic formations just as Roberto Michel and Thomas
have been caught in the snare of their cameras, and, more fundamentally, in the
spiderweb of the otherness of the world and the unconscious. In Pontalis and Laplanche’s
theorization, the subject is thus dispossessed from the assumed ownership of fantasies.
According to their reading, fantasy is not a structure centered around the subject, but the
form of the encounter with an otherness, in which subjectivity itself emerges. Hence, the
subject is not the anchor and center of the scene, but a decentered and continuously
dispersed element within the phantasmatic scenario.
Drawing on the analysis of “The Devil’s Drool,” David Musselwhite proposes
applying the framework of the psychanalytic notion of fantasy – or, phantasm –
developed by Laplanche and Pontalis to the work of Cortázar as a whole. Referencing
their discussion of the shift from need to desire and its relation to a fundamental loss,
Musselwhite clarifies that “the phantasm is not a response to loss – to the loss of either
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the real [the maternal milk] or the virtual object [the mother’s breast]. Instead, it is the
constitutive matrix of these losses – the lacunae, the gaps, the absences – that make desire
and meaning possible” (Musselwhite 2010, 60). Commenting on the dynamism of
fantasy, Musselwhite significantly stresses that it does not allow for permanent
configurations of identity: “the phantasm is essentially split, divided, double” (62). This
scattering of subjectivity among the multiple subject positions allowed within the
structure of fantasy, by collapsing the stability of a determinate identity, exposes the
delusions about subjective autonomy and self-sufficiency: “in the phantasm, the very
notion of the ‘mine’ or the ‘I’ is wrested from us in a vast, vertiginous impersonality”
(66).
In “The Devil’s Drool,” the unconscious is not a separate dimension and a static
background against which consciousness emerges. On the contrary, one of the short
story’s central insights regards the absolute contingency of the unconscious. Discussing
the relationship of consciousness and the unconscious in New Foundations for
Psychoanalysis, Laplanche urges to abandon Freud’s naïve realist position, according to
which the unconscious is a separate reality in conflict with other (conscious) realities.
Laplanche hence advocates the adoption of a phenomenological realism that enables the
recognition of the radical immanence of the unconscious (Laplance 1989, 149-51).57 The
contingent immediacy of the unconscious implies that ordinary conscious perception of
reality is always-already infiltrated by unconscious fantasies. One of the most
recognizable strategies employed by Cortázar in “The Devil’s Drool” to convey this

The advocacy of a phenomenological turn is already prefigured in Lacan’s theorization of the gaze,
whose invention Lacan credits to Merleau-Ponty (Lacan 1978, 70-3).
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inextricable entanglement consists in the transformation of factual elements into nonexisting objects, whose interlocutory presence populates the diegetic world of the short
story.
While Cortázar’s narration engenders a continuous uncertainty in regards to the
distinction between reality and fantasy, the writer seems to counterbalance this
unreliability by frequently resorting to factual information. For instance, he scrupulously
provides details of Roberto Michel’s home address in Paris and of the brand and model of
the camera he uses. Yet, all this factual information is recalled for the sole purpose of
subverting its evidentiary function. In Cortázar’s tale, Roberto Michel lives on the fifth
floor of a house located at the number 11 of rue Monsieur-le-Prince, which actually is a
three-story building. Similarly, the protagonist is said to use a photographic camera
Contax 1.1.2. While the brand refers to one of the most important manufacturers of nonprofessional camera in the 1950s, the model indicated by Cortázar does not correspond to
the denomination of the Contax series (series I, II, III, and S, until then). Thus, it is not
only through the larger textual strategies that Cortázar blurs the distinction between
reality and fiction, but he intertwines them even in the smallest details of the alleged
factual evidence that he enjoys providing. In “The Devil’s Drool,” the devil is – also – in
the details.
The accuracy that Cortázar puts in defining the camera’s model and in locating
the protagonist’s apartment inevitably evokes a pseudo-documentarian approach relying
on factual evidence. This enhanced attention for factuality represents an oblique attack at
realism’s pretense at authenticity. Through the lens of fantasy, Cortázar thus ironically
affirms the impossibility of an immediate access to the real. In his short stories, factual
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evidence is overturned into paradox and impossibility. It is also through these diabolical
details that Antonioni allows the phantasm to transfuse from Cortázar’s short story into
his film. On the one hand, he adapts Cortázar’s blurring of fantasy and reality through the
editing and cinematographic techniques that I have described above in relation to the
organization of the point of view and the cinematic space. On the other hand, through the
film’s mise-en-scène Antonioni also replicates the short story’s subversion of the
documentary function of factual evidence.
The most recognizable strategy that Antonioni uses to recreate Cortázar’s blurring
of fact and fiction is represented by the insertion of actual celebrities within the diegetic
world of the film. This is the case, for instance, with the appearances of the top model
Verushka in the sequence I have analyzed earlier, or with the stage performance of the
Yardbirds – a famous rock band of the time – in a brief scene preceding Thomas’ arrival
to Ron’s house. Through the insertions of actual celebrities within the film, Antonioni
thus superimposes fantasy and reality and prevents the separation of the two domains.
Less apparent, but not less significant are other insertions that similarly blur the
distinction between fact and fiction. Some of the photographs that Thomas shows to his
editor are actual shots of the contemporaneous British photographer Don McCullin, while
the sequences set in protagonist’s studio are shot in the actual photographic atelier of
another famous photographer of the day, John Cowan. 58 In addition to the insertion of
these fragments of reality within the fictional world of the film, Antonioni also
manipulates the mise-en-scène through his treatment of locations and profilmic spaces.
Megan Williams notes that for the contemporary viewer of Blow-up, “the most
58
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memorable feature of this film is its creation of itself as an historical object and a ‘period
piece’” (Williams 2000, 245). The objectification of history Williams describes is the
objectification of a fantasy. Antonioni manufactures an image of London that is now
recognized as a “period piece,” but which in the mid-1960s was primarily received as the
fantasy of a not-yet. The film is resolutely not a work that belongs to the present, as was
instead the case for all of Antonioni’s previous films.
Laura Rascaroli also argues that Blow-up “transforms the 1960s and its aesthetic
into an object and, more precisely, an object of consumption” (Rascaroli 2011, 70). To
describe the objectification of London in the film, Rascoroli distinguishes between
“object” and “thing.” She explains that, while ‘thingness’ is “suggestive of the sheer
materiality of the inanimate world,” ‘objectuality’ instead implies that things “have an
aesthetic as well as commercial or other value, which is attributed to them within a
system of cultural, economic and ideological references” (68). This distinction
fundamentally indicates in “objectuality” that excess over “thingness” that I have
described as the sudden recognition of the imaginary infiltrations that constitutively
shape our access to the world. In fact, the “added value” defined by Rascaroli can only be
activated through the structure of fantasy. This subtle perversion of factuality and
documentary evidence confirms with lighthearted irony Antonioni’s accomplished
detachment from the realist ethics of the chronicler.
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Metatextual Adaptation and The Mattering of Fantasy

Throughout the narrative, Antonioni has closely followed the development and resolution
of the short story’s central dramatic event, replicating Roberto Michel’s crisis after his
conclusive realization about the unavoidable enmeshment of fantasy and reality and his
consequent deprivation of agency. Yet, at this point, Antonioni takes this recognition into
an original direction, and reinstates the possibility of a meaningful agency within the
world that the ending of the short story instead seems to deny.

Blow-up’s closing

sequence confirms Antonioni’s penchant for open-ended narratives and his fundamental
aversion for clear-cut, univocal closures. The alternative form of agency and relationship
to the world, with which the filmmaker diverts from Cortázar’s passive abandonment to
the phantasmagoria of the imaginary, is encapsulated in the performance of the mimes. In
line with the film’s overall project of progressive subjective decentering – involving both
the protagonists and the spectators – Antonioni entrusts the manifestation of this insight
to the encounter with the otherness of the mimes, rather than dramatizing it as part of the
protagonist’s own story. As was the case with Roberto Michel at the conclusion of “The
Devil’s Drool,” Thomas is also relegated to the position of observer in the closing
sequence of the film. Yet, instead of the clouds appearing in the short story’s finale, the
mimes play the leading role at the conclusion of the film. They are Antonioni’s own
invention, there is no narrative, figural, or structural equivalent in the short story. The
mimes are an obvious figure for the blurring of fantasy and reality – and, in this sense, I
suggest reading them as a stand-in for Cortázar’s text itself and its impact on Antonioni’s
filmmaking. Yet, what is the precise meaning of the mimes in and for the film? How does
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their intervention reformulate the recognition of the entanglement of fantasy and reality
that concludes The Devil’s Drool?
The mimes only appear in the opening and closing sequences of Blow-up, and
their presence is seemingly unrelated to the narrative development of Thomas’ story. The
exceptional position of the sequences in the narrative economy of the film, and the
mimes’ apparent unrelatedness to the film’s central narrative thread, suggest the
possibility of reading these sequences as a metanarrative framework. Although there is no
solution of continuity between the main body of the narrative and the two sequences in
which the mimes appear, the lack of a formal partition should not discourage the
paratextual interpretations of these sequences. Antonioni erases the partition that usually
separates the direct intervention of the authorial voice from the narrative proper, in
accordance to the strategies of authorial displacement he performs throughout the film.
Renouncing to mark an identifiable locus of authorial authorization, Antonioni deprives
himself of the privilege he progressively despoils Thomas of in the course of the film.
The removal of the separation between the story-world and the world of the author
engenders a continuous circulation between the textual and the paratextual, which
prevents from firmly separating and clearly distinguishing them. This abolishment
reinforces Blow-up’s alliance to the narrational strategies of “The Devil’s Drool” that
allow Cortázar to blur the distinction between author, narrator, and protagonist,
questioning, more broadly, the separation between conscious reality and the intimate, but
inappropriable otherness of fantasy.
Between the first and second appearance of the mimes, the film unfolds. In a way,
we can understand Blow-up’s narrative as the illustration of the path leading from the
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question posed by the mimes’ first appearance, and the answer to that question provided
by their return at the end of the film. I have argued above that the function of the mimes
at the conclusion of Blow-up is to indicate a mutual interdependence of fantasy and
reality. To understand the stakes inherent to the film’s affirmation of this
interdependence, however, we need to interrogate the first sequence in which the mimes
appear, and relate both to the film’s main narrative thread. How does the opening
sequence envision the relationship between reality and fantasy? Why is the final
affirmation of the inexorable entanglement of fantasy and reality decisive for the
understanding of Thomas’ vicissitudes?
The film’s opening sequence encapsulates the central tension developed
throughout the film, and finely illustrates the transition that Antonioni’s cinema has been
capable of undergoing in consequence of his adaptive work on Cortázar’s text. The
sequence is organized by means of parallel editing and intertwines two narrative strands,
focusing respectively on the mimes and Thomas. Antonioni foreshadows the mimes’
pivotal importance for the film, by dedicating them – rather than to the protagonist – the
opening of his film. At the conclusion of the stylized credit sequence, we are shown a
group of women and men dressed in pantomime costumes, as they rage on a precariously
crowded convertible Land Rover. They cross the surprisingly unpopulated Economist
Plaza in London, built between 1959 and 1964 at the heart of the city’s business district
by the brutalist architects Peter and Alison Smithson. The anarchic liveliness of the
mimes unsettles the orderly geometries of the public space they are provocatively
invading with their loud manifestations of joy. Through their appearance, the film
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suddenly materializes an alternative inhabitation of space, and suggests modes of being
radically divergent from those associated with the central business district.
The film suddenly cuts to a long shot of the gates of a reception center for
homeless people. It is dawn and the homeless are leaving the shelter. Amidst the men
walking out of the reception center there is the protagonist, camouflaged in such a way as
to make himself indistinguishable from the indigents. This is the viewers’ first encounter
with the protagonist, presented as a master of concealment who can make himself vanish
in the invisibility of the anonymous mass. Thomas is a literal embodiment of the ideal of
the “fly on the wall” aesthetics advocated by the documentary filmmakers of the
American Direct Cinema – Robert Drew, Richard Leacock, D. A. Pennebaker, the
Maysles Brothers, Frederick Wiseman, etc. – since the beginning of the 1960s. Yet, by
recalling the invisibility of the “fly on the wall,” Antonioni is in fact challenging the
aspiration to an unmediated immediacy that is associated with it. There is no
documentary value in Antonioni’s depiction of London, which is instead informed by
literary memories. In the three shots that open the scene set at the gates of the shelter,
Thomas is positioned amidst a crowd that could be walking out of the nineteenth-century
proletarian setting of a Charles Dickens’ novel. The antinaturalistic intention of the
representation is evident in Antonioni’s reduction of the color scheme of the image to a
uniform palette of dark earth tones – mostly black, gray, and brown hues – that blends
characters, costumes, and sets.
The darkness of the picture seems to be invoking the imaginary connected to the
combustion of carbon fossils, which propelled the English industrial revolution. This
brief scene thus awakens the memory of the social realism pursued by Dickens and his
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contemporaries. The documentary purpose of their literary style was functional to the
expression of a commitment towards actual reality, as their aim was to chronicle and
denounce the existing living conditions of the working class during the rampant
expansion of the British industry in the nineteenth-century. While Antonioni identifies
Thomas’ intentions with the documentary purposes of social realism, the evocation of the
chronicle at the same time refers to his own engagement with historical reality during the
realist phase of his career, and subtly alludes to his most recent detachment from realism.
As Antonioni references Victorian age social realism, he does so by overtly emphasizing
the constructedness of what is, first and foremost, a literary memory and an imaginary
geography. The pretense of a privileged access to the real is thus immediately
undermined by the triumph of fantasy, mediation, and disguise. After another insert
showing the mimes, we follow Thomas as he turns a street corner and stops behind a big
dumpster where his convertible Rolls Royce is parked. In the following scene, while
Thomas is riding back to his studio, the trajectory of his car briefly intersects that of the
mimes in the streets of central London. The mimes then disappear and do not return until
the very end of the film.
At the center of this encounter there is the clash between two opposing aesthetic
beliefs, distinguished by divergent understandings of the media and the processes of
mediatization. In fact, Thomas and the mimes can be read as embodiments of opposite
conceptions of the relationship between (literary or visual) media and the world. On the
one hand, Thomas – as well as the literary tradition of social realism and the documentary
school of Direct Cinema – rely on the simultaneous assumptions about the medium’s
transparency in respect to the photographer’s intentionality, and the immediacy of the
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processes of mediatization. At the beginning of the film, Thomas is characterized by a
tension towards the real that closely recalls Antonioni’s attempts since the mid-1950s to
faithfully approximate the hidden core of reality. Thus, before the occurrence of film’s
central dramatic event, Thomas confidently appropriates the otherness and elusiveness of
the world through his technical mastery of the medium and its assumed revelatory
capacity.
Whereas Thomas adheres to the factual contingency of the world for the purpose
of capturing and appropriating its secret truth, the mimes instead perform a dynamic
aesthetic relationship with the real that blurs the distinctions between fiction and reality,
and ultimately aims at transforming reality itself through the power of fictions.
Positioning themselves within an inessential conception of reality, they subvert the
premises of the chronicler’s vow of faithfulness and ridicule the fetishization of the real.
The mimes oppose a concept of reality as process and performance to the reifying
approach of the realist chronicler who turns reality into an object of analysis. Rather than
exploring the unapparent recesses of reality, the mimes materialize the imaginary within
reality itself. In this sense, they realize the imaginary, they make it real. Shaping
fantasies, they directly intervene on an undivided complex of fantasy and reality. The
sound of the immaterial ball being hit with the invisible rackets is but the clearest proof
of the effectuality of the imaginary.
This opposition articulates a reflection on the crisis of the mimetic regime of
representation that Red Desert has exposed, without being able, however, to overcome
the aesthetic deadlock and engender an alternative form of filmmaking. From the
obsessive attachment to the real aimed at extorting an epiphanic revelation, in Blow-up
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Antonioni transitions to a performative enactment of fantasies that aims at realizing them.
Thomas’ fidelity to the real and the invisibility he claims for the eye of his camera, as he
walks out of the shelter at the beginning of the film, mirror Antonioni’s own commitment
to an indexical understanding of the medium during the realist phase of his career. The
mimes – the emblem of “The Devil’s Drool” – can be understood as the catalyzer that
allows Thomas (and Antonioni) to re-conceptualize the medium according to a shift from
mimetism to mimicry, following the distinction introduced by Lacan in his lectures on the
gaze (Lacan 1978, 65-119).
Discussing the mimetic function, Lacan opposes mimetism and mimicry
according to the relationship they establish with reality. Mimetism defines an imitative
purpose in respect to a given reality, while mimicry is a performative enactment of reality
capable of transforming it. In order to illustrate the opposition, Lacan refers to the
painting contest between Zeuxis and Parrhasios, as it is narrated by Pliny the Elder in his
Natural History. While the former was able to paint grapes so realistically that birds were
deceived and mistook the representation for reality, the persuasiveness of the latter’s
work deluded Zeuxis himself, who asked the colleague to remove the painted curtain in
order for him to see what was laying behind it (Lacan 1978, 103 and 111-2). Through
mimicry, Parrhasios not only substitutes the representation for the real thing, but he is
able to engender an entirely new reality, which is assumed to lay behind the painted veil.
By painting the veil, he materializes the beyond. Lacan thus opposes two antagonistic
understandings of the mimetic function: the duplicative intensions of Zeuxis, against the
trompe l’oeil of Parrahasios, which does not merely “compete with appearance, it
competes with what Plato designates for us beyond appearances as being the Idea” (112).
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To further elucidate the point, towards the conclusion of the third lecture, Lacan also
resorts to a biological comparison (99-100). While he explains mimetism as the
adaptation of species according to a biological determinism, mimicry instead implies a
performative dimension on the side of the individual which produces actual effects on the
material reality – as an example, Lacan refers to forms of travestry, disguise, and
masquerade that closely recall the figures of the mimes in Blow-up.
The crisis affecting Thomas has also been Antonioni’s. The concluding sequence
of Blow-up resolves their mutual deadlock, and thus accomplishes the unfulfilled
aesthetic transformation of Red Desert. The mimes reveal to Thomas the power of the
imaginary and absolve him from his subjugation to the chronicling of historical
contingency. The acknowledgement of reality’s elusiveness, at first affects Thomas with
a profound discomfort and feeling of powerlessness, signaled through his increasing
mutism. The final interaction with the mimes, however, awakens Thomas to the
generative potential of the imaginary. The film concludes with the triumph of fantasy and
the celebration of its material effects on reality. Blow-up emancipates the imaginary from
the subservient role it has been assigned in Red Desert and affirms the inception of
Antonioni’s imagistic cinema; a cinema which renounces to chronicle the real, in order to
recast the real in novel and unprecedented configurations and thus trans-form it. In Blowup, Antonioni liberates the image not only from its duplicative function in respect to the
world, but he frees it also from any specific subjective perspective. He thus accomplishes
the liberation which, according to Claire Colebrook, Gilles Deleuze was seeking in the
cinematographic image: “if we can free the imaging of the world from the point of view
of a subject, then rather than a world that is mediated or perceived by way of images, one
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might say that there is ‘imaging’ from which a world is composed” (Colebrook, 2017,
30). Colebrook shows that by surmounting the idea that images simply mediate the
world, Deleuze could affirm that, “[i]mages are not images of some underlying truer
world: the world just is its imaging” (32; emphasis in the original).
Antonioni concludes Blow-up immediately after the manifestation of the
epiphanic moment encapsulated in the tennis game, and hence leaves the central insight
of the film undramatized within the diegesis.

Yet, Antonioni himself enacts the

awareness of the insight conveyed by the tennis match, not only within the closing
sequence, but throughout the film, by means of cinematography, editing, and mise-enscène. Blow-up inaugurates the imagistic turn of Antonioni’s cinema, which the
filmmaker would further develop – and exhaust – in his two following narrative features.
The generative potential of the imaginary would flourish in Zabriskie Point, culminating
in the visons of the love-in and the final explosion of the mansion. While inextricably
intertwining fantasy and reality, the film most fundamentally dramatizes the struggle of
the protagonists over the re-appropriation of a colonized imaginary. The film emphasizes
the political stakes implied in individual and collective imaginaries and configures
fantasy as the site of a possible transformation of our being in the world. Lorenzo Cuccu
calls attention to the transformation of Antonioni’s look in this phase, which is not
anymore “a way of seeing,” but rather “a way of doing.” (Cuccu 1997, 101). The
performative constitution of the look in Antonioni’s imagistic cinema recalled by Cuccu
signals precisely a new form of relationship to the world: “an active relationship” and an
“alternative, antagonistic project” (Ibid.).
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The Passenger instead returns to the questioning of the act of looking that
charcaterizes Blow-up. In this case, however, the interrogation of the premises of the look
occurs in conjunction to the implementation of an absolute point of view – which
Antonioni develops following the path inaugurated with the strategies of scopic
displacement and impersonal vision employed in Blow-up. In the second to last shot of
the The Passenger – the famous seven-minute long sequence-shot of the protagonist’s
assassination – Antonioni materializes, in the most spectacular manner, this absolute
form of vision. The camera tracks towards the fenced window of the room in which the
protagonist is lying, unaware of the imminent arrival of the hitmen. The movement of the
camera is not interrupted as it approaches the metal barrier, and the camera seemingly
crosses the bars guarding the window: the uninterrupted shot continuous outside of the
building. In this sequence Antonioni absolves the camera not only from the limitations of
human perspective, but also from the material constraints of the camera itself. As vision
emerges from the unrestrained movement of a dematerialized invisible look, the invisible
guest becomes an immaterial and disembodied eye.
The event of adaptation that ensued from Antonioni’s encounter with “The
Devil’s Drool” thus allowed him to redefine the relationship between the image and the
world in non-indexical terms. The discovery of fantasy and its entanglement within the
very fabric of conscious perception determined an ontological reevaluation of the image
itself. Not only an indexical, evidentiary trace of the real, but a generative element in its
own right, the image, as it is conceived in Antonioni’s cinema beginning with Blow-up,
exemplifies the mattering function that Sean Cubitt ascribes to optical media:
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Mediation is the ground of relationship, the relationship that precedes and constructs subjects
and objects. Media matter, both in the sense of giving material specificity to our descriptions
of such abstract concepts as society and environment, and in the sense of the active verb:
mediation comes into being as matter, its mattering constitutes the knowable, experienceable
world, making possible all sensing and being sensed, knowing and being known (Cubitt 2014,
2).

The unresolved tension of Red Desert springs from the supervened impossibility,
for Antonioni, to meaningfully relate his new understanding of the medium to the ethical
commitment towards the world, which he considers an inherent obligation of the film
practice. The adaptation of Cortázar’s short story provides instead Antonioni with the
means to reformulate his engagement with the world through a renewed commitment to
the cinematographic image. Following the resolution of the short story’s plot, Antonioni
not only creatively resolves Thomas’ crisis, but at the same time affirms a new ethics of
the image attuned to a post-indexical understanding of the medium.
To resolve the second major aesthetic impasse of his career, Antonioni thus
resorts again to literary adaptation. Literature represents for Antonioni a reservoir of
otherness through which he can overcome aesthetic limitations and ingrained habits of
seeing and thinking. By incorporating an authorial otherness into his cinema through the
practice of adaptation, Antonioni manifests the desire to evade the identity of the proper
name, of an anticipated stylistic and thematic recognizability. The yearning for the
overcoming of the proper name is the symptom of a certain stylistic and thematic
exhaustion, connected to a transforming understanding of the medium, and of the
medium’s relationship to the historical world. Adaptation comes to represent, for
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Antonioni, the possibility of opening his tightly structured authorship to an otherness that
demands a readjustment, the renewal of an established authorial identity.
Antonioni’s interest in literature thus reaches beyond stories, characters, and
themes. Narrative content only has a subordinate role in his work as an adapter. This
already was the case with Antonioni’s adaptation of Pavese’s Among Women Only, and it
is the case again with Blow-up. In the former occasion, Pavese’s observational approach
and testimonial ethics constituted the main object of transposition occurring through the
adaptation. The object of adaptation thus primarily refers to Antonioni’s approach to the
cinematic medium. The filmmaker’s relationship to the medium is also at the heart of
Antonioni’s adaptation of “The Devil’s Drool.” In addition to borrowing elements of the
specific narrative content of the short story, Antonioni adapts Cortázar’s literary
strategies aimed to blurring the distinction between fantasy and reality and translates
them through audiovisual means. This allows for his detachment from realism and
enables him to transition to an imagistic form of cinema. Although narrative content has
in this case more significance than in Antonioni’s adaptation of Among Women Only, its
importance still remains subordinated to a larger reflection on the medium and the
processes of mediatization. Antonioni’s cinema itself is therefore again the ultimate
object of transformation in the event of adaptation propelled by the filmmaker’s
encounter with Cortázar’s “The Devil’s Drool.”
It is significant that Antonioni resorts precisely to the mimes as the major figure
of this transformation. Pantomime has played a major role in the formation of silent
cinema performers, such as Buster Keaton and Charlie Chaplin. Recalling pantomime,
Antonioni thus alludes to a cinematic form predating the supremacy of the naturalistic
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style that emphasizes dialogue and psychological characterization, and which affirmed
itself after the inception of synchronized sound. Choosing the mimes as emblematic
figurations of the transformation of his cinema, Antonioni hence advances an
understanding of the medium that prioritizes visualization, the image, and the imaginary,
in respect to the superficial realism of the classical Hollywood style. Yet, the mimes also
evoke the “intrinsic intermediality of pantomime” (Williams 2012, 108), which has
developed across a number of stage practices, as well as within silent cinema. Pointing
towards this promiscuous origin, Antonioni’s reflection on the medium expands beyond
the notion of a cinematic specificity. Opening his reflection on cinema onto this wider
intermedial perspective, Antonioni does not focus on optical media exclusively, but he
looks at the more generalized processes of mediatization – either they occur through
literary texts, the performing arts, or the moving image. After Blow-up, mediatization in
Antonioni’s cinema is understood as a process through which we not only access reality –
as was the case in Antonioni’s realist cinema – but which also allows us to participate to
the formation of reality itself. An impure Antonioni thus emerges, an adaptive auteur
whose authorship is exposed to the transformative action of the otherness of the world.
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CHAPTER 5

The Mysterious Object of Disengagement:
Antonioni, Cocteau, and the Postmodern Cultural Logic

A riddle has been tickling the imagination of critics and scholars since the release of
Michelangelo Antonioni’s Il mistero di Oberwald (The Mystery of Oberwald), a lowbudget costume melodrama starring Monica Vitti, produced by the Italian national
television (RAI) in 1980. The mystery boldly announced in the title is mere smoke and
mirrors, however, there is no arcanum, enigma, or secret, hidden within the pompous
folds of the film’s narrative. Yet, the film itself has become a mysterious object in its own
right within the scholarship on Antonioni. The constitution of such an object has taken
two main directions. Some monographs and edited volumes simply disregard the film’s
existence and exclude it from the canon they are – implicitly, or sometimes explicitly –
assembling or validating (Tinazzi 1985; Arrowsmith 1995; Brunette 1998; Boschi and Di
Chiara 2015). The desire to erase and repress the existence of the film is a clear indicator
of the perceived threat that Oberwald poses to the theoretical premises subtending a
certain reception of Antonioni’s films. An alternative path, in the attempt at taming the
film’s eccentricity, has been instead pursued by a second group of scholars through
strategies of incorporation. These scholars generally struggle to rescue the film from its
perceived heterogeneity within the Antonionian corpus, by focusing on specific stylistic
or formal components – almost invariably the filmmaker’s experimentation with color –
which they isolate from the audiovisual and narrative fabric of the film (Chatman 1985;
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Rohdie 1990; Pomerance 2011; Casetti 2011). I would like to take the process of
dislocation undergone by the notion of mystery one step further. In this chapter, in
addition to interrogating the secrets within the film and the film as a mysterious object, I
primarily focus on the very puzzle of Oberwald’s critical reception.
At an unfavorable moment in his career, Antonioni undertakes a project which is
utterly foreign to his previous thematic and aesthetic concerns. With the aid of his most
trusted collaborator, Tonino Guerra, he adapts Jean Cocteau’s stage play L’Aigle à deux
têtes (The Two-Headed Eagle, 1946), a costume melodrama set in an imaginary past. 59
The mysterious object manufactured by criticism is, in the very first place, a reaction
triggered by the unacceptable fact that Antonioni has consciously embraced a set of
generic conventions, which his previous work has openly and strenuously rejected. To
aggravate things, Antonioni resorts to a genre – that of melodrama – with a trifling
cultural cache in Italy during the 1970s, a tumultuous time in the postwar history of the
country, characterized by political assassinations, state-sponsored massacres, and the
perception of violence as a diffuse, omnipresent threat. Unable to align the reading of the
film with Antonioni’s previous narrative, stylistic, and, more broadly, aesthetic and
philosophical concerns, scholars have turned the film into a riddle also – and most
importantly – for the purpose of disguising the cracks that Oberwald discloses in their
own theoretical edifices. The truly unacceptable fact for an interested scholarship that
(implicitly or explicitly) relies on the premises of the auteur theory is Antonioni’s sudden
disengagement from both the image and the historical world, which Oberwald makes
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Although the official title given to the play in the English language translation is The Eagle with Two
Heads, I will refer to the play as The Two-Headed Eagle, as it more accurately translates the reference – in
the French title – to the coat of arms of the Habsburg-Lorraine family.
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manifest. In this film, Antonioni overturns the seriousness of the modernist project his
work has always been associated with, through the playful disengagement of a
postmodern pastiche.
The goal of this chapter is to reposition Oberwald within Antonioni’s
filmography, by identifying the film as the decisive turning point towards the
postmodernist aesthetic and cultural logic that would inform the latest part of his
filmography (1980-2004). I suggest reading the shift determined by Oberwald, and
continuing throughout Antonioni’s subsequent films, as the transition to a postmodern
aesthetic paradigm that allows him to withdraw from the personal engagement with the
medium and the world. As a result of this detachment, Antonioni’s cinema after
Oberwald would focus with an increasing insistence on the filmmaker himself. The
personal vision that used to be enacted within his films would itself become the subject
matter of the cinematic projects he would develop after Oberwald. In order to investigate
Antonioni’s transition to a postmodernist form of cinema through his adaptation of The
Two-Headed Eagle, in this chapter I proceed to deconstruct the narrative and
metanarrative mysteries that have adumbrated the critical reception of Oberwald since its
release. Finally, I turn to the scholarship on Oberwald itself, in order to dispel the riddles
and contradictions that have emerged from the critical reception of the film, and which
turned it into an unidentifiable object. By solving these puzzles, the present chapter aims
at elucidating the motives behind Antonioni’s choice of the source material, at
reevaluating the role played by Oberwald within his filmography, and, ultimately, at
reassessing the latest part of his career in the light of a postmodernist cultural logic.
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Narrative Mysteries: A Matter of Stardom

The premise is that there is no mystery in Oberwald’s story. If anything, the film’s
narrative manifests the opposite, a plot development whose predictability is only
challenged by its implausibility, and a resolution that is at once conclusive and
unimaginative. Retrospectively, the intensity of the film’s disorienting impact on
Antonioni audiences at its appearance in 1980 can hardly be measured. Oberwald
blatantly overturns Antonioni’s predilection for extremely condensed and infrequent
dialogue, the psychological opacity of characters, minimalistic plots, the frequent use of
narrative ellipses, and open-ended conclusions. In fact, not only the film’s narrative
appears eccentric within Antonioni’s filmography, but it explicitly contradicts the very
storytelling premises of his previous films. Oberwald surrenders with apparent
complacency to formulas and conventions that producers have vainly tried to impose
upon Antonioni’s cinema for the largest portion of his career. In Oberwald, Antonioni is
suddenly playing according to rules that are not his own, with a striking indifference for
the authorial independence and control that have characterized his film practice until
then.
Oberwald’s narrative posits a clear-cut distinction between heroes and villains,
while providing them with a coherent motivational logic, geared towards recognizable
ends. At the same time, the film progresses according to a linear plot development, which
culminates with a consequential and unambiguous narrative closure. An ending of the
kind Antonioni has been fiercely and unremittingly undoing since the beginning of his
career, when he was forced to endorse the generic frameworks imposed by film producers
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– as he did, for instance, through Paola and Guido’s unexpected separation at the end of
Story of a Love Affair, or with Clara’s abrupt abandonment of her aspirations in the
closing scene of The Lady Without Camelias. For the 1980 audiences accustomed to
Antonioni’s cinema, but unfamiliar with Cocteau’s play, the narrative design of
Oberwald could not but constitute an unsolvable enigma, or, worse, a bad joke. Yet, as
Cocteau readers know, these precisely are the distinguishing narrative features of his
play. Surprisingly, Antonioni preserves the narrative components of the play – its story,
plot, and characters – with an unprecedented degree of faithfulness, performing only a set
of minor transformations regarding the names of locations and characters, while also
relocating the story from the final quarter of the nineteenth-century to the year 1903. The
true riddle of Oberwald hence does not refer to its too transparent narrative features, but
rather to the motivations for selecting a text such as that of Cocteau in the very first place.
The Two-Headed Eagle is structured in three acts and its story spans across three
consecutive days. The dramatic events are set in the imaginary caste of Krantz, situated in
an unspecified Central European kingdom, during the late nineteenth-century. Antonioni
sets his film in another castle mentioned in the play, that of Oberwald, but he preserves
the Central European location and the historical setting that, in Cocteau’s play, aimed to
evoke the decline of the Habsburg Empire and to materialize the melancholic
atmospheres that accompanied it. The focus of the play is the improbable encounter
between two equally unlikely characters, an anarchic queen and a young anarchist and
poet with unanticipated royalist sympathies. The narrative premise to the dramatic events
– which is progressively presented throughout the first two acts, as we listen to the stories
of the protagonists – is simple and clear, as much as the event that unsets the established
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order is fanciful. The Queen has lived in a self-imposed seclusion for ten years, mourning
the death of the king, murdered in front of her eyes on the very day of their wedding. In
the meantime, the kingdom is governed by the perfidious Archduchess, the mother of the
deceased sovereign. Until the “stormy night” that opens the play, in which the king
returns – on the tenth anniversary of his assassination – in the semblance of a ghost.
The first act in fact opens with what appears a séance. In the first scene, the
Queen’s servants are arranging her chamber for the banquet she plans to share with the
ghost of the king, in a romantic tête-à-tête organized to celebrate their anniversary.
Everything is set for the arrival of the ghost, when the Queen enters the stage in the
second scene. What follows, in the third scene, is the attempt performed by the Queen to
summon the ghost of her deceased husband. Yet, contrary to the spectral presences that
haunt Western theatre, in The Two-Headed Eagle the ghost of the king is nowhere to be
seen, or, sensed. In order to evoke one, Cocteau would turn to Shakespeare’s Hamlet, by
referencing – in the second act – the episode of Polonius’ murder, in an attempt at
experiencing a spectral presence at least vicariously. Given this desperate longing for
ghostliness, and its actual scarcity, Cocteau resorts to the first coups de théâtre of his
play.
Lightning and thunders increase in intensity, until a youngster – identical to the
assassinated king – appears at the Queen’s balcony and, with spectacular abruptness, puts
an end to the third scene and the séance. The ghost has eventually materialized, but
immediately proves himself unsuitable for the role he has been assigned. Wounded and
physically exhausted – after climbing the external walls of the castle – Stanislas
(Sebastian, in the film), a young anarchist who wrote a political pamphlet in which he
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promised to assassinate the Queen, collapses at her feet. “Ghosts do not faint,” the Queen
remarks, emphasizing his inadequacy, not only as a political assassin. Although she is
well aware of his identity, the Queen rescues Stanislas from the police chasing him, but
intimates him an agreement he cannot refuse: she will host him for three days as her
reader, and he will assassinate her during this time. If he fails, she will have no mercy
upon him. Deprived of the illusion of redemption she was projecting onto the return of
the king, the Queen invests Stanislas of a new role. He is now “Azreal,” the angel of
death that will put an appropriate – that is, tragic – end to the life she has been refusing to
live, accomplishing the ambition she declares in the sixth scene: “[m]y dream is to
become a tragedy” (Cocteau 1961, 250). A different turn of events would occur,
however, as a consequence of the encounter between the protagonists.
Quite predictably, in the second act the agreement is undone because the
characters fall in love with each other. As the Queen herself puts it, whereas the night
before they embodied two antagonistic ideas – an anarchist and a monarch – the day after
they are a woman and a man in love with one another. The organization of the second act
mirrors by inversion the structure of the first one, whose closing third is constituted of an
extended, uninterrupted monologue that the Queen delivers in front of the wounded,
exhausted, and speechless anarchist. In the first third of the second act, Stanislas instead
recovers the word and forces the Queen to listen to his own perspective on the events that
brought to their encounter. His vigorous call for social justice functions as a realistic
counterpoint to the imaginative flights of the monarch. This abrupt reversal also marks
the shift from the aspirations to a tragic register expressed in the first act, to the embrace,
in the second and third acts, of the earthly, sentimental and political passions of
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melodrama. Stanislas’ outburst is however interrupted by the arrival of the villain, the
powerful Count of Foëhn, a delegated agent of the Archduchess. Hidden from sight,
Stanislas listens to the exchange between the interlocutors and, as soon as Foëhn has left,
persuades the Queen to abandon the self-imposed seclusion and to reconquer her
authority over the country. “You saved my life, I will save yours” (Cocteau 1961, 281),
Stanislas promises, tying love and politics into a single melodramatic gesture. The act
concludes with the Queen giving instructions to her loyal servant Félix de Willenstein,
for him to arrange everything for her return to the capital the day after as legitimate
sovereign.
The third act begins the next morning. Everything has been set for the Queen’s
departure, and everyone is waiting for her return from her solitary horseback ride. Taking
advantage of the Queen’s absence, Foëhn secretly approaches Stanislas and offers him an
agreement that would save his life from the royal justice the Count himself represents. He
wants Stanislas to use his influence over the Queen, in order to manipulate her and
preserve the executive power in the hands of the Archduchess. Stanislas bravely refuses
the complicity of the Count, but at the same time understands that his presence at the side
of the Queen would constitute an insurmountable burden for her return to power. Talking
with Foëhn, Stanislas gains an insight of the true life at the court, a place of machinations
and intrigues, to which the candid idealism he is uncompromisingly determined to
preserve could never survive. In a later conversation with the Queen, Stanislas would
explicate his understanding: “Any tailing off is unbearable. Those are your own words. It
did not take me long to see what court intrigues are, and the snares of the ceremonial and
etiquette. Behind your back, that abominable spirit spreads its contagion throughout your
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residence. We should soon be objects of derision there” (Cocteau 1961, 300). Even
though Foëhn fails in achieving his purpose, he manages to awaken a sense of
inadequacy in Stanislas that would prove fatal. The arrival of the Queen suddenly
truncates their conversation, and the Count hastily leaves.
An intensely melodramatic scene follows. The Queen is radiant at the prospect of
the future: she dreams of her new public life as legitimate sovereign, while at the same
time fantasizing a retreat from the social world in the sole company of Stanislas. Yet,
while she appears happily blind to the contradictory nature of her aspirations, Stanislas
recognizes the contradiction and matures the decision to remove the obstacle preventing
the Queen’s political ascent, namely, his own person. The irreparability of his decision is
foreshadowed at the conclusion of this scene (the sixth). As the Queen summarizes her
purpose of regaining control over the capital and then returning to Krantz to reunite with
Stanislas, the latter mechanically replies to the Queen’s exaltation and her unrealistic
plans about the future with a dispirited, condescending “yes, my love.” The mechanical
reiteration of the line for four consecutive times further emphasizes Stanislas’
disillusionment and forecasts the fated conclusion of their affair. Yet, the impossibility of
their happiness has already been ingenuously suggested at the beginning of this very
scene. Upon the Queen’s returns from the horse ride, Stanislas confides his anxieties to
her: “As soon as you leave me, I fear that the dreamer who is dreaming us will awake.
But no. He merely turns over in his sleep. I see you, and his dreams begin again”
(Cocteau 1961, 297). Although Stanislas’ line ends on a happy note, it announces the
ineluctable impossibility of accomplishing their love but in a dream. According to the
melodramatic tradition, the moral bias of the world they inhabit prevents their love from
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flourishing into the daylight of social acceptability. Consequently, the play concludes
with the lovers’ suicide. As Stanislas suddenly poisons himself to death, the Queen
deceives him into believing that she never loved him and has only used him in order to
pursue her selfish goals. Stanislas is heartbroken, and when the Queen accuses him of the
betrayal of his comrades and despises him as a traitor, the anarchist loses his temper and
stabs her in the back. Eventually, the Queen has turned Stanislas into her angel of death.
With the knife lodged in her back, she confesses her love for the anarchist, just an instant
before they both die and the play ends.
Compared to Antonioni’s previous narratives, Cocteau’s play inevitably appears
an alien object. Not only its unlikely melodramatic plot is at odds with the existential and
philosophical themes of Antonioni’s cinema, but the very dialogical form of stage
literature seems to contradict the premises of his previous film practice. Theatre has had a
small part in Antonioni’s own career in the second half of the 1950s, but during his brief
experience as stage director he has always handled stage and film practices as separate
and unrelated domains. Contrary to other filmmakers that worked across both the cinema
and the theatre with a comparable engagement and intensity – let’s just think of Luchino
Visconti, Pier Paolo Pasolini, or Franco Zeffirelli – the performative arts have only
represented a brief and inconsequential episode in Antonioni’s career. Today, his
experience in the theatre would have mostly been forgotten, were it not for the fact that
this very experience enabled his encounter with Monica Vitti. Her first film collaboration
with Antonioni came into being as a side project, while they were running a theatre
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company together.60 During the dubbing for Outcry, Vitti lent her voice to the actress
playing the gas station owner, Virginia (Dorian Gray, the stage name of Maria Luisa
Mangini). This small episode in the production history of Outcry can be seen as the fated
moment of Antonioni and Vitti’s mutual convergence towards the silver screen. Both of
them were to abandon theatre soon afterwards, while acquiring a celebrity status within
the burgeoning international art-house circuit.
Yet, after fifteen years spent apart from each other, when Antonioni and Vitti
resumed a professional collaboration in the late 1970s, they did so precisely by trying to
recuperate what their fated encounter had left behind, the theatre. The choice to rely on a
dramatic text for Oberwald appears the most counterintuitive, if we approach it through
the lens of Antonioni’s filmmaking. Hardly could a text like Cocteau’s be turned into a
film similar to those he shot ever since his debut in movie making. Furthermore, the
dialogical character of stage literature in general, and the preeminence this accords to
dialogue over both action and the act of showing, have comprehensibly made theatre
unappealing to Antonioni. On the contrary, his cinema has developed in opposition to the
theatricality that has been distinctive of the dramatic – and especially melodramatic –
tradition of Italian cinema prior to WWII. With the introduction of sound – in Italy as
anywhere else – film practices began to prioritize dialogue over the audiovisual
components of the medium, resulting, in the most extreme cases, in forms of
photographed theatre – for instance, the bourgeoise comedies of the cinema dei telefoni
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bianchi (Telefoni Bianchi [White Telephones] films). This was precisely the cinematic
practice that Antonioni has been vigorously opposing throughout his career.
The puzzle related to the selection of The Two-Headed Eagle grows bigger, if we
consider that, in addition to choosing a dialogical text, Antonioni opted for a particularly
verbose one, rhetorically inflated by a hyperbolical sentimentalism, and with a peculiar
propensity for “monologism” – as opposed to “dialogism” (Bakhtin 1984). The TwoHeaded Eagle is a play that paradoxically inscribes monologism within the preeminent
dialogic form of stage literature. In fact, not only Cocteau resorts to a pompous, oldfashioned literary language, but he also predominantly organizes his text around lengthy
monological sections, ill-suited for the big screen. And, most importantly, the dialogical
exchanges themselves are inflected to the point of acquiring a discernible monological
quality. Let me provide a brief example – excerpted from the ninth scene of the second
act – of the modulation of dialogical exchanges into a monological chord that Cocteau
performs throughout the play. Stanislas and the Queen are alone in the library, following
the intrusion of the Count of Foëhn in the second act. The young anarchist has just
addressed the unbridgeable disparity that separates him from the royal person of the
Queen, and this is how Cocteau’s play stages her reply:
The Queen seats herself in the chair near the stove, looking towards the audience. One can
scarcely distinguish anything except the stove, which lights up their faces. The library is full
of shadows. Stanislas slips behind The Queen’s chair and stands there.
The Queen. You have killed the queen, Stanislas, more completely than you intended. When I
was a little girl, there were people always pestering me, preparing me for the throne. That was
how I was brought up, and I hated it. King Frederick was a revelation. I no longer thought of
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anything but love. I was going to become a woman. I was going to live. I did not become a
woman, I did not live. Frederick died the day this miracle should have occurred. I buried
myself in my castles. On a stormy night, you climbed through my window and disturbed the
whole delicate balance of my life.
Long pause

Such a narrative organization is obviously at odds with cinematographic
storytelling, while the exacerbated sentimentality of the text is unimaginable in any of the
previous Antonioni films. The implausible choice of the play in fact bespeaks the fact
that, in the very first place, this was a film never meant to be. In an interview with
Seymour Chatman, recorded soon after the release of Oberwald, Antonioni explains how
the idea for the film was born (Chatman 1997, 5-6). He was approached by Monica Vitti,
who had a deal with RAI to produce a film and wanted him to direct it. Vitti was
planning to make a screen version of another stage play by Cocteau, La Voix humaine
(The Human Voice, 1928), but Antonioni persuaded her to abandon the initiative since a
film adaptation of the text, starring Anna Magnani, has already been realized in 1948 by
Roberto Rossellini. In the interview Antonioni explains that his motivation depended on
the fear of the film being perceived as a “confrontation” with the then recently deceased
icon of Italian cinema. Even though the plays differ greatly from one another, the shift
from The Human Voice to The Two-Headed Eagle is recalled by Antonioni as a seamless
transition: “So we had Cocteau in hand and we selected L’Aigle à deux tête” (Chatman
1997, 6).
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What remains unsaid in Antonioni’s reconstruction of the film’s genesis are the
characteristics of Cocteau’s earlier text, and the centrality it assigns to the actor. The
Human Voice in fact is a monodrama, a play for a single actor – in this case, an actress
engaged in a desperate telephone conversation with the husband that is abandoning her,
and who remains not only unseen, but also unheard during the entirety of the play. A
greater centrality can hardly be imagined for an actor, and Vitti’s interest in the play
should not surprise, especially in a moment of her career when she wanted to reaffirm
herself in dramatic roles, after more than a decade of successful, but perhaps not entirely
satisfying, lighthearted romantic comedies, satirical films, and sexy comedies. Secondly,
Antonioni also does not mention that Rossellini’s film was a short with a running time of
approximately thirty-five minutes. Even considering Antonioni’s on average slower
editing pace – in comparison to his senior colleague – it would have been extremely
problematic to extend The Human Voice to fit the dramaturgical requirements of a feature
length film. The Two-Headed Eagle offered an alternative to the earlier piece that was
better suited for the purposes of a feature and which, while decentering the exclusive
focus on a single actor, preserved a monological propensity and a structure aimed at
enhancing the actors’ performative skills.
Although the filmmaker operates a series of interventions aimed at drying
Cocteau’s text out of its verbal ornamentation and rhetorical overemphasis, Oberwald
actually preserves what I have described as The Two-Headed Eagle’s monological
propensity. The adoption of the textual organization characteristic of The Two-Headed
Eagle remains an enigma if looked at from the point of view of a singular coherent
authorship allegedly defining Antonioni’s filmography. Yet, if we look at the selection of
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the text from the perspective of the leading actress and of her career the mystery
dissolves, as if by magic. Reorienting the analytical framework through which we
approach the film, a suggestive hypothesis emerges: namely the possibility that the play
might have been chosen, not in spite of its monological structure, but precisely because of
this very organizational and stylistic feature. This seems to me, in a nutshell, the solution
to the mystery concerning the choice of the text and the resulting narrative organization
of the film.
Antonioni does not merely adapt the narrative elements of Cocteau’s play, but
also, and most importantly, its peculiar textual organization: the text as pre-text for the
showcasing of the performers’ talents. Pre-textuality as a specific textual organization
mirrors and complements the material pretextual origin of The Two-Headed Eagle, as
well as the pretextual motivations for its subsequent stage and screen adaptations. The
genesis of the play is, in this sense, unequivocal. The Two-Headed Eagle was written in
the autumn of 1943, when Cocteau, depressed and struggling again with opium addiction,
took refuge in the neo-gothic manor of Tal Moor in Brittany, in the company of Jean
Marais and Paul Morihien. While the latter was chopping wood, and Marais was painting
and compulsively smoking in an attempt at lowering his voice, Cocteau could devote
himself to writing a play commissioned by Marais himself, probably in an attempt at
rescuing Cocteau from the trap of opium and the inner demons it used to awaken. 61
The Two-Headed Eagle therefore is, first of all, a work commissioned by an actor,
and the interest of which can be better appreciated if considered from the perspective of
the performers, rather than that of the author or stage director. Interviewed by André
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Fraigneau – one of his most faithful disciples – Cocteau reveals that, not only Marais
requested him to create a play that would magnify his performative skills, but he also
gave Cocteau precise instructions in regards to the organization of the text: “Marais asked
for a drama in which he would remain ‘silent’ in the first act, ‘cry with joy’ in the second,
and ‘fall down the stairs backward’ in the third” (Knapp 1989, 112). The origin of the
play thus betrays a web of pretextual motivations. Whereas Marais wants to distract
Cocteau from the pleasures of opium, the latter organizes the textual fabric of the play not
according to a narrative intention, but with the purpose of enhancing the performative
potential of the drama. A further pretextual motive can be evinced from certain
correspondences between the definition of the characters and Cocteau’s own biography.
While Marais’ commission informs the textual organization of the play by prioritizing the
actors’ performance, on the narrative level, Cocteau inscribes within the text his own
relationship with the object of desire Jean Marais. Wade Lynch notes that the relation
between an older, tragic queen and a young, vigorous poet, who romantically idealizes
the queen, “can be nicely fitted to Cocteau’s own vision of himself in his relationship
with Marais (and previously with Raymond Radiguet and others)” (Lynch 1999, 72).
Yet, pretextual motivations not only inform the genesis of The Two-Headed
Eagle, but its later circulation as well. The heterogeneous stagings of the play that
appeared at different times and at diverse latitudes invariably display a lowest common
denominator: they have always appropriated the text and transformed it, usually with
little concern for its narrative integrity, for its capacity to serve as star-vehicle (Lynch
1999). Looking at the most important stagings of The Two-Headed Eagle during the first
decade of the text’s circulation (1946-1956), Lynch has persuasively shown that the
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interest in the play has been primarily – or, even exclusively – driven by the desire of
actors and complacent stage directors to profit from the central role assigned to
performers and their interpretative and expressive skills. Ronald Duncan’s translation of
the play – realized in 1946 and staged even prior to Cocteau’s own version – has been
tailored to suit the requests of the actress Eileen Herlie. In order to please her, Duncan
also translated portions of the text in verse, creating a postmodern pastiche avant la lettre
that he designates, disparagingly, as an adaptation: “[i]n fairness to my friend Jean
Cocteau, I must emphasize that this text is an adaptation and not a literal translation”
(Quoted in Lynch 1999, 73). Yet, in spite of the extremely negative critical responses, the
play soon became a news item and it immediately obtained an outstanding commercial
success, playing in three different theatres during a run of almost one year. Most
importantly, Duncan’s version of the play achieved its goal and made Herlie – until
recently employed as a typist – into a rising star on the British dramatic scene and
launched her in a long and successful career.
Lynch shows that an analogous disparity of judgement – the praise of the
performers and the denigration of the dramatic text – would also greet Cocteau’s own
staging of the text in Paris in December 1946 (Lynch 1999, 76-7). The Two-Headed
Eagle immediately gained a reputation among practitioners as an effective star vehicle.
The instrumental value of the play also propelled the two most important early NorthAmerican stagings of the play: the Broadway version of 1947, and its Off-Broadway
recuperation in 1956. The Broadway production was born out of an initiative of the
already established stage and film actress Tallulah Bankhead. She executed a series of
acrobatics on Cocteau’s text worthy of her performances on stage, which made the
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original play almost unrecognizable. Contrary to Donovan’s similarly inventive version,
the extreme liberties that Bankhead took with the text did not pay off. The flexibility and
adaptability of The Two-Headed Eagle proved its limits, and Bankhead’s performance
was ridiculed by the reviewers as much as her version of the text. Yet, when the play was
re-exhumed in an Off-Broadway context in 1956, it proved once again extremely
successful in accomplishing its primary task, for it reanimated the career of Colleen
Dewhurst, the actress for whom the play was adapted.62
Moreover, the potential of the play was tested not only on theatrical stage, but it
was soon also assessed in relation to the film medium, as Cocteau himself immediately
adapted The Two-Headed Eagle for the silver screen in 1948. Starring the same
protagonists of the stage version (Marais and Edwige Feuillère), the film aimed at
banking on the massive success of the stage performance and the star value that had
already been attached to their names. The experiment again proved lucrative, and The
Two-Headed Eagle demonstrated its capacity to successfully cross medial boarders,
without losing any of its appeal. In its pretextual organization, the play thus seems to
offer itself as an object of adaptation at the service of stardom, either in the theatres or on
the big screen. Travelling across time, space, media, and cultures, in its varied versions,
the play has always preserved its initial function as an adaptable star-vehicle. The TwoHeaded Eagle thus had an obvious appeal for Vitti and Antonioni, given the
circumstances in which their project was born.
While the function of the play as star vehicle remained stable across all the
adaptations of The Two-Headed Eagle, the success of its different versions could not be
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taken for granted, as demonstrated by Bankhead’s case. Oberwald represents another
example of the possibility that things might go wrong, that the trick does not work. As a
matter of fact, Vitti’s career can be said to have remain untouched by her appearance in
Oberwald. She would continue making comedies throughout the 1980s, collaborating
with established filmmakers in the genre – such as Sergio Corbucci, Steno, and Alberto
Sordi, among others – in films like Non ti capisco più, amore (I Don’t Understand You
Anymore, Corbucci, 1980), Camera d’albergo ([Hotel Room], Mario Monicelli, 1981), or
Francesca è mia ([Francesca Is Mine] Roberto Russo, 1983). In Vitti’s career, Oberwald
remains more of a biographical episode with an anecdotal value – due to her reunification
on the set with Antonioni – than a professional achievement of any significance. 63 Yet,
Vitti’s career has not been assessed through an auteurist framework, which was instead
the case for Antonioni’s films. For this reason, Oberwald had much greater consequences
for the critical appraisal of Antonioni’s work than that of Vitti.

Metanarrative Mysteries: Tales of Fate and Disengagement

In conjunction with the riddle related to the selection of the play in terms of narrative
components and textual organization, Oberwald immediately brings to the surface
another series of puzzles related to the metanarrative – that is, stylistic and generic –
features of the film. Almost every generic and stylistic aspect of Oberwald flagrantly
contradicts the premises of Antonioni’s previous pictures. With this film, he undoes the
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laborious distance that he has drawn between his cinema and the genre of the melò – as
film melodrama was known in Italy during the 1950s. Outcry, which represents the first
major aesthetic turning point in Antonioni’s career – and which I analyze in the second
chapter of my dissertation – marks the filmmaker’s accomplished subversion of the
classical form of melodrama. Oberwald instead placidly endorses the Manichean
separation of good and evil, smoothens the characterization of protagonists and
antagonists in order to emphasize this opposition, and concludes with a clear-cut
narrative resolution that merely confirms the fated demise of the protagonists’
unacceptable relationship. In 1980, rather than a movement forward, Oberwald must thus
have appeared as a bizarre leap backwards into the pre-history of Antonioni’s film
practice. This film inverts the shift – enacted through Outcry – from the classical form of
melodrama to a post-classical form that, in the second chapter, I have described in
relation to the stage and cinematic tradition of the melodrama of sensation.
The melodrama of sensation denounces the delusionary consistency of the
fantasies of order and justice fostered by the classical form of the genre, while deflecting
its focus from cognition towards the register of sensation. By negating justice, classical
melodrama paradoxically activates the imperative of a just world: evil might prevail, but
a spiritual and moral order hidden beneath the surface of reality is revealed to the
audiences. The melodrama of sensation revokes the belief in the existence of a moral
order – lost, but potentially retrievable. In this form of melodrama, there is no
transcendental order whatsoever that might restore a meaningful coherence to either
reality or individual agency. Whereas Antonioni has fundamentally continued to operate
within a melodramatic mode, in Outcry he erases narrative finality and closure, as well as
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the motivational legibility of the characters’ actions. Since then, the diegetic worlds of
Antonioni’s films and the characters that inhabit them could not be contained anymore
within the closed universe of meaning of classical melodrama.
In the blink of an eye, Obwerwald hence erases the distance from the classical
form of melodrama that Antonioni’s previous cinema has vigorously pursued. Yet, not
only The Two-Headed Eagle belongs to the tradition of the classical melodrama, but the
play can be considered a quintessential embodiment of this form. I suggest reading The
Two-Headed Eagle as a melodrama squared, that is, a melodrama that dramatizes the
impossibility of overcoming the melodramatic genre.64 It is interesting to note, in this
sense, that Antonioni describes his decision to work on The Two-Headed Eagle as a
matter of “fate”: “Why this choice? It isn’t a choice, it is fate” (Antonioni 1996, 127). 65
The subjugation to the inconsistent arbitrariness of fate – the idea of a fated world –
represents precisely one of the staples of melodrama. In envisioning his relationship to
Oberwald, Antonioni therefore presents himself at the center of a scenario that is in itself
unequivocally melodramatic. In this perspective, the play’s narrative and its textual
structure entrap the filmmaker within the world of classical melodrama. The Two-Headed
Eagle thus conveys, for Antonioni, a melodramatic fate, or, better, melodrama as fate.
The impossibility for the melodrama to overcome its own boundaries is inscribed
within the very narrative of Cocteau’s play. In the introduction to the play that he wrote
for the publication of the text in 1946, Cocteau engages in a pre-emptive war against the
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“large élite” of spectators that might misunderstand his play for a melodrama (Cocteau
2003, 1061). The paradox of a “large élite” is symptomatic of an imaginary enemy
through which the playwright attempts at averting the most obvious reading of the play.
Cocteau’s aspiration to overcome the melodramatic form is interestingly replicated within
the text through the Queen’s own ambition to “become a tragedy.” In order to elevate her
fate from a melodramatic seclusion into sublime heights, she aspires to a tragic death at
the hands of a political assassin, and thus welcomes the arrival of Stanislas as the possible
moment of her transmutation. Yet, in her reading of the play, Elizabeth Black notes that
“[a] tragic plot depends on the intervention of fate or the gods, an impossibility if the
queen is authoring events” (Black 2018, 309). In this sense, although the Queen
ultimately succeeds in manipulating Stanislas into murdering her, what the assassination
reveals, rather than the tragic destiny and premature death of the monarch, is the fated
impossibility of her romantic relationship with Stanislas.
The queen’s death does not manifest the unmovable will of the gods, but the
arbitrariness of her own design, and can be therefore better understood as a suicide
propelled by social and cultural restraints. A melodramatic fate, rather than a tragic
destiny, is the one revealed by the death of the protagonists. Cocteau skillfully conveys
the fated impossibility of their relationship by beginning his text with the cold account of
the discovery of their corpses – which chronologically follows their melodramatic death
at the conclusion of the play:
The Queen was found stabbed in the back, at the top of the library staircase, by the open
window. She was wearing a riding habit and had just taken the salute from her soldiers. She
had appeared for the first time unveiled.
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The assassin was lying at the bottom of the stairs, struck dead by poison.
This tragedy has inspired several accounts – historical, scientific, poetic, passionate, sectarian
– and all of these could be true. (Cocteau 1961, 230)

Through this textual stratagem, Cocteau presents the readers with the enigma of
the Queen’s death, as it might have appeared to the soldiers who found the corpses of the
lovers after the conclusion of the events narrated in the play. Yet, the death the soldiers
might interpret as a mystery is thoroughly described for the readers at the end of the
drama. In spite of its tragic promise, the conclusion of the play unmasks its failure in
achieving those poetic heights. The diegetic world that Cocteau constructs in his play is,
first of all, the fated world of melodrama, in which the will of the gods is supplanted by
political intrigues and mechanisms of social pressure. The Queen and the text are both
ensnared into melodramatic scenarios that they cannot evade, reproducing the
melodramatic situation par excellence: the entrapment/confinement within a fated world,
which in this case is that of melodrama itself. The Two-Headed Eagle hence is a
melodrama squared, a melodrama that vainly aspires to overcome its own generic
boundaries by regaining access to the superior, sublime order of tragedy. Adopting –
rather than adapting – the diegetic world of The Two-Headed Eagle, Antonioni finds
himself ensnared within the universe of classical melodrama.
The entrapment of Antonioni’s film within the classical form of melodrama does
not manifest exclusively on the narrative and generic level, however, but it is also
immediately discernible in Oberwald’s stylistic features. The most overt aesthetic
transformation – in respect to his previous, and posterior, body of work – is represented
by Antonioni’s decision to stage a period piece. The very choice of a costume melodrama
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signals Antonioni’s abrupt and radical detachment from the commitment to the real –
either as witness or agent of transformation – which has preeminently characterized his
cinema. Antonioni’s films have always been concerned with the present moment and the
temporal dimensions embedded within the present time and place. Either by interrogating
the present in order to evoke the specters of an erased past, or by materializing in the
present moment the vision of a possible future, the conundrums of the contemporary have
always been at the heart of Antonioni’s cinematic reflections. With Oberwald Antonioni
instead retreats into the inexistent past of a legendary mountain kingdom populated by
mythical romantic figures.
The escapist dimension that unmistakably characterizes Oberwald is a defining
feature of Cocteau’s own play. Although The Two-Headed Eagle has been published and
staged only in 1946, the play displays a much closer relationship to the theatrical
traditions flourishing in France during the War, rather than to those emerging in its
aftermath. When, after two months of try outs in Brussels and Lion, The Two-Headed
Eagle opened in Paris in the late December of 1946, the play was comprehensibly
perceived as an alien object betting against the dominant stage trends of its time: the
existentialist theatre, surrealist stage practices, and the Marxist/Brechtian political
tradition.66 In the preface to the published version of the text, Cocteau proudly claims that
his play represents an attempt at revivifying stage practices neglectfully abandoned by the
contemporaneous French theatre (Cocteau 2003, 1060-1). Yet, this is another instance of
Cocteau’s preemptive-wars against reasonable, or even obvious criticism. For strategic
reasons, he tries to present the play as a reaction triggered by postwar theatrical
66
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innovations. Targeted with accusations of collaborationism, Cocteau comprehensibly
wants to disguise the actual genesis of The Two-Headed Eagle and its rootedness in a
specific stage tradition, that of the French two-headed wartime government (1940-1944)
– I am obviously referring to the German military authority headquartered in Paris and
Pétain’s Vichy regime.
Since the summer of 1940, Germans encouraged Parisian theatres to reopen,
while the Vichy government distributed generous subsidies to playhouses and
performances in the provinces. Within the generalized social uncertainty and political
turmoil, and in spite of the increasing shortage in primary goods, theatre seemed “one of
the few commodities during the war that was not in short supply and was not limited by
coupons” (Krauss, xxii). Not only was theatre not negatively affected by the fall of the
Third Republic, but it even managed to increase its cultural importance, popularity, and
commercial success: “[t]here was more theatre in Paris under the Germans than there had
been before, and box offices, overall, took in more money that they had collected before
the Defeat” (Ibid.). Germans and Petainists’ willingness to promote theatre was obviously
limited by their political agenda and strictly regimented through a pervasive censorship
apparatus. Predictably, escapist tales and costume dramas – being the exploration of the
past decidedly safer than the investigation of the present – were the hallmarks of the
theatre of Occupied/Vichy France; comedy and melodrama its most successful genres.
Conceived during a retreat in a Breton Manor, the disengagement of The TwoHeaded Eagle faithfully reflects Cocteau’s flee from the social world and the current
historical events. In the winter of 1943, life in Paris was at its lowest since the beginning
of the Occupation. After the German defeat in Stalingrad, the manufactured appearance
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of an ordinary existence unshaken by the war was losing its imaginary grip. The
insecurity of the population mounted to an alarming level with the omen of the advancing
war front, which could reach France at any moment. A particularly harsh season
contributed to worsen things further:
The winter of 1943 was freezing. Imprisoned in their tanks, the fish agonized in the frozen
apartments that the Parisians fled – the last metro was at 5.30, on the days there were reprisals
– to drink coffee made from acorns, or occasionally chickpeas, in bistros that were rarely
heated. All of France was hungry, except for a lucky few in the south or in Paris; all of France
was cold and afraid. (Arnaud 2016, 685)

While the largest part of the French population is exposed to the specter of the
approaching war and struggles against a freezing winter and severe material deprivations,
“[c]ut off from the world more than ever, the threesome of rue de Montpensier [Cocteau,
Marais, and Morihien] could have believed themselves in King Arthurs’ time, prisoners
of the frozen winters blowing in from the sea of Cornwall” (Arnaud 2016, 686). The
context in which the play was written thus finds its textual counterpart in the escapist
quality of the play itself, its generic affiliation, and its innocuous setting in a legendary
past.
The Two Headed Eagle – completed by the end of 1943 – can be seen as
constituting a distich with another costume drama that Cocteau wrote in 1941 and which
premiered on the stage of the Comédie Française in 1943, Renaud et Armide. The latter
represents another example of melodrama squared, as I have defined The Two-Headed
Eagle. Discussing the story of Renaud et Armide, David Bradby lapidarily observes that
it “is a simple fairy tale, of the kind preferred by Cocteau” (Bradby, 17). Yet, the
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playwright gives this tale an unexpected dramatic treatment in strict Alexandrine verse.
Notwithstanding the elaborate composition that makes of the play a “brilliant pastiche of
Racine,” in Cocteau’s piece “the subject-matter is so light and insubstantial, so farremoved from Racine’s full-blooded catastrophes, that the resulting play has no more
than the smallest curiosity value” (Ibid.). Working within recognizable melodramatic
patterns of the escapist kind favored during the time of the French two-headed
government, Cocteau tries to dissimulate them through an appeal – that is in itself
melodramatic – to the tragic register, which he associates to a lost past. The outcome of
this operation is an enhanced artificiality that unmistakably aligns the play to the “Camp”
sensitivity described by Susan Sontag in her 1964 “Notes” (Sontag 2013, 259-74).67
Adopting Cocteau’s text, Antonioni also inherits The Two-Headed Eagle’s overtly
constructed artificiality, which does not only involve linguistic and narrative elements,
but equally invests the mise-en-scène. Yet, contrary to Cocteau’s own film version of the
play – with its lush décor and costumes and its grandiose sets and cast – Oberwald is a
low-budget film with a limited number of extras and a modest set design. The lesser
financial and technical means Antonioni can rely upon, turn the glittery constructedness
of Cocteau’s film into the melancholic awareness of the artificiality of costumes, sets,
and props. Another set of material limitations that Antonioni faced concerns the
camerawork. Whereas Cocteau’s film displays a virtuosic use of tracking shots and deep
focus cinematography, Antonioni pictures Oberwald with video cameras employed in
television studios, which have an extremely limited mobility. Having acquired an
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international reputation for his masterful use of camera movement – the most notable
example being the sequence-shot at the conclusion of The Passenger – Antonioni is
suddenly restricted to panoramic shots and the use of the zoom.
Yet, while the mise-en-scène – costumes, sets, props, etc. – and the
cinematography constitute the most immediate evidence of Antonioni’s break with his
previous filmmaking, the most shocking stylistic innovation of the film is represented by
the filmmaker’s illustrative approach to the script. As shown in the first and second
chapters of my dissertation, the initial part of Antonioni’s career in narrative filmmaking
has been characterized precisely by his attempts at emancipating the image from the
primacy of the screenplay. His endeavor has culminated in the innovative forms of visual
storytelling that he has been able to implement since Outcry, by downplaying the role of
dialogue and the importance of a clear illustration of the plot. In Oberwald, Antonioni
instead subordinates the audiovisual components of the film to an effective illustration of
the plot-development and to the foregrounding of dialogues and the actors’ delivery and
expressivity. If by the end of the 1970s Antonioni’s authorship is associated with visual
forms of storytelling, in Oberwald he abruptly operates a dramatic act of authorial selferasure.
In addition to renouncing to a distinctive personal personal style through the
adoption of an illustrative cinematic approach, by mans of his handling of Cocteau’s text,
in Oberwald Antonioni enacts another overt form of authorial self-erasure. Whereas in
the previous two occasions in which Antonioni has resorted to preexisting literary works
he has operated major interventions on the source material, in order to accommodate it to
his specific purposes, his adaptation of The Two-Headed Eagle is a faithful rendering of
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Cocteau’s play. Thus, not only is the source material of a peculiar anti-Antonionian
quality, but the filmmaker also refuses to interact with the text. In addition to the sobering
of Cocteau’s flamboyant style, Antonioni and Guerra mostly limited themselves to
adaptive practices of selection and editing. The adapters’ refusal to interact with the text
manifest the surrender of their authorial intentionality. Antonioni has deftly summarized
these strategies of self-erasure by affirming that the choice of The Two-Headed Eagle
was a matter of “fate,” an affirmation that, I claim, is true and false at the same time.
When he placidly asserts that with Oberwald he has surrendered to fate (or, to
chance) – an attitude strikingly at odds with his proven aesthetic and ethical commitment
– Antonioni is in a certain sense simply stating the obvious. He has accepted to work on
this film following a number of aborted projects after the completion of The Passenger,
which terminated his contract with MGM in 1975. The box-office success of Blow-up –
Antonioni’s first MGM film – proved a flash in the pan and, after the financial failure of
both Zabriskie Point (1970) and The Passenger, Studio executives had no intention of
extending the agreement with the Italian filmmaker. In addition to the lack of commercial
success, which was certainly not a novelty for Antonioni, the critical support to his
cinema has in the meanwhile become less unconditioned. Ted Berry and René Prieto
provide a detailed reconstruction of Antonioni’s insistent but unsuccessful attempts, in
this period, at undertaking a new film project, either in Italy, or internationally:
After the release of The Passenger, Antonioni conceived several projects. In June of 1976, he
visited Australia, hoping to do a film there entitled The Crew, but the Australian Film
Commission refused to put up the necessary money. He then planned a feature film to be
called The Color of Jealousy. There was also a science-fiction film entitled L’aquilone (The
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Kite) to be filmed in the southern Asiatic part of the Soviet Union. The script of L’aquilone
was finished with the help of Tonino Guerra and shooting was to begin in the Spring of 1977,
but this project was cancelled primarily because the special effects were not available in the
Soviet Union and the Soviet authorities were unwilling to provide funds for work done
outside the U.S.S.R. Another project was Patire o morire (Suffer or Die). Tonino Guerra
collaborated with Antonioni on this script which was first to star Richard Gere and then
Giancarlo Giannini. Anthony Burgess prepared the English language version of the script.
Shooting was to begin in Rome on Christmas Day, 1978, because Antonioni felt that the
picture, as the story of a religious crisis, began on that day. […] The film was cancelled at the
last minute, however, because some of the financial backers changed their minds. (Perry and
Prieto 1983, 12-3)

Concluding the recapitulation of the filmmaker’s most important aborted film
projects between the release of The Passenger and the offer of the Italian national
television in 1979, Perry and Prieto add: “[d]uring this same period Antonioni worked on
other projects, but none of them came to fruition” (13).
While film producers and film funds in Italy and around the globe were unwilling
to take risks financing a new Antonioni project, RAI was instead more than eager to sign
the star-director. At the beginning of the 1970s, the Italian national television has
undertaken film production on its own. In his essay on Oberwald, Francesco Casetti
distinguishes two major phases that, through the 1970s and 1980s, determined RAI’s shift
from mere broadcaster to producer (Casetti 2011, 206). In the first phase – during the
1970s – the national television signed young promising filmmakers for the purpose of
realizing “quality films,” which would be both distributed theatrically and broadcasted on
TV. A second phase in RAI’s film production instead begins at the turn of the 1980s, and
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specifically involves Oberwald. By that time, film directors would be asked to engage
directly the medium of television and its technological apparatus. Films realized in this
period would still maintain the double exhibition format (theatrical release and TV
broadcasting) of the previous phase, but they would be shot on video. In doing so, RAI
executives aimed at hybridizing cinema and television, in order to facilitate the
production and circulation of their own films. Antonioni’s star-value perfectly fitted with
RAI’s commercial strategies, and an agreement between Antonioni and his “fate” was
quickly found.
Yet, in another sense, when Antonioni states that his work on Oberwald is a
matter of fate, he is concealing the fact that the choice of the source material was not only
decisive for Vitti’s aims, but it also allowed him to work on a text that could hardly be
further removed from the interests and concerns emerging in his previous body of work.
Rather than a matter of fate, I suggest therefore to read Antonioni’s endorsement of The
Two-Headed Eagle within a broader set of strategies of authorial self-erasure. Working
on an alien object, Antonioni does not even attempt at making it his own. The choice of
The Two-Headed Eagle allows Antonioni to adopt the illustrative approach I have
discussed – and which contradicts his previous film practice – with a greater ease.
Cognizant of the fact that it was unlikely to turn Oberwald into an Antonioni film, the
filmmaker accepted the role of illustrator. 68 At the heart of the preface he wrote for the
publication of the film script, which is significantly entitled “Quasi una confessione”
(“Almost a Confession”), Antonioni unequivocally describes the outcome – and thus

“Well, you know, it’s not one of my films. I just directed it,” Antonioni told Chatman in 1980. Cf.
Chatman 1997, 5.
68
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implicitly declares the motivation – of these strategies of authorial self-erasure: “What a
sense of lightness I felt in facing those events, so devoid of the complexity of the real, to
which we are accustomed! What a relief to escape the difficulty of a moral and aesthetic
obligation, from the haunting desire to express yourself. It was like rediscovering a
forgotten childhood” (Antonioni 1996, 128). Antonioni’s confession is the testimony of
the relief he felt – and sought – from the burden of authorial responsibility. In the fated –
that is, given – working conditions he was operating within, Antonioni took a vacation
from himself as Antonioni-the-auteur. I therefore suggest that the very guilty pleasure he
confesses in the preface to the publication of the script constitutes the solution to the
metanarrative mysteries of Oberwald.

The Mysteries of Criticism: A Matter of Authorship

Uttered by one of the most prominent figures in the entire history of European auteur
cinema, the joyous rejection of authorial responsibility expressed in the “Confession”
inevitably sounds like a provocation. And, as such, it has always been taken. Moreover,
Antonioni himself purposefully obfuscates the seriousness of his statement. The
“Confession” is written in an ironic tone that might encourage to disavow its sincerity.
Most importantly, the confession proper is positioned within a reflection on the use of
color and video technologies, and its jokey tone is in stark contrast with the seriousness
of the text in which it is embedded – the seriousness that signals the personal
commitment distinctive of the auteur. This is the emphatic opening of Antonioni’s
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preface: “After years of thinking about it, I finally shot a film on video” (Antonioni 1996,
127). And, immediately after the confession of his relief from authorial responsibility,
Antonioni abruptly reinterprets what he has just described as a joyous liberation in the
terms of a sacrifice for the achievement of a higher aesthetic goal. The passage deserves
being quoted at length; this is how Antonioni’s text continues after the declared
rediscovery of a “forgotten childhood” through authorial disengagement:
But there’s more. That position actually allowed me to dedicate greater attention to the
problems pertaining to the technical medium. The electronic system is very stimulating. At
first, it seems like a game. They put you in front of a console full of knobs, and by moving
them, you can add or take away color, meddle with its quality and with the relationship
between various tonalities. It is also possible to obtain effects forbidden to normal cinema. In
short, you realize quickly that it isn’t a game, but rather a new world for cinema. Not for
television, for cinema. A new way of finally using color as a narrative, poetic means.
(Antonioni 1996, 128)

In one and the same short piece of writing, Antonioni takes two contradictory
stands that prevent from determining the seriousness of the confession he forcefully
announces in the title. Antonioni candidly manifests the same contradictory position in an
almost contemporaneous interview for Sight and Sound conducted in the winter of 1979.
He first affirms: “I thought of L’Aigle à deux têtes, not because it seemed a work that
appealed to me particularly but because it seemed as good a vehicle as any for trying out
television cameras, which for years I had wanted to do” (quoted in Rohdie 1990, 170). To
work with video cameras, means for Antonioni the possibility of experimenting with
color manipulation. Implicitly, he thus invites to read the mark of his authorship in the
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film’s chromatic features. He nevertheless adds, in a contradictory fashion specular to
that of the “Confession”: “The play offered me a chance for an intellectual noncommitment. Its novelettish story, this tale of an anarchist who infiltrates into the queen’s
castle and ends by killing her for love rather than ideology. Of course I don’t give a damn
about this queen and the anarchist… I’ve tried to be neutral” (Rohdie 1990, 170). This
search for neutrality is a clear marker of what I have described in terms of authorial selferasure. Moreover, Antonioni articulates his aspiration for neutrality as a consequence of
the perceived foreignness of Cocteau’s play. It is therefore possible to assume that the
play has been selected not in spite of its oddity in respect to Antonioni’s previous work,
but for the very reason that this foreignness could allow the filmmaker to enact the
authorial disengagement that he describes as a guilty pleasure.
Interestingly, scholars and critics have invariably propended for the dismissal of
the confession’s seriousness, and they eagerly bought the pretext of the experimentation
with color as a sufficient aesthetic and authorial motivation for Antonioni to undergo this
project. The defense of the use of color participates in the larger rescue enterprise
promoted by Antonioni scholars, through which they aim at re-inscribing Oberwald
within the Antonionian corpus without compromising the coherence of their holistic
theoretical premises. In fact, rescuing tactics have occasionally taken alternative and
complementary paths, especially when scholars might have had reservations concerning
the motivation for the chromatic experiments, or their outcome. For instance, Seymour
Chatman shows his unease with Antonioni’s proposition that simple characters and
actions might “ensure that the audience would have sufficient leisure to appreciate the
new television color effects” (Chatman 1985, 210). Drawing a comparison with Red
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Desert, Chatman concludes that “[i]t is not clear why that should be necessary,” and he
interprets Antonioni’s desire to experiment with television as an attempt at reaching “a
large audience.” An irreconcilable tension between authoriality and mass culture is in his
opinion the very cause for the failure of the film. Yet, Chatman does not put the blame
for this failure on the filmmaker, but on the audiences: “[c]ertainly the color, as
interesting as the process may be, will not stimulate the popular imagination; indeed,
some of the effects are so subtle that many people will not notice them” (210). In
Chatman’s reading, the problem with color in Oberwald consists in the excessive
ingenuity of Antonioni’s ideas, and he thus concludes that, “[s]ince these effects are so
subtle, it is a shame that Antonioni did not attach them to material worthy of his usual
subtlety” (211).
Writing in 1985, Chatman vigorously condemns Oberwald for its simplistic plot
and flat characters, and he describes it as “a film that must surprise fans of Antonioni and
make them feel that he lent himself to the task more as an employee of RAI than as one
of cinema’s greatest auteurs” (205). Yet, by premising the decisive role of the producers,
Chatman absolves Antonioni from the responsibilities for the project. He praises the
documentary quality of the shots of “soldiers and domestic stuff at their tasks speaking
the German dialect of the region,” by opposing it to the overall constructedness of the
mise-en-scène (206). It should not surprise that Chatman spotlights these very inserts,
shot in exteriors – and for the most part visualizing events that are referenced within the
dialogue in the first and second act of the play – as they do not belong to The TwoHeaded Eagle, but are Antonioni’s own invention. Chatman also comforts his readers by
noting that “Antonioni has lost none of his compositional gifts. Often the placement of a
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face in the frame is as precise and delicate as in a canvas by Titian” (209). Even if his
rescue mission does not focus primarily on color, Chatman nonetheless constructs a
heroic portrait of Antonioni as a filmmaker struggling with the limitations imposed by
evil producers, but who is nonetheless able to subvert them from within, through his
individual and exceptional genius – and the reference to Titian signals precisely this
blissful dimension.
More directly invested in rescuing the film by means of Antonioni’s use of color,
Sam Rohdie presents the film as primarily an experiment with video technology and
chromatic manipulation. With his usual confrontational disposition towards Chatman’s
monograph, in 1990 Rohdie openly praises the film. Moreover, he does not simply save
the film on the grounds of Antonioni’s use of color, but also wholeheartedly admits
Oberwald in the uninterrupted thematic continuity of Antonioni’s corpus: “there is much
in common between Oberwald and not only Il deserto rosso (the colour), but The
Passenger (changing identities), Zabriskie Point (the appointment with death),
Identificazione di una donna ([…] the difficulty in ‘fixing’, identifying)” (Rohdie 1990,
169). A similar celebration of the film and its use of the chromatic possibilities of video
is advanced in Murray Pomerance’s reading of the film. His argument relies on the
assumption of the potential independence of color and its autonomous narrative function:
“[c]olor modulation might be used for telling a story over and above the narration being
recounted in accord with the script” (Pomerance 2011, 138). Not only Pomerance
recognizes the autonomy of color in Oberwald, but he also emphasizes its transformative
power over the narrative itself: “color effects add a layer of information that transforms
the drama” (139).
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Francesco Casetti provides a salubrious counterpoint to these apologies of the
experiments with hues in Oberwald. He interestingly takes the opposite path and
describes Antonioni’s color manipulation as pure arbitrariness – at once the maximum
degree of demiurgical control and an explicit surrender of the intentionality associated
with authorship:
I Confess, openly: for me, one of the mysteries of Il mistero di Oberwald is the logic of
colour. […] As an old semiotician, I tried for a long time to understand whether these
chromatic variations constitute a ‘color system’ like the one imagined, for instance, by
Eisenstein – a system that is not linked to realistic effects, but is dense with symbolism. […]
Frankly, in spite of much effort, I never managed to identify any ‘system.’ On the contrary, in
fact: it seems to me that Antonioni’s activity here is informed by a (healthy) haphazardness
and arbitrariness. (Casetti 2011, 211-2)

Whereas Casetti undermines the claims to a coherent and recognizable authorial
intentionality that would manifest in Antonioni’s use of color, he reasserts Antonioni’s
absolute authoriality in the form of a sovereign arbitrariness. While I side with Casetti in
his endeavor to debunk the significance of Antonioni’s chromatic experiments, I find his
notion of the absolute, unbound arbitrariness of Antonioni’s use of color questionable.
Even though several scenes of Oberwald seem to confirm Casetti’s impression of
haphazardness, in the majority of the occasions in which Antonioni manipulates the color
of the image his semiotic intentions appear dramatically clear.
Throughout the sequence depicting the Queen’s conversation with the Count of
Foëhn, Antonioni associates a dark purple tonality with the Count, and a light pastel color
with the Queen. The Manichean melodramatic splitting could not have been more
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candidly illustrated. This split is already suggested through compositional choices and
blocking, as most of the long shots that constitute this sequence frame the interlocutors at
the opposite sides of the image, while facing each other in an antagonistic attitude. To
emphasize the obvious, Antonioni splits the image also through his use of color, tainting
the half of the screen occupied by Foëhn in purple, while surrounding the figure of the
Queen with a warm hue. There is no possibility for the viewers to misunderstand the
Manichean opposition of the characters, constructed through framing and blocking, and
additionally highlighted by means of color. In an earlier scene, Antonioni pictures the
laborers working at the caste as they are butchering a number of chickens. He closes the
scene with a close shot of the blood spilling from one of the animals’ severed necks. As
the blood forms a small pond on the ground, Antonioni abruptly veers its color from red
to black, in an unimaginative coloristic redundancy evoking death. While Pomerance
praises the autonomy of the hues in the film, such instances overtly demonstrate
Oberwald’s primary interest in an illustrative use of color, which subordinates it to the
purposes of clarifying the narrative.
Thus, although the use of color in Oberwald might not correspond, at a first
glance, to a systematic aesthetic conception, it is nevertheless informed by a leading
methodological principle, that of illustration. This approach is characteristic not only of
Antonioni’s use of color, but it equally concerns all of the formal aspects of the film.
Editing, cinematography, sound, and the mise-en-scène compete in highlighting and
reinforcing the obvious. Thus, rather than depending on the inscrutable arbitrariness of an
absolute creator, chromatic choices in Oberwald mostly appear to be oriented by a
pragmatic illustrative function. Furthermore, also in the occasions in which this
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illustrative approach is less clearly displayed, Antonioni’s control is highly conditioned,
rather than unbound. Severe limitations are built into the material conditions of his
manipulation of color, since the video technology he is experimenting with only allows
for a limited range of possibilities, both in number and scope. Rohdie finely captures
what I am referring to as Antonioni’s illustrative approach to color: “[a]n aspect of these
effects is uncharacteristic of Antonioni: the obvious narrative function of color, and the
drama of it, the clash of characters, perspectives: Foehn is bad, the Queen is good; Felix
is good, Edith is bad; Love vs Death, Truth vs Deceit, Doom colouring everything”
(Rohdie 1990, 171). Yet, immediately after exposing “the obvious narrative function of
color” in the film, by means of a conceptual somersault and in a contradictory style worth
of Antonioni’s own “Confession,” Rohdie suddenly advances the unexpected claim about
the independence and primacy of color over the narrative:
But despite this ‘melodrama’ of colour there is a free play with colour which depends on it
being unrealistic, and their narrative effect so obviously manipulated and artificial that it
emphasizes not the functionality of the colour but its autonomy and narrarive independence.
If, in other Antonioni films, the narrative is emptied, drained of substance, in Oberwald it is
so excessively drawn as to be cancelled out in another manner; and in its place colour
presents itself as the subject of the film, though less in relation to narrative than to objects,
lines, figures and the sense of the solidity and sense of the image. (Rohdie 1990, 171)

In order to motivate the autonomy of color, Rohdie is forced to produce it out of
its negation, the subjugation of color to the primacy of the narrative. According to
Rohdie, the excessive subjection of the hues turns their subservience into its dialectical
opposite: absolute freedom. The unlikeliness of this pseudo-Hegelian theoretical move
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manifests an anxiety that I will discuss in a moment. Rohdie treats the use of color in
Oberwald as if he were discussing Red Desert. Most of the commentators that advocate
the significance of the chromatic dimension in Oberwald, have in fact paired the film
with Antonioni’s first picture in color. The analogy is relevant insofar as both films in
fact experiment with hues, and, most importantly, they both adhere to an anti-naturalistic
conception of color. That said, the analogy can be considered exhausted. In Red Desert,
Antonioni constructs a dramaturgy of color that orients the narrative through the affective
intensities that hues engender within the image. Red Desert’s intensive use of color –
which I have described in the third chapter – is diametrically counterpointed by the
illustrative aims and the superficial symbolism of Oberwald’s approach to the chromatic
spectrum. Oberwald turns Red Desert’s indeterminacy of affective intensities into the
recognizable translatability of emotions, and it does so by means of redundancy.
Rohdie’s conceptual somersault is representative of the desperate attempts that
have been performed by scholars in order to reconnect Oberwald to the coherent
singularity of the filmmaker’s personal vision, the leading critical criterion in the existing
critical readings of Antonioni’s work. The inventive, but implausible attempts at reducing
the alterity of Oberwald have thus transformed the film into a mysterious object in its
own right. The status of the film as mysterious objects is openly endorsed in the title of
the essay Casetti dedicates to the film. Organized as a commentary to ten sentences that
he extrapolates from Antonioni’s “Confession,” the essay is significantly entitled “Ten
Footnotes to a Mystery,” the mystery obviously being the film itself. The fabrication of
this elusive object thus became, in turn, a puzzle in its own right: the riddle of the film’s
critical reception. My claim is that this tendency towards the fabrication of a mystery out
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of the film has arisen as a consequence of a repeatedly disavowed but unequivocally
manifest fact, namely, Antonioni’s conscious authorial disengagement from the film. The
true scandal of Oberwald is that Antonioni refuses to perform his expected high
modernist role as auteur. At stake in this acknowledgement is the credibility of accounts
that postulate the singular, personal vision of the filmmaker – reflected in his style and
themes – as the chief criterion for the interpretation of Antonioni’s filmography.
Considered a minor work in the filmmaker’s career, Oberwald’s significance instead is
crucial if we look at it in the context of the transformation it impinges on Antonioni’s
film practice. The film is not simply eccentric in respect to the rest of Antonioni’s corpus,
but it marks the transition of Antonioni’s cinema towards a postmodernist aesthetic, in
which the high-modernist notion of a unique style is supplanted by reflexive
postmodernist codes.69
Since Oberwald, the authorial function in Antonioni’s cinema is no longer
attached to the exceptional individuality of the filmmaker, as it is rather transferred onto a
web of preexisting codes and texts. In order to accomplish this third major aesthetic
transition in his career, Antonioni relies again on the practice of adaptation. A medial and
authorial otherness is summoned also in this occasion, and, analogously to Antonioni’s
two previous adaptations, features of The Two-Headed Eagle are incorporated within his
film practice, which they transform. Antonioni’s cinema changes as a consequence of his
adaptation of The Two-Headed Eagle, by turning to a postmodernist aesthetic, which also
bears major consequences for his understanding of the medium and its relationship to the
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historical world. While through the adaptation of Among Women Only Antonioni
appropriated Cesare Pavese’ testimonial approach to the actual historical contingency, by
adapting “The Devil’s Drool” he endorsed Julio Cortázar’s commitment to the medium as
a way of transforming the world itself. Resorting to The Two-Headed Eagle, the
filmmaker instead absorbs Cocteau’s disengagement from both the contingent historical
reality and the medium. The incorporation of the otherness of the play within his film
practice is in this case particularly unapparent, as Antonioni stubbornly preserves the
alterity of Cocteau’s text, whereas consistent modifications of the source material have
previously served as indicators of his close engagement with the otherness he aimed at
appropriating. Yet, although the faithful treatment of the play signals Antonioni’s
resolute refusal to engage with it, in transposing the text, he nevertheless adopts The TwoHeaded Eagle’s disengagement from history and the actual social world.
Such disengagement is in fact part and parcel of Cocteau’s play. I have referred
above to some adaptations of The Two-Headed Eagle as postmodern pastiches avant la
lettre, but I must specify that the very logic of the pastiche already belongs to Cocteau’s
own version of the play. As a matter of fact, The Two-Headed Eagle can be considered in
itself a peculiar kind of postmodern adaptation. Cocteau freely samples and mixes
historical and biographical events pertaining to the Habsburg-Lorraine family, whose
coat of arms is referenced in the title of the play. Moreover, he does not refer to the
family history directly, but rather accesses it – as he declares in the preface to text –
through Remy de Gourmont’s popular literary portraits. The mediation implied in the
notion of portraiture seems to acquire a particular significance, considering that Cocteau
refers to “Gourmont’s wonderful study” as Les Portraits littéraires, although the actual
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title of the work published in 1904 is Promenades littéraire.70 By resorting, more
broadly, to the novelization of royal biographies, Cocteau merges facts related to diverse
figures and freely mixes history and fiction in an undifferentiated textuality. In the
preface to the play, Cocteau mentions to have drawn inspiration from the lives of the
Empress Elisabeth of Austria (aka Sissi), stabbed to death by the young Italian anarchist
Luigi Lucheni in 1898 at Lake Geneva, and her cousin Ludwig II of Bavaria, found dead
in mysterious circumstances twelve years prior. Yet, as suggested by Black, another
figure of the royal family figures prominently in Cocteau’s composite mosaic: “the
murder-suicide of the two lovers is reminiscent of the Mayerling affair, in which Sissi’s
son, Crown Prince Rudolph, shot his mistress and then himself” (Black 2018, 316). Black
thus concludes that “Cocteau compounds the three stories of Ludwig, Sissi, and Rudolph
into one in order to depict a type of drama inherent in a great European royal family,
merging threads in a way that skillfully weaves a tale that must be considered fictional”
(Ibid.). In this textual magma intertwining history and fiction, the very figure of the
author – and corollary notions such as individual expression and interiority – dissolve
into the impersonal exteriority of a universal textualization.
The Two-Headed Eagle can be therefore considered a prime object of
postmodernist adaptation. Not only has the play been immediately adapted into a series of
proto-postmodern texts, but it also constitutes in itself an adaptation of preexisting texts
and codes. Even the title of the play is not Cocteau’s own, and it has been changed
following Donovan’s English language translation before the debut of Cocteau’s version.
The former title chosen by Cocteau was Azrael, a reference to the angel of death that the
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Queen identifies with Stanislas at his appearance, but which, according to Lynch, “critics
dissuaded Cocteau from using due to its phonetic similarity to ‘Israel’” (Lynch 1999, 73).
The play hence constitutes an object of adaptation not merely in the sense that it has been
repeatedly and malleably adapted, but more radically it is itself a product of a dense
intertextuality that mixes with carefree ease stories, genres, and styles. As such, The Two
Headed Eagle can be considered a postmodern pastiche avant la lettre, which anticipates
the deadlock faced by the authorial function with the advent of the postmodern condition,
as it is described by Jameson: “the producers of culture have nowhere to turn but to the
past: the imitation of dead styles, speech through all the masks and voices stored up in the
imaginary museum of a now global culture” (Jameson 1991, 17-8).
The past of the postmodern pastiche, however, is not the historical past, but a
spatialized temporality that emerges from the severance of the organic link between the
present and the past, and which is accompanied by the demise of teleological thought.
This is the only form of past experience known by the eternal present described by Guy
Debord as a foundational feature of the Society of the Spectacle (Debord 1994, theses
147-165, np.). The severance of the link between past and present at the same time
compromises the latter’s ties with the future. The unavailability of a meaningful futurity
is precisely compensated through the tantalizing allure of a manufactured past available
for reenactment: “the pastiche of the stereotypical past endows present reality and the
openness of present history with the spell and distance of a glossy mirage” (Jameson
1991, 21).
While through his playful and disengaged approach to the text Antonioni himself
performs a postmodernist form of adaptation on Cocteau’s play, more fundamentally he
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is appropriating from Cocteau the postmodern logic of the pastiche. To the authorial
purity celebrated by the auteur theory – and the absolute authorial independence
postulated in the essays by Chatman, Rohdie, Pomerance, and Casetti – Antonioni
suddenly opposes the postmodernist ludic conception of authorial disengagement.
Antonioni’s playfulness is enabled by assigning to someone else (Cocteau’s text) the
(“moral and aesthetic”) responsibility for the work. History, which Antonioni tried to
directly address in his realist phase, and which he tried to remold through his imagistic
cinema, becomes a web of mediations that blur the distinction between the real and the
fictional. This new approach to history and reality mirrors the postmodern notion of the
end of the grand narratives, which relies on the assumption of the ultimate inaccessibility
of truth that exempts the cultural operator from the expected involvement with history
and reality. Yet, this form of joyous disengagement ultimately is a mere imaginary relief.
Antonioni’s disengagement should be positioned within a specific cultural logic that was
taking preeminence in Western arts and cultures, and which would be soon enforced on a
global stage by means of cultural, economic, and military imperialism. As clearly
illustrated by Jameson in his groundbreaking essay, postmodernism is the cultural logic
dominating the historical phase of Late Capitalism, characterized by the ruthless pursuit
on a planetary scale of the interests of corporate and financial capital.
Antonioni would preserve his disengagement from history and the social world
also in his following films, although in a less overt form. In the latest part of his career,
Antonioni would deflect from his commitment towards the historical world and refocus
his attention on himself. This self-reflexive and autobiographical turn is already apparent
in Antonioni’s following film, Identificazione di una donna (Identification of a Woman,
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1982), which stages the misadventures of a filmmaker. Yet, the properly autobiographical
components of his postmodernist cinema would become more apparent in Antonioni’s
next feature, Aldilà delle nuvole (Beyond the Clouds, 1995), made in collaboration with
Wim Wenders. The film is composed of four unrelated episodes shot by Antonioni, for
which he adapts five narrative sketches he had written years prior. The episodes are tied
together through an overarching narrative framework shot by Wenders, in which he
stages the journey of a filmmaker who is nobody else than a stand-in for Antonioni
himself. In a literal act of self-adaptation, Antonioni not only adapts his own narratives,
but he also adapts to Wender’s desire of making this film. At this point, his own
authorship appears to him as removed by a degree. The individuality he is staging is a
postmodern inessential subject, a bundle of representations that do not cohere around an
essential core. Absolved from a commitment to a transcendental truth, Antonioni would
undertake the ludic reconstruction of an inessential identity in the vein of an innocuous
postmodernist game of permutations.
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